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This is the Ortofon MC200. super-rigid boron cantilever,
The latest addition to arange of which transmits sound some
three times faster than ordinary
moving coil cartridges that has
cantilevers?
made Ortofon the undisputed
Perhaps its our new,
world leaders in cartridge
patented,
samarium cobalt ring
design and manufacture.
magnet. So small that we've
It is also the winner of the
Japanese Stereo Components
been able to develop a
Grand Prix,the highest accolade miniaturized cartridge unit with
an elegant slimline housing
in the hi-ft world. The latest of
around it.
many such awards we've
picked up in recent years.
Or were the judges swayed
by the MC200 remarkable
So what makes the
performance statistics?
MC200 so highly rated?
Is it the improved
Well,we'd like to think what
version of the
really impressed them was the
unique Ortofon
quality and sophistication of
WRD (Wide Range the MC200 sound reproducDamping)
tion. Reproduction across the
entire frequency range that our
system? Or
competitors seem unlikely, or
the superunable, to match.
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yourself
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NEXT MONTH
PRERECORDED CASSETTES in
general, have had apretty poor
press, Angus McKenzie's reviews
published in HFN/RR over the last
two years having shown that
quality is often sacrificed in the
high-speed duplication process.
(Not that the LP disc has exactly
covered itself in glory either.)
Recently BASF, in particular,
have been putting alot of effort
into improving the standards of
tape duplicating. They have
persuaded many record
companies to use high quality
chrome tape stock, and are
claiming dramatic improvements
in sound quality and sales for the
latest generation of
Musicassettes. So that you, our
readers, can put these claims to
the test, with the assistance of
BASF and Decca, the October
issue of HFN/RR will carry afree
cover- mounted Musicassette
sampler, using chrome tape and
culled from two of Decca's latest
classical releases— the overture
to Verdi's Force of Destiny (
NIP0/
Chailly), and the slow movement
from Mozart's 23rd piano
concerto ( Philharmonia/
Ashkenazy). In addition, the
magazine will include avoucher
worth 50p in record shops
against the purchase price of any
Decca Classical Cassette or LP.
Equipment reviewed in
October will include: amplifiers
from Burmester, Mission,
Sugden, Revox and Harman
Kardon; the amazing waterproof
Walkman from Sony; and the
enormous Tannoy Westminster
horn- loaded loudspeakers— said
by one Japanese magazine to be
the best in the world!
When we put acassette on the
magazine in May, demand
outstripped supply and some
regular readers were
disappointed not to get hold of
their copies. To avoid
disappointment reserve your
copy with your newsagent now—
or take out asubscription ( see
p.741 before the next ( alas
imminent) rise in cover prir
subscription rates.
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How does aprofessional
system for under £500 sound
to you?
Well, listen to the 35 watt
system from Sansui and we'll
think you'll agree it sounds like
agreat deal.
An all-black system that
looks as professional as it
sounds and won't put your
account in the red. Normally
only top-of-the-line products
incorporate the latest
technology But Sansui have
incorporated it in these budgetpriced professional models.

Add to this ahost of facilities
including arecord selector for
bi-directional tape dubbing and
you have aprofessionally
equipped amplifier at an
unbelievable price.

AU-D22 Amplifier

TUS 33L Tuner
The perfect complement to
the AU-D22, incorporating
servo-lock tuning which
automatically detects and
compensates for drift and
tuning error. Aspecially
designed detector and decoder
combine to ensure ahigh signal
to noise ratio and wide stereo
separation.

35 watts of virtually
distortion-free performance
thanks to the revolutionary
super-feedforward circuitry
derived from the top of the
range AU-D9. The AU-D22
has adual-bridge rectifier
circuit, ultra-wide range
phono equaliser and newlydeveloped protection circuits.

D370 Dolby CCassette-deck
Marrying microcomputers
with electronic tape counters
and advanced tape transports,
the D370 represents agreat
advance in cassette-deck
convenience. Sound accuracy
and fidelity is true 'state-of-theare. And with the Dolby Cnoise
reduction system, hiss and

ste,oerFE

noise are virtually undetectable.
(But don't worry, each deck
also has Dolby B for your
older tapes).
SR222 IV Turntable
Scorning electronic
wizardry, Sansui have opted for
features which make substantial
contributions to sound quality.
A heavy weight die-cast platter
and high mass cabinet are
utilised to effectively reduce
wow and flutter and aunique
dynaoptimum balanced
tonearm essentially eliminates
arm jitters.
Together they're adifferent
type of hi-fi system. Professional
separates matched for sound,
price and quality

Sa

ui_

For the name of your nearest stockist and an
illustrated leaflet write to:
Dept. B, Sansui Electronics ( UK) Ltd, Unit 10A,
Lyon Way Industrial Estate, Rockware
Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.

It's nice to be part of asuccess story. From the
moment our experts first auditioned NAD we knew
that here was awinner in every way. No frills, no
flashiness, just good, honest specification and
performance. Since then of course the H]i-Fi press in
almost every Country have endorsed our opinion and
NAD has become abyword for all that's best in 1-11Fi

NAD 3020A Amplifier

These are the inclusion of an MC
input and amono button switch,

Most other manufacturers, had
they produced an amplifier
anywhere near as successful as
the NAD 3020, would be
content to sit back and let the
orders roll in. But not NAD.
Even though the NAD 302.0 is
the most acclaimed amplifier in
the world, NAD still paid much
attention to constructive
comments made in the reviews,
the two most often requested
functions having now been
incorporated in the NAD 3020A.

Matching Tuner NAD 4020A

661 have absolutely
no hesitation in
recommending the
NAD 4020A
very strongly 99
POPULAR HI-FI

This superb AM/FM tuner
incorporates the finest in analogue
tuner circuitry including adual-gate
MOSFET front end system for an
exceflent combina:ion cf sensitivity
and resistance to overload. The
NAD 4020A is the best sounding
tuner in its class and it's at Hi- Fr
Markets now!

£109.00

design and value. But NAD do not rest on their
laurels. Top designers like Larry Schotz are
continually at work researching, improving and
develoDine new technology, so that NAD products
continue to lead the field. Vrsit your local HiFi
Markets and iisten to NAD for yourself. You'll hear
what makes it the most acclaimed HiFiin the world!

making the unit more versatile
than ever. And of course all the
acclaimed NAD 3020 features
are there. Volume levels far in
excess of what would be
expected from its conservative
20 watt per channel power
rating. This remarkable
characteristic is made possible by
high- voltage, high- current output
stages which can deliver shortterm bursts of two to five times
the rated continuous power
output into loudspeakers of
widely varying impedances. And
exclusive NAD ' Soft Clipping'
enables the 3020A to be driven
substantially beyond its rated
power cleanly and safely. And

66 The flatness of
the response at Dolby
level was amongst
the best ever seen
for any recorder at
any price '9
AUDIO MAGAZINE
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HI- Fl ANSWERS
improvements in circuitry have
been implemented by Erik
Edvardsen with the result that,
unbelievable as it may seem, the
NAD 3020A actual'y sounds
even better. The NAD 3020A
now has many imitators but no
equals. Come to HiFi Markets
and judge for yourself!

£109.00

NAD 6050C Cassette Deck
Complementary cassette deck to the
3020A amplifier and 4020A tuner,
the 6050C incorporates ahost of
advanced features including Dolby C,
Dolby B, direct loading with clicklocked soft touch buttons and
review/cue Your local Hi Fi Markets
will be pleased to give you a
demonstration.

£159.00

NAD 7120 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
The new NAD 7120 is acompact
receiver with low-profile design
which is elegant and modern yet
highly functional. Its advanced
engineering and sophisticated
circuitry mark it as anocompromise product, one whose
sonic performance is audibly
identical to that of separate
tuners and amplifiers costing
much more.
Wide- range Phono
Preamplifier. Records are the
primary high-quality music source
for most nsteners; consequently
the quality of the phono preamp
stage is critically important. The

44...it represents one
of the finest achievements in FM and r. f.
circuitry design that I
have ever seen.., the
most sensitive tuner
have ever measured ',AUDIO

NA

'

engineering criteria which relate
to musically accurate sound in a
preamplifier are now wellknown, and the 7120 fulfills all of
them. kinterfaces correctly with
the impedance of the pickup
cartridge, ensuring that the
cartridge's frequency response
will not be degraded by the
preamp.
Sensitive Digital Tuner.
Unlike many stereo receivers
which have conventional tuning
supplemented by ameaningless
digital display, the 7120 employs
genuine digital frequencysynthesis tuning, ensuring that
each station is tuned with crystalcontrolled precision. Five FM and
five AM stations may be stored in
the memory circuits and recalled

NAD 4150 AM/FM Tuner

The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner featuring the
new Schotz Variable Bandwidth PLL Detector, a
patented phase-locked-loop FM detector circuit whose
frequency bandwidth automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to optimise
reception. It dramatically improves performance in key
areas.

£169.00

20 Pre Amplifier

Continuing atradition of remarkable price/performance
value, the I
020 is an audiophile-quality pre amp.

£77.00

66 This preamp credits
the strongest
recommendation 99
PRACTICAL HI-FI

simply by pressing one of the five
pre-set tuning buttons.
Infrasonic Filter. The 7120
contains asharp infrasonic filter
which strips away interference so
that only clean musical
waveforms are amplified. This
filter is located ahead of the taperecording output of the 7120 in
order to prevent infrasonic
energy from causing distortion in
your tapes.
Acoustically correct loudness
compensation. For the 7120
NAD has developed apsychoacoustically correct loudness
compensation circuit that
preserves anatural sonic balance
at low listening levels without any
false muddying of the texture.
High-Voltage, High-Current
Output Stage. The NAD 7120
is conservatively rated at 20

66An excellent
standard of
overall
performance,"
HI-F1 FOR
PLEASURE

66 The sound
was exciting and
you were con stantly aware of
the potential of
the system 99
WHAT HI-FI
watts per channel, but like all
NAD amplifiers and receivers it
behaves as if it were more
powerful than its rating suggests.
One reason is that its highvoltage design yields an IHF
dynamic headroom factor of 2.5
dB, meaning that during shortterm bursts it will deliver 75%
more than its rated power ( i.e.
35 watts per channel) into an
8-ohm impedance.

£179.00

NAD 3150 Amplifier
The 3150 is twice as powerful as the 3020A
when operated in stereo, and six times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and used with acompanion
power amplifier for stereo.
£199.00

66-Cannot be

NAD 2150 Power Amplifier

Delivers more than twice its rated power with musical
waveforms, i.e. over 250 watts in bridged configuration.

£149.00

The place where people care about hi -fi

bettered at the
price le,
HI-Fl ANSWERS

The NAD 5120 Turntable
takes its place
amongst the' eats'
66...1 found
that the NAD
was an exciting
turntable to
listen to 99

66 Rumble
was also
virtually
inaudible 99
HI-FI NEWS
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66... good
dynamic
balance and
control 9,

66 Isolation from
feedback was
excellent 99
POPULAR HI-FI

In aworld full of turntables
that tend to look alike,
operate alike, and suffer
from similar limitations,
HiFi Markets applaud the
fresh approach taken by
NAD. A searching re-examination
of the common problems in turntable performance has resulted in
an easy- to- use semi- automatic,
belt- drive turntable that provides
an exceptionally vibration- free
environment for the record, plus
aradically new tonearm design
that serves as aremarkably
stable, non- resonant carrier for
the phono pickup cartridge. The
NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record- playing
performance, and exceptional
freedom from resonant
colourations and feedback, at a
surprisingly modest price. The
unique thin, flat, lightweight, lowinertia tonearm has an effective
mass of only 6grams for optimum
performance of any phono

HI-FI NEWS

cartridge. It is constructed
of non- resonant
phenolic

and cannot " ring" and
colour the sound like metal arms.
The tonearm is one inch in width,
providing ideal lateral stiffness.
k cannot flex like thin arm tubes.
Midrange resonances of tubular
arms are replaced with asingle,
optimally damped, low- frequency
vertical flexure mode. A springsuspended counterweight with
viscous damping acts as a
precision- tuned Dynamic
Vibration Absorber, cancelling
the infrasonic arm/cartridge
resonance. Another outstanding
feature is the floating subchassis
which isolates tonearm and
platter from external vibration.
The low 4Hz suspension
frequency provides exceptional
immunity from acoustic feedback.

And there's convenient one- knob
control for both platter rotation
and arm cueing. The motor
automatically switches on as the
tonearm is lowered, switching off
when the arm is raised.

Be sure to audition the exciting
NAD 5120 at your local
HiFi Markets.

£99.50

Complete with tonearm.
Cartridge extra.
Additional Tonearm £24.50.
Cartridge extra.

NAD 9200 Cartridge
This highly acclaimed
cartridge has taken its
place amongst our
foremost budget
cartridges due to its
excellent performance
and value for money.
Come and inspect the
amazing NAD 9200
at Hi Fi Markets.

66 In our view is
the best cartridge
at this price we
have heard to
date 119
POPULAR HI-FI

£19.50

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

We don't know how they've done it, but there's no
denying the evidence of our ears! The Yamaha 300
Series offers truly outstanding quality and performance
at prices that we would never have believed possible.

The styling and finish are absolute:y first class too,
so we have no hesitation in recommending these ulits
wholeheartedly. Make sure that you audition Yamaha
as soon as possible — hearing is believing!

Yamaha A-300 Arnplifi

66 As far as

without frills or
fancy automated
features means
you'll always be
sure of what
every HiFi
enthusiast really
wants most from
his equipment — natural
sound performance. The A-300
gives 30 watts per channel with
0.05% THD. Full specification
includes continuously variable
loudness control.

the measurements
go, the Yamaha
amplifier gave an
excellent
performance giet,
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE
Yamaha T-300 AM/FM/LW Tuner

£89.95
Matching tuner to the A-300, the
T-300 once again gives you
performance and features
previously available only in much
more expensive tuners. The
outstanding specification includes:
Pilot tone PLL multiplex system,
3- segment LED signal level
meter, FM stereo indicator.

£89.95
The K-300 gives you the choice
of Dolby Bor Dolby C noise
reduction. This is backed
up by superior
Yamaha
technology; a
two- motor
transport system
and anewly
developed
Superhard
Permalloy head.

Yamaha K-300 Cassette Deck

66

The
Yamaha is a
real gem 99

£139.00

POPULAR HI-FI

uggested Starter System
Hi Fi Markets reckon there's no better way to start enjoying real Hi Fi than with this low- price
System. We've combined the Yamaha A-300 Amplifier with the Yamaha P-200 Turntable and
added apair of Boston A40 Speakers for good measure. The result is luxury listening on abudget!

£257.95 Complete
The place where people care about hi-fi

"Nakamichi have areputation ftr
maldng Rolls-Royce cassette decks"
These are the words used by Popular Hi Fi in arecent
editorial. And at Hi Fi Markets we are in full agreement.
Because Nakamichi produce the cassette decks which
set the standards for the
industry . The product
im1y 1e
which all audiophiles

finest cassette

aspire to. Yet unlike Rolls

Royce, aNakamichi is not beyond most people's
reacn. Although the Dragon costs over athousand
pounds, the BX models provide the same Nakamichi'
performance reproduction with simplified features
for around two hundred pounds. If you're in the
market for acassette deck ro matter what the price
bracKet, you ca-i't buy better than Nakamichi.
Auto Reverse
Cassette Deck
The Nakamichi
Dragon is atruly
innovative
cassette deck
with such superb
specifications that
it is hard to know
where to begin.
There's auto
reverse operation

STEREO REVIEW

a,
te't reé
átt.
reproduction system and the
NAAC system Nakamichi Auto
Azimuth Correctior) which
ensures the best possible playback
performance from any tape both
in the forward and the reverse
directions. Mere words cannot do
it justice however. Only by handling
and listening to the Dragon will
you be able to appreciate its
world beating qualities

£1099.00

66 Arecommendation is
i
mandatory «.«.

Nakamichi BX-1

Offers the essentials of
cassette reproduction —
but essentials designed and
engineered to stringent
Nakamichi standards. The
BX- 1has Dolby Btype noise
reduction witn an MPX filter
that automatically switches
off when not needed.

£209.00

1-11-F1 ANSWERS I

Nakamichi BX-2
Employing identical heads, transport,
and electronics to the BX- I , the
BX-2 adds Dolby C NR and has a

separate MPX-filter switch. It also
features record mute, an output level
control, and memory playback via its
-4-digit electronic tape counter.

£259.00

°ice of Tiirnta es al Mil Rikirkets.
You'll find gt eat. deals on turntables at Hi - Fl Mark .
Top models include the radical new Ariston RD-40 at £99.95,
Thorens TD 166 II at £ 149.95 and the Dual CS505.
Phone for our latest price on this popular Dual turntable.

Compact Discs have
finally arrived, the
new record medium
which uses adigital
recording- replay
process. As the UK's
largest specialist Hi Fi

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

retaler, Hi -.Fi Markets inwite you to
visit your local branch and hear for
yourself the near perfect sound
that this incredible new system
delivers. Illustrated here is the
Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc
Digital Audio Player.

A New
Loudspeaker giving
traditional KEF
quality and
performance

Super New
Loudspeaker
from AR

Boston
Acoustics A40

KEF Carina II
Cariall is atwo-way, three
drive unit free standing
loudspeaker capable of
producing high quality sound
loud enough to satisfy the
needs of those who like to
listen at realistic live volume
levels. The unusual layout of
the three drive units was
originally employed by KEF
for professional high-level
monitoring loudspeakers.
Coda Ill
Cantor II
Carina II
Caprice Il
Carlton Il

£99.00
e 19.00
£
II 39.00
£149.00
£239.00

PRACTICAL HI-FI
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HiFi Markets are pleased
to bring you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2- way bookshelf speaker
which has won much critical
acclaim. We can strongly
recommend this speaker as
one of the most cost-effective
designs available anywhere.
The A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic- suspension
2
woofer and 3
/ in dome
4
tweeter, delivers exceptional
performance at avery low
price.
A40

HiFi Markets recommend

£99.00

Celestion SL6
The AR18LS is an updated
version of the AR I
8s, a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2- way speaker.
New grille cloth and cabinet
appearance have been added
to give acontemporary style
in keeping with the top- ofthe- line AR98LS. The sound is
still the same — the sound that
has received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has been
designed with acomplete
understanding of the vibration
of all the drive units, which
operate with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy, transparency
and resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
ARI 8LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

Ditton 100
Ditton 110
Ditton 130
Ditton250
Ditton 300
SL6

£79.90
£99.90
£ 129.90
£149.90
£199.90
£299.90

£79.90
£99.90
£ 139.90
£189.90
£239.90
£279.90

— 111011STELCABIF. for the best performance from your speaker system

HIFFI MARKETS
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Fantastic Selection of
Accessories at 111-F1 Markets
O

NAD

O
O Headphones
Hi Fi Markets offer acomprehensive
selection of quality headphones
including the widely-acclaimed
Nakamichi SP- 7at £39.00, NAD 830
representing incredible value at
£19.50, Sennheiser HD4 I
0offering
style and comfort for £20.99 and the
extremely popular Yamaha YH-I000
which are renowned for unparalleled
stereo imagery and cost just £68.00.

.3 NAD Mat

The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform contact with
the entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft- rubber
compound with optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of
most audio-frequency vibrations.

41) Hunt EDA

£9.95

Carbon Fibre Brush
The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt
EDA brushes are electrically
conductive and fully discharge the
static freeing the dust and grit
particles in the record grooves. High

density Hunt EDA brushes present up
to 1,000 fine filaments to each
groove.
£6.95
Record Sweep Arm
Stylus Balance and
Deck Leveling Aid

£7.95

£4.50

O Nagaoka

High Performance MP
Series Cartridges
These cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy
oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, having ahigh magnetic
energy. These materials take
advantage of Nagaoka's advanced
cartridge technology to reproduce a
flat sound for all frequency ranges
from crystal clear high notes to super
deep low tones.

MP10£14.95 MP15£31.00
MP II £ 16.95 MP20 £38.95

0 Monster Cable
Monster Cable offers more copper,
finer strands, higher purity and a
unique winding configuration that
directly couples your amplifier to

your speakers without loss and
without distortion. HiFi Markets
recommend Monster Cable for
maximum performance from your
system.

89p per foot.

() Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners

A special new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of ' tackiness' is always exactly
right, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up
as well as the surface dust.
=rom £7.90

4) The Tape
Counter

Fuji
£0.99•
£0.87'

HI+111 MARKETS
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DC60
DC90
DCI 20
ADC60
ADC90
ADC I
20
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60

£0.75
£0.92
£1.30
£1.09
£1.25
£1.85
£1.19
£1.65
£1.25
£1.55
£1.65

Maxell

UDC46 £0.79
UDC60 £0.89
UDC90 £ 1.09'
UDC I
20 £ 1.75
UDXLIC60 £1.29
UDXLIC90 £ 1.65
UDXLIIC60 £ 1.29

SAXC90
£2.10
MET MA60 £ 1.95
MET MA90 £2.75
Demag
£8.75
Clean
£0.89
DC90 triple,
pack
£2.69'
ADC90 double
pack
£2.45•
SAC90 double
pack
£3.05'
UDXLI1C90 £ 1.49'
XLISC60 £ 1.39*
XLISC90 £ 1.79'
XLIISC60 £ 1.45'
XLIISC90
£1.95'
Met hIXC60 £ 1.85'
Met MXC90 £2.75'

Sony

'Promotion Price whilst stocks last
Prices shown apply only when 10 or
more cassettes are purchased-cash
sales only.
FLC90 £0.65• FXIC90
FXIC60
£0.70• FXI1C60

TDK

CHFC60
CHFC90
CHFC I
20
BHFC60
BHFC90
BHFC I
20

£0.56'
£0.75'
£0.99
£0.69'
£0.85'
£1.12

AHFC90
FeCrC60
FeCrC90
UCXSC60
UCXSC90
MC60(3Pk)

£1.09
£ 1.03
£ 1.35
£ 1.56
£2.09
£2.95

Some items may not be
available at all branches
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Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road, Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 20/7/83) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.

HiFi Markets offer you the option of
extending your Guarantee to 5years
covering parts and labour. Ask your local
HiFi Markets for full details.

ARE HI-FI
SPECIFICATIONS
JUST ANOTHER FORIt
OF DISTORTION?
You may be puzzled as to why Hi Fi with apparently superb
specifications often doesn't sound quite right.
Well, the human ear is not apiece of electronic apparatus. It is
sensitive to subtleties and colours that are unappreciated by amachine.
As our reviews have shown, A&R equipment transcends specifications. Ta ke the time to listen to A&R. You'll find it well worthwhile.
Return the coupon to receive copies of our reviews, data sheets
and dealer lists.
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COMMENT
A

NYONE WHO HAS ATTENDED an
HFN/RR demonstration at one of the
dealer- sponsored hi-fi shows over the
last two years must have realised that we
take the public's involvement in hi-fi very
seriously. A public exhibition presents
perhaps the only opportunity for enthusiasts
to see and hear equipment under neutral
conditions, without aconcomitant
commitment to buy. Ialso feel that ashow
enables you to get the true worth of a
company: if they can put together asystem
capable of providing pleasure under such
adverse conditions, then they must have
some idea of what they're doing.
'The Hi Fi Show', at the Heathrow Penta
Hotel this August Bank Holiday weekend,
and previewed on p.32, is our first venture
into the complicated world of audio
exhibitions, and Ihope you enjoy both our
demonstrations and those arranged by the
participating manufacturers. Most
importantly, all of us hope you leave the
show with the feeling that you have had a
good time — too often one gets the feeling
that being ahi-fi enthusiast has more to do
with hairshirts than with music.
Mention of hai-shirts brings me to a
question of ethics. Until this issue,
equipment reviews in HFN/RR have always
been arranged with the agreement of the
manufacturers involved. The politics of this
policy have not proved easy — abad review is
afailure of communication, amongst other
things — but this month's review of budget
integrated amplifiers initially presented an
intractable problem. The model in this price
range keenly anticipated both by the trade
and by the enthusiast is the Nairn NAIT,
shown in prototype form at the Audio 83
exhibition last January.
Ifelt that it would be doing HFN/RR's
readers adisservice if the NAIT were not
included in Martm Colloms' review.
However, Julian Vereker, Naim's main man,
did not wish it reviewed. After due
consideration, therefore, for the first time in
its history HFN/RR bought— in the usual
manner— an item of equipment for review. I
offer my apologies to Naim, for going
outside the normal manufacturer/magazine
relationship, but Ioffer no apologies to our
readers: Martin's review would have had far
less relevance to the market- place if the NAIT
had not been featured.
To go from analogue to digital, arecent
report* predicted that over 30% of audio
sales— 650,000 units, worth an estimated
£250m — will be of some kind of Compact
Disc player by 1986, injecting amuch needed
vitality into the world of audio retailing. ( The

audio market for 1982, estimated at EhelOm
gross, was little different to that for 1980, and
all the signs are that the 1983 figure will be
nearer £667m — agloomy prediction for all of
us!) The ultimate acceptance of CD by the
mass market, of course, as examined by Paul
Messenger last month, depends on
software, and one event eagerly awaited has
been the entry of American giant WEA into
the CD arena. WEA have arguably the best
non- classical catalogue and the arrival in
July of CD titles such as Ry Cooder's Bop till
you drop and Fleetwood Mac's Rumours
meant that at last some premier league rock
music was available on silver disc.
What had not been expected, though, was
the news of amassive deal, wherein
Warners became intimately involved with
Polygram, the main manufacturer of the
discs. On June 29th, it was announced that
Polygram GmbH, which up to that date had
been equally owned by NV Philips
Gloeilampenfabrieken and by West German
electronics company Siemens AG, was the
subject of discussions between its parent
companies and Warner Communications
Inc. The proposed deal was that two new
companies would be formed: aWarner/
Polygram conglomerate, with WCI owning
80%, to operate in the USA, and asimilar
joint company, this time with WCI owning
just 50%, to handle recorded music outside
of the USA. It was stated that 'the separate
identity and artistic integrity of each of the
parties' major record labels will be
maintained'. The kernel of the
announcement, however, was that the joint
owners with WCI of the new companies
would no longer be the Siemens/Philips
partnership, but principally Philips, Siemens
'substantially decreasing its shareholding in
the recorded music field'!
We had been told by friends in the record
industry that recession is starting to take its
toll. Current record pricing is not giving
anyone involved in LP production enough
margin to operate securely and piracy is
taking away alarge chunk of whatever
profitability remains, but Ihadn't believed
that things were as unhealthy as indicated by
the news of this deal. At the time of writing,
the exact reduction in Siemens'
shareholding was unknown, but one source
said that, if not zero, it would still be
minimal.
This leaves just four major record industry
groups active worldwide— EMI and RCA
(both of whom have been hit hard by
investment in videodisc technology, the
former with no apparent return), CBS, and
the new WCl/Philips conglomerate, which
now encompasses such labels as Warner
Bros, Elektra, Asylum, Atlantic, Verve,
Philips, Polydor, DG, Archiv, Mercury, Decca,
London, Argo, and Oiseau Lyre.
Certainly, it appears that the record
industry has no choice but to grasp Compact
Disc as the only chance of surviving intact in
its present form — ifconsumers, spoilt by the
unrealistically low price of recorded music,
are prepared to spend £ 10 and upwards per
disc. The critics of CD seem to feel that if only
the silver disc would go away, everything in
the recorded music garden would be rosy.
Unfortunately, it would seem that the
choice presently faced by the record industry
is not between LP and CD but, rather,
between CD and possible extinction.
John Atkinson

*The Audio Report 1983, price £ 160, published by
Euromonitor, 18 Doughty Street, London WC1N 2PN.
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. . . about religious
publications
From: Dr G. David Reynolds, Saxmundham,
Suffolk
Dear Sir, HiFi News is in great danger of
becoming areligious publication — belief is
with us and engineering is rather vulgar.
Analogists believe that sound was created
sinuous— Fourier has said so, provided the
sound goes on for ever and ever. The
Super-monstratensian canons can hear less
than 0.01% distortion in devices, even when
the transducers — crude records, pick-ups,
tape and loudspeakers— eadh produce ten or
one hundred times more. The Bottlists are a
sect on the right, and the extreme right of the
analogists is taken by the Super-Spinnerists,
who sometimes bear sharpened axes.
The great Digitalian heretics actually
believe that the human ear— in the interests
of peace — can tolerate sound like astaircase.
Many, both orthodox and heretics, appear to
listen with pleasure to the radio but this is
the province of the logarithmic digitalists, a
quite separate group from the linear sect. On
asomewhat irreverant note— have you
noticed the sinuous way acat runs down a
staircase?
There are minor groups like the MetalPotentialists who may use lead wire for
cross- over wiring, quite forgetting metres of
copper wire in the chokes, or maintain
metals in contact by passing over them a
direct current.
Somewhere, hidden in all these beliefs is
the dreadful factthat nature is non-linear;
even our eyes and ears are quasilogarithmic. Copper oxidises, even in cables,
and the oxide can make non-linear contact
with other metals; silver forms equally
difficult sulphides; gold is soft, it wears away
and it disappears into crystalline non-linear
soldered joints; electrolytic capacitors are
non-linear both with respect to voltage and
frequency.
Through all these fiercely- held beliefs and
the difficult non- linearity of nature it is
surprising that we hear anything
recognisable at all — or do we? Music—
medium fi stuff!
Yours faithfully

. . . about AR speakers in
rooms
From: Tim Noll, Vice President & Technical
Director, Teledyne Acoustic Research,
Norwood, Massachusetts, USA
Dear Sir, Ishould like to add acomment or
two on Trevor Attewell's review of the
AR8LS, AR18LS, and AR28LS (
HFN/RR, July).
Iam not about to quarrel with subjective
listening results as every person has his or
her own preferences and opinons —
sometimes as to what is ' accurate' or
'natural', sometimes as to what is ' most
enjoyable'. Ibelieve that such preferences
are valid and cannot be quarrelled with — just
as Iwould not try to persuade someone that
my favourite colour of blue is better than
theirs of red.
Iam not, then, criticising the review, but I
would like to comment upon our design
philosophy and where that touches some
comments made by Trevor Attewell. Trevor
points out that we designed the speakers
reviewed for placement on shelves against a
wall and correctly states that this can give
some problems with stereo imagery,
compared with speakers well away from
room boundaries. Our findings are that the
vast majority of people using moderately
16

. . . about CD & wow

priced speakers use them close to ( within
about 1/2 metre) or against arear wall,
probably for reasons of other furnishings,
lack of desire for adivorce, and so on. We
thus decided that if most of our speakers
ended up being used in such afashion, then
we should not penalise the users by allowing
plainly audible response aberrations to be
caused by such placement. The first
reflection dip which Trevor describes in his
introduction to the reviews is, as he states,
audible but we feel should not hamper the
enjoyment of the majority of our customers.
It is, of course, possible to use aspeaker
designed in such afashion away from awall
if desired — aboost in the bass control will
fairly accurately compensate for the
resultant fall- off in bass. The anechoic curves
shown in the review clearly show what will
be achieved in such aposition with controls
set flat, and it can be seen that such boost
would indeed compensate. In use against a
wall, the system will, of course, be flat in the
low end anyway due to the bass
reinforcement discussed in the review.
In conclusion, Ido not question the
findings, but do question the statement that
many people cannot use speakers against a
wall. Our findings are that many people not
only can, but also choose to do so. We thus
design our speakers to perform to the best of
their ( and our) ability in the real- life
environment in which they are finally used
and couple this with informative comments
on placement in our instruction manuals. We
should never forget that the end result of our
creations is intended to be the provision of
enjoyment to the purchaser, and that this
does not, in the majority of cases, include
our dictating to him or her aloudspeaker
placement which causes problems
elsewhere in their lifestyle.
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD & pricing
From: R. Watson, Leicester
Dear Sir, My local record shop tells me that
they would like to sell Compact Discs for
£8.20 each. The record companies have
threatened to cut off their supplies if they
charge less than the recommended price of
£9.95. These companies are always
complaining about illegal taping of records
but seem quite prepared to break the law
themselves when it suits them.
Yours faithfully

From: Russell Crombie, Hampstead Garden
Suburb, London
Dear Sir, Having lived with the Compact Disc
(Sony CD101P) for two weeks, my reaction
can be summed up in one word: wow! Never
before have Iwanted to go on listening and
listening as Ido now. That tension one
always feels when listening to an LP, waiting
for the inevitable clicks, mistracking, etc, is
totally absent with CD. Iam ashamed to say
my state-of-the-art turntable has not been
touched for days— just those same eight
Compact Discs, over and over again. Even
works Idon't particularly like are taking on
new meaning and have abeauty Inever
noticed before.
But of course the sound is the thing: totally
solid stable images, all the tunefulness and
emotion anyone could ever want, and a
dynamic range no turntable system could
ever come near to matching. As fine as the
Linn, Michell, Pink, etc, are— and they are all
very fine— one doesn't get the feeling of
listening through the system in the
breathtaking way one does with CD.
Yes, Iwill keep my wonderful LP
performances and will get great pleasure
from them, but for the highest fidelity in the
truest sense of the word, nothing in my
opinion can touch CD. A fly in the ointment?
Maybe one: the incredible dynamic range
means that unless you are detached, housewise, you are likely to have the neighbours
or the police banging on your door halfway
through aperformance. As for me, as Isaid
at the beginning of this letter, wow!!!
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD & being years
ahead
From: Brian Godfrey, Aldenham, Herts
Dear Sir, Like your correspondent Michael
Leeds from California (' Views' July) Ishould
like to see the back of Alvin Gold — although
for asomewhat different reason.
In the earliest days of LP there were
backwoodsmen who claimed that 78s
sounded better, and when stereo arrived we
heard people describing it as agimmick to
sell more hi-fi equipment. Now we have Mr
Gold who appears to believe that there is
something fundamentally rotten about
Compact Discs and that if we are rude
enough to them they will crawl away and die
of shame. Iam frankly disgusted by Mr
Gold's disparaging remarks about CD in
July: if he possesses ears in addition to his
measuring equipment, acontention which is
gravely to be doubted, he would surely hear
that CD, in addition to its breathtaking
technology, produces atruly marvellous
sound seldom if ever attained with LP. Of
course allowance has to be made for
differences of quality in the original, due to
acoustics, microphone placing, etc, but
shortcomings in these are in no way the fault
of CD itself. At the time of writing Ihave
collected 19 CDs ( all made at the Hannover
plant) and the only technical fault Ican point
to is too low alevel on one DG disc; even this
is not afundamental criticism of CD and
could be rectified if Polygram chose to do so.
No doubt Mr Gold has very sophisticated
LP playing equipment which costs alot more
than my Sony CD player, but however exotic
his turntable, cartridge, etc, he must be
plagued like the rest of us with faulty LP
pressings, aproblem that has been part of
my life for 33 years and, oh boy, am Ipleased
to get rid of it! But apart from that, surely
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£450-£550 will buy amuch better quality CD
'front end' than it would spent on a
conventional front end.
Ihave no commercial axe to grind but
would like very warmly to thank Philips for
their wonderful invention - they really are
'simply years ahead'.
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD & mistakes
From: Alan Baker, Portchester, Fareham,
Hants
Dear Sir, Ifelt Ihad to write after reading
Martin Colloms' articles on CD in your July
issue. Surely it is wrong to publish
favourable reviews of CD players without
detailing the obvious shortcomings, thereby
encouraging members of the public to make
the same expensive mistake as I - buying
one! At the present time, Ifeel aCD player to
be atotal waste of £ 500.
In his articles Mr Colloms presents figures
as proof of digital's high quality. Perhaps he
is right and CD is faithful to the mastertape. If
this istrue, then we can only hope that
Polygram, CBS, Nimbus, etc, sack all their
engineers immediately and replace them
with people who can do the job properly!
Seriously, Iam unable to believe that in over
300 recording sessions, engineers have
failed totally, even accidently, to produce a
musically satisfying recording. Do
mastertapes really irritate at high levels,
sounding better the quieter the replay level?
If it were the fault of the recording, how long
do we have to wait till things improve?
Unlike your reviewers, Ilisten to music as
asource of pleasure. My Logic/Syrinx gives
satisfaction from every ( analogue) LP that I
own; my Philips CD100, sadly, fails to do this
and therefore is of no value to me.
Yours faithfully

. . . about CD & betrayal
From: S.F. Burrell, London SW1
Dear Sir, Earlier this year, having read
several reviews of CD players and discs, by
Martin Colloms and Angus McKenzie among
others, Idecided to risk everything and
bought aSony player at Laskys. Shortly
afterwards, Iseverely tested my bank
manager's levels of tolerance by purchasing
no fewer than 40 of the new discs.
Having now lived with the medium for
nearly two months, my overall reaction is
one of extreme disappointment. Ihave found
not one of my discs ( which are mostly
classical, by the way) enjoyable to listen to.
As Isee it, the most important failing of the
system is its reluctance to reproduce any
form of recorded ambience or acoustic.
As this is afundamental prerequisite for the
acceptable simulation of the concert
experience in.the home, Ifind it scarcely
surprising that most of my friends ( many of
whom are musicians also) have found my
CD demonstrations barely listenable. Of
course, if the PCM process is not capable of
reproducing this information, there is no
way any conventional measurements would
be able to pinpoint such afailing. The only
guide would be one's own ears. Iam always
astonished to discover that even my own
modest analogue system ( Dunlop
Systemdek II/Linn Basik/Goldring 920IGC)
seems capable of giving me far greater
concert realism than the Sony, even when
using the same recording leg, the Dutoit
Daphnis and Chloe on Decca).
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It strikes me that the manufacturers of CD
players- and those in the hi-fi press who
seem to have written- off the LP alreadyhave been won over by the new medium's
obvious objective advantages and have
completely overlooked the evidence of their
own ears. And yet, as Alvin Gold points out
(and he is acontributor with whom Ihave
rarely agreed in the past, Imust admit) it
would be folly to assume that CD's sound
quality will improve as time goes on,
because any technical improvements would
entail acomplete redesign of the system.
Ihave decided that my analogue disc
collection deserves ahigh end disc player
such as the Dais or suchlike ( Ihave over
3,000 LPs). This, however, will entail selling
my Sony and its accompanying CDs, and in
all honesty Idon't think Icould look a
prospective purchaser in the eye and tell him
he wouldn't be wasting his money.
Assuming Ido eventually manage to get rid
of the thing, Ishall not feel betrayed by those
technical commentators in whom I
previously had so much faith; Ishall not feel
angry at having been conned by the cunning
marketing campaigns; Ishall just feel sad
that CD, with its silent surfaces, everlasting
discs, and ( almost) perfect measurements,
has not proved itself capable of giving me
one hour of listening pleasure.
Yours faithfully

. . . about double -blind testing
From: Martin Colloms, West Hampstead,
London
Dear Sir, There is no easy reply to Mr Dan
Shanefield's letter (' Views', June)
concerning double-blind testing, with or
without graphic equalisers. In an ideal world,
all equipment tests would be conducted in a
calm and unhurried manner, with rigorous
and statistically valid double-blind testing
taking many days, if not weeks. In practice, I
do my best to produce helpful equipment
reviews over acomparatively short time
scale and within the limited budget set by
my editors. Time is money, and magazines
cannot afford to support the type of in-depth
research programme that would be
undertaken by an academic establishment.
On occasion, it has been necessary, not
only for my readers but also for myself, to
trust in my ability to produce useful
subjective results without recourse to
double-blind procedures. However, at the
same time Ihave continued to use aseries of
double-blind tests which have provided
considerable support for my published
opinions and indeed the results of some of
the more recent sessions have continued to
show just how imperfect our knowledge is
concerning amplifier performance. For
example, let me cite two cases, but naming
no names.
In the first, Iwas asked to judge the sound
quality of two extremely similar power
amplifiers of the same make and, by normal
standards, of generally identical
performance. A small difference in applying
dynamic protection on adverse loading was
what was at stake here. However, to a
gratifying level of accuracy the two amps
were identified under double-blind
conditions, even at levels where the
protection difference could not have been
involved. Subsequently, however, it was
discovered that the manufacturers had made
amistake, and that both amplifiers were in
fact identical!

So what was causing the differences we
had detected? Extremely searching tests
were carried out to establish atechnical
difference but none was found. Had we
imagined it? No, and the statistics at least
proved we had heard something. By chance
the designer happened to test the DC input
resistance of both amplifiers and discovered
amild anomaly in the result for the model
we regarded as sonically inferior. A careful
check then revealed that this model had
been subject to aprinted circuit process
which had given rise to apartially conductive
film between the tracks- Istress again that
no other high tech measurement difference
was observable, but, nonetheless, this board
coating was afactor in the sound.
In asecond example, three power amps of
identical circuitry and performance were
auditioned, and were easily discriminated
under double-blind conditions. The only
difference was the size and type of reservoir
capacitor involved; already large in the first
sample, it was augmented by factors of 50%
and 100%, respectively, in the second and
third samples. The differences, however, had
been easily heard under sighted conditions
prior to the rigorous test, the latter providing
strong confirmation.
It remains true that agood aural sensitivity
to the kind of sonic differences which can
affect long term listening satisfaction cannot
be obtained under stressful test conditions.
However, the problem remains as to how to
conduct reliable and repeatable tests which
are ' friendly' and non- stressful for the
subjects. Here, listener experience is of great
assistance as is some measure of confidence
in the sound quality of the whole test
arrangement and the abilities of its
operators.
Recent experience concerning sound
quality differences between the 'flat'
auxiliary inputs of high quality, and by
implication near perfect, preamplifiers,
would lead one to be suspicious of such a
test procedure as outlined by Mr Shanefield
where agraphic equaliser is inserted into
part of the chain in order to allow control of
relative frequency responses. In such atrial
conducted in my room in stereo, we could
only hear the graphic equaliser dominating
the sound of the side chain.
The best approach to subjective testing is
to have an open mind about the results, as
the latter can often be contrary to any
expectations based on product propaganda,
brand name, cost and even apparent
reputation. It goes without saying, however,
that first order effects such as asteady-state
response, balance, level, input and output
matching and signal headroom must all be
disposed of in advance to obtain acorrect
evaluation of the results.
Yours faithfully

. . . about FM Interference
From: John Woodgate, Basildon, Essex
Dear Sir, Regarding Angus McKenzie's
mention of FM interference due to another
signal at the local oscillator frequency
('Radio', July), Ifirst noticed this when Iwas
living in Hastings in the mid ' 70s. In this case,
the PMR station frequency appeared to be
exactly 10.7MHz above Wrotham Radio 3,
and its modulation was clearly audible. In
that particular case, acolleague of mine
happened to know, through amateur radio,
someone in the then GPO who could get
things done, and the frequency of the new
PMR station was soon changed. Other
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YOU REALLY MUST HEAR THIS
In the March issue of Practical HiFi (now
HiFi Today) one of our best systems was
reviewed. The undoubted star of the system
was the 100 watt KRELL, pure Class A
amplifier. (We are delighted to supply free
copies of the magazine on receipt of a25p
large S.A.E.)
No words, however, can do justice to this
remarkable amplifier, so if you feel tempted to
move into the real A class, ring or write to
book ademonstration.
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The 2way Tape Switching Unit illustrated, is just one of afull range of
top quality switching units available from QED. These include; units for
switching 2 or 3 tape decks, up to 6 pairs of speakers, 2 amplifiers, 2
pairs of headphones and 2 turntables.
Please contact your local QED dealer or write to us directly at the
address shown below:
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discussions within the corridors of power
indicated that there was ( perhaps is) almost
no liaison between the frequency planners
concerned with PMR and those concerned
with broadcasting. This is not unique to the
UK, of course, for it took astroke of
Continental genius to allocate to the
powerful AM transmitters of the Eurocall
service afrequency only afew hundred kHz
below the low frequency end of Band II.
Following on the Hastings experience, I
wrote into IEC Publication 315-4 ( Clause 61) a
method of measurement for the sensitivity
of an FM receiver to asignal at the local
oscillator frequency.
Yours faithfully

. . about a digital challenge
From: Stanley P. Lipshitz, University of
Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
Dear Sir, Adrian Orlowski's report (
HFN/RR,
June) is one of many articles now appearing
which speculate as to the causes of what
their authors believe to be both theoretical
as well as practical deficiencies in 16- bit
linear digital audio systems operating at
---,--,44kHz sampling rates. Now, certainly not
all digital systems achieve their theoretical
capability. Nothing that man achieves is
perfect. Many of the recently- released
Compact Discs display digital artefacts as
well as poor recording techniques, but the
best of them are quite superb, thus
vindicating the system and the current
players. ( After all it would not be fair to
blame the system for the source deficiency
would it? This, however, is the confusion
suffered by many audio critics for some time
now.) It is not relevant to compare adigital
recorder with an analogue recorder and
decide which one ' prefers'. The only
meaningful criterion for astorage medium is
how accurately it recreates its input signal,
whatever the latter's quality. The
comparison that should be conducted is thus
between the digital system's input and its
output. The question that really needs to be
addressed and answered once and for all is
whether aproperly-working 16- bit linearlyquantized digital system sampling at 44kHz
can be audibly indistinguishable from a
'straight wire' on music program.
Ihappen to believe that it can, and that
there now exist such systems in the
marketplace. The Sony PCM-F1 digital audio
processor in 16- bit mode is one such system,
once one corrects for its polarity inversion
(how strange that the Linn people didn't
discover this factor!). The PCM-F1, of course,
was the subject of the measurements by
Linn on which Orlowski reported. Several
points need to be made in this regard:
(1) It is surprising to see acompany which
belongs to the ' measurements don't
correlate with what one hears' fraternity
providing only measured data to support
their contention! As regards the audibility of
the effects they measure they make no
specific claims, but only hypotheses. Why?
Didn't they conduct listening tests? Isn't it
dishonest not to state what they heard on
program? Perhaps they had reasons for
advancing only speculations as to the
audibility of the effects they refer to, and no
hard evidence?
(2) Their measurements are essentially
correct, as far as they go, although the
PCM-F1's risetime ( 10% to 90%) is not 60µs,
as claimed, but rather 35µs. The risetime is
inversely proportional to asystem's
bandwidth. The PCM-F1 risetime is set by its
band- limiting anti-aliasing filters. The phase
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response of the PCM-F1, which they couldn't
measure, was reproduced in HFN/RR March ' 83
p52. Far from having poor phase response,
notice how phase linear the response is to
around 8kHz! Have Linn recently looked at
the phase response of their analogue tape
recorders? Probably not, because it is
extremely difficult to measure correctly as a
result of the inevitable time jitter ( wow and
flutter) in all analogue machines.
But are these things audible even though
Linn claim them to be ' of significance by hi-fi
standards?' No evidence is provided, of
course. When did you last try comparing an
8kHz squarewave of precisely 1:1 duty cycle
with asinewave having the same level as the
squarewave's fundamental component (
ie,
the peak- peak level of the sinewave must be
4/ir times the peak- peak level of the
squarewave)? They are indeed
indistinguishable, even if one might suppose
otherwise! The evidence is that these
modest high-frequency phase distortions are
probably not audible'.
In fact, Linn's measurements confirm two
things: ( a) the PCM-F1 has small residual
nonlinearities which are not totally removed
by the inherent dither noise incorporated in
16- bit mode; ( b) adigital system produces
nasty noises when overloaded. Quite so. As
correctly pointed out parenthetically by the
Editor, ' no engineer in his right mind would
clip the input of adigital recorder'.
So what is the relevance of the majority of
their measurements? Surely they are not
implying that most of the ' digital nasties'
they claim to hear are due to digital
overload? Of course not. What then are they
implying? The remaining residual
nonlinearities do produce low-level
anharmonic distortion components. These
can be rendered marginally audible on
suitably chosen sinewave signals. ( When is
the last time you tried listening to such
sinewaves on an analogue recorder, with or
without noise reduction?) Existing digital
systems are not perfect. But if, like the
PCM-F1 in 16- bit mode, they are properly
dithered, their residual distortions are
generally very small and audible only on
sinusoidal signals, not on program. Even on
low-level signals, the audible distortion does
not rise, neither does the signal suddenly
disappear as its level is lowered 2,much
ignorant speculation to the contrary. Indeed,
just as with an analogue system, asignal can
be followed down well below the dither
noise. For example, on the PCM-F1 ( 16- bit) a
3kHz sinewave can be heard even 15dB
below the broadband noise. This represents
adynamic range of about 110dB! ( Analogue
recorders, where are you?) There is no
indication that Linn tried any such test.
(3) The ' record mute' button cannot be used
to make valid before/after comparisons on
the PCM-F1, because, not only does it
change the monitor level by almost 1dB, but
it significantly raises the hiss floor.
(4) The aliasing seen at low levels on highfrequency sinewave inputs is probably not
due to any performance shortfall in the
anti-aliasing filters, but rather to residual
large-scale ND and D/A converter
nonlinearities and residual small-scale
nonlinearities remaining even with the
presence of dither. These products are small
and reduce with decreasing signal level, the
relative distortion remaining small even on
low-level signals.
(5) The suggestion that a30dB headroom
allowance must be made with digital
systems is ludicrous. The highest level
consistent with no digital overload should

obviously be used. In my fairly extensive
experience with live classical recordings on
the PCM-F1, Ifind a10dB margin to allow for
unexpected peaks to be adequate, and I've
never yet clipped it on program. In astudio
recording, a6dB margin is more like it.
So where does all of this leave us? Linn
claims that the PCM-F1 is audibly inadequate
and provides only speculations as to the
supposed reasons with no supporting
evidence that they can even hear what they
claim to hear on program material. I, and
many others worldwide, find the PCM-F1
totally transparent on musical program. The
only people with the ability ( nay, the duty) to
substantiate these audibility claims are those'
who make them in the first place. For I
cannot prove that they cannot hear these
things; but they have it within their ability to
prove that they can indeed hear that which
they claim. The issue is an important one:
namely the adequacy of properly-working
16- bit digital audio systems like the PCM-F1
on musical program for even the most
critical listeners.
Itherefore hereby challenge the critics of
digital audio, and Linn Products in particular,
to participate in aproperly- conducted blind
listening test sponsored by HFN/RR in which
the input signal ( on any musical program
material) will be compared with the output of
the PCM-F1, so that they can substantiate
their audibility claims for all the world to see.
Iwould suggest that the following conditions
should be met in the test set up:
(a) The test will be conducted blind, and
preferably double-blind, unhurried, with a
sufficient number of trials that the results are
statistically significant.
(b) The test will be conducted on the testee's
own system, using musical program
material of his choice to forestall any later
claims of ' inadequate resolution'.
(c) The PCM-F1 will first be verified to be
operating correctly. It will be used in 16- bit
mode and set for unity- gain ' line in' to ' line
out' at 1kHz in situ with both source and load
impedances taken into account. Correction
will be made for its overall polarity inversion,
either by using aunity-gain inverting buffer
in the PCM-F1 chain or else by inverting the
loudspeaker polarity when the PCM-F1 chain
is selected. The PCM-F1 will be used with
'video in' connected to ' video out'.
(d) The PCM-F1 will be placed in the signal
path at apoint where the signal level is such
as never to drive it into overload, as
indicated by its own meters, or to cause it to
be grossly underdriven either ( which would
unfairly raise its noise floor). Nominal music
peaks of — 10dB on the PCM-F1 meters
would be agood choice. This probably
means that the PCM-F1 must be inserted into
the signal path between the preamplifier
output and the power amplifier input.
(e) Any reasonable replay sound pressure
level will be allowed, but it will not be
permissible to raise the replay level on quiet
passages to the point where the background
noise of the PCM-F1 becomes audible above
the program noise floor, for then the
blindness of the test conditions will be lost.

References:
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Audibility of Midrange Phase Distortion in Audio
Systems, J. Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 30, pp. 580-595 ( 1982
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[2] J. Vanderkooy and S.P. Lipshitz, ' Resolution Below the
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[3] S.P. Lipshitz and J. Vanderkooy, 'The Great Debate:
Subjective Evaluation', J. Audio Eng. Soc., vol. 29, pp.
482-491 ( 1981 July/Aug.).
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CED, the grooved capacitive
videodisc system developed by
RCA, was widely regarded as
technologically inferior to either
of the rival systems from JVC
(capacitive) or Philips ( optical). It
did have the advantage of being
intrinsically cheaper than either
of its competitors to implement
and it has dominated whatever market exists for a nonrecordable video medium in the
USA. ( Although the slow sales
and attendant vicious price-cutting almost gave RCA terminal
heartburn.) The failure of JVC's
VHD to reach the marketplace
(with the concomitant £ 20m
'extraordinary loss' suffered by
its UK supporter Thorn EMI) and
the lack of market penetration of
the otherwise impressive LaserDisc has caused RCA to think that
there is still a chance that, at the
right price for player and discs,
the UK public will take to
videodisc.
The launch is planned for this
Autumn, to catch the pre- Christmas spending spree, and
although RCA will supply discs,

NAD CD PLAYER?
Rumours persistently reached us
in July that late Autumn would
see the introduction of a no-frills
— or should that read ' no- thrills'?
[In-joke for those of the antidigital persuasion — Ed] — Compact Disc player by NAD at avery
competitive price. We look forward to auditioning the machine,
but we must admit to some puzzlement as to where NAD will be
getting their transports and
digital circuitry. NAD's electronics manufacturing base is in
Taiwan and as far as we know,
both the Japanese and Philips
have no intention of letting go of

TAPE CLUB
PIONEER'S DEATH

the players will come from
Hitachi, one model with an infrared and the other with a wired
remote control, both to be priced
'under £ 300'. The discs should
cost between £ 12.95 and £21.95,
which would make them very
competitive compared with prerecorded tapes — if it wasn't for
the fact that most people enjoy
video films from rented tapes.
But if you have spent several
small fortunes on development,
you have to try and sell it somewhere.
You could try a sideways step
and apply the technology elsewhere, of course. While Polygram are treading a hard and
possibly unproductive path,
trying to turn what should have
been a superb 5 in. optical read/
write 2 gigabyte hard disc data
store into a domestic digital
sound system, it has been suggested ( by Ed Dell in The Audio
Amateur) that the RCA videodisc
— easily cut and pressed with
existing record technology —
could be turned into avery cheap
DAD, with a software cost competitive with the existing analogue systems.

their CD lead over Taiwan, Korea
or Hong Kong. One only has to
look at how jealously home computer technology is guarded —
Hong Kong manufacturers
apparently find it very hard to
obtain production supplies of the
chips to make their Apple
behave-alikes — to see how
seriously the threat from the
'other' Far East is taken by the
established consumer electronics
companies. For now, at least, it
would appear that the NAD
machine will be a stripped- down
badge- engineered version of an
existing design. But we could be
wrong, of course.

marriage in 1969, on the eve of
the International Recording Contest in Copenhagen. They spent
To quote Gordon Furneaux in the
their honeymoon as British
Muriel Braddick Foundation
judges at this event in the Danish
magazine Focus, no two people
capital — that's what Icall enthusiasm!
have done more for the amateur
tape recording movement in the
His hobby activities led to his
UK than the husband and wife
Presidency of the Federation of
team of John and Peggy Bradley.
British Tape Recordists ( 1977),
Now sadly we have to report
PRO and Bulletin Editor for Fedthe breaking of this unique workeration of British Tape Recording
ing partnership. John died in hosClubs ( 1965-1976), Hon. Sec. Britpital in mid-June after a serious
ish Amateur Tape Recording
stroke. John was 70, but his
Contest ( 1965-1982) and Editor of
energy and enthusiasm belied
Tape Magazine, 1974.
this age. His interests in tape
Peggy's work for many years
recording began in the Far East,
as Hon. Treasurer and Sound
where he was working as aCharArchivist for the Federation built
tered Quantity Surveyor in the
up asmall balance in credit, after
Civil Service. In 1959, he bought a an inherited loss figure. The pair
Clarion transistorised portable
worked on the Sutton Talking
tape recorder using 3in. spools,
Newspaper for the Blind, right up
and he sent messages home to
to the FBTRC Weekend in lver
relatives. Peggy was a WRAF
Heath shortly before John's
officer in the Far East at that time
death. Our condolences to Peggy
and met John there. With a — and the amateur tape world — in
mutual interest in tape, the
this irreplaceable loss.
friendship grew, leading to their
Donald Aldous
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NEW RE VOX
ELECTRONICS
Some of the problems reported
with Compact Disc are due to
difficulties of interfacing with the
amplifier, The up-to- 2V RMS output of some players can cause
overload with the preamp, while
the 96dB S/N ratio offered by CD
can be compromised by line
inputs having only 70-80dB S/N
performance. Compatibility with
CD was one of the design intentions behind Revox's new B251
integrated amplifier. Even at a
nominal 50mW output power
level, the line input S/N is an
impressive 80dB, reaching 96dB
at full power. This has been
achieved by careful architecture
of the system gain: the power
amp section gives a low 15dB
gain, thus not over- amplifying
noise produced ahead of it; to
give the overall gain required, an
active volume control is used,
capable of amplifying the signal
by up to 20dB, as well as attenuating it in the conventional
manner.
This gain control appears to be
conventional in topology, in that
an inverting ( discrete) op- amp
configuration is used with
ganged variable resistors for
both input and shunt feedback
resistors. The neat wrinkle used
by Revox ( and also by B&O, we
believe) is to utilise D- A converters ( DACs) as active variable
resistors, thus allowing gain to be
set digitally. A digital word fed to
the data pins of the DAC will set
the internal switches around its
high precision resistor ladder so
as to present a signal fed to the
reference voltage pin with a
series resistance proportional to
that digital word. The signal is
taken from the DAC output in the
conventional manner. By using
two DACs in the topology
described above, fed digital
information in parallel, Revox can
use a microprocessor to control
system gain, with the user
flexibility that that implies.
The B251 has done away with
the conventional volume knob,
replacing it with tuner- style ' up'
and ' down' buttons, coupled to
an LCD volume setting display.
This, ergonomically, is a disadvantage, of course, but the
microprocessor enables these
two up/down buttons to be used
in anumber of ways. They can be
used to vary the sensitivity of
every input in 0.5dB steps — the
B251 includes m- c, m- m and CD
inputs — and the microprocessor

will store these settings in its
memory. Differences in speaker
sensitivity can be stored in memory for two sets of speakers,
while a separate volume setting
for headphone listening can also
be stored. Balance is also via
buttons, with visual feedback
from the LCD meter; the latter
also serves as a two-channel
peak program meter.
Bass and treble controls are
conventional but these, along
with the other lesser- used controls — such as record- out selection — are housed under a
smoked perspex cover. High level
inputs are all buffered, for minimum crosstalk, and the m- m
input has variable capacitive
loading.
The power amp circuitry is fully
symmetrical, with an active idling
current circuit. Heatpipe heatsi nking is used, to keep the physical
bulk down, and power output is
100 watts ( continuous RMS) into
8 ohms. Price is £897 inc. VAT.
Matching the amp is a new FM
tuner, the B261 ( above). A frequency- synthesised design, with
tuning possible in 12.5kHz steps,
this uses the same delay line FM
detector as does their renowned
B760 tuner. The length of the
coiled 10m coaxial delay line is
the only setting- up required, so
that the circuitry, as well as offering high performance, is very
reliable. ( The B261 meets the specification for I
M distortion etc, for
professional relay tuners.)
A microprocessor is used for all
functions, and tuning information
is preserved in a non-volatile
memory, obviating the need for
back-up batteries. As well as traditional signal strength and centre-tune meters, an LCD panel
displays either tuning frequency,
or pre-programmed alphanumeric station identity. 20 FM
stations can be stored in memory, including desired mode (stereo, mono, high blend etc)
and identification, and can be
recalled either by pressing the
preset, by scanning the station in
memory, or by punching in the
station code or frequency. Price,
of course, will be high at £897 inc.
VAT, but for this the purchaser
gets what would appear to be
one of the highest specified FM
tuners in existence. An infra- red
remote control is available to
control both the amp and, tuner
as well as Revox cassette deck,
turntable and — eventually — CD
player, when connected to the
amp. Details from F.W.O. Bauch
Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel:
01-953 0091,
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Crossover slopes are gentle, at
6dB/oct. — driver out- of- band
One of the highlights of the 1982 response is said to be smooth
Summer CES in Chicago was the enough to allow the use of
It is perhaps not widely known
appearance of aJBL speaker sys- perhaps subjectively better 1st
that every item of hi-fi equipment
tem which appeared to be truly order filters — while electrolytic
manufactured outside of the EEC
worthy of that much- abused capacitors, with their unpredictis subject to an importe tariff of
epithet, ' no- compromise'. The able linearity, are bypassed with
9.5%. Even with that tariff, the
JBL L250 should be available in polypropylene/polystyrene types.
Japanese, supported by their
the UK this month, for a massive (JBL have used two bypasses
strong — well, not as strong as it
£2400 per pair, but for anyone where appropriate, with unlike
used to be — home market, don't
with a very large room who dielectrics.) Level controls on the
seem to have had too many probwants realistic sound levels and rear are realised with stepped
lems making their Compact Disc
neutrality, they should definitely attenuators, connected with
hardware competitive on price.
be auditioned. Possessing astan- screw-on busbars, and input is
The Hitachi DA 1000, for examdard of finish only rivalled by via gold-plated 5-way binding
ple, once its initial performance
Tannoy's definitive dual- concen- posts.
shortfall had been overcome, at
Maximum power input is 400
tric Westminster, the L250 is a
£499 offered many more features
four-way design with adistinctive watts, with a maximum spi of
than did the similarly- priced
asymmetrical handed pyramidal around 115dB, while sensitivity is
Marantz CD63/Philips CD100.
high at 90dBNV/m. The L250
cabinet.
The problem does not appear
The drivers are mounted verti- response is effectively flat to
to be so much to do with the
cally in line for optimum stereo 60Hz ( free field) but is designed
Japanese ' dumping', but more to
imaging: HF above 5kHz is hand- to give optimum extension to a
do with the inability of Philips,
led by a lin. phenolic- linen dome low 32Hz — 3dB point when used
despite being the ' home team', to
tweeter; upper- mid ( 1.5-5kHz) by near a rear wall.
get their CD player prices down
If you need more extension,
a Sin, cone unit, with an edgeto the right level. This is an echo
wound voice- coil; lower- mid JBL are offering a choice of two
of the VCR situation, neatly
(400-1500Hz) by an 8in. unit with subwoofers to extend the
described by Barry Fox a little
JBL's SFG ( Symmetrical Field response to below 25Hz. The
while ago (
HFN/RR June), where
Geometry) magnet structure, a £790 B460 uses an 18in. woofer in
an EEC ruling was introduced to
2in. voice coil and Aquaplas a reflex cabinet to give an spl
force the Japanese to base their
doped pulp cone; and bass by a capability in excess of 120dB
price structure on that which Phi14in. woofer with a massive 4in, used in a 2ri environment ( 112dB
lips have to adopt for their V2000
edgewound voice- coil and Aqua- at 25Hz!). Crossover required is
system. ( Initially, all this achieved
JBL's BX63, which provides a
plas doped cone.
was to force the Japanese manupassive high-pass drive to the
facturers to increase their profit
main speakers and a line- level
margin, to the joy of the share(balanced or unbalanced) output
holders back home. However, it
for a subwoofer amplifier. The
now appears that the forced price
more compact 8380, at £425,
increase has backfired on Philips
uses a smaller 15in. driver than
the B460, but has the same extenas a universal sonic update, the
sion; it does have about a 7dB
MAT MATTERS
mat is singled out for Thorens,
lower spi capability, though.
New from Mayware is acohesive Dual and all direct- drive models.
Details from Harman UK Ltd, Mill
record mat called, somewhat Price is a very reasonable £ 12.99
Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD.
familiarly, ' Platter Mat'. Intended inclusive.
Tel: 0753 76911.
For anyone interested in acoustics and speaker design, JBL have
tion)
system
of
noise
reduction,
DIGITAL SOUND
just published a book, which,
which has a tendency to ' pump'
while appearing to cover a very
FOR 8MM VIDEO
and is less compatible for non- NR
narrow area, in that it is aimed at
playback
than
Dolby.
(
Its
operaApart from using a cassette just
public address engineers, contion
is
more
akin
to
dbx.)
slightly thicker than an audio castains as succinct an explanation
Digital
recording
on
8mm
sette, the recently standardised
of acoustic basics as we have
Video works by using a PCM
8mm Video format will allow
seen. Written in avery approachsection at the beginning of each
digital, FM or conventional edgeable manner, the Public Address
video
scan
(
the
first
26°
of
each
track recording of the soundtrack.
Handbook will cost around £ 10.
head's
221°
arc),
with
16bit
error
Designed for introduction as a
Details from the Harman address
detection and 10 to 8 bits quanportable home movie system
above.
tization
(
non-linear
companding).
initially, with one hour's maxA new noise reduction system
imum recording time for PAL
(not Dolby) will be used which is
Ambience at 1458 Buxton Road,
countries ( 90 mins for America
AUDIO TELESALES
adaptable to all three sound
Heaviley, Stockport, Cheshire.
and Japan's NTSC system), 8mm
Just
as
computerised
classified
recording
methods,
and
mandaTel: 061 483 9656.
Video could soon become a
ad services have sprung up to
tory on FM and PCM machines.
home video standard as tape
serve car and home sales, there is
Metal powder or metal evapotechnology allows longer playing
now one such dedicated to hi-fi. QUANTUM/ROYCE/
rated tape can be used on the
time. The format — backed by all
London- based Audio-Tel charges BEESONIC
format, detected with code- holes
the industry heavyweights — will
sellers a minimum £ 10 fee ( 5%
on the cassettes, which will also
be introduced to NTSC countries
for items over £200) for putting A new marketing company has
have reversible 'erase protect'
by next year, almost certainly
equipment onto their computer: been set up to distribute products
controls like Video 2000, and grip
reaching the PAL markets ( Britain
panels for use in an auto- chan- the list can be inspected free of from the three companies above,
and most of Europe) by 1985, if
charge by prospective purchas- two of which, Quantum and
ger. Matsushita (trading as Pananot late next year, in the form of
ers, but for £ 5 a buyer can regis- Royce, were previously handled
sonic over here) is already repucamera/recorder portable kits
ter his particular requirement and by QED's BAM subsidiary. Extedly producing 50,000 metal
(combined or separate). Mains
Audio-Tel will attempt to locate it. QED man Terry Holt is running
evaporated tapes per month for
machines could be only two to
the new company, Sound
Audio-Tel: 01 431 3206.
the new system in a Japanese
three years away.
Marketing, and intends to carry
plant with acapacity of 1,000,000
The FM option works in asimias complete a range as possible.
per month claimed.
lar way to Sony's Beta Hi Fi sysAMBIENCE RANGES With
speakers ( Keesonic), ampliMeanwhile, nationalised
tem of encoding audio into the
Since deciding to set up his own fiers ( Quantum), turntables
French electronics giant Thomvideo scans. This was launched
distribution company, Ambience (Royce), speaker stands ( Sound
son- Brandt — now a member of
in Japan recently by Sony with
Audio, Geoff Lewis — ex-Osawa, Perfection), and cartridges ( the
the J2T VHS joint venture
the USA to follow this Autumn at
ex-Metrosound and ex- Garrard — new Talisman from Sumiko,
through its purchase of Telearound £750. UK versions could
has acquired a tasty • range of reviewed in this issue) and cable
funken — has just signed a fiveappear at the same time, dependproducts. Allison speakers, Beard (Absolute Sounds speaker cable
year deal with JVC to make VHS
ing on commercial judgements
recorders, eventually almost tube amplifiers, the Dais turn- and Randall Research interlink),
and adequate software back-up.
from scratch. Some see this as a table, Glanz cartridges and the he certainly seems to be almost
The current Beta stereo system
classic Jecklin Float headphones, there. Trade enquiries to Sound
blow to 8mm Video, which has
using conventional edge-track
are all now being handled by this Marketing, Halldore Hill,
not yet been agreed for the
recording has not achieved unienergetic northerner. For details Cookham, Berks. Tel: Bourne End
French TV system ( SECAM).
versal acceptance in the industry,
Richard Dean on any of these products, contact (06285) 22726.
due to its BNR ( Beta Noise Reduc-

PHILIPS SUPPORT
CD TARIFF
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in the UK in that it has unnaturally depressed the video market.
Rather than buy a V2000 VCR
when faced with a more expensive VHS or Beta machine, the
consumer goes without either.
Returning to CD, it was proposed in summer ' 82 by EACEM,
the European Association of Consumer Electronic Manufacturers
(an association of national organisations such as our own
BREMA), that in the case of CD
players, the existing tariff be doubled to 19%. This would be to
give adegree of protection to the
11 European CD licensees in
order to give them time to
develop production to the stage
where they could compete with
the Far East in terms of economies of scale and low unit costs.
Philips point out that the intention of the 19% tariff is not to stop
imports totally, but '... if the
Europeans are to successfully
bring [ sic] their own invention
[carefully forgetting the contribution made by Sony] to their own
marketplace, then it will need the
same careful fostering the
Japanese allow their own industry . .. The intention is merely to
provide abreathing space so that
European volume production can
progress to a level where it can
compete successfully in what
promises to be the birth of a
whole new generation of consumer technology which is too
important to miss.'
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An International Reputation for
MERIDIAN ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M2 — " An astonishing speaker from Great Britain — We found it intensely pleasureable —
something our auditioners consistent ywanted to return to. fncredible is not aword we apply
carelessly to Audio, but tnis is one context where it belongs. The one attribute that consistently
stood out was the crystalline stereo imaging."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE USA
MERIDIAN M2 — " The outstanding characteristic of these loudspeakers is the superb stereo
image- which they can produce when the source material is good. With the M2 ( Meridian) are
unashamedly making amuch wider appeal to asophisticated music lover who will rejoice in their
remarkably fine sound and find to their delight that the combination of attractive appearance and
small size has removed the threat of divorce! Neat, sweet and petite. Iwish M2 all the success it
deserves."
GEOFFREY HORN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE
Meridian has dealers n24 countries — please write for our new brochure and dealer lists to
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE18 7EJ
ENGLAND. TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN).

Spencer A. Hughes 1924-1983
Imake no apology for devoting my column
this month to an appreciation of Spencer
Hughes, whose sad death we reported last
month, and whose contribution to the
development and direction of the ' British
Sound' has probably never been fully
recognised or documented. Ihave decided to
use this column rather than the comparative
anonymity of the ' News' pages, because my
tale is personal, based more upon
reminiscence and anecdote than on fact or
statistic.
In the July ' Comment', published scant
days before Spen's death, JA suggested that
Spen, as ' Inventor' of the British Sound
deserved to have been honoured at the
recent FBA Awards Dinner, asuggestion
which Iam sure Spen would have greeted
with wry amusement and some remark
about having to search for atie!
He would have been the first to deprecate
such asuggestion as outrageous, and
despite my personal affection for the man, I
wondered whether JA's statement was a
little over the top. Inventor is not perhaps
quite the right word, but there can be no
doubt that Spen played acrucial rôle in the
promulgation of what has come to be known
across the world as the ' British Sound'. The
term 'father' is by no means inappropriate,
even though other ' parents' such as Peter
Walker, Dudley Harwood, Raymond Cooke
and Laurie Fincham have similarly strong
claims.
Spen's unique achievement was to turn
the BBC- derived principles and philosophies
of loudspeaker engineering into a
commercial reality. These principles are so
tough ataskmaster that experienced people
suggested their adherence could not be
made commercially feasible, either because

Paul Messenger (I) with Spencer Hughes at the 1982
HFN/RR Audio Awards

the public did not want speakers with
pretentions to accuracy, or because they
would not be prepared to pay for the quality
control necessary to achieve ' monitor'
standards of consistency and repeatability.
Spendor's survival through fifteen years
which have been far from easy for the small
manufacturer is evidence enough of Spen's
judgement and engineering prowess. .
Ifirst met Spen ten years ago, though Ihad
been using his speakers with growing
respect for the preceding four or five years.
For those without long memories, typical
'state of the art' loudspeakers back in ' 68
included the Quad Electrostatic, Tannoy
Lancaster, B&W P2H, KEF Carlton and
Concerto, Leak Sandwich, and Lowther
Acousta, to name but ahandful. Compared
to these, the early ' Hughes' speakers which I
purchased at that time flew in the face of
orthodoxy to an alarming degree. BBC
pedigree or not, aflimsy 2cu.ft. lightweight
box with atiddly 8in. bass/mid driver was
not an effective confidence builder.
Having consoled myself with analogies
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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SUBJECTIVE

SOUNDS
Paul Messenger

with Lotus cars, Iset about growing to
appreciate the subtleties of this— with
hindsight— classic design, from the difficult
perspective of inexperience and naivety. The
BC1 née Hughes consistently defied most
attempts to level criticism. Power handling/
loudness capability was limited, and the new
plastics driver technology had acouple of
reliability weaknesses in its early days. But
the sound was clearly both exceptional yet
different to most of the competition: for the
first time the practical advantages of a
conventional moving-coil design seemed to
be available with some of the unique sonic
qualities of the Quad Electrostatic; for the
first time, perhaps, there was afully
integrated commercial design, where the
whole was more than the sum of the parts.
It took some time for such arevolutionary
design to become established, partly
because, superficially, it was by no means
revolutionary. Its ' break' came with areview
by recording engineer John Shuttleworth in
Studio Sound, which put it firmly on the map
as an unusually compact and portable
design with true monitor capabilities. This
report, and those seminal 1968 Wireless
World articles .by Ducey Harwood
describing BBC loudspaker research, had
whetted my curiosity about Spendor, when
the aforementioned plastics surround
problem meant that Ihad to get my speakers
repaired, and Ihad to pay avisit to the Kings
Mill factory near Redhill.
This was the archetypal ' small is beautiful'
operation, with its idyllic riverbank setting,
and ahighly picturesque building ( if far from
practical because of the business of having
to move everything up and down stairs all
the time). The atmosphere was very much a
mixture of informaiity, equality, and mutual
support. On my arrival Iwas passed on to a
short, balding Gent with an impish sense of
humour, achuckle in his voice, and atwinkle
in his eye, who had been working on the
bench alongside the others. It was some
time before Irealised this was, in fact, the
Spencer Hughes, famous loudspeaker
designer.
Ithink Spen was as intrigued by my
speakers as Iwas to meet him, as it
transpired they were amongst the first dozen
built ( in the garage of course). Spen noted
that the veneer trim which was peeling off
had been applied using his wife Dorothy's

iron, Dorothy interjecting that the iron had
never been the same again. During our chat I
discovered they were about to move the
whole operation to Hailsham in Sussex, in
striking distance of my home, so six months
later, after completing my degree course, I
joined the staff.
My two years with Spendor remain
memorable, and proved an excellent
grounding for my subsequent career in hi-fi
journalism, allowing me to develop asound
engineering scepticism, an awareness of
some of the problems of manufacture, and a
useful perspective on the industry. Icould
not have had abetter teacher than Spen. He
remains one of the most creative practical
engineers Ihave ever met and, unlike a
number of industry personalities whom I
have subsequently encountered, he showed
acommendable absence of clay feet.
Idon't think anyone actually knows what
makes acreative engineer in general. All
such people are individuals, but with their
own unique blend of skill, attitude, and
experience. When one comes to know them,
it is easy to see how the product fits in with
the personality: one tends to be the
reflection of the other. This applied
particularly with Spen and the BC1. Although
the design owes much to his 15 years with
Dudley Harwood in the BBC Research
Department, the persistence required to get
and keep it in production while maintaining
the most stringent QC standards on the
market is very much part of the equation.
This could only have been achieved by
someone with ahigh degree of practical
non-academic craftsmanship and
engineering skill.
It is impossible to say exactly how the
credit for the various BBC loudspeakers and
their derivations should be apportioned.
Essentially there was atwo- man team, with
Harwood providing the academic/theoretical
impetus and Spen the practical/technical
skill, making for afelicitous, symbiotic, and
creative combination.
Given innate engineering skill, fifteen
years of experience in one of the few places
in the world where basic research into
loudspeaker design was being carried out at
that time was abedrock from which to build.
While many others were groping in a
discipline which embraced material science,
polymer and glue technologies, not to
mention the need to develop measurement
techniques, the BBC team had built up a
firmly based corpus of knowledge and
experience, ripe for the attentions of afine
intuitive engineer. To this day, loudspeaker
design remains largely in the realm of
intuition, technology's role still being limited
to setting the framework. Oddly perhaps,
this intuitive skill was based upon an abiding
humility and an open mind. Few designers
seemed to be less confident of their
.creations, or more aware of the limitations
and inadequacies of both designer and
product. Few had as fierce arespect for the
extraordinary difficulty of good loudspeaker
design.
Spendor's loss is also the industry's loss.
Even though he kept alow profile during his
time in the hi-fi industry, there is no doubt
Spen's example and personality had a
significant and positive influence.
Gentlemanly conduct and integrity may not
be the most fashionable of virtues, but they
remain the soundest long-term foundation
for asmall specialist industry. Happily, his
legacy includes the now finalised SP1, the
'domestic' version of the BC1 which he
finished afew weeks before his death. . (1_
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PHONOGRAPH
now offer private
demonstrations of
active systems from

ASelt

CAMBRIDGE

/MERIDIAN
together with
conventional stystems
from
AUDIOVOIS
HEYBROOK
KORD
P.S. AUDIO
and others,
using high quality
analogue turntables.

60a Erpingham Road,
Putney, London SW15 1BG.
(01) 789-2349
by appointment, please.

gib

10am-lpm: 3.30-8pm. Sat. 10am-6.30pm.
Equipment delivered and installed free of
charge.

RUSS ArlDREWS TURfITAIKE ACCESSORIES

DISTRIBUTORS COR (RACE Ann 3UPEX

EDGE Bnry 1-10U5E, 3KELSMERGI-I, KEnDAL,
CUMBRIA um 995
TELEPIHOCIE: 3ELSIDE ( 053 983) 247

THE SUFFOLK BRANCH OF

PROUDLY PRESENTS

"A Happy Ending"
THE PLAYERS:

Dual CS-505, Little Oak, Systemdek Il, Rega Planar 3

AMPLY SUPPORTED BY: Yamaha A300, Creek CAS 4040, Nytech 202 & 252, A&R
A60, Plus A&R, Rega, Elite, and Supex cartridges.

IRINIARISA1111113

AND FEATURING:

Monitor Audio R252.

THE PLOT:

We all know that agood hi-fi system begins with aquality
player, but where does the story end? We believe we have
asurprise happy ending in the M.A. 252.

PERFORMANCES:

Come and judge for yourself— Auditions will be given on
request in our single speaker listening room.

ALTERNATIVE ATTRACTIONS: We also have top-class performances by ARC, Akroyd, Celef, Grace, Heybrook, Una Products,
Meridian, Mission, Nakamichi, Naim Audio, Revox, Rogers, Spendor, Sugden, Technics and Tresham.

105 High Street, Needham Market, Suffolk — Tel: (0449)721398
3years parts and labour guarantee on HiFi systems — Free delivery and
BARCLAYCARD
installation
ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD
Full finance facilities available through leading finance house — Written quotation available.
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XPECT LONGER playing times from
audio cassettes in the future, and
digital audio from astandard cassette,
or even amicrocassette. As is now so often
the case, the clue to these future
developments lies in video. The booming
video market is paying for research into
improved tape technology and there will
inevitably be spin-offs into audio. Japanese
tape firm Fuji gave away afew clues recently
at alecture organised by the BKSTS, which is
roughly the film and TV industry's equivalent
of the audio industry's AES. Quite what
some of the hardened BKSTS members
thought of the Fuji lecture, Ishudder to think.
Give aJapanese businessman apodium and
agaggle of audio-visual aids, and you will
always end up with the same formula: 99%
sales puff and 1% hard fact. Sometimes even
the 1% hard fact isn't worth hearing; but on
this occasion it was. Later, Technics at a
French seminar, and JVC at aBerlin seminar,
provided some more pieces of the jigsaw.
Fuji began as afilm company, but thirty
years ago recognised that the long term
future of recording images was in
magnetism. Apart from anything else, silver
is an expensive material, and under normal
circumstances silver film isn't reusable.
Magnetic materials can be expensive, but
they can be used over and over again, so Fuji
used its film coating know-how to coat
magnetic tape. For home video there's areal
incentive to develop tape that's both thinner
and better. The thinner the tape, the more
you can cram in acassette, and the longer
the playing time. The idea of long video
playing time began in the USA, where
Americans wanted to be able to tape awhole
ball game. It's now big business in Europe
too, because the Philips and Grundig V2000
video format offers atotal of eight hours
playing time from asingle flip-over cassette.
With auto reverse, already developed but not
yet on sale, you can get eight hours
uninterrupted playing time. The Japanese
now get eight hours playing time from afour
hour cassette.

Slower tape speed
On the latest VHS machines, the linear tape
speed can be dropped by half, from 2.34cm/s
to 1.17cm/s. That's one quarter the running
speed for audio cassette tape. When you
bear in mind that the audio track on avideo
recorder is laid down and replayed by a
conventional stationary head, it's small
wonder that the sound from ahalf- speed
video recorder is pretty poor. Doubtless this
is why all the firms which have so far
demonstrated half- speed video recorders in
Britain have done so with pictures only. For a
variety of implausible reasons they have
been ' unable' to demonstrate the sound as
well! In the future, VHS machines will also
record hi-fi FM stereo sound in the video
-waveform, even in eight- hour mode, but
that's another story for another month.
The problem with running tape at slow
speed of course, is that the recorded
wavelengths get smaller. So the tape coating
must be better. If the coating particles are
too large they can't resolve the smallest
wavelengths and any blemish will create
drop- outs that have adisastrous effect on the
picture and sound. This has pushed tape
firms like Fuji into looking at two new types
of tape coating, pure metal and vacuum
evaporated metal.
Of course, metal tape isn't new. It's widely
on sale for audio, but frankly the reality
never lived up to the ballyhoo. First of all 3M
puffed aproduct that it wasn't ready to sell.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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can afford to develop the technology. The
double layer tape is used for ordinary
analogue audio recording, at the chrome
setting. Response is flat up to 15kHz but it
can be pushed up to 30kHz at the standard
cassette speed of 4.75cm/s. Ângrom-DU is in
fact already on sale in Japan, in very small
quantities. It's difficult and expensive to
make and results are not yet up to full
expectations. Almost certainly dual layer
tape of this type would come into its own at
lower tape speed, and thus extend the
playing time per cassette.

Digital cassettes?

TECHNOLOGY
Barry Fox
Then when metal tape came on the market in
limited quantities it was far too expensive
and performance was poor. By the time
quality had improved and the price fallen,
most people had lost interest. Well, do you
bother with metal tape?
Metal tape for video has far greater
potential. With acoating just 2.5 microns
thick ( which is half normal thickness for
oxide coating) Fuji can resolve awavelength
of 0.5 microns. In real terms what this means
is that you can record one hour of video on
the same surface area of tape that you'll find
in aC60 audio cassette with sensitivity
improved by 13dB. Just think what you could
do with aC60 audio cassette if the format
were upwards- expandable.
The snag is that the extra driving cuurent
needed demands aSendust head, instead of
aconventional ferrite head. But by using
vacuum evaporated tape as originally
developed by Matsushita and now licensed
to 3M, you can use aconventional ferrite
head. And there's an extra 9dB of sensitivity
on top of the 13dB you get from metal. The
metal evaporated coating is just 0.2 microns
thick, so as afurther bonus you can pack far
more tape in astandard size cassette. It's for
this reason that when 122 companies around
the world recently agreed anew standard for
miniature video in the future, using 8mm
tape in asmall cassette, they recommended
tape of this type.
The snag with vacuum evaporated : ape is
that it performs far better at high frequencies
than low frequencies. For analogue audio it's
usable for dictation, but not much else. But
the peaky HF response makes it ideal for
carrying audio in digital code or on an FM
carrier. This is why the sound for 8mm video
will be either FM or digital code buried in the
video waveform ( see ' News' p.211.

iiragrorn DU tape
This also explains why Matsushita-Technics
in Japan have already developed adual layer
tape, Ângrom DU, which is an update of the
old ferrichrome idea. Ferrichrome used a
layer of ferric oxide topped with chrome to
get the LF benefits of ferric and the HF bonus
of chrome. Ângrom DU uses afive micron
coating of cobalt- modified ferric pseudochrome ( like Avilyn) topped with a0.2
micron coating of evaporated metal. This
metal, incidentally, is almost pure cobalt.
The Japanese reckon that the cobalt
shortage is now less of aproblem so they

When you think about it, the current
limitations on recording time available from
an audio cassette are absurd, bearing in
mind the extended playing times available
from video. The hardware manufacturers
could already offer longer playing time per
cassette by reducing tape speed while using
conventional analogue technology and high
grade metal or dual layer tape. But
realistically it's apointless, dead-end
approach because it de-standardizes the
Philips compact cassette format. It's much
more likely that the audio industry will adopt
the open-ended approach of using vacuum
evaporated tape to carry far higher quality
audio in digital code or FM, with longer
playing times per cassette.
At the International Music Industry
Conference held in Portugal earlier this year,
executives of the record industry from all
around the world gathered to talk about the
future. They heard Polygram predict that
Compact Disc will ' bury' vinyl LP within ten
years. They also heard the idea of adigital
audio cassette recorder pooh-poohed.
Delegates were reassured that it will be
many years yet before the public can make
digital tape copies of digital discs. But once
again the record industry was merely
publicly proving its own technical ignorance.
Unfortunately the sort of people which
'the industry pays to send to conferences of
this type often know so little about the
technology on which their industry depends,
that they would do better to stay at home.
All the major Japanese manufacturers
already have prototypes of digital cassette
recorders up and running. For instance,
using metal evaporated tape, MatsushitaTechnics can record digital stereo with a
sampling rate of 32kHz and 14- bit coding, on
amicrocassette running at 4.75cm/s or
match Compact Disc quality ( 44.1kHz
sampling, 16- bit coding) on acompact
cassette running at 9.5cm/s. Both JVC and
Sharp have long since demonstrated similar
machines. The stumbling block is
standardization. All the prototypes so far
demonstrated rely on outboard electronics
the size of arefrigerator. None of the
manufacturers will invest in large scale
integration until they can agree on the
circuits to integrate, and that means
agreement on asampling and coding rate.
If, as seems likely, agreement is reached
on asystem which matches the coding
standard for Compact Disc, then some of the
chips developed for CD could be used for
digital cassette. As demand for vacuumevaporated tape increases in the mid- 80s
with the launch of 8mm video, we can expect
to see similar tape become available on the
audio market at areasonable cost. The way
will then be clear for acompletely new kind
of domestic audio cassette recorder that
offers long playing time and Compact Disc
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Have you •
seen whats'
happened
to the top HiFi
store thes
not in
London?
TONBRIDGE
Shortbank Road, Skipton, North Yorkshire. BD23 2TT
Telephone: Skipton (
0756) 5333/4

CONSULTANT5

19-21 Quarry HUI Road, Tonbridge.
Tonbridge ( 0732) 366767

Raeeigh HI-Ft
THE Specialists

DO YOU WANT TO PLAY MUSIC OR PLAY WITH TOYS?

Creek

CAS4040 amplifier (
fi IS.)

COMPLETE SYSTEM £ 419
FREE PLUGS AND CONNECTING
LEADS

3turntable (£ 148.)
with R100 cartridge (£37.)
Rega Planar

Monitor Audio

R252 (£ 119. pair)

Single speaker demonstration room — Appointments bookable
AGENCIES INCLUDE: A&R, ARC, Asak, Akroyd, Celef, Creek, DNM, Elite, Grace, Hey brook, Linn Products,
Meridian, Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Naim Audio, Nytech, Oak, Quad, Rega, Revox, Rogers, Spendor,
Sugden, Supex, Syrinx, Systemdek, Technics, Tresham, Yamaha.

44A High Street, Rayleigh, Essex, Tel: ( 0268) 779762
3years parts and labour guarantee on Hi Fi systems — Free delivery and
installation
• ;M'k
ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD BARCLAYCARD I
Nu, It

eb

r.r.

Full finance facilities available through leading finance house — Written quotation available
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RECENTLY SENT me astrange
pair of headphones, their HR-S01,
hich upon investigation turned out
to have aminiature pull-out whip aerial
coming out of the top of the right earpiece.
There was aswitch for mono or stereo FM
radio on band II, as well as low fi' medium
wave, the tuning control being aknob on the
right earpiece, whilst the left has avolume
control above which is an on/off switch. A
small 3.5mm stereo jack socket can be used
either to give an output from this unusual
stereo tuner, or if the unit is switched off, to
act as an input to the headphones, in which
case you can reduce embarrassment by
pushing in the vertical whip! Ihave been
using these around the house, much to my
family's amazement, as an excellent way of
remaining in contact with the BBC in all
locations, including the smallest room in the
house, which fortunately faces Wrotham!
Iwas astonished at the fantastic quality
these cans gave on strong aerial signals,
even though the FM input sensitivity is poor.
Switching to mono, though, usually made a
weaker station tolerable. Particularly
impressive was the subjectively reasonable
frequency response and low distortion. I
have recently played around with anumber
of personal stereo cassette players, and I
was not happy with the quality of any of
them. These Aiwa headphones have given
me much pleasure, however, despite the fact
that they cost so little— under £30 is not
much to pay for acomplete stereo receiver. If
you don't mind looking like azombie, but
with more of asmile than one listening to a
hissy, wowing personal cassette player, Ican
recommend them.

Home broadcasting
Now this little Aiwa box of tricks has made
me realise that it would be great fun to have
alegitimate transmission channel on Band II
for extremely low power transmitters, which
could be tied in to one's hi-fi system. The
transmitter could be fitted with an aerial,
allowing it to be picked up on atransistor
radio, or the Aiwa headphones, over not
more than a200ft. radius. Let's just have a
look at this idea seriously. A maximum
output power of 1mW into 75 ohms (just
under 300m V) would be all that is needed
from adipole mounted vertically in the attic
at the corner of the house to cover one's
premises. A small device such as one
marketed by H & M Electronics, mentioned
in HFN/RR July (' News' p.17), but with a
higher output level, would probably do fine.
A frequency allocation granted by the
Ministry of Trade and Industry at around
102MHz would be ablessing, and if the
devices themselves had to pass Ministry
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approval, Icannot see any objection to a
500kHz bandwidth portion of Band II being
allocated specifically for home use. This
basic technique could also be fantastic for
hotels and public buildings where it is
necessary to distribute high quality (?)
music. The system could be an awful lot
cheaper than having very expensive cabling
installed in ducts.
Devices are already on sale in Japan and
various other countries for this very purpose.
However, Iwish to make it abundantly clear
that Icannot condone very much higher
power transmissions of pirate radio stations
on Band II. These seem to pop up for hours
on end at weekends, or over public holidays,
without the radio interference and illicit
detection department, now of the Ministry of
Trade and Industry, showing any real
interest. In my opinion, unless these illegal
transmissions are stopped, they will become
the thin end of awedge, and very recently I
have been enraged by pirate radio stations
transmitting on the same frequencies over
the top of distant radio stations from Europe
coming in on sporadic Eor tropo ducts.
If you feel strongly that you would be
interested in asmall transmitting device
along the lines Ihave suggested, then why
not write very briefly indeed to the Editor,
who will simply count the number of people
interested, thus allowing some crude
statistics to be gained.

Multiplex filtering
One of the biggest problems in measuring
FM tuner performance is the removal of
virtually all breakthrough and noise above
I5kHz from the noise and distortion
measurements. Tuners vary enormously in
their multiplex filtering, and the amount of
Radio Data that exists on the audio output
between 17 and 21kHz. For 10 years Ihave
been using ahome made LC semi-active
multiplex filter, which cuts 19kHz by around
an additional 38dB, but this was perhaps 2dB
down at 15kHz. Ihave used alternatives from
time to time when tuners have had an
extremely quiet stereo background noise but
poor multiplex breakthrough, but the
measurement has always been anuisance.
My colleagues and I
just do not have the

laboratory time to spend making prototype
filters for specific purposes, and so I
approached Kemo of 12 Goodwood Parade,
Upper Elmers End Road, Elmers End,
Beckenham, Kent. Within comparatively few
weeks, they made acomplete active
multiplex filter unit for me, with arather
stunning specification, the response being
very flat indeed to 15kHz, but around 70dB
down by 19kHz. Dynamic range is such that
under average working conditions the noise
is around 90dB below peak level through the
filter, and distortion is always way below
—86dB. They have built the whole filter into a
box, including mains power supply, with
BNC sockets on input and output, and yet
hum is virtually absent in normal use.
Although my sample is mono, they can make
stereo filters to special order, and it strikes
me that it might be an idea for some
enterprising hi-fi dealer to commission a
stereo multiplex filter unit for hi-fi
applications, which could be auseful little
accessory.

Fibre optics
There has been amost significant
development within the BBC recently in that
they have acontract with Pilkington Fibre
Optic Technologies Ltd, for the marketing
and manufacture of anew fibre optics digital
line system for use in broadcasting. With the
tremendous increase in the use of high
technology in studios it is necessary to have
hundreds of data and control lines between
studios, their own control rooms, and central
distribution rooms and continuity suites etc.
There is simply insufficient room in the
normal cable ducts in many broadcasting
studios and buildings for much further
expansion, and analogue lines can pick up
hum from mains wiring, which often has to
be in the same conduit ducting. The use of
fibre optics, together with master cards at
each end to convert anything from audio to
data and back, is asignificant development,
and is bound to save costs as well as much
copper. The BBC will almost certainly be
using fibre optics for linking studios in new
complexes, and this heralds quite an exciting
future.

Sounds good
Some years ago on BBC's Radio London
(94.9 MHz), there used to be aregular
programme called ' Sounds Good', Although
it could only then be transmitted in mono, it
picked up avery large audience over the
years, and most editions went on for two
hours, usually on early Saturday evenings,
once amonth. Many famous audio personalities appeared on the programme. Ican
remember several fun shows, both direct
from the studio and from my laboratory,
linked either by UHF or landlines. The
programme vanished, as did so many with
the round of cuts some years ago, but is now
highly likely to be reinstated, atrial
programme being put together at the
moment. If you live in the South East, do
listen in to the first programme or two (they
may even be fortnightly), and show Radio
London some enthusiasm if you like it, by
writing to the producer. It is possible that
copy tapes of the programme might be
made available to other radio stations in the
UK, but why on earth should it not be
exported through BBC's Transcription
Service? However, it is not at all helpful that
the south east edition of Radio Times om its
details of many important Radio London
programmes. The editor of Radio Times
absolutely must do something about this.
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Chorale III 8c Cantor III. More KIP innovations.
KEF, the speaker specialists, complete the highly
successful 'C' range with two new speaker systems, Chorale
III and Cantor IH. Together with Coda III, Carina II and
Carlton III the range offers sensible options of price, size and
performance to any serious listener, be his choice Duran
Duran or Dvorak.
Chorale III and Cantor III are compact systems,
suitable for stand or shelf mounting. They incorporate
many proven KEF technical developments. A 25mm soft
dome tweeter. Ferrofluid cooled, eliminates the risk of
thermal damage due to overload. Liquid cooling also
helps control the compression effects caused by voice coil
heating, thus reducing variations in HF level at high
volume. Chorale III and Cantor III share a common bass
unit whose extra large magnet provides the control of bass
frequencies necessary in speakers which are likely, in
many instances, to be used close to a wall.
The Cantor III system includes an entirely new KEF
designed and built passive radiator which, combined with

the long throw bass unit, provides bass extension, with low
levels of overhang and colouration, more than adequate to
cope with the stringent demands of digital programming.
Cabinet finish is simulated walnut with a brown
cloth grille. Terminals are 4mm binding posts which will
accept 'banana' plugs or any low loss high quality
connecting cable.
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15
Telephone: Maidstone (0622)672261.Telex: 96140KEFEL G.

Canna II

Coda III

Canton Ill

The Speaker Specialists

‘7 %

Ken Kessler describes
hi-fi's newest awards scheme

I

N THIS AGE OF PRIMA DONNAS, when
manufacturers as well as journalists
would like to consider themselves neardivine, we would like to restore some
balance to the industry. We would like to see
areturn to the days when people didn't mind
being seen to be fallible. Every manufacturer
has askeleton somewhere in their catalogue,
a product so embarrassing that they're glad
everyone involved in the audio industry has
a memory which appears to look forward
rather than back. Unfortunately, thanks to
magazines such as HFN/RR, the past is
regrettably made solid, and although saying
that there is nothing so dead as last month's
issue is undoubtedly true, the corpses are
still around, somewhere.
We've chosen to remind you of a few of
those skeletons, rattling away in the darkest
corners of shops, warehouses and company
storerooms. We want to show you that even
the mightiest of companies, with apparently
almost unblemished track records, can still
bring ideas to fruition that would have been
better left on the pages of their chief designers' notebook.
We offer you the Golden Turkeys.

2) The If-Walls- Had- Ears-They'd- Love-These
Award to Sonab, for the 0A-14 loudspeaker.
This company actually deserves a whole
batch of awards — the 0A-14 is but one of a
whole range so designed. (The top model,
the 0A2212, was reputed to have no less
than 16 drive units — 2 bass, 2 mid, and 12
tweeters.) We got the impression that
Sonab's designer, Stig Carlsson, took a page
out of Doctor Bose's book, firmly believing
with the American that 89% of live sound is
reflected? Could it be that these were simply
adecade ahead of their time, possibly being
the first UHJ Ambisonic loudspeaker? No,
we didn't think so either.
We've actually spoken to individuals that
'quite liked' the sound of the Sonabs when
they could find it. ' Stereo everywhere in the
room' went the advertising line. One wag at
the time wondered if the door was left open,
the listener would be able to hear stereo
outside the room as well.
If only computers had been readily and
cheaply available in the early ' 70s. Perhaps
then Sonab would have been able to program which sounds were to be aimed through
which driver ...
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Our panel of experts spent many hours
combing through his old HiFi Yearbook
collection, clogging his nostrils with the dust
covering the HFN/RR files, in search of
components that would, in one way or
another, reveal that even the greatest names
in this industry have feet of clay. His brief
was simple: to uncover items that were so
outrageous as to defy belief, and to bring
products into the light that were so misguided as to ... defy belief.
We fear that he has only succeeded in
scraping the surface.
Horrified at the number of unmourned
turkeys he'd managed to unearth, we were
forced to apply stringent rules to narrow the
field down to the most infamous. What
follows, therefore, is the creme de la creme,
metallic poultry straight out of Flash Gordon
and the Bean Counters of Mongo.

1) The Doctor- Frankenstein-Taught- Me-Anatomy- Memorial-Scalpel Award to Koss, for
the K2+2 4- Channel Headphones.
Quadraphonic or four- channel sound will no
doubt haunt a number of marketing men to
their very graves. On a most basic level, the
manufacturers welcomed it as a method of
selling two more speakers to every customer, an easy way to increase the turnover.
The marketing men embraced it.
The headphones vendors didn't want to be
left out, so clever designers were called upon
to design four-channel headphones. Unfortunately, the vast majority of consumers
only bore one skull and two ear- holes.
But since when has anatomy ever stopped
designers? Koss solved the problem that
no-one really wanted answered by fitting
two sets of drive units to each ear- piece, one
fore of the ear, the other aft.
As the K2+2 weighed 26 ounces, we have
yet to find anyone that could wear apair long
enough to assess the sound quality.

Thanks are due to Peter Herring of HiFi
Today magazine and Neil Terry of Ham
Radio Today magazine, in whose intemperate company this idea was conceived ... and
we assure you that all these items of music
reproduction do exist!

3) The Henry- Higgins- Sow's- Purse- From-ASilk- Ear Award to the Gramdeck.
If Willy Studer and Heath Robinson got
drunk one night, you might have found a
Gramdeck sitting on the bar the next morning. This little miracle — which must have
done for home taping what snake oil does
for baldness — was fitted to any willing
turntable to convert it into a reel-to-reel tape
recorder. Yes, you did read that sentence
correctly, and yes, it is about as novel an idea
as Pot Noodles. The unit was fitted over the
spindle, and it operated via a series of belts
and idlers ( and prayers?). The result was a
four- not- quite- standard- speed open- reel
deck ( 71/2, 4.33, 3.2, and 1.6in/s, corresponding with turntable speeds of 78, 45, 33 1
/ ,and
2
16 2/
3 rpm) for a few pence under a tenner.
And that included a transistor preamp, a
microphone, and tape.
We can only guess at what this company
would be producing today. A device,
perhaps, to turn one's CD player into a
turntable?
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6) The Bechstein/Steinway Award for Creative Piano Making to Yamaha, for the Natural
Sound Speaker.
Yamaha never let us forget that they're the
only hi-fi manufacturer in the world who also
make musical instruments. But do you
remember when Yamaha let its piano designer loose in the audio laboratory? The result
was the piano- sounding- board- shaped
'Natural Sound' drive unit, made from polystyrene foam without acompliant surround.
He obviously figured that if the shape was
good enough for keyboards, it was good
enough for loudspeakers. What he forgot
was that trombones, bagpipes, harmonicas,
tubas, bassoons, guitars, and a few
thousand other music- making devices are
shaped nothing like pianos. And how many
pianos are made from expanded polystyrene?
We'd love to see what the speaker would
have looked like if the designer happened to
be their top motorcycle engineer.
Either way, there's a lovely rumour that
these were marketed stateside as earshaped' rather than ' grand piano shaped'.
Whatever marketing man thought up that
campaign — should it be more than a myth —
deserves to work for British Airways at the
very least; he could try to convince the
public that planes are so shaped to resemble
Icarus.
4) The 1+1=-1- Sound- of- On e-Hand- Cl apping-Zen- Master Certificate to JBL for the
Para gon loudspeak er.
Seasoned travellers and loose- lipped JBL
representatives tell us that the Paragon is
still as popular as free sushi in the Land of
the Rising Sun. Not surprising: in the West,
men still measure their worth by the size of
their Family Jewels — in Japan, it's the size of
the loudspeak ers that separates the men
from the boys.
Try though we may, we've not yet been
able to locate apair of speakers built into one
cabinet à /
a Paragon, meaning that this is
Number One in a field of one. It couldn't

have been designed this way as an exercise
in saving space, because a Paragon is as big
as the drinks bar it resembles.
Were the designers at JBL trying to tell
Tannoy and Altec something?
Are Tannoy and Altec glad they didn't
listen? As the Paragon is perhaps the only
loudspeaker to have been in production for
over 30 years, perhaps they should have.

Did Doctor Bose sneak into the JBL design
studio one night and use their facilities to
create a horn version of an '89 percenter',
complete with its own reflecting surface?
VV ho knows... but then the turkey is an
Americ an

bird.

7) The Doctor-Strangelove-Button-Button-

Who's-Got-T he -Button-Commemorativ e -

Joystick Award to Galactron for the
MK.16 Stereo Quadraphonic Professional
Preamplifier.
We could, of course, fill this magazine with
quadraphonic Golden Turkeys just on the
grounds that all four- channel items are
inherently turkey-esque. But two extra channels isn't necessarily enough to guarantee
turkeyness. The component must go beyond
the doubling of channels to enter the realm
of the genuinely bizarre.

5) The Meredith-Willson-There's-TroubleRight- Here-In- River-City Silver Baton to Trio
for the KR- 6170 Receiver.
Again, another creation years ahead of its
time. This 40-vvatt-per-channel tuner- amp, at
first glance, looks just like every other late
'60s and early ' 70s Japanese receiver: lots of
knobs and buttons, split fascia ( dark glass/
perspex over brushed metal), meters, etc.
But this wasn't any ordinary unit, oh no. Built
into it was a full-blown ' electronic rhythm
composer', an on- board drummer, as it
were.
Th e KR-6170 enable d the user to play
along with whatever music happened to be
fighting its way through the receiver, or the
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user could plug any electronic instrument
(guitar, organ, etc.) into the unit and the
KR- 6170 would provide the backbeat: blues,
marches, waltzes, rumbas, the cha-cha-cha.
The beat and tempo were fully variable, so
the user could pretend he was being backed
by either Gene Krupa or Desi Arnaz.
An elaborate Japanese ( oke, you might
think, knowing how hung up they are about
sing-alongs in public places. Not so: Sharp
has just released a 1983 update of this, only
now it's portable, and the musical accompaniment comes in the form of adetachable
keyboard of near- Casio pretensions.
And you thought that Onanistic hit- making
was an invention of the ' 80s?

Galactron, an Italian company, was at
various times imported into the UK by
Goodmans and by IMF, two speaker manufacturers we'd have thought should have
known better. As both companies are most
serious about sound, both having played
important roles in the history of British hi-fi,
we can only wonder at what possessed them
to form an alliance with the purveyors of the
most gadget- strewn component we have
ever seen.
The Galactron MK.16 Stereo Quadraphonic Professional Preamplifier sports no less
than a 10- band- per- channel graphic
equaliser, a five-channel mixer, a pair of VU
meters, a modular 4- channel decoder section, faders, filters, and all sorts of other
wondrous devices. ' So what?' you might ask,
having seen the just- as- cluttered Nakamichi
610 preamp, or that £5000 wonder from
Technics. Why single out Galactron for this
lone foray into Button Madness?
We've actually
range...

seen

the
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8) The Harry-Houdini-Come-Out-We-KnowYou're-In-There-Golden-Key to Polygram
for the Compact Disc plastic box.
Before a) enthusing over the perfection of
digital sound or b) being overcome with
digital- induced fatigue ( delete whichever
doesn't fit in with what your wife or friends
think), there is one small hurdle to overcome.
One small hurdle for mankind, sure, but a
giant leap for one conventional butterfingered audiophile. Having watched grown
men at shows being reduced to tears, trying
to extract the promised land from its hitech wrapping; having witnessed baffled
music- lovers trying to work out from the
spine — both spines — which is the bit they
should be opening; having watched the
supposedly indestructable disc being bent
almost in two in the effort to extract it from
the unyielding central claws; we have no
choice but to give first prize in the accessories section of the first ever Golden Turkey
awards to the Eurogenius who conceived
the silver disc wrapper. However, we can
only take off our hats and give praise that the
same man wasn't given the project to design
something more fundamental to human
existence — like the egg!

9) The Doctor-Jekyll-and-Mr-Hyde-TvvoHeads-Are-Better-Than-One Award to the
ADC Accutrac 6 turntable.
This item, as well as being the only turntable
to give its name to around-the-world yacht,
was inherently funny from the outset, watching it push discs back up the spindle while its
tonearm wandered about, apparently in total
confusion. It was, however, a milestone —
Probably the world's first programmable
deck — and it foreshadowed all of the just-asuseful programming facilities we all so

desperately seek.
But the Accutrac was unique, being the
first fas far as we can tell) piece of hi-fi ever
to serve as a murder weapon. Television
buffs will recall an episode of Co/limbo in
which an Accutrac was used to fire agun and
provide an alibi for the killer. Ingenious. It
was all very Heath Robinson ( him again, the
patron saint of whacky hi-fi), with strings tied
on to the arm , which ' were attached at the
other end to the trigger, etc, etc.
Try doing that with a Linn.

Honourable Mentions and Runners-up:
1) Runner-up to Sonab for the If Walls Had
Ears... Award: The Bose 901, 601, 501,
301 ...
2) Special Award: the Old- Wine-In- Old-Bottles-Patent-Leather- Wine-Skin to Hugo Zucca relli for Holophonics.
3) Special Award.: a Gold Plated Stiff Record
to NAD for bringing out a turntable with a
floppy arm. Who wants anything less than
rigid in the macho world of hi-fi?
The Awards shall be presented to those
who will step forward at the HiFi News/
Stereo Show at the Penta Hotel, Heathrow
on Saturday 27th August.

10) The Bring-the- Mountain-to-MohammedChrome- Plated- Bulldozer to Transcriptors
for the Transcriber.
We've saved the very best for last. The
Transcriber has also won the Heath Robinson Index for Efficiency Award, the Best Irish
Joke of the Century Award, and the We-LeftI
t-Alone-and-lt -Wen t-Away-Award.
One look says it all: a lovingly crafted
mistake that had audiophiles laughing. And

laughing. And laughing.
Imagine aturntable with afixed arm and a
platter that moved along the runners to meet
it. Are (or were) any of you fans of the old
Superman comics? Do you remember the
alternate-Earth Bizarros that did everything
backwards? Well, this is their answer to
linear tracking.
Rest In Pieces.

We have every intention of making this an
annual event, libel suits allowing, rather than
let the Federation of British Audio have all
the fun. The closing date for nominations for
the 1984 awards is 30th May 1984. Nominations must come from the manufacturer of
said turkey; if others were allowed to put
forth names, we'd have everybody sending
in their main competitors' hottest products.
Nominations must be accompanied by a
black-and-white glossy photograph, as well
as areason for its nomination. Poor sales or
a bad economic climate during its lifetime
will not be sufficient to warrant nomination.
The unit must be intrinsically turkey-esque
and have reached the shops. Judges' decisions can be altered by cash.
Note: Due to possible misunderstandings that could arise,
we Feluse to employ the term 'turkish' to mean 'haying the
qualities of a turkey'. Apologies to our Greek readers for
denying them this jibe.
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HEATHROW PENT A HOTEL

Highlight of this year's Chicago Show was the relaunch of AR's classic belt-drfve sub-chassis turntable, shown here with a
Linn LV-X. To be seen in the Caravelle Room, it should be asteal at £ 169 without arm.

As well as demonstrating their new
loading insensitive OM range in the
George Ill Room, Ortofon will be running
acartridge clinic. Visitors can have their
pickups tested on the Ortofon computer
at no cost.

How to get there .

The Penta Hotel, just off the main A4, is the only
hotel within the boundaries of Heathrow
Airport, so it can't be missed. If travelling by
car, we have arranged that you can park in the
longterm carpark, and ashuttle service will run
to the hotel. By bus, take a 105, 111, 140 0r285
from Heathrow Central.

Room 1025 sees the aunch of a
new speaker from Mordaunt
Short, the MS40.

Polypropylene is still the 'hightech' material for speaker cones.
Using it are left, Spendor's
excellent SPI (Room 1142)and
below, Tannoy's new 'Planet', the
Saturn.
Amongst the new moving-coils at the show
are, hopefully, the revived Koetsu Rosewood
in the Absolute Sounds room, and the more
affordable version of Audio Technica's AT1000, the AT37E

The show sees aresurgence of agreat name from the past — Cambridge Audio. This is their
new £ 159 integrated amp to be seen in the Buccaneer Room
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Cassette decks grow ever more resourceful. Amongst the more
interesting examples at the show will be (top)JVC's DD- V7 ( Windsor
Room:i., (middle) Onkyo's new mid price contender (Spitfire Room),
and the auto- bias DR-M3 from Denon ( Wellington/Lancaster)

•

The Concorde Room features the
ever- improving Pink Triangle,
seen here with Helius Orion arm.
Also on show will be their
promising 'Pip' preamp.

For all its size and cost, Marantz' SC- 1000 preamp is moving-magnet only

Koss' introduction to
the cassette
walkman market
(Wessex Ballroom)
features 95dB
'safety' warning
light.

Howland West (Ground Floor) are launching the Lux 400 series amplifiers (above), as well as acomplete
new range of Shure cartridges.

Not officially at the show, but being
used by anumber of loudspeaker
manufacturers will be the impressive
Musical Fidelity combination

Below is what will probably
be the most expensive
cassette deck at the show —
Nakamichi's auto- reverse,
auto-azimuth Dragon.
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New rnidprice amp from A&R
Cambridge, the 75W SA150,
makes its debut in Rooms 10241026.

Nelson Pass of Threshold looks at
the problems facing amplifier designers

P

ROSPECTIVE AMPLIFIER purchasers
find themselves confronted with a
monolithic block whose operating
characteristics must be taken on faith and
whose performance can only be perceived
through the intermediary of a loudspeaker.
Power amplifiers perform their function
outside the realm of direct human awareness. The audio enthusiast can observe a
cartridge with its stylus on arecord, the reels
turning on a tape recorder, the cone movement of a loudspeaker, or actually manipulate the controls of a preamplifier. But,
unless endowed with 'flashing lights', an
amplifier operates secretly, magically, with
no overt representation of its function. Since
the components within an amplifier cannot
be directly seen subtly changing the character of a signal as the electrons traverse their
appointed rounds, it is not surprising to
discover incomplete or erroneous information coloring the perceptions of many consumers.
This white paper should serve as the
hitchhiker's guide through current amplifier
technology, touching on concepts at the
inner and outer realms of the design galaxy.
Assumptions
If we were to define the accurate or perfectly
performing amplifier, what would it be? In
general, the audio community would agree
on the following definition: it should exhibit
complete linearity, acting as a perfect voltage amplifier — that is, the large output
voltage should perfectly represent a smaller
input voltage. Output looks exactly like input
under any condition of output voltage and
current.
This description defines an amplifier with
an infinite damping factor, capable of maintaining a distortion- free voltage output,
supplying whatever currents are necessary
to develop that voltage across a load. Neglecting the impossible requirement of infinite
voltage and current capability, we will look at
non-linear and linear distortions which exist
below the maximum output capability of the
device.
Non-linear distortion is caused by a very
simple phenomenon. All gain devices, be
they bipolar transistor, FET ( field effect transistor), or tube, have a particular amount of
gain. In bipolar transistors, an input current
controls a large output current, while with
FETs and tubes input voltage is converted
into output current. The ratio of the amount
of input signal divided into the output signal
is the gain factor and this gain factor will
vary from device to device. More importantly, gain for a given device varies with
voltage, current, and temperature. If you
change the voltage across a device, you will
change the gain or if you vary the current
" Article reprinted with permission from the journal of the
Northern California Audio Society, Box 14156-T, San
Francisco, California 94114, USA
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through the device, you will vary the gain
and so on.
These variations in gain with the changing
conditions of the audio. signal are the fundamental cause of distortion. If gain devices
could be made whose gain did not vary
regardless of conditions, they would give
perfectly linear, distortionless performance.

Negative Feedback
Given that manufacturers have yet to produce the perfect gain device, engineers have
found numerous ways either to lower the
intrinsic gain variations or to correct for
them. The most popular technique for correcting the performance of a circuit is called
negative feedback.
Negative feedback works by incorporating
in the amplifier a circuit which is capable of
comparing the input signal to the output
signal and issuing corrections internally
which compensate for the errors. To the
extent that the output waveform of the
amplifier does not look like the input waveform, the feedback circuitry will cause corrective voltages to be mixed in with the
original amplified signal, asort of ' distortion
in reverse' so that by the time it reaches the
output of the amplifier, the corrective signals
will have cancelled out the distortions of the
various stages of the amplifier.
Feedback does sound like the closest thing
to getting something free out of Mother
Nature yet, but that is not quite the case.
Analytical treatment of the use of negative
feedback is easy when you can assume
distortionless circuits, but unfortunately,
using feedback is a little like borrowing
money from the bank; the more you need it,
the less likely you are to get it. If you had
distortionless circuits you wouldn't need the
feedback, and the more a circuit needs
feedback the more side effects will be
encountered when feedback is applied.
Because the corrections made by the feedback loop take a finite time to affect the
output stage of the amplifier, the amplifier
must be made many times faster than the
fastest signal of interest and have a slowly
declining characteristic with frequency, or
instability will result. This instability can be
manifested by oscillation, wherein the
amplifier endlessly chases its own tail, or by
behaviour which occurs near oscillation,
where the amplifier does not actually oscilate, but is so preoccupied with its feedback
loop that it fails to make proper corrections
on the audio output. As an audio experience,
this often occurs to the accompaniment of a
rather harsh or etched high frequency characteristic, often in addition to what has been
referred to as ' grunge' in the midrange.
In addition to the easily measured effects
of large amounts of feedback applied around
complex and non-linear circuits, there is a
subtle subjective quality associated with the
sound which is different from the audio

output of simple circuits lacking negative
feedback. Regular or ' passive' sorts of distortions exist in all elements of the audio chain,
even in the air and in your ears. These are
characterized by low order ' musical' harmonics and simple intermodulation components. To a large extent these distortion
components are part of the signal anyway,
and are perceived as relatively inoffensive to
the listener. Subjectively, they often ' warm
up' the sound and operate as additive
information, something existing in the output which did not exist at the input.
Heavy use of feedback often leads to a
perception of subtraction rather than addition. The result is that information seems to
have been somehow lost in the process,
imparting a ' cool', ' analytical' quality to the
sound. This can be shown in the extreme
case of transient intermodulation distortion
(TID), where parts of a waveform will
actually disappear under extremely high
slew conditions. This does not literally happen under real music situations, although it
is remarkable that the subjective perception
of the phenomena corresponds to the case
of severe observed distortion.
Suffice it to say that as a result of all this,
we want to build circuits as intrinsically
linear as possiblé and use minimal, if any,
amounts of negative feedback to correct the
performance.

Linear Circuits
The very nature of an audio signal, consisting of alternating voltage and current, lends
itself to the use of an efficient design for
amplifier power stages known as push-pull,
where a ' plus' side of an amplifier alternates
operation with a ' minus' side. Each side
handles the audio signal alternately; the
'plus' side supplying positive voltage and
current to the loudspeaker, and the ' minus'
side supplying negative voltage and current.
This can be analogously viewed as a relay
race with two runners, each alternately carrying a baton around a track. One runner
does alap, and then the other. The problems
that occur with such an arrangement in an
amplifier are associated with the transition
between the two stages, the point where the
baton is handed from one runner to the
other.
The primary non- linearity in a push-pull
output stage occurs at this point, and in a
class- B output stage this is most severe, as
one output stage must shut down before
handing over the signal, somewhat like the
relay runners stopping when they hand over
the baton — atechnique which does not win
many races. The problem primarily relates to
the fact that the gain of the devices is most
severely altered near their cut-off point. The
phenomenon is also time- related as it takes a
finite time to turn gain devices on and off.
In class-AB operation, this effect is lessened by operating the output stage in much
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the same manner as areal relay race is run;
the runner about to receive the baton begins
running early, so that the baton is passed at
speed. In the output stage, a 'bias' is applied
so that both sides of the amplifier share the
load briefly during the transition, greatly
reducing the non-linearity at small energy
expense.
Class-A operation achieves the most desired
effect of all by biasing the output stage in
such away that both halves share the output
signal at all times, virtually eliminating the
transition distortion. Unfortunately the
efficiency of this mode is so poor that a 100
watt amplifier would have to be idled at in
excess of 200 watts. This is the reason ' pure'
class-A amplifiers tend to be either small in
power output or extremely large in size.
In 1976 Threshold took out the original
patents on a technique known as dynamic
class-A biasing. This system adjusts the bias
in real time in response to the currents
flowing to the loudspeaker and thereby
increases the efficiency of class-A operation.
Incorporating this technology the Theshold
model 800A could deliver 200 watts per
channel in class-A mode but idled at only 50
watts per channel.
Dynamic biasing has become avery popular technique for achieving low distortion. It
has been used by over 12 manufacturers to
date ( mostly Japanese), many of whom have
claimed the technique as their own invention.
Cascode operation offers asimple technique
for reducing distortion in gain devices by
treating a specially connected tandem pair
as asingle device. As you might imagine, in
the real world gain devices fall between two
extremes. On the one hand, there are many
devices which have high power ratings but
which are rather slow and have considerable
distortion. On the other hand, it is relatively
easy to produce low wattage devices which
have high speed and good linearity. Ideally,
gain devices would offer the best characteristics of both types, but since they don't,
cascoding can be used to achieve the same
effect.
In cascode operation, two devices are
operated in tandem in such away that one
device shields the other from voltage
fluctuations in the circuit (and thus the
majority of heat dissipation) while leaving
that device in control of the amount of
current flowing through the pair. If we use a
high power but modest quality device as the
voltage 'shield' and a low power/high performance device for the gain, we can achieve
results reflecting the best characteristics of
both devices. This effect alone will dramatically reduce the distortion of a gain stage,
moreover there is a synergistic effect:
because the high quality gain device is held
at constant voltage, those gain variations
due to voltage changes are suppressed, and
the distortion drops even further'.
Stasis Operation
In 1976 it occurred to me that while cascode
operation certainly removed those distortions due to voltage fluctuations, the most
severe distortion was still due to current
variations in the gain devices. While class-A
operation was capable of reducing this effect
by swamping it with a large idle current, a
method of reducing the current fluctuations
themselves would tackle the problem more
directly. If one could envision a tandem
arrangement of gain devices where current
fluctuations were suppressed instead of voltage fluctuations, as in cascode operation,
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this effect would be achieved. Out of this
concept came the Stasis amplifier.
If you take the description of cascode
operation and switch the words 'current' and
'voltage', you get a description of what
would be referred to as acurrent bootstrap,
where a powerful gain device shields a
smaller, high quality gain device from current variations while leaving it in control of
the quality of the voltage. In its simplest form
it can consist of as little as a commoncollector/common-emitter transistor pair.'
The current bootstrap, particularly when
combined with cascoding, is capable of
achieving dramatically greater linearity.
When the first prototypes were constructed,
we were able to achieve distortion values in
the region of 0.03% at full power prior to the
application of negative feedback around the
amplifier. To operate the amplifier without a
feedback loop became avery tempting proposition. To test the resulting sound quality of
this approach, we set up several amplifiers
with nearly identical circuits but with varying
amounts of feedback, and one with no
feedback loop at all. In blind testing, the four
members of our panel could consistently
identify the amplifier without feedback and,
moreover, preferred it with various loudspeakers and with different program material.
Modern Gain Devices
The topology of operation is exceedingly
important in lowering the distortion of gain
devices, but it is immensely helpful to have
low distortion devices at the outset. It is
amusing to reflect upon the demand by
audiophiles for high quality components in
amplifiers in the form of high quality/tight
tolerance resistors and capacitors in light of
the fact that they will be used in conjunction
with gain devices whose gain tolerance is
typically 50%. As anyone who has looked
through device specifications is aware,
manufacturers specify only a range of gain
values for a given device, thus a typical
bipolar power transistor may have gain
between 20 and 120. The only way you will
know what you've got is to measure it
yourself, and this is indeed what must be
done if you are to ensure the performance of
the circuit. At Threshold we find it essential
to completely characterize the performance
of every semiconductor in the circuit using a
battery of tests including gain, linearity,
noise, voltage breakdown, and secondary
power breakdown. Around 10% of the
devices do not meet our standards, and if
placed in an amplifier they would result in
poor performance or even failure. Manufacturers can rely on feedback to improve the
apparent performance, but even feedback
will not make a device more reliable.
Some designers have turned to power
MOSFETs in search of a superior gain
device. Much of the literature from manufacturers of amplifiers using power MOSFETs
suggests to the consumer that MOSFETs
possess intrinsically lower distortion than
their bipolar counterparts. This is simply not
the case. Actual measurements of the intrinsic nonlinearity of the power MOSFETs on
the market ( Hitachi, International Rectifier,
etc) show that they typically have three times
'Threshold began using cascode operation in amplifiers
around 1976 in the amplifier models 400A, 4000, and CAS- 1.
The CAS- 1 was probably the first example of a power
amplifier using cascode operation throughout, and, in every
case, we found that we could achieve lower distortion in
simpler circuits with less feedback, and that this correlated
to improved sonic quality.
2Although in the patent granted Threshold in 1978, its
realization was also explored in operational amplifiers and
operational transconductance amplifiers.

the distortion of bipolar devices in actual
circuits, thus making feedback correction
more necessary. There are benefits associated with the use of power MOSFETs, particularly in the simplicity they offer, but lower
intrinsic distortion is not among them.
Super Slewing & Simple Circuits
Some years ago, designers became aware
that undesirable feedback effects were severely aggravated by the lack of speed in
audio circuitry, necessitating much faster
circuits when feedback loops were used.
Slew rate ( the fastest rate of voltage change)
is often used as ameasurement of the speed
of a circuit, and it was soon demonstrated
that typical circuits using negative feedback
needed to have a slew rate considerably
faster than the fastest musical signal in order
to avoid ,distortion. In a manner typical of
this industry, several manufacturers rushed
to claim production of amplifiers with
exceedingly high slew rates, as fast as a
thousand volts per microsecond (V/ps).
There is an assumption here that musical
signals (generally from adisc) contain rapid
voltage changes which approach or exceed
the capabilities of the slower ( 10-30V/p.$)
amplifiers, a problem supposedly ameliorated in faster circuits. Many designers have
advocated a10 to 1margin for amplifiers, so
that an audio circuit seeing as high as 50V/Ls
in asignal should have a500V/ps capability.
Obviously it depends on the intrinsic distortion in the circuit and the amount of feedback
used; that is to say adistortionless circuit or
acircuit without feedback need have aspeed
margin of perhaps only 2 or 3 to 1.
But what kind of slew rate exists in an
audio signal? Extensive testing indicates that
the typical audio record played with amoving-magnet cartridge will produce ademand
on a 100 watt amplifier driven short of
clipping not exceeding 1V/µs. The use of a
moving-coil cartridge will typically produce
slew rates about twice that with music for
about 2V/p.s. The fastest record which Ihave
had occasion to measure is the Sheffield
Drum Record, which exhibits slew rates with
a moving-coil cartridge and 200 watts peak
output at the amplifier in the regions of
5V/ps. Basically this is about as fast as one is
ever likely to encounter, and suffice it to say,
about 90% of the records you can buy will
not give you in excess of 1V/ps.
If we accept the 10 to 1 margin for slew
rate in feedback amplifiers, then we will
never want more than 50V/ps in a 100 watt
per channel amplifier and 100V/,s in a400
watt amplifier. In general we could even
accept much lesser values, as slow as
perhaps 20V//Ls.
This does not mean that Iadvocate slow
amplifiers; quite the contrary. But there is a
need for perspective which is lacking in most
discussions of slew rate, a perspective provided by the actual slew values encountered
in real musical material. Our amplifiers are
typically seen to produce about 100V/ils into
a resistive or inductive load ( and it matters
what load). Speed could be increased only at
the expense of circuit complexity with the
attendant sonic degradation.
You may recall an age when manufacturers began producing amplifiers with incredibly small distortion percentages, occasionally so small as to be difficult to measure. How many of those devices enjoy a
good reputation among audiophiles in
retrospect? None that Iknow of. The circuits
were complex and used a lot of feedback;
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and are regarded as un musical. Today the
emphasis has been taken off distortion specs
as a means of sonic evaluation per se.
A similar situation exists with regard to
slew rate. When people began listening to
the very fast amplifiers, they discovered that
some of them sounded good, and some
didn't. The ones whose faithfulness to the
music was good were generally found to
have achieved their speed through simple
topologies having minimal components in
series. Those amplifiers which achieved
higher speed through complex additions to
existing circuits were not highly regarded by
anyone except the manufacturer.
The conclusion is obvious: simple circuitry, operated in as intrinsically a linear
mode as possible, holds the key to reproducing music faithfully. Why then, do integrated
audio circuits ' get no respect'? Because they
employ complex circuits which contain lots
of devices, each contributing its own distortion to create acomplex distortion characteristic which is then removed through the use
of very large amounts of feedback. Ironically,
the complexity of the circuit is used to create
the gain necessary for the feedback loop to
correct for the greater distortion of the more
complex circuit.
Why do tubes sound so good? Because
tubes enforce simplicity on the designer,
making him/her use few tubes in as linear a
fashion as possible. You simply don't see 50
tubes under the hood of a preamp.
The simplicity factor is axiomatic here. I
have found that in simple circuits there is a
better correlation between subjective
perception and measured performance, and
poor correlation between sonic quality and
measurements in complex circuits with
negative feedback. All other things being
equal, simple circuits always sound better.
Given little or no feedback, asimple circuit
can have as high as 1% or so of harmonic
distortion and still maintain acceptable subjective performance, as long as the characteristic is monotonic. Monotonicity describes
adistortion characteristic which falls in value
as the signal level falls, so that circuits which
have monotonic distortion will get cleaner as
the level is reduced. Class-A amplifiers are
monotonic. Air is monotonic, and your hearing is monotonic. Class- B amplitiers are not
monotonic, and digital audio is not monotonic. Monotonicity in nature is the general
rule; non- monotonic circuits are sonically
unnatural.

Power Supplies
A major source of non-linear distortion
occurs in the power supply of the amplifier,
where voltage fluctuations can introduce
distortion, first by altering the voltage across
gain devices, and secondly by injecting
fluctuations through circuitry which feeds
power into the amplifier to turn it on. The
fluctuations comprise the normal power
supply ripple, line voltage changes and the
loading of the line/transformer. In addition
these changes reflect the harmonic content
of the output signal as impressed upon the
output impedance of the supply at any given
frequency and power level.
There are two effects we must deal with.
First we will want to make the power supply
as stiff as possible, to minimize the voltage
fluctuations present on the supply lines
which feed the amplifier. Second, we will
want to design circuitry which ignores as
much as possible the fluctuations on the
power supply. This circuit characteristic is
called ' power supply rejection ratio'.
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Contrary to popular belief, increasing
power supply capacitance ad infinitum is not
a particularly effective technique for regulating a power supply. It will reduce the ripple
and harmonic effects in proportion to the
amount of capacitance, but major fluctuations will still occur due to line/transformer
loading. Every time you double the capacity
of the power supply and put in twice as
much transformer, you will improve the
quality of the supply by about 6 decibels. If
you wish more than a few decibels of
improvement in power supply related distortion, you will need very large increases in
transformer rating as well as capacitor.
Unlike the graphic images that have been
portrayed by some manufacturers wherein
a power supply is a giant reservoir that can
be ' drained' by a particularly large transient
signal, power supplies maintain relatively
stable equilibrium when properly designed. 3
Remember that the power supply is
recharged every 8 milliseconds with a 60Hz
AC line ( 10ms for 50Hz), and that whatever is
going to drain the power in the capacitance

generally an effective place to improve the
power supply/circuit performance. You can
improve the power supply/circuit performance by a factor of 20dB by using ten times
as much transformer and capacitance, or by
improving the PSRR of the circuit by 20dB.
Threshold's amplifiers have comparatively
high PSRRs, in the region of 100dB, which
means that for every volt of fluctuation on
the power supply, 10 millionths of a volt
(10µV) worth of error shows up at the input
circuit. This figure results in only microvolts
worth of distortion and noise even under
high power conditions, and is achieved
through the use of cascode operation and
doubly regulated constant current sources
which feed the signal circuits.

Damping Factor
You may recall at the beginning the mention
of linear distortions associated with
amplifier performance. Taken simply, these
are the non- harmonic errors occurring as the
result of the finite output impedance of the
device and limited frequency response. If the

The latest Threshold Stasis design, the S/300 — 'overall Feedback Free'.

is going to have to do so in 1/120th ( 1/100th)
of a second.
Curiously, those amplifiers with larger,
stiffer power supplies generally give the
poorest ' headroom' specifications. The
headroom specs give a measure of how
much the power supply loads down under
continuous conditions versus short term
conditions, and generally reflect the quality
of the transformer. Some manufacturers
have made a high headroom figure a major
selling point in their products, but this does
not really express the amplifier's capability.
A high headroom specification ( say 2dB or
more) actually indicates an inexpensive
transformer which loads down heavily under
power, causing large power supply fluctuations and their related distortions. Please
note that a ' perfect' power supply, one which
has no noise and does not load down at all,
will yield a OdB dynamic headroom specification.
The power supply rejection ratio (
PSRR) is

3The

power supply of the Threshold S/500 contains
120,000pF of capacitance and uses a 1,000 watt power
transformer. With both channels driving up to 800 watt
peaks into 6ohm loads, we see the power supply drop frqm
a maximum of 80 volts to a minimum of about 76 volts, or
about + 0%, — 5%. While this is much better than the
average supply, we still see that even cheaper amplifiers
will always retain most of their supply voltage. In cases of
high demand we are not looking at amplifiers which have
been literally power starved, but rather amplifiers which are
reacting to large fluctuations in their supply, along with the
limitations and distortions that entails.

output impedance of the amplifier is not 0
ohms ( and it never is), then the variations of
load impedance associated with loudspeakers will cause small amplitude and phase
errors to appear at the output.
It is a sad commentary that this industry
has chosen damping factor as the general
specification of output impedance. Given as
the ratio of the output impedance of the
amplifier divided into 8 ohms, it presents a
figure which correlates poorly with real
performance. For example, one would
assume that an amplifier with a damping
factor of 10,000 would offer ten times the
performance of an amplifier having adamping factor of a mere 1,000. Unfortunately,
that output impedance must be taken in
series with the load impedance, so that the
performance difference between a damping
factor of 10,000 and 1,000 is more like 0.1%,
or one part in athousand, which is not very
much.
As if that weren't bad enough, manufacturers generally specify the damping factor at a
very low frequency, say 20Hz. As you might
suspect, this is generally where they get the
highest figure, particularly if they are using
feedback to achieve the performance. Unfortunately, this figure will qecline with frequency as the feedback déclines. You might
typically see it drop from 1,000 at 20Hz to
perhaps 100 at 1,000Hz. The decline continues at higher frequencies, and occasionally gets as low as 20 or so at 20,000Hz
due to the lack of feedback.
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MAXELL XLIIS.
Superb high-frequency performance in the Chrome position.
XLIISEpitaxial tape is particularly good at capturing all the dynamic
high-frequency vitality of brass instruments and electronic instruments in
contemporary music, and at achieving low-noise reproduction of low-level
music. Dynamic range is excellent and XLIIScassettes give you brilliant highfrequency recording, with all the nuances and tonal colour of each instrument
faithfully reproduced. Distortion is low, and print-through has been improved,
preventing echo and change of sound quality with extended storage.
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MAXELL XLII.
Outstanding low-noise reproduction in the Chrome position.
XLII is particularly useful when you want to record music which has
alot of high frequencies but is comparatively low in volume. Its exceptionally
low level of noise makes it well suited to the solo instruments for example, which
can be recorded free of irritating hiss. Performance in middle and low frequencies is excellent, too, thanks to the Epitaxial formulation of the tape.
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MAXELL MX. The ultimate in cassette performance.
With Maxell Metal MX cassettes you can capture all the dynamic
excitement provided by high quality sound sources — high-speed masters,
direct cuts, or even live material. So great is the dynamic range of MX tape that
its performance approaches reel-to-reel.
Record on MX cassettes, and you can put higher levels of music in without
distortion, and achieve more accurate response across the whole frequency
range. MX tape is particularly good, too, at handling high-level high frequency
transients — like clashing cymbals, for example— so that they don't get squashed.
This superb high frequency performance means that you get far better
definition, so that you can clearly pick out individual instruments when you
play back arecording.

MAXELL XLIS. Making the most of the Normal position.
If you listen to music with alot of dynamic bass and mid-range, and want
to capture its full punch without ending up with adull, muddy sound XLISis
the tape for you. Like the outstanding XLII and XLIIS, XLISuses the unique
Maxell Epitaxial particles, plus new binder and coating technology.
These developments result in awide dynamic range and low distortion,
and make this the finest tape available in its class.
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An excellent tape for all music recording. It .gives aclear, natural,
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MAXELL UD. Dynamic and clear performance.
If what you want to record has both high and low level passages, together
with dramatic crescendos that strain the limits of ordinary tapes, up makes
an excellent choice. Maxell's unique PX Gamma Ferric Oxide particles produce
aperformance unrivalled by conventional Normal position tapes: clear, bright,
and noise free.
MAXELL UL. An economical ultra low noise, general purpose tape.
Maxell UL tape is designed for general purpose recording jobs where
high quality, long life and extreme dependability are important.
Noise is very low, and high frequency response substantially better than
tapes of this class. A cost-effective choice, Maxell UL tape is manufactured to
exactly the same standards as top-of-the-line Maxell cassettes, ensuring faithful
reproduction, time after time.
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guaranteeing smooth, precise operations for years to come.
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latitude, so they'll suit just about any equipment.
And between them, their different tape formulations
will give you the exact characteristics you need to make the
most out of your source material and your equipment.
In fact, there's only one problem: choosing the
right cassette.
On the left, you'll see one solution: aquick guide to
the Maxell range.
And if you write to us, or pop round to your nearest
audio dealer, you can pick up another: the new Maxell Audio
Cassette Guide, which will tell
you everything you need to
know to choose exactly what
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ONVENTIONAL WISDOM says that
hi-fi shows offer sore feet, headaches,
apoor chance to evaluate equipment,
and precious little else. The same wisdom
suggests these events are a refuge for the
masochistic, the desperate, the hungry and
the deaf. What it signally fails to do,
however, is explain why the public continue
to flock to such shows — the current crop of
dealer- organised regional ' audiophile'
shows is growing in number, size and popularity by the season. ' Flock' may be aslight
misnomer by die standards of Harrogate's
brightest years, though what the big national
shows have lost in attendance, the regional
shows seemed to have mopped up and
capitalised on. So what attracts the public, in
defiance of hi-fi folklore?
Ithink the key word is 'experience' — sonne
of it you get there, some of it you take with
you in the form of templates, and some of it
is buried more deeply, acting to motivate
you, even if you are only vaguely aware of
what it is and what it's doing. If this sounds
rather psychological, consider these three
questions: Why do you bother to listen to
music? What ' types' of music do you like,
and what do you look for in a musical
performance and in equipment? Who and
what do you hope to hear and see at ashow?
Answers to these questions tap the three
kinds of experience, in order of decreasing
psychological depth. Knowledge and
socialising are further dimensions to add to
this model. There are usually surprises and
amusing incidents, too, which make attending a show a rather rounded experience.
To an outsider, shows may seem astrange
advert for the industry, yet novices, returnees and the travel- hardened join those paid
to write about such things in making the
pilgrimage, taking the punishment. A sense
of occasion, of performance, lures, as does
the chance to meet products ' in the flesh'
and put faces to the names behind the
designs. Keeping up to date and socialising
adds to the interest, and there is usually the
chance to confirm or re-arrange personal
'Top Twenties' of equipment or technical
solutions to familiar problems.
I always take my binary bass-quality
indicator along with me to shows: this has
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two possible states, presence or absence;
and if my wife clears off to leave me listening
on my own Iknow that the bass is coloured
or overhung. The Isobariks are always an
experience in that sense ('Where's all the
bass gone?' ... shudders as bass note is
played ... ' Ididn't know instruments went
so low'). Many other speakers must 'wrinkle'
these lower frequencies, like pushing a ruck
in acarpet towards the middle, to superimpose them on the lower midrange. The
ESL-63s are similarly an education, particularly on orchestral material and if the room is
good.
It's quite asurprise to see ( and hear) your
own speakers in unfamiliar surroundings,
especially if you don't recognise them (That
small? And why aren't mine in rosewood?.
There's still plenty of s-s-sibilance around,
I'm pleased to say, taking me back to the
days when if you changed from an EJ to an
ED stylus you had arrived — well, almost.
Many show demonstrations in the more
modern hotels offer their music complete
with aNoisy Neighbour Simulation; we shall
never know whether Alfred Brendel's arpeggios were sufficiently ' myst-eri-oso', with
Phil Collins' drums belting out from next
door.
Physical conditions at shows are usually
something to be endured. Well attended
rooms get warmer and warmer. ( At least it
helps with tracking!). Open doors let in more
than fresh air, though: more visitors, competing music, and, if the exhibitor has drawn
the room next to the swimming pool, occasional wafts of chlorine will also make it.
Then, of course, there's the advice. An
American exhibitor told me there was really
only one record deck worth buying, an
obscure 1960s unit of American manufacture. If you couldn't manage that, get one of
the old Acoustic Research decks; failing that,
forget it and buy a Revox. It wasn't clear to
me what you would then play on this tape
machine, but then perhaps I've been too
indoctrinated by Scottish notions of
recorded music and its playback. Another
exhibitor, renowned for his exotic equipment (1), recommended me to steer clear of
half-speed cuts, advice Ifound harder to take
after hearing him use them to demonstrate
his very capable system. American exhibi-

tors at the larger shows seem keen to
promote the Sartorial School of Speaker
Design: if you can't hang clothes in it, it's not
a real speaker.
must look again at that
trouser-press — could make an interesting
pair of headphones...)
It's always a disappointment to re-visit a
room and find that the well-proportioned,
detailed and spacious sound with good
depth perspective which lured you back is
now three times louder and has become
harsh, boomy and two-dimensional. Amazing what the rubber feet on record decks can
do, isn't it? For some show visitors, it is a
source of great surprise that the hi-tech,
all- black, macho- looking Japanese direct
drive sounds so mushy compared with the
modest looking, modestly priced threeshades-of- brown job made in Britain. To the
world-weary, of course, this is just part of
Life's Rich Texture ( now showing at your
local hi-fi dealer, we hope).
A stranger case is provided by the exhibitors who use some of the best sounding
equipment available, then apologise for it...
'We get them on loan ... have to use
something, you see ...' A recent trend in
show demos has been the use of top systems with modest speakers — the sound is
often very good, sensibly bandwidth limited
at the speaker end, therefore not biting off
more than it can chew. The chap Ifeel sorry
for is the poor devil who plucks up the
.
courage ( or musters the energy) to visit a
hi-fi show, and encounters a pair of £ 100
speakers sounding excellent; ' Ooh, good',
he thinks, ' I'll buy a pair of those for my
Koyoko music-centre'. We know the rest of
the story...
A slightly unnerving experience is when
the crowd all disappear to leave you in a
small room on your own. Your protective
anonymity evaporates to the point where
you may be asked to judge the sound,
directly or implicitly. This might be why you
attend shows, but it's rather harder to do in a
one-to-one situation with the bloke who
makes or markets the gear ( uniess, like the
very occasional exhibitor, he found someone
to pay for his drinks at lunchtime and is now
well past caring!). The tables are turned in
this situation when you are invited to choose
some music — then you're in the hot . seat
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The NEW horn-loaded
loudspeaker system
from Tannoy

...the Japanese say so!
With the Westminster we set out to produce
the finest loudspeaker you can buy.
We took our renowned 15" Dual Concentric
drive unit and around it we built the optimum
cabinet design—acompound horn enclosure.
The combination of straight front horn and
rear folded horn increases the radiating area
of the drive unit by 2'/a times, giving anew life
and presence' to recorded music. With the
Tannoy Westminster, the overwhelming
sensation is of actually being there.
The excellence of the Westminster has even
been recognised in Japan. The prestigious
Japanese audio magazine ' Stereo Sound'
recently conferred their 'Golden Sound'
award for the best new audio component on
the Westminster.

Perspective drawing showing details of
Westminster folded horn construction.

Visit one of our specialist Westminster
dealers and hear the Westminster
difference for yourself.
Audio Aids
52, George Street, Edinburgh, Lothian.
Tel: 031-226 3979
Fanthorpes
Hepworths Arcade, Silver Street, Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482 223096
K.J. Leisuresound
48, Wigmore Street, London, WI
Tel: 01-486 8263
Midland HiFi
Royal London Buildings, Wulfrana
Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands.
Tel: 0902 771774

Bringing Music Back to Life

1 1 yourself. It can be quite cosy being one of a
small, well-informed crowd, even if it does
mean half a lifetime listening to Pictures at
an Exhibition (
quite appropriate) and Private
Investigations (
probably not).
Ispent hours at one show looking for the
Bigot's Ointment Ihad heard someone mention — it turned out to be nothing more than a
'big excitement'. What the product involved
was, Ican't remember, and Iwas really after
Pedant's Cream, anyway.
The desire to put faces to names and chat
to the personalities behind particular products is quite a motivator for some show
visitors. We may not care who designed our
cooker, but if a piece of equipment does
something with amore personal component
eg, plays classical music well, then we may
be attracted to the personality behind the
design and to other products from the same
stable.
Another major attraction for the public, in
spite of all the difficulties, is the ever-present
possibility that the next room will provide a
well-proportioned sound giving access to a
musical performance, coupled to asensitive
choice of music and asense of concentration

on the part of all present. These are the
occasions you remember, often for years,
when people, music and equipment meet in
a positive way. Isn't that why live music
exists in the first place?
What emerges for the public overall, then,
is hopefully a pleasant mixture of experience, knowledge and socialising. Familiar
dilemmas may be resolved or heightened,
an unsettling experience for those with pen
poised, about to write to their Bank Manager.
Are there two distinct types of music, requiring different approaches to replay? Or are we
just listening to different ways of distributing
weaknesses in current equipment, while
approaching a single — musical — goal? Is
vinyl disc replay too mechanically vulnerable
to be worth investing large sums of money
in now that laser disc is here? Or is this shift
in emphasis from engineering to technology
adisturbing trend, an unwelcome concentration of power which gives avery few people
alarge say over the how, what and when of
recorded music? If so, can we do anything
about it, other than buying up stocks of
mid-60s orchestral recordings to make life
nicer in the short-term? Is ' quality of repro-

duction' an expensive red herring when you
think of all the records and tapes you could
have for £2,000? (Answers to all these questions and more next month — perhaps.)
Although shows are supposedly bad
places at which to come to any buying ( or
not- buying) decisions, visitors do seem to
'test' future purchasing ideas, enjoying the
chance of a ' dry run' without tears. Policy
outcomes for individual visitors tend to fall
into three classes: the 'determined-to-stick'
variety ( lucky); the ' determined-toget-apair-of-Quads/lsobariks-this-year' variety
(also lucky); and the ' keep-wishing' variety ( a
more common occurrence).
Hopefully, some musical memories will be
taken home, too. From the last show Ivisited
(the North-East British Audio Show at Newcastle, organised by Lintone Audio of Gateshead) I distinctly remember the musical
qualities, the construction and performance
of pieces by Bach, Mussorgsky ( yes!), Sky,
The Motels and some modern jazz, from the
general pot-pourri of sound. Ithink that in
spite of the headaches and sore feet, this is
why it's ultimately worth going to shows,
however far the practice falls short of theory.
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needed by the transformer which is ringing
at these frequencies. Even if you aren't
driving an electrostatic speaker, the presence of a good damping factor at high
frequencies will result in less distortion in
the speaker and improved transient control.

which do not possess much mass in their
own chassis.

Another reason that the damping factor
declines with frequency is that nearly all
manufacturers use acoil between the output
circuitry of the amplifier and the output
connection in an effort to isolate the
amplifier from the outside world at high
frequencies. The typical 10p,H coil used will
result in damping factors which approach 10
at 20,000Hz. It is ironic that audiophiles can
spend a lot of money on low-inductance
cables to maximize the intimacy between the
amplifier and the loudspeaker at high frequencies, only to have these benefits obviated by the coil provided by the manufacturer. An exception to this is offered by
Threshold amplifiers, which have no coil, do
not derive their damping factor through
global feedback, and maintain a constant
damping factor and sonic characteristic over
the audio band. [ Nairn and Krell models also
do away with series output inductor — Ed.]
Some designers insist that damping factor
is only needed at low frequencies, where it
improves the control of the woofer. This is
not really the case; agood damping factor is
required at higher frequencies also, where
the impedances of electrostatic speaker
input transformers can hit as low as 0.5
ohms. A damping factor of 10 at these
frequencies will mean more than 3dB loss at
this point, along with the loss of control

Miscellany
Quality interconnect cables are an important
part of the audio chain and should not be
neglected. Personally, Ifind the sonic differences between the better cables rather subtle, and have discovered from experience
that often the quality of the connection has
more effect than the cable itself.
Poor connections which read well with an
ohm meter can often produce unwanted
harmonics and sidebands in the order of one
per cent or so that are clearly audible.
Connectors should be used only when
soldering is not practical. Ifind that Cramolin
is an excellent product to optimise metal/
metal contacts, and that the superiority of
silver over gold connections is non-existent.
Ithink the use of non-magnetic materials
in amplifiers provides insignificant improvements in a properly laid out amp. Ihave
noticed some improvements with the use of
'magic bricks' placed upon amps and
preamps, which are within microphonic proximity to the output of the loudspeakers and

The Last Word
There is little argument about the dramatic
alteration in sound which results from
changing the transducers ( cartridge or
loudspeakers) of even roughly equivalent
quality and price levels, but there is more
uncertainty about the audible differences
between electronics. Although the individual
sonic characteristics of electronics are considerably more subtle, demanding a higher
level of performance from ancillary equipment and program material, dedicated
enthusiasts continue to cite the subjective
differences between electronic components.
If similarly rated amplifiers sound different, it
is primarily due to the manner in which they
attempt to obtain linear operating characteristics from components which are inherently
imperfect.
Amplifier design requires an inspired
objectivity and agood philosophical foundation. Good designs work well on paper. They
are easy to build and work well in real life.
Inspiration and basic philosophy of design,
not magic, plays amajor part in high-quality
reproduction. There are basic, if subtle,
differences between all amplifiers, and these
will be ultimately quantifiable.
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CARTRIDGES
Alvin Gold looks at medium- . rice
icku es

E

ACH OF THE FOUR cartridges reviewed here can be
described as of medium price, although that is afairly
meaningless term in view of the fact that cartridges can cost
anything from £5-£1,000, and that 99% of those sold
probably cost less than £ 15 or so. The test group are all audiophile
cartridges — that is, they're aimed at the specialist audiophile market
—and three of the four are low output moving-coil devices which will
only suit aminority of amplifiers: those with an appropriate input.
The Dynavector Karat DV19A, suggested cost about £89.70,
inclusive, is one of the low output m-cs. With anon user- replaceable
stylus assembly, it is loosely based on the established and more
expensive DV17D and DV23R models— popularly known as the
Diamond and the Ruby Karat, respectively, after their cantilever
materials.
Dynavector is one of Japan's small specialist companies, much in
the same mould as Supex and Fidelity Research, to name but two.
Glanz, on the other hand, are part of amuch larger Japanese parent
company called the Mitachi Corporation, who are heavily involved in
the supply of OEM cartridges to other manufacturers, the obvious
parallel here being Audio Technica. The Glanz range of cartridges is
quite extensive, but until now lacked amoving-coil. The GMC-10EX,
at £69 inc. fills that gap. Although it is of low output like the
Dynavector, the Glanz does have an interchangeable stylus assembly
so that the cartridge does not have to be returned to the
manufacturer when worn.
The third model is the Grace F-9E. This is the odd man out here,
since it is anormal ( high) output moving- magnet cartridge— with an
interchangeable stylus, of course— and is also by far the oldest of the
designs. It does have agood reputation, though, which stretches
back to the days when it was handled in this country by Linn
Products. Their other cartridge interests meant that in the end they
failed to market it positively, and the marque was eventually handed
over to Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories for UK distribution.
Intended originally for broadcast use, and still bearing the marks of
robustness and easy cueing that suit it to that life, the F-9E is sold in
Japan as abody plus several alternative styli ( including aCD-4
stylus, which dates the cartridge well!), but in the UK only the ' E'
variant is for sale, priced at £ 110.
Finally, the Ortofon MC 100 U is anew, relatively inexpensive
m-c— £65.00 — based on the rather more expensive MC 200. Both
cartridges employ some new ideas ( or old ideas re-discovered) and
both are available in two forms: asY2in. mounting universal ( U
suffix) cartridges with fixed stylus assemblies, and integrated ( 11 into
the now familiar droop snout shape of an integrated- cartridge/
headshell designed to fit SME/IEC arms. The latter has an
interchangeable stylus unit, and although the two versions of each
design should theoretically sound the same, the different arm fittings
and the fixed stylus of the ' U' are likely to ensure this is not so in
practice. The ' U' is tested here, which is likely to prove the more
popular if only for practical reasons.
Measurements were supplied by Stan Curtis. Items covered in the
programme include frequency responses for each channel to 50kHz,
arm/cartridge subsonic resonance using aRega arm (fitted to aRega
3turntable), separation, output level plus channel balance, distortion
and coil resistance. Additionally, each cartridge was subjected to an
impulse test ( using aHaversine pulse form; see measurements). I
carried out further analysis of cartridge loadings and the subsonic
resonance using an Ortofon TC-3000 test computer. Where the
results are not self explanatory, they are discussed in the text.
Listening equipment included the Rega 3, Linn lttok and Thorens
TD160/Mission 774 players, with Naim and Musical Fidelity
amplifiers and Linn Sara and Mission 70 Mk11 loudspeakers. The
measurements go some way towards explaining the findings from
listening alone, but notably in the case of the perceived balance of
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the cartridges, the frequency response plots were of little practical
help and correlated poorly at times— anot uncommon result.
Dynavector Karat DV19A
One of Dynavector's main preoccupations in recent years has been
to reduce effectivetip mass — determined from the separate
contributions of the stylus, cantilever and armature/coil windings— in
an attempt to widen the bandwidth of their cartridges. Their chosie
path towards this goal included reducing the length of the cantile4'r
from the normal 5mm or so to just 1.9mm ( although Imade it nearer
to 3mm). Also, the cantilever is very finely made from narrow section
tapered aluminium rod. Ido not know Dynavector's reasons for
wanting afrequency response which extends, in this case, to 70kHz
within ± 1dB (their figures, but whether calculated or measured,
perhaps, from an impulse test, is not stated) when the commonly

accepted audio bandwidth is only 20kHz. But wide operating
bandwidth is amajor preoccupation for several other m-cand even
m- m cartridge manufacturers, including Supex, Technics and
Pickering (who gave wide bandwidth as one of the reasons why m-cs
often sound better than m- ms). There are, though, commonsense
engineering grounds for suggesting that awide bandwidth means
that the narrower one wanted is likely to be handled more
successfully; controlling in-band phase response, for example.
The cartridge itself is built into asmall metal body can, this
supported by awide plastic housing which includes threaded bushes
for the headshell screws. These must be tightened extremely
carefully so as to avoid stripping the threads— something that can
happen all too easily. The cartridge is otherwise well made, but has
limited clearance from the record surface— anecessary by-product of
the short distance from stylus tip to pivot.
System Compatibility
The Dynavector weighs 5.3gm and has amoderate
compliance. Used in aRega arm with an ADC headshell — a
moderately high mass combination — the main arm resonances
centred on 8Hz lateral and 10Hz vertical, the differences arising
because the Rega arm has an outrigger weight which adds effective
mass in the lateral plane only. The resonances are at an acceptable
frequency and are well controlled, implying compatibility with
medium to high mass arms, but very high mass arms like the Fidelity
45
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Thunderous Applause

Flawless concert reproduction is now within reach.
If you are still wondering what
all the cheering is about concerning digital audio, you probably
haven't heard the new DA800.
A compact disc digital audio player
from arecognized leader in the
field — Hitachi. It begins with
alaser pickup that " reads"
compact discs (CDs), and ends
with listening bliss. In between
there's along list of technical
specs that audiophiles only used
to dream about:
•Dynamic range — 95dB range
(compared to about 65dB with
conventional analogue systems)
•Signal-to-noise ratio — 95dB
•Distortion — 0.003%. Less than
1/1000th of conventional levels
•Wow and flutter — below the
limit of measurement
Also, feedback, pops, ticks,
rumble and " ocean roar" have
been totally eliminated.

Built from awhole new
technology.
The Hitachi DA800
employs asemiconductor laser with abeam
many times thinner than a
human hair ( 1.6p) to read the up
to 8billion reflective pits stored
on the surface of the CD.
Servo tracking mechanism
It is absolutely essential
that the laser beam follow the track
of pits at all times. To maintain this
precision, Hitachi uses ahighly
accurate tracking mechanism
based on the three- beam principle. It uses two sub- beams derived from the main laser to detect
tracking error. Any error detected is
fed into aservo circuit which then
moves an objective lens to correct
the main laser beam position.
A born performer.
The marvels of the DA800 are
not limited to flawless sound
reproduction. They offer awhole
new world of playback flexibility
through awide range of programming options.
Program up to 15 selections in
any sequence.
Repeat your favourites.
Eliminate the ones that aren't.
Other programming options include: 4-way Repeat, Auto
DRPS, SPSS, and Manual Search.

The specs are amazing.
The sound is nothing short of
spectacular. The DA800 captures
every nuance of pure, crisp sound.
In fact, the only thing that separates it from arousing concert performance is the thunderous applause. But then again, you'll be inspired to provide your own.

And it even looks as good as it
sounds.
The DA800's black finish
provides aprofessional look, and
its component format (W X HX D:
435 X 110 X 264mm) allows it to
stack uniformly with the rest of
your system. Its horizontal l'ront
loading system glides open and
shut with the simple touch of a
button.

Built by a leader
in technology.
The technology that makes the
DA800's revolutionary
performance possible is provided
by Hitachi's massive research and
development effort. Hitachi's
expertise in optoelectronics and
mechanical-electronics, as well as
advanced semiconductor technology, has resulted in more than
140 patents and patents pending,
affecting all areas of the CD reproduction process.
Sounds too good to be true.
Words cannot accurately
describe this remarkable experience. You're simply going to have
to listen and judge for yourself.
Do it soon. But hold your
applause until the end. You won't
want to miss asingle note.

Hitachi
Compact Disc
Digital Audio Player
r

HITACHI
Made with you in mind.
Inquiries to: HITACHI SALES (UK) LTD. Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, Middlesex UB3 4DR Tel: (01 848-8787
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Research FR64fx are best avoided.
Output from the Dynavector is fairly low, at 0.3mV for 5cm/s, whilst
the coil resistance is higher than average at 30 ohms. So as to
minimise frequency response aberrations due to the reactive
element in the coil windings, the load impedance at the amplifier is
probably best kept to between 400 — 470 ohms. The press release
from Dynavector suggests 47k-ohms and 100pF, but very few
amplifier m-cinputs have this sort of impedance value lone
exception being the new NAD 3020A), so the cartridge was tested
into 470 ohms, which is high enough to keep atight rein on
frequency response and low enough to ensure good electromagnetic damping.

Measured Results
Fitted with what is described as a 'super elliptical' stylus, the DV19A
tracks best at about 1.8gm, at which force it proved capable on just
about any program. However, tracking force changes have a
significant effect on perceived sound quality partly, perhaps,
because the vertical tracking angle appears to be high ( see vertical
distortion measurement which is partly afunction of VTA), and
increasing tracking force reduces VTA quite effectively. About 2gm
seems to be an optimum compromise value, and is within the
allowable range.

So, the DV17A doesn't have quite the feeling of seamless
consistency which is the trademark of the very best cartridges,
regardless of price ( or even at asimilar price: the Grace F-9E and the
Goldring m-c, HFN/RR, July, in particular, have just this ability) but
there are compensations. It has great precision and control, and,
especially in the case of less densely recorded musical material,
gives feelings of poise, instrumental separation and life which are
quite surprising in acartridge of this piece. Iwas slightly less happy
with its performance on rock music, which imposes special demands
on the musical qualities of equipment which are almost entirely
absent with classical. Here the Dynavector did not always lend the
appropriate weight and sense of forward momentum to the rhythmic
elements in amix. Inoticed some variation in this ability with
different ancillary equipment, though, and the problem is probably
more aquestion of system balance than aspecific shortcoming in the
cartridge itself. Ifound the Dynavector most convincing with the
Musical Fidelity preamp, but in every combination tried it gave a
strong, dynamic performance with low surface noise and
unexaggerated reproduction of clicks and scratches.

Conclusion

DYNAVECTOR KARAT DV19A

This is the best budget m-cyet from acompany most widely
associated with more expensive models. The clean, taut sound it
produces will suit many systems, and will probably benefit
particularly those verging on bass richness. My only substantial
complaint relates to the captive screw threads. One turn too many
can easily mean writing-off the cartridge completely. Incidentally,
owners of other Dynavector models can upgrade to this and other
models at special prices.

RIGHT CHANNEL
— a
10,111

LEFT CHANNEL

and the Dynavector lacks the relaxed quality and the sheer scale and
breadth of sound that much more expensive models like the Koetsu
Black extract.
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Four cartridges- test results
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The frequency response, measured into 100 ohms/175pF, could
almost have been drawn with aruler, the response extending
smoothly up to near 40kHz, at which point the accuracy of the test
set-up begins to be open to question. There is just atrace of an
increase in level between about 1— 5kHz if you're looking for it!
Separation, too, is of textbook quality, not so much for its 1kHz figure
as for the wide separation it maintains at HF: 26dB at 20kHz, asign of
avery high tip mass/vinyl resonant frequency.
As noted above, the vertical distortion level is rather high, and this
probably suggests too high aVTA. This apart, though, there is little to
criticise objectively in the measured performance. The only
improvements Iwould look for are lower VTA and conventional
cartridge mounting holes in the body to replace the threaded bushes.
The Dynavector gave the cleanest results of any model in the
Haversine impulse test, atest designed to stimulate the cartridge at a
high level (around 7.07cm/s RMS) in the range 40Hz to 50Hz. It
recovered almost completely as soon as the pulse had passed. There
were no hum problems on the Rega (aturntable with low motor
shielding) and the microphony exhibited during handling was
subjectively low.

The listening
The last Dynavector cartridge Ireviewed for HFN/RR was the
budget-priced DV-50A in the April '82 issue. That cartridge had some
severe problems on audition, but this new one is clearly very much
better all round. It produces avery clean sound that is easy to
become ' involved' in. Its bass is deep and forceful, though ashade
dry in balance, while there is some upper mid- band forwardness that
Ihave heard on other Dynavectors in the past. This has the effect of
making the balance alittle hard and metallic at high recorded levels,
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Grace

Output for 5cm/s IkHz ( LHC) mV
Channel difference IkHz dB
Stereo separation IkHz Lon RdB
Ron LdB
Distortion 300Hz % + 11dB lateral
+7dB Vertical
Resistance ohms LHC
RHC

EST RECORDS USED
B&K OR 2009, OR 2010- Frequency Response & Absolute Level
DENON XL-7007 - Crosstalk, LF Resonance, Distortion
ORTOFON Limited Edition test record - Impulse test

DYNAVEC tOR ( ARA] DV19A
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Model

The construction of the Glanz GMC-10EX is more akin to m- m than
m-cpractice. Although this is an interchangeable stylus model, the
assembly nevertheless clicks quite positively into and off the main
body. The latter is athin-wall box holding no less than four
samarium cobalt magnets and the output pins, which connect to the
stylus via spring terminals. These additional signal path contacts are
apotential weakness in the Glanz, with possible effects on both
sound quality and reliability if the stylus is removed frequently.
Another worry concerns the body, which can flex severely when the

cartridge screws are tightened in their non-enclosed slots; this is not
acartridge to be tightened too enthusiastically.
Interchangeable stylus apart, the Glanz is essentially conventional.
Such special features as there are concern the use of samarium
cobalt magnets in very close proximity to the coil which eliminate the
need for apole-piece, and acantilever pivot that is said to rotate
around only one fulcrum at any given frequency. The GMC-10EX has
an aluminium tubular cantilever and an elliptical nude diamond
stylus.
System compatibility
This model has aslightly higher compliance than the Dynavector,
giving 8Hz lateral and 10Hz vertical resonances in the test arm, but it
is extremely well damped and therefore relatively difficult to excite
into LF instability. Arm compatibility, then, is roughly the same as
the Dynavector, covering the bulk of medium/high-mass designs.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The cartridge itself only contributes 4.8gm, so unlike many movingcoils it will not dominate the effective mass equation.
Amplifier matching should prove quite unproblematical. With an
output of 0.4mV at 5cm/s, it is close to average for an m-cand with its
measured coil resistance of about 16 ohms, amplifier inputs greater
than about 100-200 ohms should be satisfactory.

Measured results
The stylus profile used in the Glanz is an elliptical, which has good
tracking ability round the 2gm mark, in the middle of the suggested
operating range. The frequency response plot shows avery slowly
declining characteristic over the mid-band, recovering to apeak,
which seems to indicate tip- mass resonance somewhere between

the mechanical integrity. It is rather ironic that the noninterchangeability of styli is often said to be adisadvantage of
moving-coils, while in reality it is probably one of their greatest
strengths.

Grace F-9E
Whilst the Grace may look dated, it actually makes alot of sense from
the constructional point of view. The body has alarge, flat top
surface area to mate with the headshell, and shows no signs of
flexure with moderately hard screw-tightening; there seems to be
less potential for mounting problems here than with any of the three
other more modern models. The stylus assembly, too, is atight fit.
Again, the design is an extended bandwidth one- acommon
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25-35kHz, depending on which of the two channels you choose.
Separation is very good, with an extraordinarily high midrange
(1kHz) value and avery modest deterioration at high frequencies,
eclipsing even the Dynavector in this respect.
Like Dynavector, Glanz do not quote the vertical tracking angle in
their instruction leaflet, but the vertical distortion result suggests that
all is well, and the effective VTA at 2gm is probably fairly close to 20°.
Response to the Haversine pulse is basically good, with alittle,
well-controlled, ringing beyond the pulse. There was more
suggestion of microphony than usual, but it was at least hum-free in
normal use.

The listening
The Glanz is best characterised as having aweighty and detailed
sound, but with aslightly over-energetic top-end that can become a
little relentless in long-term use. Nevertheless, it does manage asort
of internal consistency, so that the sound remains basically the same
regardless of recorded level. It also has excellent resolution of
separate, similarly sounding instruments and of low-level ambient
information. It has apresentation that is big in scale, and gives a
positive, tangible stereo sound-stage with agood sense of depth.
This model proved particularly effective on rock music, where the
often subtle clues of pitch and timing which separate the great from
the also-ran were effectively decoded. Tonally the Glanz is not far
from neutral, but it can sometimes betray the measured downwards
tilt in the response curves by emphasising low frequency at the
expense of the mid- band, whilst very high frequency information is
highlighted, as noted above. It has neither the smoothness nor the
seamlessness of the best of its peers.

Conclusion
Despite the criticisms, the Glanz seems to me to be well worth its
price, even if it sets no new standards. The frequency response plot
by itself could be used to predict the shortcomings noted, but
experience with other cartridges suggests that the more likely
explanation is that its lack of mechanical integrity is the determining
factor. This in turn points to the interchangeable stylus assembly
which, whilst handy when it comes to replacement, does prejudice
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factor with many m-cs, but unusual in m- m cartridges until recently.
CD-4may have given the initial impetus in this direction, but whereas
that idea has gone the way of the 8-track cartridge, the Grace
survives unchanged.
Features of note include the use of a 'special low mass alloy'
cantilever fitted with a ' rare earth cobalt' magnet, and again asingle
point of rotation for the cantilever. The ' E' type stylus assembly - the
only one imported in the UK - was originally designated as being
suitable for stereo and CD-4replay. Not to be confused, this, with the
dedicated CD-4version, which is the ' F'.

System compatibility
This cartridge weighs amoderate 6.1gm, and is of medium dynamic
compliance, giving rather low resonances in the test arm of 6Hz
laterally and 8Hz vertical, though like the Glanz it is surprisingly well
damped and relatively imperturbable in practice. It is thus arather
marginal choice for the Rega arm, though the results tended to belie
this fact, as it sounded more at home in that combination than in the
low-mass Mission 774 arm.
The Grace has quite ahigh coil resistance, even for an m- m
cartridge, and can therefore be expected to be fairly load-sensitive
(see later). The specifications suggest no less than 100k-ohms, but
this is clearly going to prove impractical in most cases. Fortunately,
good results were returned using the more conventional 47k-ohms
and fairly low input capacitance ( say 100pF) at the amplifier input.
The output voltage is average for an m-m cartridge at 4.5mV for
5cm/s.

Measured results
Grace call the stylus used in the F9E a ' Vital' elliptical with
dimensions of 0.2x0.8mil. Again, there were no tracking problems on
test discs or recorded material at 1.5gm, and this downforce proved
about optimum.
The frequency response measurement of the first sample I
tried
showed avery severe loss of HF, amounting to 8-9dB at 20kHz in two
different bodies. A second stylus assembly gave the much better
result shown and was used for all subsequent measurements and for
listening. With aloading of 175pF ( 100pF at the amplifier input +
75pF arm cable capacitance) the frequency response is flat up to
about 8-9kHz, but it falls alittle thereafter, to about - 4dB at 20kHz.
Separation, though, is consistently good, even at high frequencies,
and the cartridge continues to give auseful amount of output, with
respectable separation, up to about 30kHz ( hardly good enough,
surely, for CD-4?). Checks with higher capacitance loading showed
substantial changes in response, 400pF (total) for example making
the output peak to about + 2dB at 10kHz, falling beyond that to about
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for every senous music listener?
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-10dB at 20kHz. So, there are two points to watch for: keeping alow
capacitive input loading on the amplifier, and carefully selecting the
particular cartridge you buy.
Distortion levels are very low laterally, confirming the good
tracking performance, but the vertical result is alittle high at 3.3%
(300Hz, + 7dB) which implies that the vertical tracking angle is higher

very much more expensive cartridges. But aquestion mark does lie
over consistency. Ihave now heard three F-9Es and measured two,
and each was substantially different. Of the other two, one was quite
definitely tonally dim, whilst the second, although improved, was
still inferior to the sample reviewed here. Careful audition prior to
purchase is recommended.

Ortofon MC 100 U

GRACE F- 9E

Conceptually similar to their LM range moving- magnet cartridges,
the MC 100 has the same ultra- low mass type of construction, though
the cartridge has been shortened and deepened on its lhin.
mounting bracket to give amore conventional depth of cartridge.
(Ortofon cartridges are traditionally rather shallow, often requiring
lowering of the arm height to achieve correct horizontal alignment.)
One unusual feature is asmall weight which can be removed from an
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than the specified 22°. Again, increasing the tracking force could
help, but in practice the sound was livelier and more enjoyable
(accurate ?) when the 1.5gm figure was left undisturbed. There were
no hum problems, and microphony was fairly low, though what
there was seemed biased towards HF. Response to the Haversine
pulse was rather untidy, the cartridge ringing at arelatively low
frequency for acouple of cycles beyond the initial pulse.

The listening
This is acartridge that can force are-examination of views about the
differences between m- m and m-ccartridges, and even about how
far cartridge design has improved over the last 5years or so. The
expected treble dimness suggested by the response plot was there in
one sense only: record surface noise was generally very low and the
cartridge proved kind to scratches and the like. Otherwise there was
little to give the measured balance any real credence. Instrumental
textures were no darker or heavier than usual; in fact, piano tone was
almost bright ( but not aggressively so) and treble information in
general reproduced with smoothness and sparkle.
In many ways, the Grace has aural characteristics reminiscent of
moving-coil cartridges at their best. The bass is deep and powerful,
but with excellent resolution so that, for example, lower orchestral
strings retained their independance from one another. The cartridge
also allowed any replay level without apparent change in sound or
balance. It is asmooth and unobtrusive transducer, one whose
presence does not make itself felt at all for most of the time, and
certainly not in any negative way. There are cartridges capable of
transmitting the tension of amusical performance with afeeling of
directed unwanted energy: the Grace is alittle more dissipated than
that, but in an absolute sense it is no worse than other similarly
priced cartridges, and its overall blend of virtues were never felt to be
our of place in any system I
tried.
Compartmentalising performance characteristics is always
dangerous, especially so when acartridge has an overall quality as
seamless and complete as this. But it would be fair to label the Grace
as adetailed cartridge, if not an overtly dynamic one; acartridge that
errs on the side of sweetness rather than astringency. Most of the
time, though, it merely sounds neutral and musical, producing a
natural-sounding and stable stereo sound-stage.

Conclusions
This turned out, S
Cimewhat to my surprise, to be my pick of this
particular group. It is one of those items that cannot readily be
singled out on any individual parameter. It is an all-rounder which
lacksnone of the qualities necessary for good music reproduction. If
it ,Véers slightly in the direction of euphony by papering over the
cracks in more threadbare recorded music, it is only convincingly
beaten for overall musical ability, even on well recorded material, by
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inset on the top of the mounting bracket to reduce cartridge mass
from 5.3 to 2.3gm. The plastics used by Ortofon have made the MC
100 U rather more solid than it looks, but again the mounting plate
could be easily flexed away from being flat by over-enthusiastic
tightening of the mounting screws in their slots. (This top plate of the
cartridge is now made slightly concave to allow for tightening to pull
it flat against the headshell, but it still flexes all too easily.)
The MC 100 is fitted with an aluminium tubular cantilever and a
nude elliptical diamond, whereas the next model up, the MC 200, has
aboron cantilever and aFine Line ( Extended, or line contact) stylus
profile. Both have anew version of Ortofon's Wide Range Damping
(WRD) pivot bearing, which alters compliance with frequency, and an
unusual samarium-cobalt ring magnet. Both also are designed to
show avery high frequency rise on the frequency response which is
atrade-off to maintain acoherent phase response. Recent work by
Ortofon has identified this characteristic as being important on
audition. (An aspect which ties in with the legendary SPU.) •

System compatibility
The cartridge was tested and used with the weight left in place, partly
because the mounting plate needed the reinforcement it provides.
The arm resonance figures in this case were just acceptable at 8Hz
lateral and 9Hz vertical ( and about 1Hz higher in each case with the
weight removed), but damping of the LF resonance was less effective
than with the other cartridges (test load 100 ohms). Medium mass
tonearms should be about right. The removable weight does give a
little flexibility over this, but in general it would be best to leave it in
place, the danger being that the arm/cartridge resonance can
become so low that it begins to coincide with the chassis mode on
some sprung sub-chassis turntables.
Like most other Ortofon rn-cs, the MC 100 has avery low source
resistance of just 3ohms, and avery low voltage output at amere
0.09mV at 5cm/s; about one-fifth of normal. The consequence, using
the Naim amplifier input, was that very high volume level settings
were needed, and although this did not reduce the noise
performance of the system (the Ortofon effectively shunts the
preamp's contribution) it was possible to run out of gain at high
replay levels. I
therefore tried Ortofon's own T20 transformer, which
has more suitable gain and better electromagnetic damping,
improving the sound considerably ( see later).

Measured results
This model, too, has an elliptical tip, and is designed for 1.5gm
tracking force ( confirmed), at which it gave good results on test
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AVON
BATH Paul Green Ht. Fi 102251 316197
BRISTOL Absolute Sound 8Video (0272) 24975
Audio Bristol 102721 291931
Laskys (02721 20421
John Lewis 102721 279100
BEDFORDSHIRE
KEMPSTON Bedford Audio 102341 854133
LUTON Laskys (0582) 38302
Technosound (05821 30919
BERKSHIRE
NEWBURY 888 Hi- Fi 106351 32474
READING ElEiB Hi- Fi (07341 583730
Heelas 10734I 55955
Laskys (0734) 595459
SLOUGH Laskys 107531 24401
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AYLESBURY Chiltern Hi. Fi 102961 31020
CHESHAM Chiltern Hi- Fi (0494) 786484
HIGH WYCOMBE 688 Hi- Fi (0494) 35910
Hughes Hi. Fi (0494) 30138
MILTON KEYNES Technosound 109081 604949
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAMBRIDGE University Audio 102231 54237
PETERBOROUGH Hi- Fi Consultants 107331 51007
Laskys (0733) 313513
ST NEOTS AN. Audio 104801 72071
CHESHIRE
CHESTER Laskys 102441 317667
WARRINGTON Cobalt Hi- Fi 109251 36215
WILMSLOW Swift of Wlmslow (0625) 526213
CLEVELAND
MIDDLESBROUGH McKenna Er Brown
106421 246644
REDCAR McKenna Fi Brown 106421 483829
STOCKTON McKenna 8Brown 106421 69995
CORNWALL
CAMBORNE Camborne Audio (0209) 714286
CUMBRIA
WHITEHAVEN H.L Elliott 109461 3671
DERBYSHIRE
CHESTERFIELD Hi- Fi Habit (0246) 34923
DERBY RE Pons (03321 043469
DEVON
EXETER Homesound (03921 72814
Peter Scan 10392) 73309
TOROUAY Peter Scott (0803) 22884
DORSET
CHNSTCHURCH KATY 102021 473901
ESSEX
CHELMSFORD Cantelec Hi- Fi 102451 84444
COLCHESTER Laskys (0206) 62636
EPPING Chew 8Osborne 103781 74242
HADLEIGH Essex Fi 104731 558339
SAFFRON WALDEN Chew 8Osborne (0799) 23728
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound Et Video
(02421 583960
GLOUCESTER Laskys (0452) 22675
GREATER MANCHESTER
ALTRINCHAM Sound Centre 061- 928 3195
MANCHESTER Laskys 061- 832 6087
ROCHDALE J. Koczur 107061 42107
STOCKPORT Fairbotham 061-480 4872
HAMPSHIRE
ALDERSHOT ¡ro- Fi (02521 26390
BASINGSTOKE Audiovideotronics (0256) 24311
PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi- Fi (0705) 822155
WINCHESTER Whilwams (0962) 65253
HEREFORD & WORCESTERSHIRE
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound Service
10905) 25740
HERTFORDSHIRE
HITCHIN The Record Shop 104621 4537
LETCHWORTH Spectrum 1046 261 79571
ROYSTON AN, Audio 107631 45860
ST ALBANS David Payne 107271 64231
WATFORD Laskys (0923) 47488
Trees (0923) 44266
HUMBERSIDE
GRIMSBY G.E. Menders 104721 51391
KENT
MAIDSTONE Laskys (06221 678165
TONBRIDGE Standens 107321 353540
TUNBRIDGE WELLS Goulden 8Curry 108921 30151
LANCASHIRE
PRESTON Laskys 107721 59264
LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER Eastwood Television 105331 760011
Mays Hi- Fi 105331 58662
ELADBY Eastwood Television 105331 719174
LINCOLNSHIRE
BOSTON Addys 102051 62454
UNCOLN Critics Choice 105221 38718

GREATER LONDON
BEXLEYHEATH Whomes 01- 303 2339
BROMLEY Laskys 01464 7829
CROYDON Spalding Electrical 01- 654 1231
HARROW BMV Hi- Fi 01- 863 4410
KINGSTON Laskys 01- 546 1271
Surbiton Park Radio 01- 546 5549
Vision Store 01.546 8974
N7 Banlens Hi- Fi 01- 607 2296
N22 Goodwins 01- 888 0077
NEW MALDEN Unilet 01.942 9567
SW1 Piercys 01. 821 0333
SW7 Peter Jones 01- 730 3434
SW16 Praos 01. 769 4450
SW19 M. O'Brien 01- 946 1528
WI Laskys 01. 636 0845
John Lewis 01. 629 7711
Lion House 01- 637 1601
Derek Smith Hi- Fi 01. 637 1601
Welbeck Audio 01-486 3783
W2 Laskys 01- 229 6425
H.L Smith 01- 723 5891
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SALOP (SHROPSHIRE)
SHREWSBURY Avon Hi- Fi (0743) 55166
SOMERSET
TAUNTON Homesound 108231 73321
YEOVIL Yeovil Audio 109351 25430
STAFFORDSHIRE
NEWCASTLE Clement Wain (0782) 613119
SUFFOLK
BEYTON Anglia Audio 103591 70212
SURREY
FARNHAM Hemmings Hi. Fi (02521 721424
GUILDFORD Merrow Sound (04831 33224
LEATHERHEAD Tru-Fi 103721 378780
REDHILL IreFi 107371 66128
WOKING Merrow Sound (048 62) 66600
SUSSEX (EAST)
BRIGHTON Laskys 102731 725625
SUSSEX (WEST)
BOGNOR REGIS Jaysound Audio 102431 826355
HORSHAM Merrow Sound (0403) 69329
WORTHING Bowers 8Wilkins 109031 64141
TYNE Et WEAR
GATESHEAD lintone Audio (06321 774167
NEWCASTLE J.G. Wndows 106321 321356
SUNDERLAND Saxons (0783) 57578
WARWICKSHIRE
LEAMINGTON C.T.S. 109261 29265
WEST MIDLANDS
BIRMINGHAM Norman Field 021- 622 2323
Five Ways Hi- Fi 021-455 0667
Grilfin Radio 021- 692 1359
STOURBRIOGE Downing 8Downing (038 43) 71747
WOLVERHAMPTON Millwards 109021 28980
WILTSHIRE
CHIPPENHAM J.D. Equipment (02491 654357
MELKSHAM PR. Sounds (0225) 708045
SWINDON Absolute Sound 8Video (0793) 38222
TROWBRIDGE Ouality Hi- Fi 1022 141 66441
YORKSHIRE
CASTLEFORD Eric Wiley (0977) 553066
DONCASTER Tom Jaques 103021 65565
HALIFAX Tape Recorder Centre (0422) 66832
HUDDERSFIELD Hudderslield Hi- Fi (0484) 44668
SHEFFIELD Cole Brothers 107421 78511
Laskys 107421 750971
Micron Audio (0742) 360295
YORK Laskys 109041 641221
SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN Telemech (0224) 574248
DUMFRIES TN. McKay (0387) 54117
DUNFERMLINE Andrew Thomson (0383) 24541
EDINBURGH Audio Aids 031- 226 3979
Audio Ads 031- 667 2877
The Gramophone 031- 225 9535
Hi- Fi Corner 031. 652 1885
FALKIRK Hi- Fi Corner (0324) 29011
GLASGOW James Kerr 041- 332 0988
INVERNESS Nairn Hi- Fi 10463) 220440
STIRLING Hi- Fi Corner 107861 5053
WALES
CARDIFF Laskys 102221 374893
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ATTENBOFIOUGH John Kirk Hi- Fi 106021 252986
MANSFIELD Peter Anson 106231 26315
NOTTINGHAM Peter Anson 106021 783312
OXFORDSHIRE
OXFORD Absolute Sound Er Video 108651 60844
Horns of Oxford 108651 511241
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LIVERPOOL Laskys 051- 236 2828
George Henry Lee 051- 709 7070
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
KETTERING Sound Duality (0536) 83833
NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn (0604) 37871
H.G. Rankin (06041 37515
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records, but showed adegree of hardening-up due to incipient
mistracking at high recorded levels, especially associated with the
high frequency content of the program. The frequency response was
almost flat, showing only atiny trace of the rise at HF which is
engineered in to preserve in- band phase response. Other capacitive
loadings had little noticeable effect on this when checked. The
separation result is quite good, though with the normal deterioration
at the top of the pass- band. There is no firm evidence for effects of
the tip mass resonance within the band, but there is asuggestion
that it falls just short of 30kHz.
Measured distortion levels were fine in both planes, again tending
to confirm tracking ability and that the vertical tracking angle is near
20°. The impulse test gave avery clean result, with some ringing but
very quickly damped. The MC 100 was slightly more sensitive to hum
than the others, which could be alimiting factor with the Rega,
though less so with better screened decks. Microphony, too, was a
little higher than the others, Glanz apart, but there was no obvious
emphasis of any one frequency band.

The listening
The most striking feature of the Ortofon is its almost holographic
stereo quality; it gives realistic and solid images in space in both
lateral and depth domains. Tonally it doesn't sound as extended at
frequency extremes ( or as powerful in the bass, especially) as some
of the other cartridges in this group, but it is nevertheless crisply
defined and articulate. A good performer.
About the worst that can be said is that it is alittle undynamic, and
that it has some difficulty managing very high recorded levels
cleanly, as noted earlier. Within its effective operating bandwidth
(which is slightly narrower than some), the MC 100 works very well
indeed. But this applies only when properly loaded — in this case with
the same manufacturer's own T20 transformer. The 100 ohm input
on the Musical Fidelity preamplifier generally worked quite well too,
but the lower damping inherent in the Naim's 470 ohms made the
sound less incisive and uninvolving. The effect of the transformer
was to sharpen the sound considerably without making it brittle or
bright.

Conclusion
The Ortofon MC 100 U clearly needs some care in use. At apinch it
will give acceptable results into a100 ohm amplifier input — if the
amplifier is any good — but the best results are to be had from using a
lower load impedance still, and 50 ohms is probably about right in
practice. The cartridge doesn't have the apparent bass weight or
c-apth of, say, the Grace but it scores for the remarkable way it
produces the width, depth and ( most important) stability of stereo
information. Interestingly, this ability is exactly what Ortofon claim
for their Ortophase concept. Recommended.
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INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS
ETC.

MARTIN COLLOMS

I

T HAS BEEN SOME TIME since HFN/RR published areview of
what are perhaps euphemistically called ' budget' integrated
amplifiers, asector of the hi-fi market in Britain which is doing
surprisingly well at the moment. Accordingly, it was felt that the
magazine should take alook at arepresentative cross-section of that
market, covering models in the £80 to £250 price range, all of which,
including the least expensive, can be regarded as meeting the basic
requirements for satisfactory sound quality.
In the main, the units chosen are ' no frills' designs, where the
producer's stated intention has been to make amodel competitive on
sound quality grounds rather than just to fill aslot at the lower end of
aproduct line.
Such have been the advances at this end of the market that the
sound quality has improved greatly, in some cases approaching that
of certain costly separate amplifier systems. Overall, purchasers
need no longer feel that they are necessarily accepting asevere
compromise by limiting their outlay to such models, for often the
main shortfall is in terms of maximum loudness or how difficult an
I

!

T10), possessing quite good sound and reviewed on p69. It would
probably be abetter idea to use adevice such as this as atemporary or
even permanent method of providing an m- eoption for an
inexpensive integrated amplifier. There may also be an upmarket
version of the T10, and set in the light of the availability and
performance of such devices, the provision of an m- cfacility on
budget amplifiers should not be accorded too great importance in
the cost/value equation.
An important point to remember with amplifiers is that the power
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amplifier load can be driven to full power. Of course other subtle
factors may also be relevant, but there is no reason why a
moderately- priced amplifier system should not produce aneutral
and musically satisfying performance. The latter quality was
specifically looked for during auditioning, for while it is relatively
easy to pick out aural response differences due, for example, to RIAA
equalisation errors, it was considered more important to try to
assess the longer term effects— was the product accurate, satisfying,
and would it be easy to live with?
At this end of the market, it used to be considered that a
moving-coil input facility would be an irrelevant and unwarranted
expense. Now, however, this feature is becoming increasingly
common; in many cases, however, the moving-coil input appears to
have been an afterthought, being neither particularly high in gain nor
low in noise level, best suited to medium rather than very low output
m-ccartridges. Whilst on this subject Ishould point out that Sony
have recently introduced an inexpensive step-up transformer ( HA56

rating in watts is not avery useful guide to the loudness potential of a
model. The truth is that in the average domestic system, music
power levels are often in the 0.01W to 0.1W range, with peaks
between 1and 5watts. In fact, the difference between a25W and a
100W amplifier on peaks is only 6dB, equivalent to two good notch
positions on the volume control, and in loudness terms, if the 100W
model is felt to be necessary to make the music work at aparticular
maximum level, then with a25W model, all that is needed is to play
the music alittle softer! If you really want to shake the house then
200W will be required, and even if your speakers don't object your
neighbours probably will!
Exactly how an amplifier delivers its power and what tolerance it
shows of real loudspeaker loads is, in fact, far more important than
the rated 8ohm load specification. The rarely given maximum
current rating is equally as important, and should be proportional to
power; for example, an amplifier designed to remain within its
nominal current limits on the verge of clipping with amulti-way
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4ohm-rated speaker will require acurrent capacity of over three
times that of the 8ohms requirement. For a25W amplifier, 2amps
continuous or 3amps peak will do the job for 8ohms; however, to
meet generously wide load requirements, apeak current of 10 amps
ideally is required, with 7amps and above considered pretty good.
Equated to load tolerance, as arough guide the loss in output level
from 8to 2ohms should not exceed 3-4dB. For a50W amplifier we
would ideally look for a20amp peak capability, and for 100W,
40amps. Remove the need for driving the more difficult models and
the current requirements would then be estimated at: 25W, 6amp pk;
50W, 12amp pk; and 100W, 24amp pk.
When the current capacity is insufficient to meet aload
requirement, the amplifier prematurely clips on transients,
altering sound quality and giving the subjective impression that the
amp is less powerful than the specification would otherwise suggest.
Conversely, an amplifier with agood output current capability may
provide surprisingly high loudness with more difficult loads.

Lab testing
The products were subjected to anecessarily abbreviated lab
programme which, nonetheless, was designed to extract the basic
performance features. Largely in accordance with the IHF 202
recommendations, the main output levels were standardised at
1watt and 0.5V, with the input levels for aux, pu and m-cat 0.5V, 5mV
and 0.5mV, respectively. The CCIR ARM noise readings were to a
1kHz reference, ( 2kHz is too flattering) while the output power was
related to an OdB reference of 1watt, 8ohms, this examined with
respect to frequency and with avariety of loads, down to 2ohms
resistive, the latter driven on tonebursts to simulate musical
transients. Two-tone 19/20kHz intermodulation measurements were
carried out as well, on disc at a100mV composite RMS level, or lower
if overload was met. Reactive load behaviour was checked, together
with output impedance and input characteristics. RIAA equalisation
was also measured, to atolerance of ± 0.05dB 20Hz to 20kHz.

Ancillary Equipment

Loudspeakers: Celestion SL6, Spendor SP1 ( Mission cable)
Reference Amplifiers: Burmester preamp, Mission 777BU power
amp
Disc ( m- m): Technics SL7 with EPC20511IL cartridge
Disc ( m-c): Lux PD300/Alphason HR100S/Koetsu Black

A&R Cambridge A60 (1111:11)
The A60 has been in production for anumber of years now — I
reviewed the original version for HFN/RR in November'77 — and over
that period it has undergone certain minor revisions. As aresult,
while it is not labelled as such by the manufacturers, perhaps the
current model should be called Mark II.
The A60 is one of the very few models to sport awooden
enclosure, built of quality plywood and finely veneered in walnut,
teak, rosewood or matt black. The low profile black fascia carries a
comprehensive array of controls, the left-hand group of six soft-

thereby increasing the moving- magnet sensitivity of 2mV, 47k-ohm,
to 0.1mV, 33ohms. Another accessory adds variable loading: 30kohms, 8k-ohms in parallel with 150pF, 270pF or 370pF; while for m-c
there is 1000pF plus 100nF, with 100ohms, 30ohms and 10ohm
options. The moving-coil sensitivity is sufficient for most models,
except for the highest and lowest output types ( not the genuine high
output 2mV models).

Technical details
This amp is specified in considerable detail, the output nominally
40W per channel with the line input sensitivities at 100mV. On tape
replay avariable sensitivity of up to 10V is offered, which incidentally
would suit the high output of atypical CD player.
The disc input employs arevised equaliser with aconventional
circuit based on the superb 5534N IC operational amplifier. The extra
moving-coil gain is provided by alow noise input buffer based on the
usual complementary pair of ' driver' type transistors.
A generously rated toroidal transformer supplies dual voltage rails
for the power amplifier, with reservoir capacity at aworthwhile level
of 10,000µF. IC regulators supply separate isolated rails for the
control and tone equaliser stages and the input amplifiers.
Directly coupled to the speaker load, with the fuses in the feedback
loop, the output stages employ plastic '3055 transistors in a
quasi-complementary configuration, these bolted to the sensibly
mounted rear heatsink.
The entire amplifier is constructed on asingle printed circuit board,
showing tidy thoughtful design. Constructional standard is good as
is component quality. Due to its continued development, the A60 has
grown from being abudget amplifier to something of substance: in a
sense, it can be seen as filling the market position occupied years
ago by the Cambridge Audio P50.

Sound quality
Imust confess to disappointment when this amplifier was
reauditioned. Reviewed favourably in its earlier form in 1977, it
would appear that time has not been too kind to it. While on its own it
can make asatisfactory stab at agood sound, when compared with
the best of the latest models, it was found wanting in our listening
test programme.
Moving-coil, moving- magnet and line/tape input were all tried. Via
line, the sound was felt to be slightly hardened, with ahint of mid
compression or construction, while the treble showed some extra
graininess and the bass appeared softened, with alack of attack and
precision. The mid showed moderate stereo depth with aslightly
coloured and ' band- limited' effect. This model, however, was
capable of high sound levels, illustrating ahealthy music output, and
it was also fairly tolerant of the more difficult loads.
Via disc, the sound was little different; if anything, slightly poorer.
Again the filtered ' band- limited' effect was apparent, while stereo
depth was disappointing. Both bass and treble extremes appeared
lacking in detail, as well as precision.
The A60 offers reasonable value soundwise, considering the price,
but needs further improvement if its well regarded position is to be
retained.

Lab results

touch rectangular buttons relating to source selection from disc,
tuner, auxiliary and tape/monitor, these followed by a7.5kHz roll-off
treble filter and the mono button. Rotary controls cover volume,
treble, bass (these permanently in circuit) and balance, with a
headphone socket to their right and the large rocker-action power
switch. The input sockets on the rear are all DIN, with two sets of
4mm socket binding post speaker terminals. One of these is directly
connected to the power amp output, while the other is muted by the
headphone socket.
The clear and comprehensive instructions also come with
solderable speaker plugs plus aspare fuse and one DIN plug.
The disc input, while supplied as standard in moving-magnet
form, may be adapted by the use of optional cards to moving-coil,
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Having grown with the years the A60 now produces atypical 17dBW
(50W) per channel into the easier loads. The 4ohm tolerance was also
pretty good, producing 16dBW on peaks, but the limiters were pretty
active on 2ohms, severely restricting the power output to 8.5dBW.
While it will accept difficult loads, genuine 4ohm speakers are in fact
less suitable; however, A&R's own new speaker design, the Arcam
One, is agood 8ohm model, and suits the amplifier well.
The output impedance was low, typically less than 0.1ohm and
rising to 0.16 ohms at 20kHz.
Total harmonic distortion was moderate at atypical — 60dB over a
wide range of powers and frequencies, though rather more
distortion was experienced with 4ohm loading in the upper power
range. Disc input headroom was very good with the high level, high
frequency intermodulation signal handled very well; in fact, at lower
powers the A60 distortion was generally pretty good.
Noise levels were fine, measuring — 68dB ARM disc for both m- m
and m-cinputs, with aux at — 78dB.
Channel separation was weak, recording 30dB, 20kHz, this
crosstalk carrying adistortion content of 1% — alittle suspect. A lkHz it
was better, providing 55dB, and the output offset was satisfactorily
low.
Disc equalisation met ± 0.25dB limits, 50Hz to 13Hz, with aslight
roll-off exhibited at the band extremes, measuring — 1.2dB down at
20Hz and 20kHz. By 50kHz the output was sensibly down by 6dB,
falling to — 16dB at 100kHz.
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Now, two things about audio
are alot more satisfying.

Performance and price.
At Musical Fidelity, we have adifferent idea of what audio should be.
So we offer outstanding sound at arelatively modest price.
One result is reviews that arè far from modest.
"On changing over toThe Preamp the improvements were stunning and
obvious.. . 1know of no other pre-amplifier at this price that could look at
The Preamp:'
Dave Berriman, Practical HiFi, Nov. '82
The Dr. Thomas "
is aclean, sharp and very powerful-sounding amplifier
with tight, articulate bass, excellent imaging and clear, extended treble... at
avery approachable price
J. M. Hughes, HiFi Answers, May'83
And how do people who own Musical Fidelity feel about this?
Satisfied.
Get satisfaction from The Preamp,Dr.Thomas or Studio Tpower amplifiers or
Synthesis integrated amplifier, at one of the dealers listed below.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., Unit 208,16 Brune Street, London El 7NJ. Tel: 01-247 3066.
Aberdeen: flolhorn HiFi, 445 Holborn Street, 0224 25713.
Birmingham: Perfect Electronics, 504-516 Alum Rock Road, 021 327 1497.
Brighton: Jeffries I-11R 69 London Road, 0273 609431.
Dwiford: Audiofile 2,16 Petersfield Road, 0223 834038.
Eastbourne: Jefferies HiFi, 4Albert Parade, Green Street, 0323 31336.
Edinburgh: IliFi Corner, 1Haddington Place, 031 556 7901.
The Gramophone, Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct, 031 225 9535.
Exeter: Gulliford House, Kenton, 0626 863 604.
Falkirk: HiFi Corner, Cow Wind, 0324 29011.
Gateshead: Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane, 0632 774167.
Grimsby: Sound Perfection, 138-140 Cleethorpe Road, 0472 50908.

Kingsclere: Donnington Audio. Swan Street, Hampshire, 0635 297 479.
Liverpool: W. A. Brady tzr Son, 401 Srnithdown Road, 051 733 6859.
London: L;rahams Hilq, 88 Pentonville Road, N1,01 837 4412.
Subjective Audio, 2-4 Camden High Street, NW!, 01 387 8281.
Umlet Products, 14 Bute Street,SW7, 01 589 2586.
Unilet Products,35 High Street, New Malden, 01 942 9567.
Norwich: Basically Sound,The Old School, School Road, Bracon Ash,
0508 70.829.
Radlett: Radlett Audio, 141 Watling Street, 09276 6497.
Stirling: ling Corner, 73-75 Murray Place, 0786 5053.
Tonbridge: HiFi Consultants, 19-21 Quarry 11111 Road, 0732 366 767.

Conclusion
In many respects the A60 is an honest, well built and versatile
amplifier, but at its £200 level, excuses cannot be made either for its
tolerance of severe loading or for its poor high frequency crosstalk
and interchannel distortion. At this point one can only speculate on
the sound quality implications. The listening tests showed it to be
sufficiently authoritative, but if viewed against its reputation, the
latter would seem atrifle exaggerated, in the context of anew
generation of products. With some regret, therefore, as it is a
well- made product, Ifeel that Icannot now recommend the A6011 with
enthusiasm.

Linn Products Linnk
1have mentioned the Linnk in previous issues and in the light of not
inconsiderable interest, Idecided to include it in this report.
For many years Naim have produced moving- coil headamps for
Linn who marketed them alongside their range of moving- coil
cartridges. Linn recently decided that, rather than update their
headamp, it would be more sensible to produce acombined
headamp-equaliser unit which could bypass the RIAA circuitry of
doubtful preamps, thereby providing aclean line-feed to ahigh level
auxiliary input. The unit was duly commissioned from Naim and
while it was mainly intended for US sale as an accessory, it is also
available in the UK and costs around £ 150.
Called the Linnk, it is housed in asmall aluminium extruded box,
nicely finished in black crackle enamel. A separate mains transformer
is used to minimise hum induction and this may be separately
located.
The unit is fitted with high quality gold-plated phono sockets and
the signal enters at one end of the box, coming out of the other
amplified and equalised. Indeed, the level is sufficient to drive many
power amps direct via apassive 10k volume control — possibly this
could be described as aNaim preamp on the cheap? It is certainly
true that this unit with apassive control represents apotential rival to
Naim's own costly and carefully developed preamp, but there would

be problems associated with any such combination. A full preamp
has carefully matched levels and facilities; for example, bandwidth
tailoring where required, and adecently low output impedance,
sufficient to drive the worst combinations of output load. No passive
control unit can do this: although its use cannot be ruled out when
the operating conditions are reasonable, it should not be employed
where the complex conditions that the active preamp ought to be
capable of satisfying prevail.
On the underside, the Linnk is well labelled and specified in terms
of matching, having an input impedance of 300ohms plus 7.5nF, with
an overload margin of 40dB and again of 57dB. Maximum output is 3
volts RMS, and anominal 700mV output level to drive apower amp
close to clipping is attained for a1millivolt input. Loud recorded
passages of 10-20cm/s modulation produce 0.9-1.8mV from aKoetsu
Black, with 0.7-1.0mV from an Asak, the latter possibly giving
insufficient drive from the Linnk for lower sensitivity ( 1.5-2.0V) power
amps.
Properly matched, the passive volume control operation is quite
natural with the Linnk; full power can be obtained on loud passages,
together with lots of useful control range plus fine level setting
ability. Ishould point out that those m-cmodels which are too low for
passive connection — Karat Diamond, Elite 555 and the FRs, plus the
Ortofons, with the Zenn, Yamaha MC1s, Coral 88/81, Lux LMC-1 and
Mayware MC2V considered as marginal cases — will require an
addition preamp line input to provide the required drive level.

Technical details
In essence the circuitry is little removed from that of the headamp/
equaliser of the Naim 32, but with the power supply fed 24V AC from
the external transformer to provide asingle 34 volt line charging a
3300pF reservoir. Two separate LM317 IC regulators provide
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stabilised supplies for each channel, while acentral star earth is
adopted for the unit.
AC-coupled via aselected 10µF tantalum bead capacitor, the
cartridge signal drives an input buffer, comprising alow noise
parallel array of 5discrete transistors. After the two stage buffer,
there is apassive high frequency RIAA equaliser, followed by an
active four transistor filter comprising the feedback type LF part of
the RIAA equalisation. This final stage has alow output impedance
suitable for driving any sensible low level load.
Beautifully and economically built, the Linnk makes full use of high
quality components. However, in terms of engineering value it
suffers somewhat in comparison with the NAIT, as in my estimation
the latter must cost about twice as much as the Linnk to make, and yet
sells for little more. If compared with other luxury ' audiophile'
components, though, the Linnk represents reasonable enough
engineering value before taking its sound quality into consideration.

Sound quality
Assessed via its single input fed from aKoetsu Black cartridge, the
Linnk did aremarkably good job. Used with a 10k volume control
driving the Mission 777BU direct, afine sound was produced,
comparable with some of the best m-cinput audiophile preamps
reviewed recently. It is difficult to describe the sound quality of a
product which actually does so little to alter the intrinsic musical
properties of the program fed through it. Suffice it to say, however,
the bass was dry, articulate and firm, the mid transparent, detailed
and unfatiguing, while the treble sparkled with musical information
about instrumental character as well as the acoustic environment
without sounding too bright. Both stereo focus and depth were very
satisfactory, while noise was not an audible problem with cartridges
of fairly compatible output (
eg, Asak).
Sonically, this was apleasing product.

Lab results
Considering frequency response, 50Hz to 20kHz fell within ± 0.7dB,
which are satisfactory limits, the characteristic showing amildly dry
bass and asmall but significant 0.3dB shelf lift over the upper treble
(5-15kHz). At 20Hz it was 2.4dB down, rolling off below that frequency;
the unit thus incorporates asubsonic or rumble filter closely meeting
the new IEC disc equalisation. While Naim amplifiers in general have
atailored bandwidth above 20kHz, this ' auxiliary' box does not, and
the RIAA equalisation continued within 1dB to the measurement
limit of 100kHz. Ideally, a — 3dB point at 35kHz is desirable to prevent
transmission of cartridge ultrasonic distortion components into the
rest of the chain. Naim would, of course, expect this to be
accomplished in the next stage of the accompanying preamp but this
is ruled out when the passive control unit is in service.
For 0.15% maximum distortion, the Linnk could provide a
maximum output of 3V RMS. The class-A design gives total
harmonic distortion in the — 65 to— 70dB range at a1V output,
dominated by harmless second harmonic. The distortion continued
to reduce with declining level.
Fed the high two tone intermodulation.signal at 10mV equivalent
RMS ( m-c), the difference two tone distortion was just satisfactory at
-53dB, but improved again at lower levels. Referred to IHF 0.5mV, at
1kHz, the overload margins were fine at 30,28 and 26dB at 20Hz,
lkHz and 20kHz, respectively. Even the healthiest low output m-c
models giving 0.1mV/cm/s will not stretch this design, and here a
maximum recorded level at 50cm/s will only result in a5mV input to
the equaliser, which is well within tolerance.
With loud music passages producing 1.5mV or so from aKoetsu
Black, the Linnk gain measured about x 700 ie, providing just about
1V output. Output impedance was just 7ohms, in series with 10j.rF;
the Linnk will comfortably drive impedances of 5k- ohms and
upwards. The input impedance was 422ohms in parallel with 7nF.
By IHF, the 20kHz to 20kHz noise ratio measured 67dB ( rel. 300mV
out) or 68dB CCIR ARM ( 1kHz) weighted; asatisfactory performance
but not quiet enough for really low output types. Stereo separation
was exemplary, measuring 100dB or more from 50Hz to 20Hz.

Conclusion
The Linnk can be seen to be amost effective equaliser, bringing
moving-coil cartridge output to line level. 1have no reservations
concerning its technical performance or its sound quality, and for
those requiring aheadamp with RIAA for upgrading an existing
preamp, it would be ideal. For the more adventurous wishing to
experiment with passive controls and the like, it is likewise a
godsend.
Undoubtedly good value and strongly recommended, it is still
perhaps worth pondering on the question of where all the money has
gone, when comparing its neat but sparse interior with that of the
similarly priced and Naim built NAIT.
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Marazdz PM350
This nicely finished and compact 30W per channel amplifier is
surprisingly inexpensive at around £90, yet it still manages to offer a
great number of features. Decorative, if not directly conducive to
good sound quality, there is an LED output power indicator scale
from 0.005W to 60W, ( although the latter mark did not light up!), and
reading from left to right on the fascia, first come the power switch
and headphone socket. The latter does not carry the output to the
speakers; A or Bspeaker selection, plus muting, is accomplished

of power and frequencies, while two tone intermod. results were
very similar.
Excellent pickup overload margins were demonstrated, better than
30dB, while channel separation ( disc) was satisfactory at 62dB and
43dB for 1and 20kHz, respectively.
DC offset was satisfactorily low while the disc signal/noise ratio
figures were similar for both weighted and unweighted at 68dB. Via
aux, 71 and 73dB ARM was recorded, which is about average.
Disc equalisation showed aslightly uptilted characteristic with a
mild 0.3dB bass loss,and a + 0.3dB treble shelf lift. The disc response
was essentially wideband, measuring — 1de at 20Hz and 30kHz, and
rolling off to — 13dB by 100kHz.

Conclusion
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It has to be said that at £90, this is awell designed and surprisingly
powerful amplifier, with fine load tolerance and an accurate
performance in so far as technical matters are concerned. However,
subjectively it was less satisfactory and one might be tempted to go
up to the better models at the £ 110 and £ 120 level. Ifind it difficult to
assess the importance of a £20 or £30 price difference at this level,
but if cost considerations are paramount. and £90 is the definite
upper limit, then Isuspect you could do alot worse than buy a
PM350.

NAD 3020A

by separate buttons. Three tone controls are fitted and cover bass,
mid and treble; their extra versatility might be helpful with difficult
recordings of odd sound quality or tonal balance. Loudness and
subsonic filter/equalisers may be connected, while the selector
switch provides for tuner, phono, and aux, the latter shared with the
tape 2copy lines. Finally come balance and volume, the latter a
detent type and smooth acting; at this price, however, the detents do
not correspond to expensive switched attenuation positions; aball
pressed by aspring against afinely serrated disc gives the action and
feel! Input connections are exclusively phono, while the speakers are
coupled via spring clip outlets.

Ifirst reviewed the 3020 nearly 4years ago for HFN/RR and it did
particularly well as part of agroup of large and costly amplifiers.
Since then it has sold extremely well, and is now available in 'A' form,
sporting amoving-coil facility, as well as anumber of updates and
internal revisions. It is still competitively priced at £ 110 and is
surprisingly well equipped and versatile.
Some measure of its worth can be gained by surveying the front
panel facilities. From left to right: after the main power switch comes
the speaker muting headphone socket, with arow of three controls to
cover bass, treble and balance; six pushbuttons serve for source
selection (from aux, tuner, disc, tape monitor), mono, and finally
'loudness' alow volume tone setting. Last of all there is the visually

Technical details
The bulk of the circuitry is constructed on asingle printed circuit, the
unit showing aneat and logical layout. A conventional feedback
phono equaliser is used, constructed around ahigh quality, dual IC
op-amp. Following the selector and volume stages, further IC
amplifiers are used in the tone control stages, with separate
regulators to supply those low level circuits.
Direct-coupled, the complementary output transistors are of
generous rating and well heatsinked, the latter running the entire
length of the case. A shared dual- rail power supply is used, with
6800pF capacitors. In general, commercial quality components are
used, while the signal paths and circuitry do not suggest that any
special attention has been paid to the more subtle aspects of design.
However, Iam surprised that an amplifier of this power, offering the
features and constructional quality, can be built and sold at the price
of the PM350.
Sound quality
On merit, the Marantz PM350 scored similarly to the Sansui 101, a
level which Isuppose is commensurate with the price but which is
nonetheless disappointing.
The output lacked coherence, in that the bass and treble seemed
'disembodied', appearing isolated relative to the midrange, while in
terms of definition, the sound was soft and blurred, with little depth
or central stereo focus. The bass was weak and did not seem very
tuneful, while the treble also lacked detail. Overall, while the output
power and load tolerance were above average, the general character
was basically inoffensive and somewhat lacking ' excitement'.
However, at such amodest price, am Ijust expecting too much?
For £90, it certainly carries out its basic tasks well, and has the merit
of arelaxed, unfatiguing sound.

Lab report
A healthy performer, the 350 typically produced 17dBW ( 50W/
channel) and demonstrated agood power bandwidth, as well as a
fine performance into awkward loads. A respectable 3dB loss was
recorded on peak signals into 2ohms, compared with the normal
8ohm load, and a4ohm load was driven very well. The output
impedance was negligible at typically 0.08ohms, increasing to
0.11ohms at 20kHz.
Showing some mild crossover distortion at high frequencies, total
harmonic distortion was typically around — 65dB over awide range
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dominant volume control adjacent to an LED power indicator,
calibrated at 1, 5, 10, 20 and 25 watts. On the rear panel the sockets
are conveniently placed on an open horizontal deck — all phono, bar
the duplicated DIN tape facility. Spring clip connections for bared
end speaker leads are used.
The moving-coil switch steps up the gain by around 23dB, making
the amp suited to the higher output moving-coil cartridges of 0.2mV
or more for 5cm/s reference level, but models of the low Ortofon
output level are ruled out.
Technical details
A strong steel chassis and case are employed, while the fascia is a
charcoal grey printed moulding. A dual rail power supply is used,
this fed from asubstantial mains transformer with amodest 4400pF
reservoir capacitor per rail. Directly coupled to the speakers, the
power amplifiers use complementary bipolar output stages with
high power 2N3055/2N2955 transistors. Protection is given by a
combination of circuit breakers and 4amp quirk blow fuses, and
located within the unit is the large area heatsink, well ventilated and
.
with the power transistors sensibly bolted directly to it.
In so called lab' mode, the preamp signal is taken direct to the
power amplifier but when the rear panel links are in the normal
position, the bandwidth is tailored to provide optimum rejection of
signals outside the audio bandpass which would upset speakers or
increase distortion. The lab settings are normally used except where
the signal is doubtful eg, with excessive turntable rumble, perhaps.
The original (switchable) 'soft clip' mode is provided; this is a
'dodge' whereby the hard-sounding clipping harmonics in the
overload region are redistributed by 'soft' peak compression to give
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asmoother sound which may, if it is tolerable, be exploited to give
higher sound levels. OK for parties, this soft clip condition should,
however, be avoided for normal listening.
Discrete transistors are used throughout, with the now fairly
conventional low noise disc input amplifier used for both movingcoil and moving-magnet signals by altering the level of loop negative
feedback. It is not then atrue moving-coil match, but will probably
prove satisfactory for most purposes. A single printed circuit board is
used, this well fitted with commercial quality components. The
layout is somewhat complicated, necessitating several bunches of
surface wiring and interconnection while the power indicator is
based on an LB1405 integrated circuit.

review may upset production planning and marketing schedules;
conversely, an unfavourable report can only damage the product's
reputation and sales.
Many issues are raised by these attitudes, but the only one of
interest to amagazine must concern public awareness of aproduct's
given performance— surely the rule must be that if aproduct exists
and is sold on the general market, then it is open to investigation,
hopefully of aresponsible nature.

Sound quality
First auditioned via the auxiliary input, the NAD quickly showed the
reason for its popularity at this price level. A good power delivery
was demonstrated, the sound appearing reasonably tidy and
coherent throughout the range. The stereo presentation was
satisfactorily focused, showing moderately good depth effects.
Via the disc input, some loss of focus was experienced with a
reduced ability to reproduce the natural ambience of some material.
Generally pleasant sounding with amildly rich and warm effect,
when driven to higher levels some hardness intruded. When the
moving-coil switch was on, there was an apparent increase in
midrange ' muddle', and the amplifier also sounded less open. In
consequence, I
would not choose to use amoving-coil cartridge
because the NAD offers that facility, but if an m-cis already part of a
system, depending on its quality, it should go well enough with this
amplifier.

Lab report
An output in the 16.5dBW ( 40W range) was recorded for this model,
which is generous considering its nominal rating. The power
bandwidth was good, and the load tolerance respectable, and it did
not show the premature current limiting observed with some of its
competitors. Both harmonic and intermodulation distortions were
low, and ahealthy disc overload margin was also demonstrated. Disc
equalisation accuracy was fairly good, showing an uptilt with
increasing frequency: for example, at 200Hz the response was
0.45dB down, rising through 1kHz, to + 0.2dB at 5kHz. Assessed via
the lab inputs for the most neutral sound, the disc input still retained
some HF roll-off above audibility — adesirable trait — while at 30kHz
the response was down 7dB, measuring around — 7dB by 100kHz,
this preventing ultrasonic signals from disturbing the later stages.
Disc input impedance was 45k-ohms, plus some small capacitance,
and did not vary from m- m to m-coperation. In practice this does not
matter agreat deal, but the purist could add accessory loading plugs
(such as the RTJ units) to alter the load resistance to any desired
value. Moving-magnet noise was very good at — 80dB and well
above average at — 74dB, ARM, m-c. Auxiliary input noise was also
good at — 85dB, CCIR ARM, which is better than 100dB relative to full
power.
Channel separation was satisfactory and output impedance
moderate, but the output offset was on the high side at almost one
tenth of avolt on one channel. This should be improved.

Conclusion
While Ihave occasionally felt the reputation of the NAD 3020 to be
exaggerated — Ifeel it is not a ' great' audiophile product — it must be
said that it does avery good job for the money. It possesses no
serious technical or subjective defects, is quite load tolerant and is
also well endowed with facilities. As such, it represents good value
for money, and deserves acontinuing recommendation.

Nairn NAIT
Currently, Naim's least expensive 42/110 pre- and power amp
combination sells for around the £ t180 mark, with their top line 32/250
breaking the £ 1000 barrier. However, it has been alongstanding
challenge for their designer to impart the ' Naim' quality to an
inexpensive amplifier: the outcome would appear to be the little
NAIT, acomplete integrated amplifier costing just under £ 180 inc.
VAT.
HFN/RR had requested areview sample of the NAIT when rumours
of its conception surfaced, but lobbying since then has failed to elicit
apositive response. There would appear to be several reasons
behind this apparent non-cooperation — Julian Vereker ( Naim's
designer and proprietor) apparently feels that established technical
review formats do not investigate what he considers to be the real
factors concerned in amplifier subjective performance; and he would
like the NAIT's inevitable compromises to be evaluated on apurely
subjective basis. That reviews are theoretically not in the company's
best interest is also relevant: increased demand due to afavourable
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A fascinating aspect of the NAIT is its apparent complete lack of
specification. It is said to be a15W/channel device and some basic
aspects may also be gleaned from asimple physical examination.
Starting on the front panel, alarge volume control dominates the left
hand side, with asmaller and adjacent subsidiary spindle to adjust
channel balance. Three inputs are pushbutton selected: phono
(moving- magnet only 2.5mV sensitivity), tuner ( 75mV sensitivity)
and tape ( 75mV sensitivity). The phono sockets are high quality
silver-plated types with an adjacent earth, the tuner and tape
connectors being via DIN sockets, with the latter having clearly
labelled pin connections.
Connection for only one stereo pair of speakers is via 4mm sockets
and matching plugs are supplied, these requiring that the speaker
cable be soldered to make apermanent and reliable connection. The
RH pushbutton is the mains switch with powered indication given by
an LED. The unit is finished in traditionally clean Naim style, the
sturdy outer case ablack crackle finished alloy extrusion into
which the steel ' U'-shaped black-anodised chassis slides. A trim and
functional product is the result.

Technical details
Understandably, circuit information was absent and the following
details are therefore based on my internal examination of the unit.
Physically, the NAIT is constructed on asingle printed circuit board,
with the high quality, toroidal power transformer chassis- mounted at
apoint where the minimum hum induction is produced.
The output stages draw power from one dual rail unregulated
supply (± 20V approx) with the compact capacitors audio grade
6500µF types. A separately rectified supply feeds the preamp section,
with an integrated circuit regulator to buffer the high gain m- m input
section from the line amplifier and control section. For what it is
worth, atotal of 38 discrete transistors are used in the signal
handling sections. Naim's two-stage RIAA equalisation circuit is
used, based around 4transistors per channel, apassive HF network
followed by afeedback LF boost. Following the selector switches and
some mild upper bandwidth tailoring, the signal after seeing the
volume control feeds the line amps, these three-transistor stages
linked via adelay- muting relay to the power amplifiers.
These appear to be fully complementary direct-coupled units using
plastic power transistors coded and labelled for Naim Audio. As
seen, no output stage protection is provided, bar reverse voltage
clamping diodes, and small 0.22ohm emitter resistors. The speaker
sockets are directly soldered to the board wiring leading to the
output stage. A 0.22µF/10ohm Zobel network is present across the
output terminals. Bolted to an aluminium bar, the power transistors
are brought into thermal contact with the aluminium chassis plate,
relying on the rest of the case for heat dissipation. Overall fault
protection is given by alamp anti-surge fuse in the mains input
cable.
The constructional standard was high, with clean assembly,
minimal hand wiring and good component quality evident, all
promising along and trouble-free life.

Sound quality
We carefully auditioned the NAIT via all inputs under avariety of load
and source conditions, these ranging from moving-magnet to the
direct connection of aKoetsu Black moving-coil, tuner, tape and CD,
(the latter with and without aline attenuator to match the high
sensitivity Naim input).
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Quite simply, this amplifier sounded great. Icannot remember
having been so quickly convinced and won over by such amodest
integrated amp model in the past. Matched against avery big field,
which included some dreadnoughts, the NAIT held its own, but
before revealing exactly how, perhaps Ishould point out its
weaknesses first. No input of our early sample was completely
noise-free, and faint background hum could be heard from the
speakers, even at minimum volumes and via all inputs. Likewise,
volume settings in the last 10-20% of rotation may be required with
some sources, resulting in increased hum, though not enough to
cause any real disturbance to the reproduction. The balance control
was dismal, with an imprecise feeling and poor action, and as the
centred balanced position is unmarked, this added to the confusion.
Some mild crosstalk between inputs was also apparent so it is worth
turning off unused sources [ or shorting the input sockets— Ed].
However, all in all, the NAIT seemed never to fail to please. Its
modest power- rating did.not appear relevant, even with low
sensitivity speakers like the SL6, though very loud floor shaking
levels were obviously impossible. The sound was striking in its
clarity and ability to convey space and depth, particularly on CD
material, the bass was 'taut', and the upper registers well
differentiated with surprising tunefulness. Low bass was also clearly
in evidence, though sounding atrifle underdamped. The midrange
was convincing in its acoustic portrayal of the character and diction
of familiar vocal tracks, while the treble, marginally bright sounding,
was nonetheless full of detail, space and afine resolution of different
instruments and their tone colours.
The better the source the better the NAIT sounded, until we arrived
at the Koetsu Black/Alphason arm combination for LP, anew Philips
CD100 for CD, and original masters on the Sony PCM-F1. The NAIT
was clearly too sensitive on line input for the CD, the PCM recorder or
aTrio tuner, but had just sufficient gain via the moving- magnet input
to get full power on well modulated records when fed direct from the
Koetsu with no headamp. The addition of aLinnk improved the gain
and, most particularly, the noise levels, but surprisingly the sound
was not quite as good as the direct connection into the m- m input.
With CD connected, low volume settings were enforced with a
spiky sibilant effect and mild distortion and poor balance. A 20dB
(divide by 10) external attenuator in the CD lead gave adecent sonic
improvement, however, with sensible volume control rotation.

—90dB ref. full power. Damping factor was higher than for the '250,
the output resistance measuring 0.05ohms at lower frequencies,
rising to anegligible 0.12ohm at 20kHz.

Conclusion
Despite Mr Vereker's apparent reluctance to have the Nait measured,
Ican see little to criticise at the price, (assuming the CH2 problem is
solved as promised). Continuous rated power has little meaning and
in practice the Nait got louder than it has any right to!
This small simple amplifier achieves avery good sound at a
modest price— forget the specification, just listen to the music, and if
it will go loud enough with your chosen speaker and cartridge, the
results will bear comparison with those from some of the industry's
more respected offerings to date.

Nytech CA202
A UK-designed and built amplifier, the CA202 is sensible in terms of
its ergonomic styling, possessing asloped fascia angled for easy
reading of the legends plus convenient control operation. The whole
low profile unit is finely finished in asombre black texture enamel
and sells for amodest £ 125.
Again abasic no-frills model, three pushbuttons control power,
disc./aux selection and tape monitor, the disc input a3mV sensitivity
moving,magnet type. The auxiliary tape facility has a100mV
sensitivity, while to its right, two vertical sliders are responsible for
balance and volume. The output facilities at the rear are
distinguished by asecond set of live (4mm) loudspeaker sockets,
with one pair for direct connection and the other subject to muting by

Lab results
The 8ohm undistorted output was around 22W, one channel driven,
with midband distortion around — 66dB, deteriorating to — 50dB,
0.33% by 20kHz. At the latter frequency, the distortion declined with
reducing power to alow of 0.08% or — 62dB. These are not brilliant
results and the continuous power rating was also quite low. With OdB
as the 1W 8ohm reference the NAIT managed to raise just 14dBW but
Ishould point out that it is by no means the first ' little' amplifier to
survive critical listening tests. For example, the original
Electrocompaniet was a15dBW model, yet was acclaimed in its time.
The NAIT's power held up well at the bandwidth extremes, and also
fell very little into 4ohms. 2ohms proved more of aproblem, with a
3dB fall from maximum, and the power supply was under some
strain here. For its size and cost, 11dBW ( 2ohms) is perfectly
respectable, but Iwould not expect to get substantial sound levels
with, for example, aSara or an lsobarik.
The output was notably free of crossover effects with the distortion
predominantly second harmonic, bettering — 70dB at mid
frequencies and powers. High frequency intermodulation was
satisfactory at — 65dB. Healthy pickup overload levels were
measured, the input 47k-ohms loaded with the typical Naim 500pF.
Disc separation was fine at around 63dB, 1kHz, and 42dB, 20kHz,
while the DC output offset was also commendably low.
The RIAA equalisation was more strongly tailored than was the
case with the upmarket designs. Measuring 3dB down at 20Hz ( IEC)
and 25kHz, the curve met + 0, — 1.5dB limits from 50Hz to 22kHz.
Balanced around a1kHz, 5kHz flat portion, the story was one of a
gentle slope roll-off in the bass and treble outside this region, while a
controlled roll-off continued at higher frequencies to — 10dB 50kHz
and — 24dB 100kHz, this filtering ultrasonic disc noise and rubbish
out of the system.
Our sample had been drawn from asmall first batch and the
printed circuit board has since been rearranged to solve aphono
input weakness. Channel 1on our NAIT had asatisfactory level of
hum at — 79dB. IHF, but Channel 2was 6dB worse at — 64dB, which
was only just satisfactory, even though both gave acomfortable
—68dB CCIR ARM 1kHz noise reading. In future, (from July'83) new
track layout should prevent the toroid-field-induced circulating
current in the extruded case from impairing the CH2 phono input.
Auxiliary noise was — 70dB ARM which was satisfactory but not to
the CD 100dB standard! Sensitivity was rather high at 20mV for
1watt output but the power amp section alone was — 76dB ARM, or
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the rear mounted headphone socket. Provision for headphones is a
rare find on UK products, with the option of direct connection (as
pioneered by A&R Cambridge) even rarer, particularly with aproduct
at this price level. This mode is useful as it bypasses any
imperfections due to switching through the headphone socket
contacts.
Aux and tape enter via DIN sockets while the pickup is by means of
flying leads with phono sockets attached, the latter also sporting a
floating spring clip for convenient earth connection.

Technical details
Upon opening up this amplifier Icould not believe that it could be
made for the price. Basically it was the construction method which
was surprising rather than the component cost, as this modest
amplifier has no less than five printed circuit boards, interconnected
by extensive and expensive wiring looms. Each board has its own
mechanical chassis parts and individual fixings and when compared
for example with the NAIT, it is clear that Nytech have to spend far
more on assembly alone. Furthermore, despite the internal
complexity, all wiring and soldering was to ahigh standard.
A single power supply rail is used — asign of economy perhaps —
with one 3,300pF reservoir capacitor. Taking the power amp section
first, this uses complementary output transistors, plastic cased, and
bolted to finned heat dissipators. These are located within the case
and not mounted in the correct attitude for convection; thus they
cannot work very efficiently. However, the heatsink back is in modest
contact with the metal cabinet floor, which will help matters. The
output stage is capacitor-coupled to the speakers via a2200µF
electrolytic and 12 transistors are used in each power amp section.
This is alarge number: some are likely to be for electronic output
stage protection.
The long parallel signal paths in the wiring look superficially
crosstalk prone, and this was carefully examined on test. The disc
input is amplified and equalised in astraightforward moving- magnet
compatible circuit, the high level equalised signal passing to the
input selector circuitry and then to the volume control section and
buffer amplifier. In fact, despite its modern appearance, much of the
interior design is distinctly traditional, even, some might say,
old-fashioned.
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Nobody gives you
more sound deals.
SPEAKE

Price E

CELESTION DITTON
Suitable for amps 10-40W
B& W DM10
Suitable for amps 10-75W
KEF CODA
Suitable for amps 10-50W
KEF CARINA
Suitable for amps 15-80W
MISSION 700S
Suitable for amps 20-100W
MISSION 737
Suitable for amps 15-100W
PIONEER 363
Suitable for amps10-30W___

100
69.90
99.90
89.90

12 9.9 0
119.9 0
199.9 0
59.90

*WHARFEDALE E30
Suitable for amps 15-75W
12
9.90

RADIO CASSETTES
STEREO
Etc

TOSHIBA 170S
FM/LW/MW/SW auto
reverse radio cass. rec
AIWA CS 600
FM/LW/ MW/SW Full auto
stop
*SANYO M7880
FM/MW/LW/SW. 3pos
amss. Metal tape. Soft
touch

79.90

JVC RK11
2x 35W RMS. FM/AM.
Auto qsc _
SANSUI R303L
2x20W RMS. FM/MW/LW
Twin speakers facility

Lashes PRICELEADER - Nebodysells it better!

COMBINATION
STEREO UNITS

*JVC PC3L
2x15W. FM/MW/SW/LW.
Metal tape. Dolby B

PERSONAL HISANYO MG12
Personal stereo. Metal tape
SONY WM4
Compact lightweight unit inc
MOM Ii/phones
JVCCCIF2/FO2E
Stereo cass. player inc. FM
radio pack. DolbyNRS.
Tone control and auto stop

29.90

SANSUI A707
2x 50W RMS. Twinlare
monitor__
*JVC AX4
60W per channel

*SANSUI CP5L
2x15W. FM/MW/SW/LW.
AMPS & Dolby_

179.90

*SANSUI CP7L

69.90

TURNTABLES
JVC OLA 51
Quartz direct drive. Semi
automatic
*PIONEER PLX 50
Cartridge, direct drive.
Fully automatic_ _

69.90
79.90

LaskysPRICELEADER.Nobottesellsit better!

119.90

TUNERS
*JVC TX3
FM/MW. Auto tuning hold

199.90

Laskys PRICEL EADER Nobody sells it better!

tid

tÉS

LASKYS
GUARANTEE

59.90

LaskysPRICELEADER. nobody sells abetter ,

LashysPRICELEADER Nobedysells it better!

JVC KDD30
Metal tape. Dolby Csystem
Logic control
*JVC DD66
Dolby C/B. Built-in MPX
filter. 2motor full logic
control transport

MINI SYSTEMS
AIWA M808
1x50W. SAP 80 amp. SIR
80 tuner. SAC 80 C/D.
SOL 80 T/T. RKC61 rack 399.00
le The Retail Dhusion of the larlbroke Group
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JVC GR13L
30 Wreceiver, cass. deck.
Vtable in LK044 rack._ 229.00
JVC GR12L
30 Wreceiver, cass. deck,
Vtable in LK242 rack._ 249.00
SONY S2L
30 wamp, tuner. Liable.
cass. deck, rack
389.00
SANSUI IS777
55W amp. tuner, cass.
deck. Viable in GXS1 rack. _ 439.00
JVC G406L
60 Wamp, 5band graphic
indicator. Auto tune radio
tuner. Cass. deck & auto
direct drive. t/table
459.00
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LONDON 8HOME COUNTIES
42 Tottenham Court Road WI
257 Tottenham Court Road, WI
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471.4730xford Street. WI
CROYDON 77431 North End
382 Edgware Road. W2
KINGSTON Eden Street
152 Fleet Street, EC2
LUTON 192 Amdaie Centre
Golders Green Road. NW11
READING Fear Street
BROMLEY 22 Market Square RICHMOND Nil Street
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159.90

49.90
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Price C

SONY TCFX 33
Metal tape. Auto tape
selector. Logic cortrol
99.90
SANSUI D55M
Metal tape.Auto tape select
Soft touch controls_
69.90
*JVC KDD50
Metal tape. Spectro
analyser. Dolby Csystem 119.90

LaskysPRICELEADER • Nobody sells it better!

LaskysPRICELEADER- Nobodysells it better!

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

89.90

LaskysPRICELEADER • Nebodysellsit better!

AMPLIFIERS

All goods are coveted by 2year
FREE guarantee on parts and labour
and for amodest extra payment
cover can be extended to 5yearS
Plus any goods may be exchanged
within 14 days or purchase

99.90

t121

119.90

*SANYO M7950
FM/MW/LW/SW. 3pos
amss. Metal tape__. __ 119.90

LaskysPRICELEADER - Nobody sells !nutter!

Available on selected
items 10%deposit.
followed by 9equal
monthly payments
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*WHARFEDALE LASER 120
Suitableforamps15-120W 119.90

PANASONIC SGX10
2x1OW RMS. Belt drive
auto T/T. Slide load C/D
FM/MW/LW 99.90

CASSETTE DECKS

RECEIVERS

89.90

laskysPRICELEALIER - Nobody sells abetter'

MUSIC CENTRES
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XiA 5
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PRESTON Guildhall Arcade
SHEFFIELD 58 Leopold Street
WOLVERHAMPTON 20 Wuerun Square
YORK 10a Coney Skeet

NEWCASTLE.UPON-TYNE
SCOTLAND
6Northumberland St.
EDINBURGH 4SIJames Centre
NORTHAMPTON 78 Abnglon Street (Closed or returbishner10
NOTTINGHAM 1.4 Smithy Row
GLASGOW 66-70 Buchanan Sum
OXFORD 16 Westgate , WALES
PETERBOROUGH Oueensgate Centre CARDIFF 122 Queen Street
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Sound quality
The disc input impressed by virtue of its low noise and generally
good sound. Its weaknesses included adegree of stereo depth
compression, with aloss of low bass and amildly thin, ' nasal' tonal
quality. Good detail was shown, however.
Via the line input,jhe bass improved to asatisfactory level, but was
atrifle lumpy, although articulate in atuneful sense. Central focus
was very good, though the stereo had less depth than usual and in
the treble some graininess was detected, and the easy ' musical' ring
on some treble instruments was not so well reproduced here.
Quite good sound levels were possible, and despite the modest
price, the subjective attainment was above average.

Lab report
This modest amplifier supplied around 15dBW peak into 8ohms,
(about 30W) and drove the 4ohm loading well to 14dBW, although
the power quickly reduced into 2ohms. On this basis, the 4ohm class
of speaker is less well suited. The A202's small power supply is also
reflected by the reduced available power at 20Hz.
The output impedance was low at 0.05ohms midband, rising to
0.13ohms at low frequencies ( due to the output capacitor) and to
0.18ohms at high frequencies ( loop gain fall and the output inductor).
Initially, high distortion ratings were obtained on the right channel,
around — 50dB, and at this point the input level ( aux) was one volt.
Reducing the input to 200mV produced much better readings of
typically better than — 70dB, midband, and — 65dB, 20kHz. Crossover
effects were mild. Via disc the high frequency two tone
intermodulation was also fine at — 70dB. Pickup overload margins
were poorer than average at 14dB, IHF: an inexpensive high output
moving-magnet cartridge can produce up to 100mV output ( or for
that matter so could amoving-coil used with aheadamp), requiring
an overload margin of 20dB. In consequence the Nytech should be
used with cartridges of normal and slightly below normal sensitivity,
say 2-5mV for 5cm/s.
Signal/noise via pickup was satisfactory and rather better via aux.
Disc equalisation showed the apparently common mild treble lift,
about 0.5dB relative to the low frequency range, and very little
response tailoring was present at high or low frequencies, this amp
more wideband than most.

Conclusion
Nytech have succeeded in retaining much of the performance of their
more expensive models in the 202; consequently, and considering
the modest price, the sound quality is definitely above average with a
pleasing clarity and will remain so unless high output cartridge
combinations or more taxing loudspeakers are used. Technically the
performance is also fairly good, and accordingly the 202 qualifies for
recommendation. ( Note, however, that CD players will readily
overload the aux input and a20dB attenuator should be used.)

Quantum IA- 100
This is an inexpensive British amplifier costing £ 120, and comes in a
workmanlike black case of slightly primitive appearance, sporting
large plastic control knobs. A headphone socket is present on the
front panel, but does not disconnect the speakers when used, thus
necessitating their manual disconnection. 4mm socket binding posts
are provided for speaker wires, and on the front panel only two

pushbuttons are present, governing source selection, namely tape
and aux. The unlabelled disc input ( moving-magnet only) is achieved
by the expedient of simply not depressing the aux button.
A small finned heatsink is present on the rear panel, partially
isolated from the power transistors by two metal layers of aluminium
and steel respectively (the latter actually comprising the rear panel of
the case). DIN style sockets are used for input connection, requiring a
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phono adapter for most turntables, and indeed, in my experience, for
most ancillaries. Aux and tape input/output levels and impedances
are not to DIN spec, this originally intended for valve equipment and
tending to degrade the performance of transistorised models.
Consequently the phono type outputs on tape decks etc will be those
most suitable for connection to the Quantum via acable adaptor.
Little is known about the specification, bar anominal 25W/channel
power rating and agood tolerance of speaker load variations.

Technical details
Founded on asteel plate open chassis, the amplifier employs asingle
printed circuit board, which is securely attached. A minimum of
additional wiring is used, mainly on the switched side of the supply.
A toroidal mains transformer is used, with adual- rail main supply,
and the output stages are directly coupled to the speaker load, the
supply reservoirs quite healthy for the power rating at 4700pF.
Employing high quality plastic cased '3055 output transistors, the
power stage is aquasi-complementary configuration, with electronic
short circuit protection. The disc input uses adiscrete buffer
amplifier, leading to aRIAA equaliser based on agood quality dual
J-FET input op-amp, aTL082. The volume control follows, while the
balance control is one of those single track, centre earth types which
Ifeel do not give as good aperformance as the dual channel variety.
A second IC buffer lifts the signal level to the power amp section.
Quick blow 2amp fuses are provided for speaker protection, and the
live mains wiring is all to asafe high standard; in fact, despite aclear
economy of construction, the IA- 100 is awell-built product.

Sound quality
The Quantum was suspected to be marginally unstable— indeed, our
sample oscillated at high gain settings via the moving- magnet input,
using Celestion SL6 speakers; however, SP1s proved to be a
satisfactory substitute.
Possibly related to the stability question, the treble showed some
'brittleness' and 'scratchiness', proving to be atouch fatiguing. A
mild muddling of midrange detail was apparent via disc, with only
fair stereo focus, but the sound was quite lively and dynamic,
demonstrating fairly good bass.
The sound improved slightly via line, showing promising clarity,
fair stereo depth and quite atuneful ' boppy' bass. It proved atouch
hard in the mid when driven to higher levels, and possessed an
average loudness capability.
Soundwise, this was certainly one of the better budget models in
terms of musical detail, and will suit aricher sounding speaker or
cartridge combination well.

Lab report
With typically 16.5dBW output, the Quantum is more powerful than
its specification would suggest, approaching 50W/channel on peaks
into 8ohms. Power bandwidth was pretty good, and excellent 4ohm
tolerance was demonstrated, though more loss of output was
experienced with the 2ohm pulsed test, this 4.4dB below the 8ohm
peak level. Harmonic distortion was typically — 65dB with some
crossover content at middle powers around 20kHz. Midband
distortion was fine, heading towards — 75dB and the two tone high
frequency intermod figure was particularly good. Disc equalisation
was satisfactory, the trend being that of an 0.4dB shelf bass cut with
aslightly uneven treble, the latter sloping away above 10kHz. The
response was down 1.6dB at 20Hz— an IEC compromise and also
0.8dB down at 20kHz. A welcome roll-off was evident at higher
frequencies, measuring — 4dB by 50kHz and — 16dB by 100kHz. Disc
overload was ample, and the moving- magnet impedance standard,
reading 47k-ohms in parallel with some small capacitance.
Signal/noise ratio was below average at 64dB, ARM weighted, and
in view of its lower than average disc sensitivity, the higher output
moving-magnet cartridges might be considered more suitable. Via
the auxiliary input, the weighted noise was only — 66dB, which again
was below average. The channel separation figures were mysterious
with ajust satisfactory result at 1kHz, improving against the usual
trend to 65dB at 20kHz. Output offset was satisfactory, but the output
impedance was also higher than average but not seriously so. It
suited acapacitive 2pF + 8ohms loading but showed marginal
stability on smaller values, this very dependent on speaker and
signal connections as well as ground references.

Conclusion
With an average, or fractionally above average, sound quality at a
below average price, the Quantum has done quite well. It provides a
healthy output with quite good load tolerance, but our sample at
least was marred by amarginal stability factor. While potentially it is
deserving of recommendation Ifeel Imust reserve judgement until
the stability problem has been resolved.
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Rotel RA-860
Spurred on by the competitive instincts of the UK marketing division
and aided by UK- based companyengineers, anew breed of
amplifiers has emerged from this organisation. These clearly reflect
achange in attitude with respect to performance criteria, and
comprise atotal of three models so far, the budget 820 and 840, and
the heavyweight 860.
Before the ' new look', Rotel models tended to be conventionally
engineered, oriental designs. The accent was on comprehensive
facilities and reliability to offer value for money to satisfy the less
experienced consumers. Meanwhile, one of their competitors, NAD,
had begun to concentrate less on the product per se and more on the
sound, thereby gaining ground in the UK market. Rotel UK did not
wish to be left behind, the new trend meaning that sound quality
counted for more than features and paper specifications alone.
The 860, while reflecting this new attitude, also clings to past
glories by offering alarge number of facilities. Internally, however, it
reflects great changes, Rotel having decided that the following
factors would take priority so far as the 800 series was concerned: a
high output stage current capability to cope with even the most

good, the unit demonstrating pleasing dynamics with an ability to
drive hard and with great authority into difficult loads.
The bass was notably solid and articulate, while overall the output
was quite neutral in terms of tonal balance, though the treble had a
slightly altered character, with atouch of grain and asoftening of
definition. Despite its generally good character which was, in fact,
somewhat above average, the 860 did not seem to be particularly
involving or exciting in amusical sense, but perhaps it is enough that
it did not show any specifically negative factors.

Lab report
Validating Rotel's claims, the 860 was aparticularly lusty performer.
Power bandwidth was outstanding, the output at atypical 18.5dBW,
which is not very far from 100W/channel. Power was very well
maintained into 4ohms, while the 2ohm load could be driven to
within 2dB of rated level, 3.3dB below the peak 8ohms result. Peak
currents on the test duty cycle approached 18A, and more was
possible on shorter pulses. The damping factor was high, as shown
by the constant low output impedance of 0.05ohms.
Harmonic distortion was typically — 75dB, increasing to — 65dB at
20kHz, the latter free from crossover effects. Two tone
intermodulation was typically — 73dB for sensible input and output
levels, while good pickup overload margins were demonstrated. The
input impedance was constant at 47k- ohms, plus approx. 150pF for
both m-cand m- m inputs. The m- cinput gain was 20dB ( x10) which
is more sensitive than m- m, these 0.18mV and 0.018mV respectively
IHF. The m- m was sensitive enough to be driven by anumber of the
higher output moving-coils, while S/N ratio ( disc) was good at 70dB,
unweighted, and 72dB, CC1R ARM, some 8dB poorer on m-c. Via
auxiliary, a78dB ARM reading was noted against arather too high
sensitivity, particularly for CD.
Disc input channel separation was satisfactory at 60dB, 1kHz,
falling to 40dB, 20kHz, while DC offset was low. RIAA accuracy
allowed ± 0.5dB limits, 50Hz to 15kHz, aslight bass droop in
evidence. Bandwidth limiting was included (
eg, —2dB by 20Hz) which
is almost the IEC brass roll- off, while at 50kHz the response was
sensibly filtered, finally to — 10dB, 100kHz.

awkward loads; the deletion of electronic output protection with the
remaining fuse placed within an error correcting feedback loop;
control of overall bandwidth to just sufficiently wider than the audio
range; and finally, internal direct speaker wiring.
Imust add that they could in fact have simplified the design by a
reduction in signal carrying stages, wiring and signal paths, deletion
of the tone controls ( or bypass), as well as certain other related
details. Perhaps these could be incorporated in afuture generation of
models?
Scanning the front panel, to the right of the power on/off is located
the A or A+ Bspeaker switch, the A pair being permanently wired.
The headphone socket is below, ( disconnect ' A' to use phones
alone), followed by bass, treble and balance rotaries. A stereo peak
power fluorescent display is fitted, scaled from 0.25W to 160W peak,
and though marked '± 10', the bass and treble ranges are deliberately
very narrow to give amore subtle effect, specified at a ± 3dB
maximum. A comprehensive row of pushbuttons cover mono,
subsonic filter, loudness, tape one and two, cartridge ( m- m and m- c,)
CD ( aux), plus tuner. All signal sockets are phonos while speaker
connections are via spring clip bare wire terminals.

Conclusion
This robust and powerful amplifier is highly tolerant of loading and
will suit awide range of speakers. Its sound is essentially neutral,
with impressive bass, good stereo and promising clarity, and it is
also well endowed with facilities. While not to the highest standard
as regards internal construction, or as far as its sound quality rating
is concerned, it nonetheless represents good value, standing head
and shoulders above most of the mainstream oriental opposition.

Sansui AU-D101
Sansui have made aserious attempt in the AU- D101 to satisfy new
critical standards in the modest, just- under-£ 100, price category. A
neatly turned- out, slim-cased model, its front panel looks rather
sombre in satin black, but once the amp is energised, subtly coloured
indicators appear according to the input that has been selected.

Technical details
Specified at 50W per channel, the use of paralleled complementary
output transistors, plus minimum protection, endowed this amplifier
with amassive peak current capability claimed as 34 amps, which is
sufficient for maintenance of rated voltage into combined loads as
'small as 2ohms.
Manufactured in Taiwan, my early review sample ( prototype
sample) was not particularly tidy inside, with anumber of printed
circuit boards only connected by wiring harnesses.
Direct-coupled, the power amplifiers are arranged in dual mono
construction, and agenerously- sized power transformer used for
each channel. A large finned aluminium block forms the heatsink,
located within the enclosure, with free flow ventilation via slots in the
case.
The disc input has alow noise, flat response buffer amplifier of
controlled bandwidth, gain and impedance, this switchable to offer
moving- coil or moving- magnet matching. A precision active RIAA
equaliser follows, the pickup circuit fed by individual IC regulators for
each channel and power rail.

Sound quality

The 860 found favour on audition, giving aconsistently good sound
via all of its inputs, possessing good transparency. Depth effects
were well reproduced in the stereo stages, while UR separation was

A fair idea of the facilities may be gained from an inspection of the
fascia. After the power switch comes the headphone socket, which
does not mute the speakers, this task being allotted to aseparate
switch. Mild bass and treble controls follow, leading to atreble filter
button, and both tape 1and 2are present, including cross- dubbing,
this followed by aux/CD, tuner, and moving- magnet phono inputs.
Finally there are the balance and volume controls, plus aloudness
contour switch.
Rear socketry is exclusively phono, with spring clip bare wires for a
single speaker pair, and ashrouded ' bar' type mains outlet is also
present.
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Rated at aconservative 30 watts/channel, the 101 is intended by
Sansui to be taken seriously, and they claim several ' quality' features
in its design: notably, low distortion deriving from the use of their
'Super Feedforward' power amplifier configuration.

Technical details
Essentially built on one printed circuit board, with three minor
subsidiary boards, the 101 is logically and neatly laid out. Quite
substantial output transistors are fitted, well-heatsinked with a
through flow ventilation system. The output configuration is directcoupled complementary, fed by ashared dual- rail power supply with
a4700pF reservoir capacitor, while DC offset protection is also
incorporated, as well as 'VI' limiting.
The input phono equaliser is based on adual integrated circuit.
Despite alabelled CD facility, in fact the aux input's sensitivity is
rather high at 200mV, and it has apparently not been accorded any
special attention. Following the selectors for volume and balance
come the tone controls which are permanently in circuit, the treble
filter a6dB/octave stage rolling off the output above 10kHz.
This model has been honestly built using commercial quality
components, but does not show any particular features in common
with the new generation of improved sound quality models.

My experience with most amplifiers has been that the line/auxiliary
level inputs are over-sensitive at typically 100mV; consequently, the
user is forced to lower volume settings to arange where the control
works less well, demonstrating poorer frequency response and
channel balance. The vast majority of cassette decks and tuners
deliver 0.7-1.5V output at normal full modulation levels, while CD
players give atypical 2V-26dB above the 100mV sensitivity level.
Using the latter with aCD player, 26dB of the best part of the volume
control would then be unusable. In afew cases the intending
purchaser will need to check that his or her own intended ancillary
sources will produce 0.6V or more if full output is to be obtained from
the 'sensible' aux inputs of Sondex integrated amplifier.
The S230 is undoubtedly of the ' straight-line' genre, devoid of such
frills as tone controls; nonetheless, it is quite comprehensively
equipped. Indeed, if tone controls and filters are not to alter the
sound when set to 'flat', they need very careful execution, so perhaps
their omission at this price level is beneficial to the end result.

Sound quality
Iknow that this is one of the cheapest models we tested for this
report, but this alone cannot explain the overall adverse reaction it
encountered on audition. True enough, the sound was pleasant and
sweet, except when driven hard, and certainly adecent amount of
power was available. The problem lay, however, in the ' 101's failure
to resolve musical detail sensibly anywhere in the band. Stereo
depth was also poorly reproduced, while images seemed to be
blurred and vague.
A 'glassy' effect was present in the treble, the mid showing a
degree of muddle which increased with program complexity, and the
bass lacked both attack and tuneful detail. The result was a
non- involving standard of reproduction; in consequence, asound
rather removed from the latest subjective standards.

Lab report
This was another small amplifier offering asurprisingly healthy
8ohm 17.5dBW output level, characterised by very low distortion of
better than 80dB down, both as regards intermodulation and THD.
However, its performance into difficult loads was poorer than
average, with ahefty loss of almost 6dB of its level into a4ohm load,
and avery serious 12dB loss into 2ohms. The results suggest apeak
current capability of only 2.8amps, and if full level is required, only
the kinder load, higher efficiency 8ohm speakers are suitable. It
would appear that in the case of the 101, output tolerance has been
exchanged for 'Super Feedforward' and low distortion.
The output impedance is higher than average, but nonetheless low
enough at an 0.15ohm maximum, while fine disc overload levels
were noted, plus good channel separation measuring 55dB at 20kHz,
and 75dB,1kHz. ARM S/N was also better than average, at 78dB disc
and 75dB aux.
Disc equalisation was respectably accurate within ± 0.25dB, 20Hz
to 20kHz, while little high frequency roll-off was present, measuring
just — 1.5dB, 50kHz. However, by 100kHz the response fell at last to
—12dB. The aux input showed awideband response, while output
offset was well controlled at 7mV, measuring 19mV for both
channels.

Conclusion
In terms of the facilities offered, finish and build quality, the ' 101
represents good value at just under £ 100. However, subjectively, it
was felt to be not as good as it should be at this price; this believed
due in part to the poor tolerance of real loudspeaker loads, even of
nominally 8ohm types. It just does not appear strong enough in its
present form to merit recommendation in the light of the decent
standard set by several of its competitors. However, Sansui informed
me that they were continuing to refine the 101, and flew in alatest
production sample which was auditioned at the last minute.
Provisional subjective results suggest some improvements in clarity
and definition.

Sondex S230
The S230 is another of the new generation of British integrated
amplifiers, and it sells for around £ 180. Attractively designed and
finished in brown and beige, it has awell designed and lettered front
panel, and afew basic parameters are provided which help to
establish the general ratings. Power is quoted at 30W/channel for
8ohms, with 50watts for 4ohm loads. Typical midband harmonic
distortions are at the 0.05% (- 70dB) level, while lower than usual
sensitivity (450m V) of the high level inputs,has important implications.
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A row of five push switches on the front panel are responsible for
selection of disc, CD, tuner, tape/monitor and mono operating
modes, while to the right are the smoothly operating volume and
balance, the lineup being completed by the power button and its LED
indicator.
On the rear panel all the inputs are via phono sockets, with speaker
output via 4mm socket/bare wire binding posts. The disc input
carries aplug-in board which may be exchanged to give either a2mV
moving- magnet sensitivity or a200pV/200ohms moving-coil — an
unusual provision at this price level. If more than one board is
required, they cost £9.90 each, and special combinations are
available to order, thereby endowing the unit with great versatility.
Furthermore, internal links are provided to adapt the unit to active
crossover applications.

Technical details
Avoiding problems of DC offset and the like, the Sondex power amps
are single rail 60V supply designs with 2200pF output coupling
capacitors. A 6,800pF reservoir capacitor is fed by abridge rectifier
from the high quality toroidal mains transformer, and asingle rail
integrated circuit regulator is used to feed power to the lower level
stages, isolating them from the power section. Fully complementary
output transistors are used, these bolted to aproper finned heatsink
on the rear panel. Some feedback is taken direct from the output
connections, thus including the output capacitors within the loop and
largely correcting for their phase shift and series impedance.
Load line electronic protection is fitted, with conservative
operating limits. Up to a8.5A peak is possible, with the maximum
power obtained at 3ohms, asufficient capacity for all sensible 8and
4ohm speakers.
The best sound quality is ensured by using the smallest amount of
circuitry in the signal path. After switching, all line inputs go straight
to the power amplifier input via high quality capacitors; in asense,
the Sondex makes use of apassive control unit for these inputs. The
disc input uses alow noise buffer amplifier and it is at this stage that
the gain/match options are obtained via the simple optional plug-in
boards. A passive HF RIAA equaliser is next in the chain, followed by
an active LF equaliser, and good system design is clearly in evidence.

Sound quality
Via the CD input the Sondex gave agood account of itself, proving to
be markedly above the group average. The stereo field was well
focused with adecent depth effect, plus considerable life and detail,
and though slightly soft in the lowest register the bass remained
articulate.
Via disc the standard was maintained, the sound was somewhat
bright with clean, explicit treble detail. Stereo images were well
formed, and the m-cinput proved to be comparable, with fine noise
levels, considering the price level.
Overall this newcomer was apleasant sounding and well detailed
performer, offering good stereo and aneutral tonal balance. Power
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delivery was good, and surprisingly high subjective levels could be
generated, judged to be in the 50W class on program.

Lab report
From the 8ohm load power levels, the 230 was clearly alusty
performer producing 18dBW or more than 50W per channel. This
good result was marred, however, by the amp's impaired ability to
drive reduced impedances to similar levels. The 4ohm level was
satisfactory at 13.5dBW- aloss of 3.5dB - but by 2ohms the loss was
severe, totalling 9.5dB. Speakers presenting adifficult loading are
thus clearly less suited to this model. Power delivery was good at
high frequencies but slightly reduced lower down the band.
The output impedance was consistently low; in fact, at 20Hz a
negative value of 0.08ohm was recorded, this due to the negative
feedback loop encompassing the output coupling capacitor.
Distortion levels were typically - 75dB, increasing with some
crossover content to - 65dB at 20kHz, while disc overload margins
were low in consequence of its straight line design. They were,
however, just sufficient if sensible matching of cartridge and input
type is made. Disc equalisation showed an insignificant treble lift of
0.06dB at 5kHz, coupled with aslight bass roll- off to - 0.8dB at 50Hz
and HF down 0.75dB at 20kHz and 5dB by 50kHz. Aux frequency
response was fine, while noise levels were good, particularly on
moving-coil, and the output terminals possessed no DC offset.
Moving- coil sensitivity ( 200pV board) was well judged for the better
modern cartridges.

Conclusion
One could look for improvements with this amplifier, such as abetter
load tolerance or greater pickup overload margins. [ Sondex will
provide senstivity matched modules for high output pickups for a
small cost- Ed.] Against this, though, must be balanced the high
program power into 8ohm loads, the option of m- cor m- m disc input
at no cost penalty, as well as the CD compatible auxiliary input and
its fine sound quality in the context of this test grouping.
With the latter taken into account, Ifeel the Sondex to be one of the
best m- ccompatible amplifiers available in its price range, and it can
be confidently recommended.

Sony HA-T10
This diminutive in- line m- cstep-up transformer provides amodest
x20, or 26dB, of voltage gain and herein lies the secret of its
satisfactory performance - transformer problems multiply when
higher step-up ratios are required.
From a30ohm source, the T10 gave afrequency response 0.3dB
down at 20Hz and 10kHz, measuring just ldB down at 20kHz, and
falling gently thereafter.

Distortion was typically better than 80dB down at 1kHz for a
normal input level, and the unit would accept up to a100mV input at
50Hz before saturating, alevel 60dB above the IHF m-creference!
It proved suitable for most m- ccartridges except the lowest output
types; here the noise level and sensitivity level of the preamp might
be afactor.
Its sound surpassed the quality of the m- cinputs fitted to many
inexpensive amplifiers. When fitted aslight dulling and defocusing
of the sound was the main feature, this partially associated with the
slight HF roll- off. At the price- £9.90 for the pair- the Sony HA-T10
is abargain and can be recommended.
Sondex S230

Product

AR A60 II

Linn Unnk

Marantz
PM350

NAD 3020A

Naim NAIT

Nytech
CA-202

Quantum
1/1-100

Rotai RA-860 Sansui
AU- D101

Output Level dBW (cont.)
1kHz 80
20Hz, 20kHz

17

(m-c

17.3

16.5

13.9

14.5

16.5

18.8

17.5

17.5

16.5-16.5

Equaliser)

17-17.3

16.3-16.3

13.8-13.9

13.5-14.5

16.0-16.0

18.5-18.8

17.5-17.5

16.5-17.3

Max. peak level 80
40,20

18
16-8.5

N.A.

17.6
16.5-14.4

17
15-13

14.1
13.2-11

15
14.0-10.5

16.7
15.3-11.3

19.0
18-15.7

17.7
12-6.1

18
13.5-8.5

Harmonic Distortion (typ.)

-60dB

-70dB

-65dB

-75dB

-60dB

-65dB

-68dB

-70dB

-80dB

-70(113

lntermodulation (CCIF)

-65dB

-60dB

-64dB

-77dB

-65dB

-70dB •

-80dB

-77dB

-83dB .

-68dB

Disc Equalisation

good

good

good

fairly good

fairly good

fairly good

fairly good

good

good

good

Disc Overload

(
typ.)

Disc Impedance m-m

32dB
_

variable

28dB
.....

31dB

34dB

25dB

14dB

28dB

32d13

30dB

17dB

4Ik/100pF

47k

45k, 500 pF

47k-150pF

47k

47k,150pF

47k, 100pF

47k-130pF

Disc Impedance in-c

variable

4220 7nF

N.A.

47k

-

-

-

47k, 150pF

-

330/22nF

Disc Noise 1m-c) Flat/CCIR ARM

65-68dB
166-68dB)

67-69dB

68-68dB

80-80dB
(64-74dB)

66-68dB

63-66dB

60-64dB

70-72dB
(64-64dB)

66-74dB

74-70dB
(72-68dB)

Aux. Noise Flat/Arm

74-78dB

-

71-73dB

82-85dB

47-70dB

82-83dB

73-66dB

73-78dB

80-75dB

70-66dB

Disc Sensitivity m- m ( m-c)

0.35mV ( 16pv)

0.7mV
11-1F• ( 0.5V)

0.18mV

0.55mV ( 35pV)

0.50mV

0.4mV

1mV

0.180mV
/18pV

0.43mV

0.4mV ( 440)

Aux. Sensitivity *IF

19mV

-

30mV

35mV

20mV

18mV

27mV

20mV

36mV

90mV

Channel Separation 11t/20kHz

55-30dB

>100dB

62-43dB

60-40dB

62-43dB

40-36dB

45-65dB

65-40dB

75-55dB

60-45dB

DC Offset UR

20-12mV

N.A.

9-25mV

96-19mV

10-7mV

none

2-30mV

6-8mV

7-19mV

none

Output Impedance Ik/20kHz

0.08-0.160

70 10pF

0.08-0.110

0.1-0.180

0.04-0.110

0.05-0.180

0.12-0.40

0.05-0.50

0.12-0.15(3

0.040-0.060

Sound Quality

average

excellent

below
average

average

excellent

above
average

average

good

below
average

v. good

Crossover Effects

fairly good

N.A.

some

some

negligible

mild

some

none

none

some

Load Tolerance

average

N.A.

very good

good

good

fairly good

good

very good

poor

average

yes

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

Tone Controls

yes

N.A.

yes

A & BSpeakers

no/not switched N.A.

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

Headphone Socket

yes

N.A.

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

Price ( inc. VAT)

£199 ( m- m only) £150

£90

£110

£180

£120

£120

£190

£99.90

£179

OdBW = 1watt

10dBW
= 10 watts

16dBW
20dBW
= 40 watts = 100 watts

•This cannot be compared with the amplifier sensitivities.
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Have you heard the new range of in-car stereos
from JVC ?
You soon will.
After all, 22 watts per channel of quality sound
isn't something you can keep quiet for long, and with
sounds this good who would want to?
Take the top of the range KSR71L.
It's got a3band PLL frequency synthesizer
tuner with digital display for drift free reception.

Automatic scan and seek tuning plus 18 station
pre-sets makes station finding easy.
U-Turn Auto reverse tape mechanism on both
models, lets you concentrate on your driving.
And to stop tape hiss driving you mad, both
models have Dolby B* noise reduction too.

The KS-EA50 Graphic Equalizer meanwhile, is a
must for anyone who wants customized car sounds.
Its 7band graphic equalizer gives you perfect sound as

well as increasing power output to 25w per channel.
Finally, new ceramic olefin diaphragm speakers
shrug off those old enemies of door speakers; heat and
damp. Those same speakers have strontium magnets
for 10% more energy, but actually reduce cverall
speaker size.
Quite aperformance.
So go and see the new range of .
JVC In-Car
stereo at your local JVC dealer.

JVC
*Dolby andthe double- D symbol are trade marks of Daly Laboratoric Lensing Corporaticn.

David Prâkel looks at
the Grace F- 10L and Talisman S

It

HE CONNECTION BETWEEN these seemingly quite
dissimilar cartridges is to be found in the USA in the person
of that larger-than-life industry figure David Fletcher.
Fletcher may be best known to UK audiophiles as the man
who derived the Sumiko 'The Arm' (sold for COO in the UK by
Absolute Sounds) from the Breuer, which itself may have offered the
finest performance of any tonearm but seemed impossible to mass
produce. The other side of Fletcher's business is his activity as an
importer, representing both Supex and Grace products in the States.
Fletcher's Talisman cartridge range is made in Japan to his
specifications, and although obscurantism is the order of the day
when it comes to putting amanufacturer's name to any moving-coil
cartridge, Ibelieve I'm right in saying that the Talisman shares a
pedigree with Dynavector, Mission and Accuphase, to name but
three. But we'll return to the Talisman story anon.
Grace magnetic cartridges are products with along design life. The
F-9E, for example ( relatively ignored until recently, at least in the UK),
is one of arange of F-9 designs which date back to the early sixties.
The longevity has been due in part to their being fine cartridges, but
also because an F-9 derivative was adopted as areference model by
amajor Japanese broadcasting outfit. ( See Alvin Gold's review this
month-Ed.] The Grace F10- L, subject of this review, is their first
moving-coil type. From the literature supplied with the cartridge
you'd almost believe that Grace are still unhappy to be making
moving- and not just fixed coil designs. Rather than produce asuper
low output moving-coil, though, Grace, who openly dismiss most
headamps as being too noisy or distortion- laden, opted for a
medium output model which could be run directly into the magnetic
inputs of suitably quiet amplifiers with sufficient gain, or could be
used with atransformer. Grace's recommendation of atransformer is
obviously based on their broadcast experience, as they suggest the
use of the EMT model which is, Ibelieve, unavailable to the amateur
in the UK, being intended primarily for the professional studio user.

Grace F-101.
The HO- Lis physically well designed, with amachined block which
can be bolted up tightly against headshell plates; the cartridge is also
parallel sided which aids alignment. However, the screened body can
is rather less massively constructed, and lacks the mechanical
integrity which seems to lie behind the performance qualities of the
Talisman S; but that's jumping the gun. During measurement the
Grace proved to have aresidual earth hum problem which defied all
attempts at acure and which, though not audible through the system
used for auditioning, certainly limited the absolute crosstalk
performance levels. It transpired that the earthing arrangement in
zhe measurement system was at odds with that used on the turntable
in which the cartridge was mounted. The difference between the
hum with the Grace and the lack of it with the Talisman seems due to
the fact that the Grace's metal body makes an electrical contact with
the headshell plate of the Linn Wok tonearm used, whereas that of
the Talisman did not. Iwould repeat, though, that no earthing
problems were found during the listening sessions conducted before
or after measurement and that this was an interactive effect. The
observations are included for information should anyone discover
earthing problems using aGrace cartridge in an Wok tonearm. Two
possible solutions are: earthing the arm to the subchassis (as
recommended); and insulating the cartridge from the headshell ( use
anon-compressible material).
The tests
The measurement programme began with simple tracking tests from
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an Ortofon 002 test disc, which showed the Grace to be capable of
clearing the 80pm high level lateral cut at 1.55gm with only the
slightest buzz in the right channel. A gentle increase in downforce to
1.6gm and careful adjustment of bias allowed the F- 10L to track the
80pm cut reliably — an excellent performance. The tonearm used
was alate- model Wok which has an effective mass of 13.5gm. The
lateral arm/cartridge resonance checked out at awell controlled
8-9Hz, with the vertical figure being less well controlled and broader
band at 8-10Hz. These figures, coupled with the 8gm-plus mass of
the cartridge, suggest acompliance of around 18cu, which
corresponds closely to the quoted figure for compliance. Though the
arm/cartridge resonance is on the limit of acceptability in theory, the
lower frequency tones on the 002 test disc were less secure than
expected and alower mass arm than the Ittok would seem to be
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indicated. (The problem here is that there are very few arms capable
of matching or bettering its performanoe at alower effective mass.)
Electrically the cartridge offered amedium output for amovingcoil type, confirming the manufacturer's 0.15mV/cm/s specification.
No overload problems were found when using the F- 10L with aLinn
Linnk m-cline amplifier. The frequency trace taken from the JVC TRS
1007 test disc shows aflat response with asmooth, but spectacular,
HF rise starting at 6kHz ( note the discontinuity here in the crosstalk
trace), rising to an average 6dB peak (4dB in the left channel and a
clipped 7dB in the right). This rise is due to an early tip-mass
resonance peak. The electrical loading to cure this classically
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unacceptable lift would be of the order of 1.5pF of capacitance, and
experiments were carried out with such aload during the listening
tests.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION: medium output moving-coil. Cantilever: 0.28mm die.
boron alloy. Stylus type: Avanced luminal trace ( line contact type). Tip dimensions: 0.2 x
0.8mil. Output voltage ( 1kHz 5cm/s): 0.75mV. Internal Impedance: 23 ohms (± 10%).
Channel separation at 1kHz: better than 25dB. Compliance: 20cu. Recommended tracking
force: 1.8 ± 0.6gm. Weight: 8.6gm. Manufacturer: Shinagawen Musen Co Ltd. Tokyo,
Japan. UK Importer: Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Cumbria, LA8 9AS (053 983) 247. Price: £284.50.

Sound quality
Both cartridges were used regularly in my own system for aperiod of
about ten days, though formal listening tests were conducted using a
carefully chosen selection of LPs. Particular attention was given
during the ' pilot' listening period in order to establish the best
downforce and vertical arm height for each cartridge. The latter
proves quite critical with the line contact stylus profiles used in these
designs. The discs chosen for listening tests included Stanford
Songs of the Fleet (
EMI ASD 4401 — amodern analogue recording of
choir, voice and orchestra with vivid, spacious imagery); Michael
Newman Guitarist (
Sheffield LAB 10 — adirect-cut recording of a
guitar recital, made with astereo pair eight feet from the
instrument); Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique (
Decca SXL 2009 — late
'50s stereo recording with contemporaneous pressing, coloured
sound but realistic imagery); Oingo Boingo Nothing to Fear (
AMLH
64903— high energy Hollywood rock, clean production with brass
and well extended lows and highs); Dionne Warwick Hot! Live and
Otherwise ( MFSL 2-098 half-speed recut on super quiet vinyl of an
atmospheric concert recording). The equipment used for auditioning
comprised: aLinn Valhalla with lttok tonearm; aLinnk moving-coil
line amp feeding two 10k potentiometers; individually bridged
Lentek amplifiers; and Celestion SL6 loudspeakers.
Previous auditioning of the Stanford disc with aLinn/FR64fx/
Koetsu Black combination had not revealed any tape or surface
noise, but the F-10L's lifted treble immediately showed hiss to be
present, while injecting an additional edginess into Benjamin
Luxon's voice, which is not captured that smoothly throughout this
disc. The Grace produced alarge-scale image from this recording
with arather forward balance; its dynamic energy was not in doubt —
the power of the string section was excellent while the size and
'swelling' of the choir was quite breathtaking at high average replay
levels. Imagery was stable but Luxon's voice was not sharply
defined, being somewhat spread out. The Michael Newman directcut recording also contains the sounds of the guitar being tuned
.between tracks. Here again, the Grace scored with its ability to
reproduce the dynamic size and scale of these noises in aquite
believable manner; particularly impressive was the clarity and power
of the knuckle raps in Turina's Fandanguillo. Presentation was
slightly forward, with the guitar projecting into the room. The overall
sound was not bright, but the EHF 'fizz' was audible in the increased
surface noise and to some extent in the emphasised finger sounds
on the guitar strings.
Moving on to the ' 50s pressing, the Grace was not comfortable,
producing arush of vinyl and tape noise. The cartridge produced real
bass power and weight but lacked the absolute ability to focus out
the acoustic behind the orchestra. Strings were wiry and ' hot' but the
overall sound did not seem bright. Most laudable was the cartridge's
considerable dynamic ' push'. On the Oingo Boingo tracks it sounded
alittle ' swallowed' in the vocal lines; cymbals were vivid but not
harsh, stick work being heard clearly. Again, the cartridge projected
the sound well; in comparison with the Talisman the sound was less
well analysed but there was atremendous drive to it. It was on this
material that the 1.5pF loading option was tried in order to hear the
cartridge performing without the HF rise. The equalised sound was
very dull, and not only in comparison with what had gone before;
bass was boomy and ' rubbery'. The transformation was rather like
that from high-end audio to AM radio, so although loading may well
flatten out the HF peak it seems to deprive the cartridge of its other
attributes. It may well be that larger, better quality capacitors would
produce abetter sound ( Iused tantalum bead 1.5pF caps), but this
loading was not even aqualified success with the Grace.
The final tracks from Dionne Warwick worked well with the F- 10L
because of its dynamic and powerful quality. Tonal qualities and
imagery are less important for alive recording of amplified studio
recording; in such recordings it's sheer power that counts and the
Grace could stir the emotions with its energy and rhythms.

Talisman S
The Talisman range of cartridges (A, Band S) differ only in the
construction of their cantilevers and styli. The S is the top of the
range, sharing the same generator assembly and body with the two
cheaper models (which may not be imported in to the UK). David
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Fletcher's idea was to reduce the number of pole pieces in his
moving-coil design in order to minimise non-linearities in the
magnetic field. In his words: 'At the junction of two magnetic
components afringe field is created which distorts the intended
magnetic field, causing non-linearities. These losses and fringing
effects are evidenced as loss of detail and loss of transparency'.
Accordingly he chose to use ahigh energy so-called second
generation Samarium Cobalt material for his magnet, the single pole
piece 'focusing' the magnetic field into the gap in which the coils of
the cartridge operate. The body of the Talisman is amachined
zinc-alloy casting which is designed to offer asnug fit to the
generator elements of the cartridge, avoiding all trapped air spaces
and thin, resonant metal shields. Standard half- inch mounting holes
are provided in the fixing bracket, which is uniquely stiff for this style
of ' cantilevered' body. The Talisman Sis fitted with aNamiki
grown-crystal sapphire pipe cantilever, with alaser- indexed longline contact stylus of impeccable finish. ( For the record the Bmodel
sports aboron tube cantilever with the same stylus as the S, while
the A uses an aluminium alloy pipe with anude elliptical.)

The tests
The measurements revealed, intriguingly, that the Talisman Sshows
avery similar response to the Grace, rising from about 5kHz to a
5-6dB peak at 20kHz. The crosstalk traces indicate better than 30dB
separation at 1kHz, but the difference between the L- Rand R- Ltraces
is merely the outcome of not being able to rotate the cartridge for
alignment at its generator axis in afixed headshell arm. Shimming is
the only solution here, but can have deleterious effects on sound
quality. Simple tracking tests showed the cartridge to be capable of
clearing the 70pm cut at1.55gm. At 2.0gm the 80pm track was 'furry',
though it was cleared at 2.4gm. The lateral and vertical resonances in
the lttok occurred at 9-10Hz in both planes. This, coupled with the
Ittok's effective mass, suggests acompliance of 12-16cu which is well
in accord with the published specification. Electrically the cartridge
produces 0.05mV/cm/s. For comparison the Ortofon MC200
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produces 0.02mV, the Dynavector DV17D Diamond 0.037mV, the
high output Supex SO901S 0.33mV, the Linn Asak 0.045mV and the
Koetsu Black 0.085mV (figures from Martin Colloms' HiFi Choice
'Cartridges', No.28). The Linn Linnk proved to have no noise
problems with this cartridge.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION: low output moving-coil ( Direct Field Focus TM).
Cantilever: Sapphire tube. Stylus type: line contact. Tip dimensions: 0.2 x 1.2mil. Output
voltage ( 1kHz 5cm/s): 0.26mV. Internal impedance: 9.2 ohms. Channel separation at 1kHz:
better than 30dB. Compliance: 15cu. Recommended tracking force: 2.0 ± 0.5gm. Weight:
6.3gm. Manufacturer: for Sumiko, PO Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705, USA. UK
Importer: Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside, London SW19. 01-947 5047. Price: £233
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GYRODEC

A common sense approach
to turntable design

London
Subjective Audio
Audio T

01-387 8281
01-794 7848

Logically then, each turntable is arepresentation of the
designer's solution to any given set of compromises and
thus is his statement regarding his approach to creating
the ultimate illusion — that of reality.

Aberdeen
Telemech Audio

0224-28817

Bristol
Absolute Sound & Video

0272-24975

Chandlers Ford
Hampshire Audio

04215-2827

Chester
New Dawn

0244-24179

Michell Engineering produce aselection of turntables
and inevitably, the lower priced within the range.must
have anumber of acceptable compromises built in, in
order to make them economically viable. With increasing expenditure, the compromises reduce in number
until we reach the GyroDec - a turntable without
compromise.
Regretfully, expense is not atrue indicator of quality
in the hi-fi world, however, the GyroDec can fully justify
its price if aclose examination of the principals underlying its design are considered. If you adopt the precept
that it is pointless to re-invent the wheel, then you'll appreciate that it is the application of tried and tested procedures that lifts aproduct above the mediocrity of its
competitors, rather than the fruitless pursuit of " new
technology" used to disguise an obvious lack of
expertise.
Each GyroDec is hand fabricated by one of ateam of
dedicated and proud craftsmen and represents asmall
proportion of our total production. Quality control,
packaging and instructional literature is of the highest
quality. When each individual unit has been tested and
found to exceed its minimum specification by a high
margin, it is despatched to one of ahand picked selection of Britain's finest retailers. Only about 15% of Michell
retailers are stockists of the GyroDec and you can be
rest assured that those who have been selected represent a level of expertise and integrity that is another
guarantee of your long term confidence. Each retailer
has stated his commitment to offering an unparalleled
service, both before and after the sale and as such,
there is little prospect of adiscount being offered as he
must be able to maintain his margin in order to fulfil our
stringent requirements of him, and thus his obligation
to you.
Finally, a sensible 5year guarantee is offered.

J.A. MICHELL ENGINEERING LTD.

2THEOBALD STREET, BOREHAMWOOD, HERTS, ENGLAND 01-953 0771
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List of officially appointed dealers:

It is now an accepted fact that turntables are more important to the creation of the successful sonic illusion
than their face value would suggest. Turntables do, in
fact, sound different from each other however important distinction must be drawn between " different" and
"better" especially when you consider just how far short
of reality even the best of current Hi Fi systems fall.

Croydon
Spaldings

01-654 1231

Edinburgh
HiFi Corner

031-556 7901

Glasgow
The Music Room

041-221 2527

Ilford
A.T. Labs

01-518 0915

Leicester
Audition Hi Fi Studio

0533-393607

Manchester
Cleartone Hi Fi

061-835 1156

Preston
Norman Audio

0772-53057

Radlett (Hens)
Radlett Audio Consultants

09276-6497

Reading
Reading Hi Fi Centre

0734-585463

Wolverhampton
Midland HiFi Studio

0902-771774

Any of the above specialist retailers will be delighted to
offer you acomparative demonstration against any other
turntables they stock. This demonstration will be comprehensive and professional.
We suggest that aprior booking be arranged as the majority of these retailers prefer to work by appointment.
The Michell GyroDec
complete with tone arm board of your choice
£595-00 Inc VAT
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CLASSICAL GLASS
I

F WILLIAM Z JOHNSON'S
remarks (
HFN/RR, June) about
the brilliance of the NA- 0 Valve
Company's products surprised
us, you can imagine how stunned
we were to learn that he also felt
their KT- 77 to be the greatest
audio valve of them all. It wasn't
enough to simply state that M-0
is the best all-rounder, but that
one of their products could act as
a Fountain of Youth for certain
amplifiers. Apparently, the KT- 77
could replace the omnipresent
EL- 34 as easily as one would
replace dry cells with alkalines.
Mr Johnson bemoaned the popularity of the EL- 34 — as do many
other valve mavens — and his
statement about the KT- 77 as an
easy upgrade led quite logically
to a simple test.
As Ipossess a pristine Radford
STA.15 power amplifier — bearing
four EL-34s — it was safe to
assume that I'd welcome any
painless improvement to asound
that already places it many points
above all solid-state units. Being
acoward, though, Ididn't want to
risk the unit as it is near- irreplaceable. A few phone calls and a
number of glances at valve
equivalent listings gave me
enough confidence to do a
straight swap. M-0 kindly supplied a fresh set of KT- 77s, and I
unearthed a set of virgin EL- 34s
to make sure that valve wear had
no bearing on the test.
Before describing the changes,
let me try to convey what the
Radford sounded like in its original form. Make no mistake, it
suffers all the usual complaints

about valve amps: the bass is
soggy.
That's it.
It's not that Ifind its handling of
the frequencies above 200 or so
Hertz without fault. There are two
or three other valve amps that
can better it. It's just that — in
bog- standard form — Ifind it quite
easy to live with, and infinitely
more pleasure- providing than
any transistor amp I've yet to
hear.
To give you some indication of
how wonderful adevice this is ( in
EL- 34 form), it was the one
amplifier I could locate that
would do a decent job with the
devilish Stax loudspeakers
reviewed last month. In other
words, this amp of early ' 60s
vintage succeeded where a pair
of £ 1,000 transistor jobs of current- production status miserably
failed.
To make sure that I had the
sound of the normal STA.15 well
etched on my consciousness, I
listened to it with the new EL- 34s
for a week before the KT- 77
replacements arrived. Let me
state quite clearly that the EL- 34s
were of the highest pedigree, not
some sleazy bargain basement
jobs from Outer Mongolia. The
amp sounded Truly Good,
definitely in the top five. Maybe
even the top three.
On a Sunday, Igave the morning to the EL- 34s, took them out
after a two-hour session, and
installed the KT- 77s. Ilet the new
valves warm up for two hours.
Let's start with the most
obvious change: the output of

Sound quality
The Talisman's EHF spike was noticed with Ben Luxon's voice and
the choir in the Stanford songs, but there was an excellent bass
presence and power. The most exciting aspect of this cartridge's
sound was the size, substance and stability of the imagery. Luxon's
voice was clearly defined as apoint in space, leaving the listener with
the impression that he could hear ' around and behind' the soloist.
The dynamic separation of instruments and voices was quite
astonishing, notably so in the choir's shouts of ' Stand by!' in ' Little
Admiral'. However, the heavy brass writing later in this song
'snarled' too much, due undoubtedly to the treble rise in the
cartridge's output. It seemed quite unperturbed by heavily
modulated passages, instilling asense of ease of reproduction on all
levels of material. Most noticeable was that the reverberation tails of
instruments and orchestras contained real tonal information. The
Michael Newman guitar material reproduced with avivid image of
the instrument, tightly defined in space. There was a ' sting' in the
tone and in finger noises, but the pitch and timbre of the low notes of
the guitar— which are commonly lost— were accurately caught. The
1959 Decca had avivid presence, definition of image and musical line
that was quite astonishing, though, as with the Grace, surface noise
was found to be rather intrusive. Bass was rich and ' woolly',
accurately capturing the original sound of the master tape. Bass
transients were alittle explosive but this was avery exciting sound.
The Oingo Boingo tracks were reproduced with areal feeling of the
studio space and the production layering. ' Hi- hat' sounded alittle
leaden and fizzy, making it sound as though the drummer was using
brushes, but this was definitely not the case as playback with the
Grace showed. The Talisman excelled, however, in the
independence of musical lines and in separating out the stratified
vocal overdubs. Brass instruments were spitty while voices could
sound both ' clacky' and sibilant, this coupled with atendency to push
HF transients up front in the image. Again, 1.5µF loading capacitors
were tried to equalise the sound. Though the output was certainly
rendered more neutral, the bass loosened unacceptably, while the
cartridge seemed to lose its grip on the image and turned in a
mediocre performance. Again, capacitive loading using tantalum
bead caps cannot really be recommended.
The Dionne Warwick material sounded too breathy, while the cymbal
line in 'Walk On By' was rather insistent and unbalanced. Where the
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the STA.15 was increased by a
significant amount. Idon't have
access to £50,000 worth of test
equipment, so I did the dumb
thing and looked at my volume
control. Instead of 12 o'clock, it
was at 7!
This increase in output was an
immediately discernable
improvement, and it took me a
while to wipe the grin off my face
and get down to listening for
changes in the sound quality. The
initial impression — having
accepted the output increase as
fact rather than fantasy — was of
'freedom', to use a suitably
vague, meaningless term to
describe sound. Any edge or
strain that might have appeared
while using the standard valves
completely disappeared with the
KT- 77s. As an analogy, let me
describe the standard unit as a
Lippizaner stallion performing
dressage, and the upgrade as The
Byrds' Chestnut Mare.
And all transistor amps as Trojan Horses. Or hobby horses.
Enough hysteria: the midrange
was improved almost to the
degree of refinement found in the
Dynaco Stereo 70. And that
equals Magnificent.
On to the soundstage, imaging
and the front-to- back depth.
If you'd have knocked out my
front wall, you couldn't have
added much more depth. It made
my conventional moving- coil
loudspeakers at least half as
wonderful as the Stax electrostatics for depth. And soundstage
was wider by a couple of feet.
But the real shocker was the

added height. No, I am not
imagining this, and no, Idon't
own line- source loudspeakers.
All Iknow is that Ifound instruments floating above the speakers. And Iwas stone-cold sober.
After acouple of hours of these
revelations, Inoticed something
that Inormally ignore. The deep
bass wasn't just a shade deeper
(thank you, Radio 2, for that
bizarre programme devoted to
pipe organs), but as tight and
controlled as Publisher Messenger's beloved Naim 250. Wishful
thinking, Ireckoned, so Ipulled
out the toughest bass recording I
could find in my collection, a
thoroughly dreadful LP full of
mindless atonal jazz. Iwon't even
name this disc because Ifind it so
revolting, but Iwill state that l
bought it just to remind myself
every once in a while what I'm
missing by sticking to valves.
Idon't need that LP any longer!
After my foam-flecked ravings
about the Stax, I've presented
you with an equally irrational
treatise on the KT- 77. You might
think that I've lost my grip, or that
John Atkinson has thrown this in
for comic relief. Instead of sending my name to my GP, Isuggest
that first you locate any valve
amplifier using EL- 34 valves. Buy
a set of Gold Lion KT- 77s and
plug them in.
If you've got an old Radford
gathering dust in some cupboard, take it out but leave the
space empty.
You'll be needing it for whatever replaced the valve amp way
back when.

Talisman excelled was in its ability to capture the true sound of a
large PA system and the acoustic space around the band, as well as
Ms Warwick's movements to and from the microphone.

Conclusions
The measured results from both cartridges were quite disappointing:
More so in that neither responded well to the 1.5µF loading which
has been auseful addition for some FR designs. Iwould suggest,
though, that the effects reported here are due to component shortfall
[delayed mechanical/electrical resonances in the tantalum caps? — Ed]
rather than any real problems with the technique of capacitive
loading. The Grace's medium output may cause aproblem for some
users, as Iwould not think it energetic enough to drive very many
magnetic input stages, while at nearly double the Koetsu's output it
may overdrive some headamps. The Grace seems to lack the tight
imagery and detailed performance of the Talisman, due in part,
perhaps, to the body's box construction or the choice of materials. Its
strengths when used with aheadamp are precisely the lack of noise
that Grace bemoan; its higher than average output imparts a
tremendous dynamism and punch to music. The other great strength
is its excellent tracking ability.
The Talisman, on the other hand, lacks the dynamic momentum of
either acartridge like the Grace or any member of the Koetsu family.
What it does have, however, is an unclouded imaging ability that
surpasses the Dynavectors and could be matched against the
Accuphase. Image depth and width are both exceptional and
consistent, bettering my Koetsu Black to no small degree. Tracking
was good, aided by the general stability of the sound quality on most
high level cuts ( except perhaps the occasional pushing forward of HF
transients). Both cartridges have fundamental performance
strengths— the Talisman its solid imagery, the Grace its dynamics—
but sadly both cartridges lack the superficial performance quality of a
truly flat frequency response. My auditioning system can accept a
brighter than average cartridge to some extent — even the
combination of the Linn Linnk's HF shelf and abright cartridge— but
there will be systems to which both these fine cartridges are an
anathema; critical personal audition is recommended. While the
Talisman has above average compatibility with tonearms, acareful
choice of low- mass arm is dictated for the Grace. With care, however,
the results from both transducers can be rewarding. lit.
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Stratec SLC2
Mid Range/High Frequency
Film Diaphragm Driver
SPECIFICATIONS
Efficiency: 86db for 1watt input at 1metre.
Frequency Response: 400 HZ to 20 KHZ ±«. 3db.
MRHF possesses exceptionally wide bandwidth
"When used in multiples of 2or 3units per side in
conjunction with correct baffling the crossover
point can be as low as 175 HZ."
Distortion: Is reduced in the MRHF FILM
DIAPHRAGM DRIVER through the combination of
the push-pull drive concept with the uniform driving force distribution experienced by the
diaphragm. T.H.D. is less than • 8%.
Power Handling: The conducting elements while
being remarkably light, have high current handling
capacity. In addition, the MRHF FILM
DIAPHRAGM DRIVER configuration guarantees
high rates of heat dissipation.

ELECTROCOM PAN I
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ELECTROCOMPANIET
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Suggested for use with amplifiers or receivers of 30
to 100 watts per channel RMS.
Impedance: Purely resistive, proportional to
coupling transformer turns ratio D.C. resistance of
conductor strip is 0-5 Ohms.
Dimensions: Overall: 130 x590 x50 mm.
Mounting: Hole diameter, 7.0 mm14
off).
Hole pitches, 105-0 and
567 mm.
Weight: 3-3 Kg.
Input Terminals: Brass M4 screw 12 off).
TYPICAL FREQUENCY REPONSE CURVE

SEE US IN
ROOM 1030 and 1032
Mid•RengelHigh Frequency Hm Diaphragm Driver
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED WHETHER OUR SPEAKERS ARE THE PROPER ONES FOR YOU?
PERHAPS THEY ARE TOO AUTHENTIC!

SOLE IMPORTERS Er DISTRIBUTORS IN U.K.

Strathearn Audio Limited
11 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn BT28 1XJ — ( 0) 8462 71272
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HE AGE of the multi-musician is upon
us. Keyboard players have exchanged
position with conductors and vice
versa since the orchestral ensemble began,
but today we have singer/conductors ( Fischer-Dieskau, Domingo, Schreier) if few conductor/singers, Rostropovitch supreme on
the cello, proficient at the piano, passionate
on the podium, and even a fiddle virtuoso,
Perlman, capable of singing a comprimario
part in James Levine's Tosca (
HMV).
Perlman's great friend and contemporary,
Pinchas Zukerman has taken a more traditional musical route, already charted by
notable violinists like Menuhin, from the
soloist's to the conductor's desk. At only 34,
he has been one of the world's top violinists
for fifteen years, has conducted major chamber and symphony orchestras — including a
spell as Artistic Director of South Bank
Summer Music with the ECO — and for the
past three years has directed the St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra, little sibling of Marriner's Minnesota Orchestra in the twin city of
Minneapolis.
'This is my third season in St. Paul and I
have another three to go. At the time of my
appointment it was a new venture for me —
though Ihad had a director/soloist association with the ECO for many years — but Ihad
always thought that Iwould eventually conduct somewhere, so when they asked me to
take over the St. Paul CO, Iput down certain
specifications for artistic growth — not least,
sufficient money — and they agreed.'
Zukerman managed to persuade the
orchestra's management to raise the annual
budget from 1.6 to almost 4 million dollars
(in the USA that means aggressive fundraising) and with those healthier resources
he increased the playing strength from 26 to
34, which has enabled him to expand the
repertory in adventurous directions.
'The idea in America is to achieve around
52 — 54% of the budget in earned income —
ticket sales, tours, recordings — and to make
up the balance with donations contributed
by foundations, the state ( a very minimal
sum, though) and private individuals. Our
budget is comparable to any symphony
orchestra in the States and, compared with
some cases, it is better. This enables us to
get the top soloists and we have good
salaries for the musicians. Overall, the St.
Paul CO is an artistic institution of the
highest quality.'
Under Zukerman's aegis the programmes
now reflect his multifarious musical tastes,
while maintaining the tradition of new music
championed by his predecessor, Dennis Russell Davies, now MD in Stuttgart. Were there
any limits, Iasked, on the kind of repertoire
he could do in St. Paul? ' Not really. The only
thing we're restricted from doing is the big
romantic repertory which, in any case, the
symphony orchestra in Minneapolis covers,
but we do play music of that era, the
Tchaikovs4 and Dvorak serenades for instance. Isometimes enlarge the strings to
encompass some of the bigger literature of
the classical period, the Beethoven symphonies; the 2nd, the 4th and the 8th. We also
have a very strong programme in new
music, indeed we do as much, if not more,
new music than any other orchestra in the
States. Essentially we have three subscription series: the first involves all music from
1600 to yesterday, we have a specifically
baroque series, and a new music series of
about five programmes. It's no cop-out
either. We don't do Fauré and say "this is
20th century music"; it's from Berg and
Schoenberg onwards. I'm usually involved
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TALKS TO HUG-- CANNING

in one or two of these concerts each year.'
The orchestra commissions work from
leading American and European composers
and even runs its own competition. Last
year, Zukerman himself played a piece by
the competition winner, the 35 year-old
American, Richard Bush. Next year Oliver
Knussen will be directing some of the
orchestra's contemporary work. Did Zukerman, Iwondered, play much English music,
the classic works for string orchestra for
example? ' The Elgar Serenade and Introduction and Allegro and, of course, Istill play the
fiddle concerto.' 4Collectors will not need to
be reminded of his emotional performance
with Barenboim on CBS.) What about Tippett
or Britten, has he conducted the Frank Bridge
Variations? '
Ihaven't done them myself, but
they are being done this coming season by
Gary Bertini. Ihave done the Simple Symphony and Vaughan Williams' The Lark
Ascending but, as yet, no Tippett. He came to
conduct his music with the big orchestra last
year. I'd say I've done a share of English
music, not a lot but a fair amount.'
Naturally enough, he is now recording
with his own orchestra, remaking much of

the repertoire he played and directed with
the ECO in the early '70s. A new set of the
Mozart concertos has been taped and is
already available in the USA, as is a new
version of Vivaldi's Four Seasons. He has
also joined forces with his old friend, Isaac
Stern, in aBachNivaldi disc, and with amore
recent musical associate, Yo Yo Ma, in a
record of concertos by Boccherini and J.C.
Bach, both due from CBS at afuture, as yet
unfinalisecl, date. From RCA a coupling of
Mozart piano concertos with Emanuel Ax as
soloist is on the way.
The Four Seasons was one of the works he
recorded with the ECO, who really set him on
his present course as an orchestral director
and with whom he enjoyed a particularly
close musical relationship during his threeyear tenure of the South Bank directorship.
Had his approach to the Vivaldi concertos
been at all influenced by the upsurge of
interest in 'authentic' performance practice,
or changed in any other respect?
'I haven't actually sat down and compared
the ECO version with the new one from St.
Paul. The tempi probably vary alittle, though
overall it takes about the same amount of
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time. Iam just more aware and in-tune with
the orchestra as an instrument. Iwas only
just beginning to direct the ECO in 1972, and
at that time there was a certain impetus in
this new kind of work which came out in the
first Seasons record, but it's bound to sound
different now, because of my familiarity with
the music; the orchestra makes a great
difference, too.
'It is my point of view, a purely subjective
one, but there is good reason for the socalled authentic crowd being here, no question about that, inasmuch as there is great
value in going into the original manuscripts
in order to find out about, say, Bach's
creative processes. But of the practice Iam
not convinced, and I'm not sure that what
I'm hearing is really authentic. Ithink it's
healthy for a youngster to hear the [ Bach]
A-flat concerto played that way, but Icertainly don't believe they played at those
[fast] tempi, Idon't believe they had the kind
of technique we have today. It can't be
authentic. For study purposes it's great but
the reason it's being sold and there's a
market for it is because there's the thing
about authenticity. As a performer who practises music — and Idon't only mean physically, but practises music in the head — I
don't buy it, Ijust don't buy it!'
Zukerman is clearly a confirmed believer
in extracting the maximum expressive
response from the more robust, and he
believes better, instruments available to the
modern player. Bach, he claims, would have
written for today's instruments and players
had he known them, because they are better
adjusted, more reliably in tune and truer ' in
every sense' to the notes written on the
page. Others might argue, though, that you
can't justify playing the slow movement of
the A- minor concerto with a big, rich romantic sound. ' It's justifiable up to a point, but I
think to play Bach with no vibrato at all is a
mistake. Vibrato is an ornament, atrill if you
like; it's something that you add. We have all
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used it but we should at least experiment by
doing it another way, with what Icall ' white'
notes. Ido use vibratoless notes.'
As we had returned to the subject of violin
technique and interpretation, Iasked if he
has cut down his solo appearances as his
number of conducting engagements and
commitments to St. Paul have grown. Have
they restricted his solo career? ' Well they
have to a major extent. The circuit Ido is
much smaller and Idon't travel as much as I
used to five years ago. Idon't stay at home in
New York as much as I'd like but I am
reducing my solo schedule. What is so
hair-raising about the work in St. Paul is that
it's adouble job. It's not just doing the music.
Administratively, there's a lot of work to do,
planning the season. Ionly play with about
four or five symphony orchestras now. I
haven't played with asymphony orchestra in
London for awhile, but I've been doing quite
a few recitals over the last three or four
years. This is purely out of choice, to get
away from the repetitiveness of playing the
concerto literature.
By the time this appears in print Zukerman
will be preparing to return to London's
concert platform with the Beethoven concerto at the Proms ( BBCSO/Elder) on August
25th. ( His recording with Barenboim is on
DG.) The following day he arrives in Edinburgh for the first two recitals with the
accompanist of his recent Bartok disc ( for
CBS), Mark Neikrug, which surveys Brahms'
entire output for violin or viola and piano.
After these Festival appearances, his British
following will have to wait until next February for a further recital appearance at the
Festival Hall — mixed programme of sonatas
by Haydn and Franck in the first half and a
group of showpieces by Bach ( the Chaconne
from the D- minor Suite), Tchaikovsky, SaintSâens and de Falla.
It would be natural to conclude from this
that Zukerman the violin virtuoso is beginning to take a back seat to Zukerman the

Maestro, and his plans and ambitions do
little to contradict that view. Among them he
includes his debut as a conductor of opera.
Nothing has beer settled yet but he would
like to try his hand at a smallish-scale work
such as Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice, which, he
feels, would suit his orchestra and the new
hall in St. Paul, which is handily equipped
with a pit. He says he still has a lot to learn
about singing but he enjoys working with
singers — Jessye Norman in Les Nuits d'Été,
Janet Baker in the Wesendonk Lieder, Fischer-Dieskau in Haydn's Scottish Folksongs
— and sees opera as a natural progression
from vocal work in the concert hall. He
already includes major symphony orchestras on his conducting itinerary and has
designs on the big orchestral repertoire. He
was not, Isuggested, content just to be a
violinist.
'Well, if you ask me about the big romantic
literature, Isuppose the answer is yes. I
mean, Iwill eventually do it but not as a
regular job with a major orchestra, unless I
give up playing. The problems are the
physical limitations Ihave when conducting.
It's difficult to keep my arms in the air for a
three-hour stretch; Ican't do that. Isuppose
that is one thing which holds me back from
doing the big repertoire with the big orchestras, besides the fact that it's so timeconsuming. At the moment Ireally want to
play, but in ten years time Imay change;
who knows? But to do a Brahms symphony
as aguest and to do it as amusic director are
two very different things ... Yes, of course, I
have the urge to conduct the Fourth symphony, but Iam better off, at present, playing
the fiddle concerto. Before conducting the
Fourth, say, with the LSO, Iwould have had
to conduct it in a few other places, to have
lived with the piece for six months, to have
digested it. At the moment, Istill have the
great urge to play music, but Iwould much
rather conduct Gluck's opera than a Brahms
symphony or the Tchaikovsky Sixth.'
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Please empty adirty ashtray over it.
You'll have soiled it just as effectively as inferior
audio equipment soils the quality of the music it plays.
Now, please visit your nearest Luxman dealer.
Ask him to let you hear the latest range of
Luxman Hi Fi equipment.

He won't be able to.
That's because with Luxman you hear the music,
and not the equipment.
And that's because Luxman Hi Fi is so free of the
impurities that mar the performance of ordinary Hi Fi.
So if you're dedicated to pure music, you now
know who's dedicated to pure audio.
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Pictured above: from Luxman's new 200 Series, the L40 63 watts per channel Amplifier with matching
[230 Digitally Synthesized Tuner and K250 Three Head Cassette Deck featuring Dolby Band C Noise Reduction.
For full details of the Luxman range write to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

As nature intended...

CELESTION

DITTON
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The superb Ditton 100 takes sound the
way it finds it. And keeps it
that way - as nature intended. No tricks.
No surprises. Except the price
-simply, great value for money.

Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works. Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, England.

0473 73131.
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HIS ARTICLE covers the use, at four
recording sessions, of a recorder and
microphone combination highly rated
for its 'state-of-the-art' performance. The
sessions were diverse, ranging from solo
piano, string trio, viola and piano to jazz for
piano and bass. Apart from reporting on the
field use of the equipment involved — the
Sony PCM-F1 digital recording system and
the Calrec Soundfield microphone — Ishall
attempt to throw some light on the options
of sound balance and quality which are
available. To my somewhat cynical way of
thinking these factors are particularly
relevant to the kind of decisions often made
these days about the amount of change
which can apparently be produced by things
like loudspeaker leads, the isolation of an
amplifier from the soundfield produced in
the room, etc, etc. In my view the problems
begin at the beginning of the chain, with the
basic choice of the recording equipment, and
continue, just as importantly, with its use or
misuse.
The Equipment Pedigree
In the October 1982 issue of HFN/RR, Martin
Colloms reviewed the Sony PCM-F1 recording system. The underlying tenor of this and
other reviews seemed to indicate that a
digital recording system had finally arrived
which was free of the side effects attributed
to some earlier equipment. Such comments
as ' under test it was treated as an amplifier'
or ' in the studio it was up to its usual tricks —
outperforming everything in sight' remain in
the mind. Summing up on the PCM-F1's
performance we have: unmeasurable wow
and flutter as the bit stream is clocked out of
atemporary store under strict quartz crystal
control, noise better than 90dB down without possible problems from noise reduction
systems and an absence of modulation noise
effects which have to be accepted in the
analogue recorder field. Distortion figures
are in the amplifier class and certainly well
below those of loudspeakers and microphones. These features occur at all signal
levels below the absolute quantisation peak
and contrast with analogue recorders whose
distortion increases with signal level.
We also find a genuinely flat frequency
response between 10Hz and 20kHz, independent of the tape characteristics and bias
requirements which are worrying analogue
recorder considerations, and without those
inherent LF irregularities ( bass woodles) and
the HF curtailment (squash) at high signal
levels. The phase stability produces superior
imaging, assuming appropriate microphone
types and loudspeakers, and there is the
digital system's multiple loss-free copying
facility.
The PCM-F1 does not suffer ' ambience fall
away' at low signal levels, and even momentary overload seems to be treated by the
error correction, which merely ' limits'. So its
technical performance is known to be firstclass, but how would this so-called 'domestic' set up perform if carted about on location
and linked to an essentially pro piece of gear
— the Calrec Soundfield Microphone?
The Soundfieid Microphone System
Many readers will associate the Calrec
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Soundfield Microphone ( SFM) solely with
Ambisonics, but it is more than just the
primary ( essential?) source for Ambisonic
recording — it is the most versatile, sharp
imaging stereo-pair microphone available. It
is also smoother, flatter and wider in frequency response than most others, without
the LF roll-offs, HF peaking and off-axis
response anomalies which characteristically
'colour' the sound from other microphones.
The four recording sessions described
below use the SFM as a stereo microphone
only; there was no UHJ encoding for Ambisonic surround sound. Ambisonics in its
various forms is certainly an excellent system and in its UHJ-encoded two-channel
form has some stereo playback attractions,
but there isn't much customer demand for
Ambisonic material; the number of playback
systems must still be only in the thousands.
It is in fact very restricting working in
Ambisonic mode as the mic is effectively an
'omni' and some acoustics cannot be controlled — there are anumber of UHJ-encoded
recordings around, which are too reverberant. Iwanted the sharp imaging obtainable
from the basic microphone system, and felt
that issuing UHJ-encoded material may still
put off potential purchasers who think that
the recording is in some way not acceptable
in ordinary two-channel form.
The SFM should be regarded as four
microphones in one. The particular disposition of the four capsules, the tetrahedral
array, is only a means to an end. In effect
these are three figure-of-eights and one
omni. The figure-of-eights face front to back
(X), side to side (Y) and up and down ( Z). The
omni is just that and is designated W. These
four mic signals ( known as the B format

8FORMAT POLAR
CAPSULE
SIGNALS
PATTERNS ANGLE
lomrti,
0*- 180°
cardiac),
hypercardiod,
fig-of-eight)
X
Y
W
Z

*

*

A Question of Balance
The sound recording engineer makes
numerous judgements on site which can
make or mar the effect obtained at the
listener's end. Ignoring the variables of differing types of equipment, particuarly the
microphones, he decides the relative
balance of the performers, their balance with
the acoustic, and the degree of stereo width.
He can also affect the sharpness of the
imaging and the illusion of depth and perspective. Other considerations are the optimising of the signal-to-noise ratio, ( watching
the peak levels) and generally establishing
the dynamic range potential. He also has to
consider the software in use by the customer
as far as dynamic range, in particular, is
concerned — there is no use in having one
peak 10dB above everything else with the
rest of the recording blandly transferred.
Even in the completely digital days predicted, I
think that dynamic range control will
still be an important consideration.
Numerous factors affect the final balance
obtained. Some reflect the preferences of the
engineer, the producer, and the musicians

STEREO MIC STEERING
ROTATION ELEVATION DOMINANCE DOMINANCE HORIZONTAL
FRONT/BACK UP/DOWN
SURROUND
0° - 360'
1
45°

*

*

nance. ( The latter is equivalent to moving the
mic forward or backward by altering the ratio
of direct to indirect sound and is very
effective for 'trimming' the balance.)
Ideally, when working with the Soundfield
microphone, one would record the four B
format signals in their basic form, leaving
the final decisions of balance until playback
under known monitoring conditions. But we
haven't got a four-channel PCM-F1, so the
two-track mixdown is done on site with a
little bit of guesswork and little bit of luck!

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

signals) are manipulated within the control
unit to produce the flexible ' steering' facilities, unique to the SFM. Without in any way
discrediting the work of Gerzon, Fellgett,
Barton, et al, the mic can be seen as avery
neat extension of Blumlein's mid and side
use of an omni and figure-of-eight pair.
Fig. 1shows which of the Bformat signals
are used for each of the SFM's facilities.
Electronic matrixing of the various signals, in
various phase relationships, produces the
'steering' facilities. Many capacitor microphones have remote polar pattern control,
but the SFM goes much further, allowing
alteration of capsule angle, direction, and tilt,
with achoice of forward or backward domi-

AMBISONICS
UHJ
PERIPHONIC
ENCODER FULL SPHERE
FEED

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

themselves, but in my experience the biggest influence will be the particular monitoring ' room' used. Indeed, some engineers
rely solely on a good pair of headphones,
using them as aready 'standard' rather than
being influenced by unfamiliar acoustics. I
find the actual environment even affects my
judgement using headphones, however, and
they are apt to be misleading on the vital
questions of the closeness of the balance
and the proportion of room acoustic. Headphones can only really complement speakers, and although they are ideal for revealing
hum, traffic, aircraft and other noises, are of
less use to me than areasonable, largish pair
of loudspeakers.
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It often helps to play a previous master
tape while setting up in order to get used to
the new listening environment. It is quite
amazing, sometimes, how different it all
sounds initially; perhaps the answer is to
/2
1
octave equalise each room on arrival!
There certainly are problems in positioning
loudspeakers in many ' monitoring' rooms: I
try to get them at a sensible height and
properly angled. Iam very much thrown in
judging stereo positioning and imaging if
there are any reflective surfaces behind my
listening position, as Ifind this plays havoc
with perception of central images and —
skews the whole stereo balance.
Common Factors
One nice ergonomic aspect of the Sony
PCM-F1 is the arrangement for feeding the
input signal automatically out of its line
outputs, when in standby or record modes,
the playback signal being substituted automatically on selection of playback. The fact
that the input is passed in and out of the
recorder via the ND and D/A processors is
incidental to the quality and is aconfirmation
that all is well. Thus all the sessions were set
up in the manner shown in fig. 2. The
monitor amp ( ILP HY6Os if you please!) is
connected to the PCM-F1 outputs, the auto
switching facilitating the frequent playback
required.
The signal from the SFM control unit is at
line level, ( 0.775mV nominal with peaks
some 6dB above), this fed via a Court
Acoustics 1
/2
octave graphic equalizer at two
of the sessions in London's Bishopsgate
Hall. Traffic rumble reduction was found
necessary and use of the bottom three
sliders provides the required attenuation in
extreme LF content.
A microphone like the SFM is wide- band.
However, it is not by any means as prone to
stand- borne vibrations as some. To give
additional isolation the heavy Keith Monks
stand used is placed on some thick plastic
sponge pads.
A talkback facility is essential at any
recording session, since the engineer must
cue the performers and tape the name of the
item and the take number. My own practice
is to start the tape machine and announce
'so and so take one — five seconds'. This five
seconds of quiet, with only ambience
'sounds', is vital when subsequently
assembling takes. Iinsist on another five
seconds without any noise at the end of each
take for the same reason.
The PCM-F1 LCD peak metering system
has a very effective PPM response display,
but this is also switchable to peak hold. Good
as it is, it does need interpreting. The HF
pre-emphasis employed before the ND
stage is shown, as it must be if clipping is to
be avoided. This effectively reduces the
indicated headroom by some 8dB for signals
with a lot of HF content, such as applause
and drum kits. It was initially disconcerting
to see more apparent dynamic range in such
signals than Ihad for many years been
accustomed to seeing with a 'flat' type BBC
PPM. But that is an illusion. In practice Iset
the 20dB point on the scale as the nominal
working point and then my usual + 6dB
excursions above this are nicely within the
system's range.
The ' professional' working line level output from the SFM control unit needs taming
for the PCM-F1, which is more 'domestic' in
its line sensitivity. Iachieve this via the
additional pots in the special mic preamp
module at the bottom of the ' portable'
package shown in the photograph. This is
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by-passed for the SFM line signal, of course.
String Trio session
This involved a fine string trio, the Tre
Corde: Frances Mason (violin), Christopher
Wellington ( viola) and Olga Hegedus ( cello).
They were commissioned by Chiltern
Records to record music by Lennox Berkeley,
Purcell and Schubert. Nick Fenner, who runs
Chiltern, set up the session as part of their
series of new recordings of mainly chamber
music, destined for LP and Real Time Cassette.
St Mary's Church, Alyesbury was the
venue for the recording. Very well isolated
from traffic noises, the church is the base of
a lively community centre, and as a result
has had some structural changes made
which have a bearing on its use as a
recording venue. At the West door there is a
stage area with bricked- in archways at the
sides, with wooden stairways and abalcony
at the rear. The remaining archways
between the pillars which support the roof
down most of the length of the church, are
equipped with heavy curtains which can be
used to modify the reverberation characteristics. We used them fully open.
My preference, at this session, would have
been to use the more open end of the
building down by the Altar, but the requirements of the musicians to have some sonic
reinforcement from the enclosed stage area
at the rear took precedence over my desire to
experiment! The bonus from this, however,
is a good presence from the cello. The
wooden stage area clearly reinforces this
instrument, which can easily become thin

time to make experimental recordings. The
mic was moved closer than it was initially,
and higher, to get more of the centrally
placed viola. This had been lost in the more
usual SFM position at head height and
relatively far back.
In the time available, we ended up with
hypercardioids at 120° and with one notch of
rear dominance added, as the mic had ended
up closer than was expected and thought
proper.
Istill think it is highly subjective on site,
and all sorts of things can affect the balance
decisions made. With hindsight Ifeel the
stereo stage is possibly a little too wide, but
other people who have heard the master
tape disagree. The recording is available on
both LP and Real Time duplicated cassette,
which will allow readers to judge for themselves should they wish. Apart from the
Berkeley String Trio the issue has three
Purcell Fantasias and two Schubert String
Trios.
Hancock Suite Jazz session
The next sessions were of piano and bass —
some jazz standards and an interesting suite
dedicated by the composer and pianist at the
session, Mike Hatchard, to the memory of
Tony Hancock, whose humour he and bass
player, Paul Morgan, undoubtedly share!
The venue was the intimate Wavendon
Allmusic Plan (WAP) theatre in the grounds
of John DankWorth and Cleo Laine's North
Bucks home. It is a relatively long and
narrow auditorium with the stage platform
central on one wall. The acoustic is dead and
thus suits small combo jazz rather well. One

POLYTONE
YAMAHA GRAND PIANO
OATS

SFM CONTROL UNIT

FIG.2 Equipment

Interconnections

and lost in more open conditions.
The musicians preferred to play in the
middle of the stage area, though Iwould
have liked them to be at the front. Firstly, the
mics could have been on the stone floor in
front of the platform instead of on the stage
itself. In the event the fear of possible
stand- borne noise was unfounded.
Secondly, I would have liked to try the
possibly more open sound available away
from the enclosed area. In the event Ido not
think that we compromised the situation too
much, as there is a nice, plausible, acoustic
overhang after forte playing.
Stereo positioning and perspectives are an
aspect which Itry to devote alot of time to,
though with the SFM one does not need to
keep running back and forth to the actual mic
to make physical adjustments, as with other
mics. There are many compromises, though;
polar patterns, for instance. At agiven angle,
cardioid crossed pairs will produce narrow
stage widths, while crossed figure-of-eights
will widen the image dramatically. The
hypercardioid, which is a sort-of halfway
cardioid to figure-of-eight, gives a correspondingly medium and, to me, more natural
stage width. Idid not want to narrow the
angle too much as Ilike awide acoustic and
this was already restricted by the enclosed
performing area chosen. The musicians
need to get ' played in', and this is an ideal

• SFM
FIG.3 Piano Bass and
SFM Layout

attraction of the venue is the excellent
Yamaha grand piano. Paul used an amplified
double- bass mainly, but for two tracks he
changed to an electric bass, both amplified
by a Polytone ' Mini Brute' — a small American amp and loudspeaker combo. This was
put on a high chair, as shown in the photograph, since Iwanted the loudspeaker to fire
straight at the SFM, and in any case the thing
would undoubtedly be more boxy if left on
the floor. The double bass itself had a very
low acoustic output and is not really heard
by the mic at the distances involved.
The SFM was on a boom from a stand
which was off the resonant stage itself, some
seven feet above and around five feet back
from the piano, in line with the open piano
lid. Lid reflections thus passed below the
mic. The intended stereo layout was to have
each instrument either side of centre. Ido
like the ' lead' instrument to be on the left of
such layouts, but the physical layout preferred by the performers was the other way
around, as shown. Igot my way by simply
reversing the left and right connections of
the SFM control unit to the PCM-F1! Paul
liked to play near the keyboard as Mike and
he had rehearsed that way and the rapport
was better. The level from the Polytone was
such that the relative distances shown were
needed to produce a satisfactory balance.
Possibly the electric bass tracks err towards
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a bass bias, but that could be my prejudice
against electric instruments and the knobs
which enable them to drown agrand piano!
Stereo width and perspective seemed best
suited to hypercardioid SFM settings at 90°.
All venues have acoustic characteristics
which colour the sound of recordings made
in them. This is particularly noticeable with
single, ' distant' miking compared with the
usual studio techniques of several close mics
and/or direct inject ( DI), all panpotted to
produce ' stereo', albeit a stereo devoid of
depth and perspective. Listening to the
Hatchard release one surely gets afeeling of
the relative distances of the instruments,
even though the acoustic itself was so dry.
To my mind the Yamaha grand is very nicely
portrayed in the solo track ' Death of a
Comedian', set in an intimate jazz context
with the mic altered to figure-of-eight, still at
90° and of course ' rotated' to get acentrally
placed image.
The Hancock Suite occupies the first side,
with some 'standards' on side two. It is only
available on Real Time cassette.
Van Dieran at the Bishopsgate Hall
This session, for the British Music Society,
was of piano works by Bernard Van Dieran
(1887-1936). Although he was born in Rotterdam, he spent most of his life in the UK,
hence the BMS patronage. Eiluned Davies
was commissioned by the BMS to make the
recordings, of his Six Sketches, Toccata and
Tema con Variazione for piano, the latter,
perhaps, the most immediately accessible.
Miss Davies had, in fact, played to Van
Dieran in 1934 and has long had a great
respect for his music. Others will judge it, of
course, but Ipredict that it will receive afair
degree of critical acclaim.
The Bishopsgate Hall in the City of London
boasts the Steinway owned by Myra Hess,
and this instrument is featured on this as
well as the next recording to be discussed.
The hall has alikeable bloom, but is warmer
in character than the Aylesbury church used
for the Berkeley String Trio. It suits solo or
small ensemble performances and it is frequently used as arecording venue. There is
some acoustic treatment in the form of tiles
on some areas of the walls. However, I
believe that direct attachment to a surface
does reduce the effect.
Traffic noise was less on that Sunday than
had been encountered on an earlier weekday
session. The residual rumble fell below the
lowest indication on the PCM-F1 level indicators, probably to around 60dB below possible peak levels. What price adynamic range
in excess of 90dB, when the ambient noise
floor in most city venues is as high as it is,
albeit LF prominent and thus less subjectively noticeable? This is another compromise- producing consideration when miking up
at asession. Iuse aCourt Acoustics graphic
equalizer as a high-pass filter to reduce the
rumble problem.
With Eiluned Davies getting accustomed
to the piano and the SFM set up on the boom
to look down at the strings from some 8ft
away and around ten feet up — more or less
in line with the open lid — a degree of
listening was done in the hall and in the
monitoring room. Of course it was different,
but not to the extent that Ihave heard in a
few BBC studios and control rooms. The
speakers present a simple stereo image of
course, whereas in the hall there is full
sphere surround sound. The various polar
patterns and capsule angles were tried and
on that day figure-of-eights at 90° turned out
to be the final choice. The question of the
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Top, the new, simplifjed, Soundfield Microphone control unit; above left, the complee control room set-up of recorder,
talkback, equaliser, SFM control and monitors; above right, the string trio and boom-mounted SFM

raised lid of a grand piano needs a bit of
thought. I now try to avoid its reflected
sound as Iconsider that it does not give a
uniform reflection of the strings at the distances one normally places the microphone.
The mic will hear apart of the spectrum only,
so Inow place it higher than before. This also
keeps it away from any substantial reflection
of sound from beneath the piano — itself very
bass and lower middle prominent.
These unique recordings of Van Dieran's
piano music are available on RealTime cassette only, direct from the British Music
Society or from Whitetower Records.

and Calrec Soundfield Microphone system is
eminently suitable for use in location recording. The experience has not changed my
own views on the rather arbitrary nature of
audio recording, playback and judgement,
but perhaps readers will have gained some
insight into what the 'other end' of the chain
is all about, augmenting what Tony Faulkner
has been revealing in his column. On the
PCM-Fl front we have the attraction of
operating at about a quarter of the cost of
15in/s reel-to-reel, together with essentially
loss-free repeatability of playback. There is
no danger of the performance degradation
with HF losses, noise from magnetised
Lennox Berkeley at the Bishopseate
heads or the varying performance when
This recording is scheduled to be released
played back on different machines; digital,
on aPearl LP and will probably appear, too,
when it does go off, goes completely! If the
on a Real Time cassette. It was commiserror correction cannot maintain ausable bit
sioned by the performers, Michael Ponder
stream then muting occurs. Thin tapes are
(viola) and Raphael Terroni ( piano). There
more prone to this and the risk of afailure is
are performances of Lennox Berkeley's
provoked by using pause, or ejecting in the
Sonata of Viola and Piano, the Piano Sonata
middle of a tape ( which requires unlacing
and Prelude & Capriccio.
from around the rotating head system). Ican
In balancing the performers, Idecided to
still count the occasions of drop-out muting
place the viola in the centre of the sound
on one hand, and each was traceable to one
stage with the piano behind and to the left.
of these actions. HG tape types are certainly
Michael Ponder needed to stand at the
less prone to this and Ibelieve that aspecial
keyboard end of the piano to enable Raphael
tape for PCM use is now on its way.
Terroni to hear the string part satisfactorily.
As things stand, editing must be confined
So, with the SFM high on its boom, ta be in
to the assembly of complete takes, unless
line with the open lid of the piano again, the
the very expensive Digital Audio Editing
viola ended up some 6ft away with the piano
system tied up with the 1610 system is used.
some 5ft beyond it. Physically the piano was
Ilook forward to something like aRevox D77
to the right of the viola, but once again I reel-to-reel digital recorder where something
reversed the channels to achieve the set-up I like conventional razor blade editing will be
had in mind.
possible. At last year's Proms Isaw the BBC
For the solo piano items Ireferred back to
using Telefunken MX80 reel-to-reel digital
what Ihad done the week before. A single
recorders with a razor blade editing facility.
instrument such as the piano has an ' internal' balance to consider as well as its balance
Soundfleld Mac postern*
within the acoustic. The more Ihear the
Calrec announce the availability of a Mk4
piano recordings I've made at the Bishopsversion which has relegated the Ambisonic
gate Hall with crossed pairs, the more Ifeel
circuitry to external equipment. This has a
that it is the lower middle area that is
very neat and slim control unit giving all the
emphasised. The boom- mounted SFM, infacilities found in its forerunner, apart from
line with the open lid, was employed again,
but one minor, stereo mic configuration. It is
but whereas the week before a figure-ofcheaper too, so the system should find its
eight setting had been chosen, this time a way into more general use.
hypercardioid pair at 120° was selected. This
produced a more intimate sound, with less
Real Time Cassettes
apparent instrumental width; perhaps aless
By the time this article appears, the recordopen sound which does not benefit from
ings will be available. The Real Time duplibeing played too loud, but there again that
cated cassette versions are available from
may be an effect of my own listening room!
Whitetower Records, 2 Roche Gardens,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK3 6HR. Phone
Summary
(0908) 73969. A SAE facilitates the sending of
Ihope Ihave shown that the Sony PCM-F1
details!
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Great Britain. The entire programme
consists of first-ever recordings performed
complete and in the original
instrumentation, played by the Johann
Strauss Orchestra under Jack Rothstein.
Among the interesting items included on this
disc is Johann Strauss' alternative csárdàs
for Act II of Die Fledermaus, written in 1896,
and sung here by the young soprano Marilyn
Hill Smith. The recording will appear from
Chandos Records in November; LP no.
ABRD1087, cassette no. ABTD 1087.

Drs Davies & Te Manama
Peter Maxwell Davies and Dame Kin i
Te
Kanawa were both granted recognition for
their considerable talents from the world of
academia earlier this summer. Maxwell
Davies received an Honorary Doctorate in
Music from Manchester University, where he
studied in the 1950s, while Dame Kin i
was
conferred an Honorary Doctorate in Music
from Oxford University. Her latest Decca record,
the Chants d'Auvergne by Canteloube
(reviewed HFN/RR April'83 — CD this issue)
has been acritical success and will be
followed by asecond volume in the coming
year.
.11•1••••••••

Modern MusICA
Rising costs and dwindling audiences have
tended increasingly to dissuade concert
promoters from experimenting with
performances of contemporary music.
Those who do give modern composers a
hearing are therefore all the more important
in their efforts to keep today's musical
culture alive and kicking and not just nice
ideas on paper. It was, however, with mixed
feelings that this, the ICA's fifth year of new
music concerts, MusICA, was greeted: the
deserved praise and acclaim for the
Institute's continuing bold and innovatory
programming was tinged with sadness at
the prospect of this being the last series due
to lack of financial backing. The eight varied
programmes, devised by Adrian Jack, began
in July and run to September 11th, and aim
to introduce young composers, highlight
neglected 'modern masters' and stage major
international programmes. This year the
series features works by Horatio Radulescu,
Mauricio Kagel (whose Mare Nostrum
receives its British premiere), Alvin Lucier
and Britons Stephen Reeve and John White.
A number of young British composers who
have written works especially for MusICA
will also be represented.
The series kicked off with aconcert of
Italian music by Berio, Nono and Scelsi,
played by the Arditti Quartet to acapacity
audience. This was recorded by the BBC and
will be transmitted as part of the 'Music in our
Time' series. Four quartets by Scelsi, two of
which were premiered at the ICA concert
have recently been recorded by the Arditti
Quartet for Raretone Records. Numbered
FORE 13 and 14, these will be distributed by
Impetus Records.
Viennese Rarities
Vienna Première is the title of adigital
recording of rarities by the Strauss family
and fellow Austrian composer Carl Milleicker,
sponsored by the Johann Strauss Society of
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Opera on Video
This September sees the release of asecond
batch of opera and ballet video cassettes
from Covent Garden Video Productions Ltd.
The new titles are Verdi's Falstaff, conducted
by Carlo Maria Giulini with Renato Bruson as
Falstaff, Britten's Peter Grimes, conducted
by Sir Colin Davis, with Jon Vickers and
Heather Harper, and MacMillan's ballet
Manon with the Royal Ballet, conducted by
Ashley Lawrence. Of the nine titles so far
recorded at Covent Garden, three were
released earlier this year: La Bohème (
ref.
no. TVH9013202 VHS, TXH9013204 Beta),
The Tales of Hoffmann (
ref. no. TVH9013212
VHS, TXH9013214 Beta), and La Fille mal
Gardée (
ref. No. TVH9013129 VHS,
TXH9013194 Beta). A further group — this
time all operas — will appear in Spring '84:
Samson et Dalila, La Fanciulla del West, and
Manon Lescaut featuring such names as
Placido Domingo, Kin i
Te Kanawa and Jon
Vickers.
Covent Garden Video, adivision of the
National Video Corporation Ltd., coproduces with BBC TV by agreement with
the Royal Opera House, and distributes in
Great Britain through Thorn/EMI. National
Video also have other titles available in the
UK through Longman Video, including Aida,
Nabucco and Otago, all from the Arena di
Verona, Mary Stuartfrom the London
Coliseum, Emanifrom La Scala Milan, and
The Sleeping Beauty from the Kirov Ballet,
Leningrad. Further titles for Autumn release
will include Turandot, Madama Butterfly,
Giselle and I/ Trittico.
Simon Rattle
Conductor Simon Rattle's career continues
to go from strength to strength; his
recording for EMI of Sibelius Symphony 5
with the Philharmonia Orchestra (ASD 4168)
has been awarded aDeutscher
Schallplattenpreis as 'Discovery of the Year'.
(Rattle has already won the Grand Prix du
Disque for his performance of the same work
with the City of Birmingham Symphony
Orchestra.) EMI records also received
awards for Muti and the Philadelphia
Orchestra's performance of Stravinsky's
Petrushka ASD 4069 (' Symphonic Music') and
for the recording of the Alban Berg Quartet
playing Beethoven quartets op. 127/135,
ASD 4305 ('Chamber Musict).
This summer, Rattle will be Artistic
Director for the third and final year running
of the Greater London Council's 'South Bank
Summer Music' festival, August 14-28, now
in its 16th year. Special features include the
first performance of aneglected Janacek
opera, Osud (
Fate) and all seven Sibelius
Symphonies with Rattle conducting the
CBSO. The list of distinguished performers
taking part in this year's festival is
impressive — Brendel, Vasary, Amadeus
Quartet etc— and added non-classical
interest comes in the form of Gil Evans and
his band, and aweek of special folk music
concerts.
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Why does Revox refuse
to compromise?
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Because perfection is away of life at
Revox. An all-pervading philosophy
based on adistinguished pedigree of
Swiss high precision, superior design
expertise, innovative thinking, and the
finest electronic engineering in the
world. Assured quality, in fact. Quality
that will endure. An inherent quality
which has created audio equipment of
outstanding performance, functional
eye-appeal and exclusivity
Revox units are manufactured
alongside one of the most tried, tested
and trusted ranges of professional audio
equipment available anywhere - Studer.
The two ranges are virtually
synonymous in terms of innovation,
manufacturing expertise and reliability
All Revox components and assemblies
undergo the most stringent professional
tes1 procedures, and new features are
only adopted after their practical
effectiveness has been thoroughly
proven.
Take the microprocessor-controlled
B261 Frequency Synthesizer FM Tuner
and its matched companion, the B251
Digitally-Controlled Integrated
Amplifier They are perfect examples of
the Revox philosophy - successfully

combining outstanding technical
performance with maximum operational
convenience. Both totally new
developments, they feature full infra-red
remote control, and embody the very
latest practical Revox technology.
The B251 amplifier was designed
with the performance capability of the
compact disc in mind and provides
programmable sensitivity, 7inputs with
2x150 watts; and aS/N ratio of 96 dB at
levels of less than 3watts output. The
B261 tuner continues the Revox tradition
of incomparable FM tuner design and
features 20 programmable station
presets, several tuning modes and LCD
station display
For further details about these two
advanced units, as well as more
information about the Revox range and
philosophy, just send in the coupon.
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"When Ireviewed the
previous Hafler preamplifier and power
amplifier, Ithought that
their performance and
mechanical design could

not be improved. But,
after some three years,
David Hailer and his
colleagues have proved
me wrong."
GRAMOPHONE

TOP: DH220 Power
Amplifier. Less than 0.02%
total harmonic distort:on at any
power level up to 115 watts continuous
average power per channel into 8ohms at any
frequency between 20Hz and 20KHz with both channels driven.
BOTTOM: DH110 Pre Amplifier with total harmonic distortion less than
0.0006% at lkHz 3V rms. Both units available in easy to build kit or completely assembled form.

"The DH110 is asuperb preamp...You would have to
search hard to find something
which actually sounds better
regardless of its price.

Haller

Given that Icouldn't get
enough of the 101/200
combination, I'm hardly likely
to tire of the 110."
HI- F NEWS
To: Howland West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove, Loldon, N7 8EQ Tel: 01-607 2717
Please send full Test Reports and Literature on Haffer
Kits.
Name
Address
HFN 9-83

PAUL SIM ON
Robert Matthew- Walker

W

HEN TEN MILLION people buy a
copy of the same album, as they did
with Simon and Garfunkel's classic
disc Bridge Over Troubled Water, it is safe to
assume that it is a recording of some
significance. The reverse is not necessarily
true. Whilst a great many unworthy albums
manage to be released and deservedly do
not sell, there are also a singificant number
of very worth while musical statements,
sometimes great ones, which for one reason
or another, never get the chance of reaching
awide audience. If Simon and Garfunkel had
issued twenty-one albums which sold in
small quantities, the reason for examining
their output would be harder to seek: what

significance, within a popular culture, can
there be for something which is manifestly
not popular? Only a handful of enthusiasts
would be interested in pursuing the subject,
although there have been instances where
artists have had greater success after their
death than when they were alive. Such
instances are mercifully few, yet there is
always an element of inverted snobbery
which implies that something which is popular cannot possibly be worth while.
It is as well to state now that this view, and
a similar one that popular music is essentially ephemeral and without lasting significance, is no longer tenable. Since the
advent of rock music in the mid- 1950s, and

the myriad developments it has spawned
since then, the number of worthwhile artists
has grown to such an extent that this
old-fashioned view of popular music has to
be discounted. If the music of early rock
musicians is worthless, why is it that, getting
on for ( in some cases) thirty years after it first
appeared, it still retains the power to affect
people, to move them in some way, to make
them want to return again and again to the
performance? If such music is indeed worthless, it would have disappeared long ago
with the fashions of the day. That it has not,
and appeals anew to younger generations,
proves conclusively that factors other than
fashion are involved. Simon and Garfunkel,

as impressionable teenagers when rock
music began, and, being American, in the
thick of the action, were influenced by early
rock. They could hardly have remained
untouched by it, if only by the circumstance
of history. Simon learned the guitar as a
child in the late 1940s: he and Garfunkel
were intelligent and clever and both were
born into musical homes. With such a background, it is not surprising that they were
familiar with a wide range of music, and
sympathetic to all styles, even as young
teenagers. This breadth of sympathy was
remarkable in early rock singers, who tended
to plough one furrow, and to the elements of
rock ( transformed into a softer style by
people such as the Everly Brothers —
although this ' softness' is one of degree: the
Everlys' electrifying ' Claudette' is great rock
music) which caught the eager ears of Simon
and Garfunkel should be added the purer
sound of folk music. The folk group The
Kingston Trio had a No. 1 hit in 1958 with
'Tom Dooley' ( a genuine folk song) and this
created great international interest in folk
music. It was yet another reaction to mainstream rock: the acoustic guitar, devoid of
electronic blasting, is more basic, and
infinitely more subtle. This was the instrument Paul Simon played and sang to; and
what could be more natural for the young
singer- songwriter than to absorb elements
of folk into his evolving style?
One final ingredient is Paul Simon's
literacy, and the catalyst which brought out
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his literary qualities was another singersongwriter of broadly similar background —
Bob Dylan. Dylan's influence has occasionally been over-estimated, but it was
wide and profound, exceptionally so in his
literary influence, far less so in his musical
qualities. Although Paul Simon possessed
much less flamboyance than Dylan, both
share remarkable gifts for verbal imagery of
atruly poetic nature. Dylan's abrasive qualities and his primitive instrumentation ( at
least, in his early career) are nowhere to be
found in Simon's work, apart from an occasional passing suggestion in the early songs
on the Paul Simon Songbook solo album,
but Dylan's literary skills must have struck a
responsive chord in Simon's imagination. By
1963 the various influences which shaped
Simon's art had been absorbed sufficiently
within his own creativity to have become
part of an integrated style. As a performing
musician, Simon needed the experience of
live gigs. Unable to get work in the USA he
travelled — somewhat surprisingly — to England, rather than going to look for America.
By late 1963 London was becoming the
swinging capital of the decade. The Beatles
had already had their early major successes
and their name was on everyone's lips,
being followed by a whole succession of
British bands of the highest significance.
London was where it was 'at', and it says
much for Simon's inner strength of character
and purpose that having chosen to go to
England to live and work, performing and
creating in such an exciting environment, his
own art remained itself, utterly without
influence from such groups. This is principally because Simon performed at folk clubs
and pubs, away from the group venues. His
art has always been more intimate, more
personal, and yet the temptations to change
his style must have been great.
Another influence, and one which was
soon to become most important, was the
reunion with his lifelong contemporary, Art
Garfunkel. Garfunkel was irrigated from the
same waters as Simon, but not being a
performing musician himself, he could bring
a sympathetic, yet detached view to any
problem. Garfunkel's main contribution —
indeed the only one as far as the public was
concerned — was his voice, so distinctive and
memorable that his timbre is as much apart
of those classic recordings as Simon's words
and music. It is impossible to define exactly
the influence one person has upon another,
especially when they have known each other
from the cradle, but in the light of Garfunkel's solo albums he must have contributed
much in the creative process.
By the time of their first success together,
Simon and Garfunkel had acombination of
qualities which enabled them to withstand
the rigours of pop music superstardom. Why
then, was this combination — of Simon's
songs and their expression within adistinctive vocal style — so successful at the time,
and in what manner do these songs possess
lasting qualities?
There are two main explanations for the
first question, apart from any inherent qualities the songs had. The first is that Simon
and Garfunkel had the good luck to be
signed by the most important record company of the time. CBS's connexions were
world-wide, and no sooner did asingle show
signs of being ahit in one country than it was
immediately available in others as part of the
same organisation. International pressure
could be brought to bear very quickly, which
is essential in the case of a film, released
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simultaneously in many countries, and the
phenomenal success of The Graduate album
bears witness to the organisation at work.
Apart from their world-wide connexions,
CBS also had the advantage of being run by
a very remarkable man, Clive Davis. Davis'
tenure of the office of President was colourful and exciting, and during the time he ran
the company a number of very important
signings were made: apart from Simon and
Garfunkel, there were Janis Joplin, Chicago,
Blood Sweat and Tears, The Byrds, and
many others, and the combination of this
impressive roster of the best of the new
American bands and performers made the
company the most significant in rock music
at the time. They knew how to promote: the
sampler albums Rock Machine Turns You On
and Rock Machine ILove You opened up a
whole new market for music which only a
few years previously would have been
regarded as almost impossible to sell.
Not that all the credit must go to Davis: the
company was successful before he took

over, and has gone from strength to strength
since his unsavoury departure, but he symbolised the aggressive urgency that was
brought to bear by the company in the
market-place in order to get their music
across to as wide an audience as possible.
No other record company — not even EMI
with the Beatles, or Decca with the Rolling
Stones— had quite that burning commitment
to music. At times, CBS handled their product with an almost religious fervour, and
without Davis at the helm then, things might
have been very different.
The second main reason for their success
is that Simon and Garfunkel offered aviable
alternative to the proliferating rock bands of
the time. Duos are by no means unknown,
but at the time of the rise of Simon and
Garfunkel, the Everly Brothers were on the
wane. This is not to say that Simon and
Garfunkel took their place, but that there was
no international competition for such aduo.
This alternative set-up meant that without a
heavy drum section ( in spite of Tom Wilson's
efforts on their first CBS album) and the
obligatory electric guitars, the sound of
Simon and Garfunkel was quieter, calmer
and altogether more subtly fashioned. They
did not possess rock voices, and could no
more shout the blues than could an operatic
soprano. Their voices were naturally quiet
and even, so that no matter what they sang —
and their range was very wide — the song
always stood the best possible chance. Subtle they may be, but they were not obtuse,

and there was no mistaking the point being
made.
To a society troubled by the growing US
involvement in Vietnam, by the assassinations of the country's more enlightened
leaders, by the upheaval of the black civil
rights movement and its proliferating violence, with student unrest in Europe and in
America, by the instability of seemingly
secure European political institutions ( particularly in France), the Russian invasion of
Czechoslovakia, and by the disillusionment
of the realisation that unchecked personal
liberty ( made greater by more liberal laws
and the invention of the pill) does nothing to
curb aggression: in short, in aworld that was
going through a major upheaval as the
millions of babies born to the families of
returning soldiers after the war were coming
to maturity, the popular music of Simon and
Garfunkel appeared above the din and hectic
activity of everyday life, and pointed towards
more lasting values. The very titles of their
hits, 'The Sound of Silence', ' Homeward

Bound', ' Bridge Over Troubled Water', suggest this, and their detached sympathy for
the helpless Mrs Robinson struck a responsive chord in the children of the generation
of Mrs Robinson's own children, and in the
millions of Mrs Robinsons. Consequently,
their appeal was wide and covered several
generations. The reasons for their success
were artistic quality and originality, at the
right time, which offered a necessary
alternative.
Having divined the influences, and charted
the progress, let us now examine Simon's
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artistic qualities. The first thing that strikes
the listener about the early Paul Simon
songs (
ie, those written between 1963 and
1967) is their resemblance to folksong. Occasionally, Simon took an existing song and
altered it for his own purposes, but in so
doing he often changed it — not out of all
recognition — into a new and perhaps more
relevant and worthwhile statement. This is
nothing new in popular music, for singers
invariably take material as a basis for their
own interpretation; but Simon added new
dimensions, thereby changing the material
into avirtually original creation. ' El Condor
Pasa' and 'American Tune' are perhaps the
best-known examples of this aspect of his
re-creativity.
Simon, having been classed as a 'folk'
singer at the start of his career (the Wednesday Morning, 3AM album claims the contents are ' exciting new sounds in the folk
tradition' in adesperate attempt by CBS's then
inexperienced marketing men to express
verbally what the album contained, even
though 'folk' music, as it is generally understood, was but a small part of the album)
was nevertheless able to use just what he
wanted from folk music and no more, in the
same way that he used other musical
streams. ' Scarborough Fair' is the prime
example of this, but the song became virtually an original composition. From folk,
Simon took not only the contour of tunes
and somewhat simple harmonies, but also
the instrumental sounds. ' El Condor Pasa' is
an excellent case: an original folk recording
to which modern words have been added, to
create again a recomposition and a more
relevant statement. Of course, anyone can
take existing material and play with it, but it
takes acomposer of genius — which Ibelieve
Paul Simon to be — to show us a new
perspective, and in the process create a
distinctive and original work of art. It is
almost the musical equivalent of the '
objets
trouvées' movement in pictorial art, and this
was also mirrored in contemporary 'classical' music of the time. The Sinfonia by
Luciano Berio, for example, a remarkable
composition originally written in 1968 for the
Swingle Singers and the New York Philharmonic, uses the third movement from
Mahler's Second Symphony as the basis for
one of its own movements, superimposing
above Mahler's music, which is played complete, a veritable collage of sounds and
verbal patterns, like a hallucinatory dream.
Simon and Garfunkel had utilised akind of
musical collage years before this: even the
mixture of two songs on ' Scarborough Fair'
shows this process at work, and the 'Voices
of Old People' carries it to its extreme. It is
significant, however, that after this experiment, largely successful, Simon and Garfunkel never again returned to an album
track which contained no music.
The later adoption of gospel procedures in
Simon's work might be thought to be an
extension of the awakening black consciousness movement in America of the 1960s, and
the growing international success of black
groups and singers. Tamla Motown and
the Philly Sound were the most important
black labels, but gospel music is not just
black music: it is religious music, and religious themes have been in Simon's work
from the start. Indeed, it may be stretching
the point, but it is possible to discern them in
his latest work, ' Silent Eyes' and 'That's Why
God Made the Movies', as well as in the
earliest songs, ' Blessed', 'The Sound of
Silence', 'A Church is Burning' and others.
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The religious aspect of Simon's work has
fascinated many people, and has even
prompted a book. But this can be overemphasised, and it is probably better to think
of such references as essentially spiritual
ones, divorced from everyday life, but commenting upon it and raising wider implications.
The mention of the religious content of
these songs leads to Simon's literary gifts.
They are considerable; he is atrue poet. His
lyrics run the whole gamut of literary
devices, from alliteration to imagery. The
very titles of the songs from ' The Sound of
Silence', to ' Slip Slidin' Away' demonstrate
this, but Simon must have been attracted by
such alliteration in very early rock and roll:
'Good Golly, Miss Molly', ' Iain't Sharin'
Sharon', ' Lawdy Miss Clawdy', although in
these cases the alliteration is manufactured.
For Simon, it is gentler, more subtle, but
literate and expressive as well. He is fascinated by words, sometimes admitting that the

more obscure imagery has arisen because
he likes the sound of the word sequence,
without giving too much thought as to the
exact meaning. In this regard, he has much
in common with Gerard Manley Hopkins,
whose line ' glory be to God for dappled
things' is echoed in the ' 59th Street Bridge
Song', ' I'm dappled and drowsy'. Apart from
this, Simon's imagery is breathtaking. He
possesses the enviable gift of creating a
scene, of painting, a picture, with a mere
cluster of words, as in 'America', and ' Me
and Julio Down By The .Schoolyard', to take
two examples from different periods of his
art. It is aremarkable achievement, and one
which, even if the music had been written by
someone else, would have ensured his
immortality in popular music.
But it is his music, the expression of all the
varied influences noted earlier, transformed
into a personal yet fluently adaptable style,
which has created the most immediate
impression. A frequent criticism of his
songs, at least in the earlier period, was that
the harmonies which accompanied the singers were alittle foursquare, somewhat too
predictable. This is to complain that aleaf is
green. Clearly, a folk- influenced writer will
use those elements of folk music that he
pleases, for in art anything is possible, given
imagination and technical ability. As the
message of the song, contained in the lyric,
was of prime importance, it would have been
stupid in the extreme to detract from the
message by underpinning it with a whole
succession of unrelated harmonies. Later
songs show that his harmonic thinking was
given freer rein, until by the time of the Still
Crazy album it had developed out of all
recognition. But this is not the too-easy
surprise of a style in which anything can

happen: Simon's use of strange harmonies
underlines the anguish of the songs concerned. Just as one cannot overload folkoriented melodies with irrelevant harmonies, so one cannot express grief in a bland
succession of major related chords: the
expression demands a more fluid style.
In short, Simon has moved with impressive consistency throughout his career. At no
time does he appear uncertain as to what he
wants to express, or how to express it. He is
consistently sane in his approach, which
does not preclude fantasy and vivid flights of
imagination when they are called for. It is
this personal integrity in just about every
song which is the most impressive of all his
achievements.
Paul Simon's music is civilised in the best
possible sense. He does not offend gratuitously, he is able to see both sides of a
situation and express both with equal conviction. Running like a thread through his
albums has been the duality of an emotion.
Time and time again one hears a song, is
impressed by it, only to have it followed
immediately by another song, completely
different in its construction and expression,
which on examination proves to be another
aspect of the song which preceded it. This
is awholly original manner of composition,
and although astrologers will claim this is
because Simon is a Libran, and thus able to
see both sides of a situation equally, it
remains one of his most remarkable innovations in album layout.
But over and above the discernible — if
temporary — influences, which are of the
utmost importance in popular art, the enduring aspect of Paul Simon's work is his
impressive corpus of songs: 'The Sound of
Silence', ' Scarborough Fair', ' Homeward
Bound', ' America', ' Mrs Robinson', ' Bridge
Over Troubled Water', ' Mother and Child
Reunion', ' Me and Julio Down By The
Schoolyard', 'The Boxer' — these are perhaps
his very greatest creations, and will remain
valid for as long as people retain the human
qualities which can never fail to respond to
them.
These frequently flawless expressions of
timeless human conditions and emotions,
from birth to death, from tragedy to happiness, have been created during our lifetime
by the genius of Paul Simon, perhaps the
most wide-ranging and complete singersongwriter of them all, a true Child of Our
Time, but for all time.
Select Discography
Wednesday Morning, 3AM Simon and
Garfunkel 1964, CBS 63370
The Sounds of Silence Simon and Garfunkel
1965, CBS 32020 ( originally 62690)
Parsley, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme Simon
and Garfunkel 1966, CBS 62860
Bookends Simon and Garfunkel 1967/8,
CBS 63101
Bridge over Troubled Water Simon and
Garfunkel 1969, CBS 63699
The Simon and Garfunkel Collection
Compiled 1981, CBS 10029
The Paul Simon Songbook Paul Simon 1965,
CBS 62579
Paul Simon 1971, CBS 69007
There Goes Rhymin' Simon Paul Simon
1972, CBS 69035
Live Rhymin' Paul Simon mainly 1973,
CBS 69059
Still Crazy After All These Years Paul Simon
1975, CBS 86001
One-trick Pony Paul Simon 1980, Warner
Bros K56846
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J.S. BACH: Concertos for Harpsichords and Strings
D in c, cand C for Two ( BWV 1060-62) O in d and C
for Three ( 1063-64) D in a for Four, after Vivaldi
(1065)
Ton Koopman/Tini MathoUFriederike Ernst/David
Collyer (hpds)/Amsterdam Bar Orch
Philips 6769 075 (
2 recs)

The towering personality of Ton Koopman
dominates this series of performances; with
expertly coordinated solo playing, the
results are musically dazzling and authoritative. The accompanying ensemble is rather
less secure and uniform in delivery, but there
are certainly imaginative touches from every
department. The recording is well-proportioned and realistic; the acoustic sounds
warm and clear, but the effect of the ensemble's tone-colouring is crisp and its overall
attack not too resonanant.
The total effect has an air of fresh life and
communicative experiment about it. For a
while Iwondered if Koopman didn't overcharacterise just a little, if the harpsichords
and the strings really matched and so on;
but also why Iwas so strongly attracted by
each performance. Then Irealised what is so
good and appropriate: these concertos were
not really composed for performance in the
modern sense so much as to be used for
expressive ( and performance) experiments
at Bach's student concert-society during the
1730s and ' 40s. The treatment which they are
accorded here may not be definitive but at
least it has caught the spirit, the vitality and
the power of Bach's genius. [
A:11
Stephen Daw

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D
Gidon Kremer (yln)NPO/Bernstein
DG 2532 088 digital

Those caught by his ' Beethoven-Schnittke'
will look at the small print on any future
Kremer concerto sleeve. Here he abandons
the Kreisler first- movement candenza, which
he recorded under Karajan, and plays a
Reger Prelude in 0- minor. This is thematically relevant but nevertheless extremely
long, and some accompanying explanation
would have been helpful. Kremer is a brilliantly gifted violinist, yet his approach to
Brahms remains, Ithink, eccentric ( in aliteral
sense). A headlong tempo for the finale, for
instance, quite denies the prescribed giocoso character of this movement.
The Mutter/Karajan digital recording offers
an altogether more central reading, but this
new production, taken from live performance(s), is aconsiderable technical advance
over the 1975 MilsteinNPO recently reissued
on DG's ' Signature' label, while Ifind the
solo balance here more agreeably realistic
than Mutter's. Bernstein's warm Brahmsian
manner could therefore make this an attractive alternative were it not for that last
movement — but one can catch the conductor's vocal duetting with Kremer in the three
spaced quavers at the end of the slow
movement. [
A/B:1/3]
Christopher Breunig

CHOPIN: Waltzes Nos 1-19
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
Philips 6514 280 digital

Emphatically not performances for countesses to dance to; the opening E-flat Waltz,
dashing, up-tempo and brimful of high spirits, tells you that much. Those who like
Chopin waltzes kept firmly in their miniature
place will strongly resist, but Ifound this disc
compelling from first note to last, full of a
youthful ardour and heroism that both
touches and excites. Kocsis is unequivocally
tragic in Op 34/2 and brilliant in all waltzes
which bear that description. Once or twice
such brilliance verges on the vehement, as in
34/3, but then Kocsis plays the brief D-flat
92

excursion before the reprise with so winning
a sense of mischief that Iinstantly forgave
him everything. Yes, he is too fast in Op 42,
probably too extravert in 69/2, and there are
agogic things in 69/1 and 70/1 that Ifind hard
to take.
Simplicity has yet to leaven this volatile
young Hungarian's Chopin. What the composer himself would have thought I'm not
sure. But Iwouldn't mind betting that he
would have preferred Kocsis to some of the
frail, foppish postures struck elsewhere in
his name.
The recording, bold, refined and immediate, is in the best tradition of the house, and
instead of the usual historical/descriptive
note, Kocsis contributes his own thoughts on
the revised Henle urtext which he uses and
in which there are some nice harmonic
surprises. [
A:1/11
Andrew Keener

CRUSELL: Clarinet Quartets: No. 1 in E Op. 2 D
No. 2 in c, Op. 4 D No. 3 in D, Op. 7
Allegri Qt/Thea King (clt)
Hyperion A66077 dmm

These charming quartets from the early part
of the 19th century were composed by the
Finn, Bernhard Henrik Crusell ( 1775-1838).
His style reflects both French and German,
as well as Scandinavian, influences. As a
virtuoso clarinettist himself Crusell was careful not to make these quartets a mere
showpiece for his own considerable talent.
Intended for private chamber music evenings rather than for the concert platform, the
musical argument of these works is sensitively balanced between all four performers,
but leaves no doubt as to who is the ' lead' in
each quartet.
On the whole these performances are
superbly balanced and blended. Playing is
crisp and precise (there are only afew slips
of intonation from the strings) and the
obvious enjoyment of all four performers is
infectious. Set in a warm acoustic, the
recorded sound is very pleasant, with a
faithfully reproduced dynamic range and
splendid timbral preservation. A little background noise, present on some of the tracks,
precludes astar rating, but Hyperion must be
praised for their continual striving to bring
lesser known works by lesser known composers to the notice and enjoyment of a
wider public. [
A:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn

D'INDY: Symphony No. 2 in B
Toulouse Capitole 0/Plasson
EMI 2C 069-73100 (
Conifer)

Op.57

Solidity and seriousness, as Martin Cooper
reminds us, were the principal hallmarks of
the Schola Cantorum, that idealistic group of
French musicians which existed around the
turn of the century. D'Indy, one of its most
distinguished members, was also one of its
most dogmatic teachers, and like his pupil
Albéric Magnard ( whose broadly designed
and sincere Third Symphony is still available
in Ansermet's recording — SXL 6395), he
distrusted charm and grace for their own
sakes. And yet, aside from afugal and cyclic
leaning which betokens the influence of
Franck, there is little academic or austere
about this opulent and imaginative score.
The dedication is to Dukas ( with diminishedseventh harmony at the start recalling the
half- lit sound world at the beginning of The
Sorcerer's Apprentice), the influence often
Wagnerian. There are Debussian wholetones in the mercurial Scherzo, and the
distinctive E-flat trumpet part carries an
intriguing whiff of Scriabin. But the work is
strongly individual nonetheless, powerfully
motivated, beautifully scored ( the delicate
march episode in the second movement
uses the harp to exquisite effect) and, in the

more reflective pages, highly atmospheric.
Michel Plasson's performance is sympathetic and well played and the recording
(heavily edited, to judge by the number of
audible tape joins) does a beautiful job of
capturing the glow and richness of d'Indy's
orchestration. [
A:1]
Andrew Keener

DVORAK: Symphony No. 9 ' From the New World'
D Carnival Overture
VPO/Maazel
DG 2532 079 digital

This latest New World boasts no striking
advantages over the 21 others currently
available save some gorgeous playing from
the VP0 and one of DG's warmer digital
productions. In terms of balance and tonal
realism, though, Iwould still not put it in the
same class as Decca's digital Kondrashin
account. For one thing the woodwind voices
are too recessed and lacking in definition.
For instance, the celebrated flute melody in
the first movement is so withdrawn as to
evaporate almost completely. Doubtless
Maazel was partly to blame here, for whilst
he was attempting to bring off something
very dreamy, very relaxed, the means to the
end strikes me as too self-conscious by half.
Such points of ' interpretation' as Maazel
chooses to make invariably tell us more
about him than they do about Dvorak. On the
credit side, though, I'll not deny that there is
a certain frisson at the climaxes. Notwithstanding some blatant overblowing from the
trumpets and trombones, both the scherzo
and finale can certainly be said to take fire.
There is too, of course, the inherent warmth
and affection of the VPO and that in itself
lends the performance ahuman face. Listen
to the cellos before that flute tune, for
instance, or the first-desk strings in the
poignant final measures of the Largo. Only
the cor- anglais solo disappoints: curiously
expressionless: Carnival, the fill- up, is good
but still pales alongside Kertesz. [
A/B:2/11
Edward Seckerson

ELGAR: Overtures: Froissart, Op 19 D Cockaigne,
Op.40 E In the South, Op.50 E in D-minor ( arr. from
Handel)
SNO/Gibson
Chandos ABRD 1077 digital

'I found that it simply carried the orchestra
away with it, and seemed to play itself at the
first rehearsal', wrote Donald Tovey delightedly after taking an orchestra of sight-reading Edinburgh students through Elgar's In
the South. Clearly Sir Alex's performance is
no 'first rehearsal', but for whatever reason,
orchestra and conductor have been inspired
into sounding as if they had just discovered
this radiant score. The reading combines
sweep, eager warmth and intelligence, and
only the central episode comes as a slight
disappointment; not on account of any
inadequacy in the playing ( the viola player,
uncredited, is most eloquent), rather
because there are other versions which lead
the ear more successfully onward from
phrase to phrase. This sounds just a little
static. The success of Cockaigne and Froissart will surprise no-one who has heard
Gibson conduct Elgar in the concert hall,
though many will be gratified that these
qualities have at last found their way on to
disc (
cf. the lacklustre RCA accounts of the
symphonies).
The SNO respond wholeheartedly ( there is
a superbly vulgar tumble of brass at the
halfway point in the ' military band' episode
of Cockaigne) and a few patches of rocky
ensemble and thin string tone are of little
moment. The point is that these performances have enormous spirit and fire ( the
horns cover themselves with glory throughout); poetry too, when that is required —
sample the reflective pages before the
reprise of Froissart. Chandos' recording
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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offers natural perspectives and an entirely
convincing warmth and freshness. One of
Teldec's best, too. [
A*1/11
Andrew Keener
ELGAR: Nursery Suite D Wand of Youth suites
1 & 2
Ulster Orch/Thomson
Chandos ABRD 1079 digital
Not the most polished playing imaginable,
perhaps, but certainly a Nursery Suite of
more enchantment and alacrity than the last
version to appear ( Groves — ASD 2502, now
deleted). Surprisingly, this newcomer has
the field to itself. Bryden Thomson relishes
the more boisterous numbers of the Wand of
Youth suites ( though there is no trace of
bombast) and Chandos have provided their
characteristic blend of clarity and warmth.
Lovely sound — enough said. (
A:11
Andrew Keener
FRANCK: The Complete Organ Works
Fantaisie, Op.16 El Prélude Fugue & Variation,
Op.19 D Grande Pièce Symphonique, Op.19 (
LP214)
Prière, Op.20 D Final, Op.21 D Fantaisie O Cantabile D Pièce Heroique (
LP- 215)
Andantino D Chorales in E, b and a (
LP-2161
David Sanger (org)
BIS LP-214, LP-215, LP-216 dmm (TOL, sold separately)
Although Cesar Franck's output was a little
uneven, the major organ works ( and especially the three Chorales) made an important
contribution to the repertoire, and to the
French organ tradition in particular. The
choice of organist was a happy one — David
Sanger is perhaps best known for his highly
effective advocacy of the Romantic period,
his Vierne recitals having won universal
acclaim. He plays these works with great
sympathy and insight, and with the proper
regard for Franck's markings. An excellent
performance, and perhaps it is hair-splitting
to mention a momentary loss of rhythmic
control in one passage involving syncopated
lines.
A French-style organ in the Katerina
Church, Stockholm, is appropriately used. It
is by Akerman & Lund ( 1975-6), using pipework dating from 1751 in the facade of the
same date. The tonal design is based on
Cavaillé Coll, but, like all organs, it has its
own distinctive character — in this case a
most pleasant one.
The recording quality is of the high calibre
normally associated with BIS, having low
backgrounds, wide dynamic range and
extended frequency response. The balance
within the building is warm without muddying the music. The discs are also well
presented, and include a specification for
Franck's St. Clotilde organ as well as the one
used. The only alternative complete major
works of Franck is that by Steed on Oiseau
Lyre ( 0165D3), to which this version is
superior in all respects. [
A:1]
Trevor Attewell

American pianist in this music. Bernstein
was brought up on it — and, my goodness, it
shows. Just listen to the final reprise of the
big tune. You'd be hard pushed to emulate
that kind of sound. And then there are, the
Los Angeles soloists, who could pass muster
in a front- rank jazz band — and probably
have.
Sound-wise, Rhapsody is a little close and
glassy for comfort, but quite exciting in a
brash sort of way. The bigger orchestral
resources of West Side Story bring more
impressive results — still on the fierce side
but better ventilated and offering good value
from the heavily- augmented percussion section. Here, though, even the LAPO sounds a
little jaded by comparison with its New York
counterpart on Bernstein's 1962 account.
The joints creak a little, the wild jazz- breaks
of Mambo and Cool lack the requisite rhythmic abandon and fail to rip from the page as
they might. No, for all the affection lavished
here, Iwould still suggest sticking with those
earlier discs. (
B/A:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

GRIEG: Lyric Pieces Op.12, Nos.1-8 & Op.43, Nos.16 D Sonata in e, Op.7
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)
Philips 6514 115 digital
Grieg's E- minor Piano Sonata has to be
accepted for what it is, asurprisingly original
work for its date ( 1865), melodically and
harmonically charming and memorable, but
with no seering intellectual arguments or
formal genius. Even the first movement is
more episodic than developmental, but
given the limitations of the work as asonata,
a great deal can be made of its rhapsodic
Romanticism. Zoltán Kocsis does just that,
emphasising the extremes of emotion
expressed in the music and, Ithink appropriately, almost overplaying the effects indicated. This approach does not, of course,
mitigate the formal inadequacies of the work
but does make them seem less relevant to its
appreciation.
The recording is intimately close, not
really suited to the theatrical gestures of the
sonata, but finds a more satisfactory
expression in the two sets of Lyric Pieces.
Although Kocsis varies the pace of these
quite extensively, like most modern pianists
he nowhere near approaches the degree of
waywardness that Grieg himself indulged in
when playing these works. The first piece of
Op. 43, ' Butterfly', provides aprime example
of this; Grieg himself went to extremes to
convey the erratic flitting of the insect,
whereas Kocsis gives amore controlled, less
picturesque reading. Ithink both interpretations are perfectly acceptable, and in the last
piece of the set, 'To the Spring', Kocsis' fast
tempo and representation of youthful passion capture the mood precisely. The recording maintains the clear treble of the piano,
best heard at the opening of this piece, but
the bass, though firm, has a muffled quality
that is emphasised by the miking. [
A/B:1]
Doug Hammond

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue/BERNSTEIN: West
Side Story — Symphonic Dances
LAPO/Bernstein
DG 2532 082 digital

HAHN: 'Ciboulette'
Mady Mesplé (sop)/Nicolai Gedda (ten)/José Van
Dam (bar)/Ens choral Jean Laforge)/P0 of Monte
Carlo/Cyril Diederich
EMI 2C 167-73 105/6 digital ( 2 recs, Conifer)

Bernstein's ' 60s recordings of these pieces
had youth on their side; which is not to saythat his new versions in any way suggest
diminishing technical powers — far from it —
just simply that Rhapsody, for instance,
sounds more calculated than before, rather
more ' knowing'. The swagger, the almost
throw-away dash of the earlier reading gives
way here to bigger, and in my view less
spontaneous, gestures. No-one could say,
though, that the flavour isn't authentic,
because there's no mistaking the deeprooted intuition of an American band and an

Apart from his well-known songs, Reynaldo
Hahn wrote a number of operettas, the most
famous of which are Ciboulette, first produced in 1923, and Mozart which followed
two years later. Ciboulette is one of the last
of the great French operettas and this is
apparently the first complete recording. The
cast, with the exception of Nicolai Gedda, are
all French or Belgian, and Gedda's French is
virtually faultless so that the album is stylistically irreproachable. Mady Mesplé has a
light soprano voice with an occasional edge
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to it, but she brings great charm to the title
role. Gedda is still singing beautifully in his
late fifties and all the other parts are taken by
artists who are obviously well schooled in
the tradition of French operetta.
The recording includes all the spoken
dialogue, in colloquial French, which may
prove alittle tiresome to many English music
lovers, but the album contains a booklet
giving the full French text and an excellent
English translation. The digital sound is
smooth and well balanced, with good
orchestral definition and a reasonably wide
stereo spread. Altogether this is a really
delightful album which has caught the
authentic flavour of French operetta. [
A:1]
John Freestone

HANDEL: Water Music ( Suites in F, D & G)
ECO/Malcolm
ASV DCA 520 digital
This is an excellent straightforward account
of the Water Music arranged into today's
accepted and expected three Suites. Ithink
that the playing here is the best that Ihave
heard recently from the English Chamber
Orchestra: the strings are unanimous and
precise, the woodwinds blend in true sympathy, and matters such as timing and
phrasing have obviously been carefully prepared. George Malcolm is to be congratulated on avery positive reading of music that
is by no means under- recorded, yet has
seldom been much better presented on disc.
Part of the credit for this must 90 to John
Boyden and Tony Faulkner for their excellent
digital recording, which is clear, clean and
warm in just the right balance, with a
generous sense of breadth and space to give
the whole that ' outdoor' feeling so essential
to this particular music. I still prefer the
(equally spirited and even more beautiful)
recording by John Eliot Gardiner and the
English Baroque Soloists; but of moderninstrument performances, this one captures
the pageantry, but also the majesty, with
particular precision. Now how about some
Fireworks? [
A*:1*]
Stephen Dew
HANDEL: 4 Sonatas for Recorder and Continuo
from Op. 1: No. 2in g. No. 4in a. No. 7in C & No. 11
in F
Hans- Martin Linde (rec)/Christopher Hogwood
(hpd)/Pere Ros (gba)
HMV ASD 1466831 digital dmm
A fruitful union of diverse talents, this. The
general effect is agreeable, since all three
protagonists perform with dignity and
expressive taste, and if the interpretative
result lacks real distinction, nobody could
say that there is anything really bad about it.
Furthermore, the recorded balance and tonal
shading strike me as both realistic and
completely right: Electrola's German
engineers seem to know how to record
baroque music effectively these days. The
metal mastering combined with the digital
recording gives an admirable cleanness and
clarity to the signal, which seems to me to
represent all that is good in the latest
techniques.
The three performers all have indiosyncracies which slightly worry me. First, Hans93
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Martin Linde, although an excellent musician, seems to me to play with an inappropriate and entirely modern vibrato; one that is
often slow and wide and which Ido not like,
however well any musicicologist can defend
it. Second, Christopher Hogwood seems to
me to err slightly on the side of overdiscretion; it is true that there is a grave
danger of unbalancing the prominence of
the treble recorder, but it is also true that it is
the duty of the keyboard player in neatlyphrased music like Handel's to colour and
develop gaps in the solo line. Finally, Pere
Ros — a most sensitive musician, Ihave
found over the years — seems to me to play
the 'gamba just alittle too much like acello;
the line is for me just a little too sustained,
which even makes the listener notice those
places where the harpsichord bass is just a
little later than he is. [
A*:1/2]
Stephen Daw
HAYDN: Symphonies No. 103 in E ' Drum Roll' O
104 in D, 'London'
VPO/Karajan
Decca VIV 55
Reissues from 1963, 1960
These famous old performances continue to
be welcome. Originally the ' London'
appeared in 1960, coupled with Mozart's No.
40, and the'Drum Roll in 1963, with Mozart's
'Jupiter'. It is ten years since they reappeared together, and now they join the
Viva list, with remarkably faithful soundquality for their period — a good, broad
spectrum, with telling but unexaggerated
detail. Provided the gritty surface marring
the first movement of my copy of 103 is
untypical, no one need hesitate to acquire a
desirable pairing of Haydn's last symphonies. The performances are fleet of foot in
the allegros, sensitive and pointed in the
andantes. With the VP0 in excellent form,
keen in attack and deft in solos, Karajan has
just the orchestra for these lively readings.
[13:11
Peter Branscombe
HOWELLS: Requiem D Take him, earth, for cherishingNAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Mass in G-minor D
Te Deum in G
Corydon Singers/Matthew Best/Thomas Trotter
(org)
Hyperion A66076
Howells' Requiem is not a Mass. It is an
intensely personal outpouring following the
tragic death at the age of nine of his only
son; in date, it precedes the Hymnus Paradisi
and has close links with it. Take him earth for
cherishing was written for a commission
after the assassination of President Kennedy.
Both show Howells for what he was: a
composer of stature and commitment, with
an individual voice. The juxtaposition of
works by Vaughan Williams is appropriate
and the items well chosen: the two were old
friends and doubtless each influenced the
other while remaining entirely himself.
The Corydon Singers give us beautiful
renderings of all the works. They form a
well-balanced ensemble and are clearly wellrehearsed and individually competent.
These pieces would constitute a challenge
and areward to any choir, and Ifeel that this
group will be well satisfied with their
recording.
St. Alban's, Holborn, has a distinct echo
which is well handled by Anthony Howell's
recording: not suppressed by over-close
miking, but allowed to add a natural bloom
to the sound. Sensibly, the perspective does
not place the listener on top of the 'choir, but
adopts a ' nave' view as one might hear it if
present. Even so, individual singers can be
heard and musical structures followed with
ease, and when the organ enters for the Te
Deum it has a splendid sound. No hesitations here. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
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JOPLIN: Maple Leaf Rag D Elite Syncopations
Bethena D Combination March D The Entertainer
D The Cascades El Cleopha D The Ragtime Dance
D The Chrysanthemum D Intermezzo D The
Favourite D Original Rags D Harmony Club Waltz
D Great Crush Collision
Jean-Pierre Rampal ( flt)/John Steele Ritter
(keybds)/Shelly Manne (perc)/Tommy Johnson
(tbas)
CBS 73685
From this great performer of Classical flute
music comes a disc of refreshing joviality
and humour. Accompanying Rampal here, in
equally flamboyant mood, are Tommy Johnson on tubas and Shelly Manne on drums,
duck call, mouth organ and percussion; they
both hail from the jazz world. John Steele
Ritter is the keyboards player, and arranger
of all the Scott Joplin pieces on this disc. His
settings are full of vitality and variety ( to my
mind Ragtime Dance is his pièce de résistance), resting the tuba and percussion occasionally while selecting from grand piano,
honky tonk, fortepiano and harpsichord. For
his part, Rampal provides variety by his
infinite range of tone-colours and his one
diversion on the piccolo. Nowhere is there
that awkwardness sometimes displayed by
Classical musicians in their efforts to swing
in jazz inspired idioms.
The recording presents a very immediate
sound with an emphatic separation of instruments which seems well suited to the nature
of the pieces. Good attack and wide dynamic
range are also qualities of this most agreeable recording. Unfortunately, the idea of
tinkering with the faders in Great Crush
Collision fails disappointingly and detracts
from the fine performance. (
A/C:1*1
Barbara Jahn
USZT: Après une lecture du Dante D Funérailles E
Six chants polonais ( Chopin)
Claudio Arrau
Philips 6514 273 digital
Ibegan listening with some trepidation, for
whilst the recording studio can easily compensate for the diminishing tonal weight
which has now begun to betray Arrau's
advancing years in the concert hall, there can
be no faking the torrential climaxes of awork
like Liszt's Dante sonata when fingers are not
always moving as freely as they did. There
are signs of effort now in the cascading
arpeggios and rapid-fire chord sequences of
that wickedly demanding piece, but the
spiritual intensity of an artist like Arrau can,
and does, move mountains. One is
immediately drawn in here by the introspective poetry and concentration of the playing
— by its inherent grandeur and by asense of
mellowed calm that comes, only with the
passing of many years. In this respect, the
enchanting Chopin transcriptions are ajoy.
Such instinctive grace and poise, and so
nimble, too.
Most satisfying of all, though, is his
gravely impressive performance of Funérailles. Readers may recall my recent enthusiasm for Jorge Bolet's towering performance on Decca. Well, without quite aspiring
to the grandiose scale of that noble account,
Arrau is in his way no less compelling. Again
the rubatos have an unpremeditated ease
about them while that remarkable ostinato
episode at the heart of the work brings an
astonishingly controlled and thrillingly
graduated central climax. Philips have once
more excelled with the piano sound.
Definitely [
A*:1/2] •
Edward Seckerson
MENDELSSOHN: Sonata in E, Op.6 D Fantasy in
f#, Op.28 D 3 Fantasies or Caprices, Op.16 D
Andante and Rondo Capriccioso in E, Op.14
Lydia Artymiw (pno)
Chandos ABRD 1081 digital
Lydia Artymiw is one of the finest pianists of

her generation. Her previous recordings for
Chandos have all shown her to have outstanding musical insight and technical
expertise, and the present disc is no less
impressive. Mendelssohn's early E- major
Sonata, written not long after the Octet, is a
gem that needs sympathetic handling to
bring out its qualities. Ihave heard it sound
as dull as mud elsewhere, but Lydia Artymiw
breathes life into every detail of its structure,
producing a complex interpretation that
commands attention throughout. While pursuing great attention to detail, she sustains a
clear-sighted view of the music's structure
and incorporates marvellous control of prolonged climaxes. Incidentally, it is good to
hear on this disc apianist who can play at full
volume without producing a harsh tonal
quality. All these points apply equally well to
the other works on the record, and even in a
well-known piece like the Op.14 Rondo Capriccioso she brings anew, more intense light
to bear.
Chandos have made a fine job of the
recording. Iwould have preferred a venue
with a more controlled resonance, and
slightly more distanced miking to smooth
over some of the pedalling effects, but clarity
is not lost and the hardness of so many
modern recordings in louder passages is not
present here, though neither the pianist nor
recording pull their punches at if. Altogether
this is an exciting and inspiring issue. [
A:11
Doug Hammond
MORLEY: Ayres and Madrigals
The Consort of Musicke/Anthony Robley ate)
Oiseau Lyre DSDL 708
Oiseau Lyre and the Consort of Musicke
continue their mutual celebration of the
Golden Age, and of the madrigal form which
is for many the finest flower of that dazzling
creative blossoming of English musical culture. (The Consort's performances of madrigals by Wilbye appear on DSLO 596, those
by Gibbons on DSLO 512, and by John Ward.
on D238D2.) Judged as the founder of the
English madrigal school, Morley makes his
settings run the gamut of emotions, from the
intensely pessimistic Deep Lamenting (
with
its 'weep not, lest you revive me') to the
more usual, lighter-veined No, no Nigella -with its almost mandatory fa la la refrain,
and the Consort of Musicke gives such
flawless renderings of them all. Word painting, as in the twisted, chromatic, sorrowing
moves of Deep Lamenting, is vividly effective, while the interweaving of voices in the
lighter madrigals such as Arise, awake, you
silly shepherds sleeping points the gentle
good humour of the setting; although the
interplay in some of these madrigals could
have been more vivid and the ' touch' more
spontaneously enjoyable. Some fine solo
lute songs by Emma Kirkby and Andrew
King, with Anthony Rooley on lute, provide a
nice contrast of texture and declamation.
A very close focus ( with very distinct
placing of each solo voice) splits the madrigal ensemble all too clearly, and whilst this
lets one know what is happening throughout
the texture, there is some sacrifice of the
melifluous blending of parts into a harmonious whole. A limited reverberance also
accentuates the isolation of the vocal lines.
[13:1/21
Roger Bowen

MOZART: The Symphonies, Vol. 7
Academy of Ancient Music/dir. Schroder & Hogwood
OiseauLyre D173 D3 (
3 recs)
Despite its higher number, this is actually the
penultimate volume of this important if
sometimes controversial series, but it has
not reached us until after Vol. 6 was
reviewed ( May). There is little to add to what
has already been written about the premises
95
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on which the series has been based,
assumptions which at times have intruded
somewhat on the music- making and have
given the performances an unnecessarily
pedantic gloss. However, as the series has
gone along the players have appeared to
become more relaxed, and the sound
definitely improved. From arather undistinguished beginning and adull acoustic, things
have steadily got better, and the later
volumes, including this one, have plenty of
sparkle and depth.
Volume 7 amounts to a sweeping- up and
is given over to the Mozart symphonies
about which there is or have been some
controversy, often because they are attributable only through copies or received tradition — though many, including K76, 43, 45
and 48, have been accepted as genuine for
many years now. Others, like the so-called
'Lambach' symphonies, have been the subjects of more recent debate. One is included
here; the other, possibly by Leopold Mozart,
is promised later. The rest of the album is
made up of two other early-ish works ( K45b
in B-flat and K74g [ KA216/C11.03] also in
B-flat), the alternative lie, clarinet) version of
K550 — the G minor — and Michael Haydn's
Symphony in G to which Mozart wrote an
introduction ( the spurious K444).
As in previous volumes all repeats are
observed, occasionally invoking tedium, and
Neil Zaslaw's dicta on performance faithfully
followed. In content perhaps this last volume
brings the series to an end with more of a
whimper than a bang, which may be why it
was decided to reserve Vol. 6for the official
closure of this fascinating project. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

OFFENBACH: Lischen et Fritzchen — excerpts D La
Chanson de Fortuno — excerpts
Portainer/Dachary/Capderou/Mallabrera/Peyron/
Friedmann/Gui/Orch Lyrique ORTF/Gayral/Parls
Bourg BG 2007 (
Conifer)

Scarcely less dotty than Offenbach's Croquefer (
also from Bourg) which Ireviewed
last September, this double- bill concerns: ( i)
a couple who meet and poke fun at each
other's comic French accents only to realise
that they both come from the same Alsatian
village ( France's ' Irish' joke?), and ( ii) the
supposed aphrodisiac powers of an old love
song with which ayoung clerk tries unsuccessfully to woo his boss's wife. The Alsatian
couple fall in love (the minor complication
that they might be brother and sister is
solved by an explanatory letter from the
girl's father), while the young clerk goes
away with a flea in his ear. Just as in
Conquefer there are parodistic flights into
Italian opera, so in Lischen et Fritzchen
Offenbach dips once or twice into the world
of Viennese operetta. The performances are
adequate, but the recording is edgy and
reverberant and supervision poor. Whose
fault, French Radio's or Bourg's? No BBC
studio manager at Broadcasting House
would countenance such crude editing,
whatever the problems posed by culling
extracts from a complete performance.
Rather endearingly, Bourg provide green
photocopies of the complete libretti. (C/D:31
Andrew Keener
PALESTRINA: Mass Nigra Sum, etc
Tanis Scholars/Peter Phillips
Gimell 1585-03 (
Abbey Records)

There is athesis behind this issue: that the
genius of Palestrina was not aspontaneous
manifestation, but an inheritance from the
period of which Josquin was the culmination, mediated by Lhéritier, de Silva, Penet
and Morales. The antiphon Nigra sum
(words taken from the Song of Songs and
transferred from erotic poetry to the Blessed
Virgin) is exemplary.
The recital begins with the plainsong
anthem, to set the context. This is followed
by Lhéritier's setting, and then by Palestri96

na's Mass. Then two other settings of the
antiphon, by Victoria and de Silva. All these
pieces are full of riches, and the collection as
a whole a noble addition to the recorded
repertory, while those interested in tracing
the strands of musical history are supplied
with a suggestive clue to the influences on
Palestrina.
The music was intended to be performed
in church. The one chosen here by the Tallis
Scholars — not for the first time — is the
chapel of Merton College, Oxford, which
provides a spacious but not over- resonant
acoustic in which the music can blossom
without losing the essential separation of
polyphonic technique. The singing is superbly-drilled, yet flexible; accurate, but never
stilted: a very fine performance.
The recording matches the spacious
acoustic, with climaxes well held, and detail
always clear. Some of the greatest liturgical
music has been made in honour of Our Lady,
and this recording is worthy of those examples given here. [
A:1]
Peter Turner
PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet — complete ballet
Bolshoi Theatre Orch/Zuraitis
EMI SLS 1650933 (
2 recs)

As you might expect, danceability is of the
essence here, with tempi very much geared
towards practical considerations. All well
and good in the theatre, where bodily and
visual elements predominate, but a little
restrictive Ifear for the purposes of repeated
gramophone listening. One misses the greater variety of pace, the sharper characterisation feasible within a more symphonic conception of the score. The more flamboyant
up-tempo numbers may not lack incisiveness at Zuraitis' generally rather deliberate
speeds, but they most certainly lack vitality
in comparison with Muti ( on his stunning
EMI ' highlights' disc), Abbado ( excerpts) or
Previn. And why else, other than for balletic
reasons, would he have paced the ' Balcony'
scene or the culminative 'Tomb' scene so
impatiently? The closing pages of the whole
work struck me as quite absurdly hurried,
given the ravishing opportunities that they
afford.
But you don't in any case get here the kind
of tonal amplitude in the strings that Previn
coaxed from the LSO in his complete EMI
recording. Close balancing deprives the textures of air: fierce, strident brass and shrill
woodwinds are the order of the day. In short,
typical analogue Melodiya which lends, of
course, ample sting to Prokofiev's more
acerbic writing. The strings, dryish and
immediate, are possessed of real trenchancy
in ' Death of Tybalt', the braying horns and
trumpets thrillingly uninhibited in the
anguished closing measures. Would,
though, that more of Zuraitis' reading had
attained this level of theatricality.
This is, however, an absolutely complete
Romeo. Indeed, three hitherto unplayed
numbers have been salvaged from Prokofiev's hand-written piano score and restored here as an appendix in orchestrations
by the conductor. Listeners will recognise
the ' Letter Scene' as music used nine years
later in the scherzo of the Fifth Symphony.
[C:2/3]
Edward Seckerson

RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto No. 3
Jorge Bolet/LSO/Fischer
Decca SXDL 7609 digital

For those seeking sensation and high- profile
theatricality from a Rachmaninov 3rd,
Bolet's majestic performance might come as
something of adisappointment. Not for him
empty gestures or flashy applause-seeking
show, but rather something far more substantial, more durable: a long- breathed,
nobly phrased, often very understated but
nonetheless profoundly romantic reading in
which Rachmaninov's beautifully structured

symphonic whole is never sacrificed to the
heat of any moment.
Inever cease to be amazed at just how
much Bolet manages to say through subtle
variations of tone-colour alone. Examples
are legion, but witness the opulent surge of
sound he releases at the climax of the
Intermezzo and contrast that with his crystaline delicacy of touch in the central section of
the Finale. His playing there is possessed of
real fantasy. On matters of clarity and detail
too he's astickler. Note how masterfully he
will balance and illuminate every voice
within a given chord. Note also how his
weighty and deliberate pacing of the finale
here lends new incisiveness to the rhythm. It
is good to hear all the notes for a change.
On that score Decca's piano/orchestra
balance cannot be faulted. It's a solid but
well-ventilated sound and Ivan Fischer, in an
exemplary accompaniment, is always catching the ear with sharply- defined detail. One
minor quibble; Bolet's instrument, while
blissfully clean and bright as befits the
Bechstein character, did strike me as a little
shailow under real pressure. But do hear this
one. [A:11
Edward Seckerson
RAMEAU: Hippolyte at Aricie
Baker/Shirley-Ouirk/Tear/Hickley/ECO/St.
Singers/Dart/Lewis
Decca 0272 D3 (
3 rece)
Reissue from 1966

Anthony

The evident scholarship of Anthony Lewis
and Thurston Dart, the sheer quality of Janet
Baker's singing at its best, supported superbly by Shirley- Quirk, may well put this
version of Rameau's marvellous opera at the
top of your shopping list. If that is so, then
my remarks about the recording need scarce
detain you ( and Ifor one would not blame
you for that!), for the musical high-spots are
in a class of their own, if the recording is
definitely not. A dry, thin stage with sharply
outlined soloists and instruments is what
you will hear, and please do not expect a
warm Decca, wrap-around acoustic. The
choice is yours. IC:1*/11
Roger Bowen
RAVEL: Piano Concerto in G D Piano Concerto for
the Left Hand D Menuet antique D Une barque sur
l'océan D Fanfare ( L'Eyentail de Jeanne)
Pascal Rogé (pno)/Montreal SO/Dutoit
Decca SXDL 7592 digital

Gratifying but embarrassing to find such
uniform excellence among current recordings of the Ravel concertos. How does one
choose? By applyin9 standards and distinctions, Isuppose, which verge on the pedantic, for this fine newcomer hardly makes
things easier. Rogé and Dutoit set acracking
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pace in the G- major, with ferocious rhythmic
energy in the.martellato solo writing, pungent upper brass and rock- solid lower percussion. Yet Martha Argerich's magnetism,
her ability to charge and illuminate a legato
melody, are not quite matched here, nor is
there her phenomenal dexterity at one or
two points in the finale. But these are
quibbles. Far better to draw attention to
Rogé's marmoreally beautiful account of the
G- major Adagio, or to the purity of the
Montreal winds at the opening of this movement. Better, also, to write of Rogé's and
Dutoit's regard for texture and dynamic
throughout the companion work. Such a
broad overall view may not convey quite the
dark sense of tragedy which impressed
Ravel's biographer Roland- Manuel; there
are, however, considerable rewards in textural lucidity: the opening lower-string definition is unsurpassed on disc.
The recording helps. It is unobtrusively
excellent in transparency of quiet detail and
in its width of dynamic range: the crescendo
to ff at the end of the G- major first movement is not for the faint-hearted. The fill- ups
receive beautiful performances replete with
love, understanding and orchestral refinement. Perhaps that will tip the balance.
[A/A:1]
Andrew Keener

akin to the anvil ensemble of Rheingold.
Brass is full-frontal, as when the listener is
positioned in the middle of the stalls, and the
whole production is vivid and immediate,
full of the joy and fun of the music. Gardelli
does get that indefinable Italian lightness
into the playing of the New Philharmonia
and some aura of the opera house. Certainly
a good value reissue. [
13:1*/11
Doug Hammond

SAINT-SAÈNS: Cello Sonata No. 1in c, Op.32 D Le
Cygne CI Allegro appassionato, Op.43 D Serénade
(Suite Op.16) D Mon coeur s'ouvre à ta voix
(Samson et Dalila — arr. Pepin) D Danse des
Prêtresses de Dagon (Samson et Dalila — arr. Pepin)
Andantino (Violin Concerto No. 3 — arr. Vautier)
ID Pavane ( Etienne Marcel — arr. Delsart) D Les
cloches du soir, Op. 85 ( arr. Ronchini)
Paul Tortelier (y1c)/Maria de la Pau (pno)
EMI 2C 069-73016 (
Conifer)

- this seemingly determines Arrau's tempi.
Kempff provided a miraculous reading of
the slow movement from D.959: Schubert's
traumatised and delirious quest. Kempff
wrote of the composer's ' magic harp',
whereas Arrau applies a rigorous logic that
gives aclue to his overall approach: he plays
these works as if they were controlled by a
Beethovenian mind. Indeed, the slow movement of the Sonata in c has a superficial
likeness to the Tempest Adagio. Brendel
underlines the Haydn precedent; Arrau, far
more deliberate, allows himself freer rubato.
Finally Ihave been won over to these
profoundly searching and unique readings;
though in the four Impromptus Brendel
provides a balm- like option. Sonorous
recordings. [
A":1/11
Christopher Breunig
SCHUBERT: Sonata in A, D 959
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 6514 368 digital

This is the third recording of Schubert sonaWhen André Navarra's coupling of the two
tas from Arrau in eighteen months - deeplySaint-Saëns cello sonatas appeared three
considered, personal utterances which in
years ago ( Calliope CAL 1818, 8/80) Irememmost collections will complement rather
ber thinking the tremolando beset piano part
than replace other versions. They are largeof No. 1 both gauche and overbearingly
scale performances, with the repeats taken,
unkind to cellists. Idaresay Iwas too hard on
and with poise and breadth of phrasing.
the piece: at least its intensity is genuine and
Arrau is slow to respond to the if markings in
its invention well- planned and attractive (the
the first movement here, though at the other
A- minor Concerto, fully assured, was but a
end of the dynamic spectrum his high pianisyear away). However, on this evidence, Paul
simi cascade and sparkle warmly. Warmth
RESPIGHI: The Pines of Rome CI The Fountains of
Tortelier ( or his.. producer) would seem to
and emotional commitment are hallmarks;
Rome D Feste Romane
agree with my first thoughts, since the cello
indeed, in the search for the innermost
Montreal SO/Dutoit
is brought into eyeball-to- eyeball proximity
depths of meaning Arrau can indulge in
Decca SXDL 7591 digital
before a respectfully distant piano; such
agogic freedom, as well as in quite considerengineering serves neither the music nor
More stunning sounds from Montreal: some
this father- daughter partnership ( such, I able variations in tempo. His basic tempi are
carefully judged - the Andantino ashade on
60 minutes to be precise, for only DG
trust, is the way Tortelier père sees it). And
the slow side, perhaps, and the trio markedly
(Ozawa) and RCA ( the legendary Toscanini
yet, in its own way the result is impressive if
(rather than ' alittle') slower than the scherzo.
reissues) currently offer Respighi's Roman
only for the sensation of a unique, largerThe closing Rondo: Allegretto is particularly
trilogy complete on one disc. And what an
than- life personality playing five feet in front
well managed.
indulgence that is when playing and recordof one in an average- size living room (treCurrently this sonata is available on a
ing are as breathtakingly seductive as this. I ated to that formidable, not to say volcanic,
single disc only from Radu Lupu apart from
think even Respighi would have been
experience a few months ago during an
Arrau; as it is Lupu on top of his form, with
amazed at just how much detail Dutoit and
interview, Ican vouch for the authenticity of
the A-flat Sonata 0557 included for generous
his Decca engineers have managed to fillet
this recording).
measure, Arrau will not be many people's
out from the raucous throng of Feste
The opening attack of the Sonata is pure
first choice. The Philips digital sound is
Romane's outrageous finale. A veritable riot
Tortelier: close your eyes and you see at
mellow-toned, spacious, though not entirely
of colour it is. How well integrated, for
once the intense radiance of expression, the
silent of surface. [
A/B:2]
instance, are those evocative organ pedals,
wide-open, childlike countenance. In the end
Peter Branscombe
how thrilling it is to be able to feel the
Icapitulated to such expressive generosity,
desired underpinning effect in the moments
though Ilooked in vain for anything resembfollowing the climax of the Catacomb section
ling apianissimo. Perhaps there was one in
SCHUBERT: ' Die scheme Müllerin'
of Pines or the martial blaze of the ' Appian
the little slow movement with its regular
Martyn Hill (ten)/Graham Johnson (pno)
Way' with its pounding percussion and highpattern of semiquavers and gentle air of
Hyperion A66075 dmm
lying antiphonal trumpets. Decca have even
Mendelssohnian religiosity; but the recordoutshone their splendid Maazel disc - and
ing didn't seem too keen on the idea. The
In view of the large number of versions of
that is saying something.
encore pieces are charmingly done (though
this marvellous cycle on my own ( and doubtCharacteristically, Dutoit achieves mirawhat apity to give the harmonics at the end
less on many other collectors') shelves it
cles of textural transparency and delicacy,
of the concerto transcription to the piano),
came as asurprise to find currently available
abetted of course by liquid playing from his
moving evidence that, with Tortelier as with
only the version by Pears and Britten, and
exquisite Montreal woodwinds. Feast your
more than one other great cellist, the sound
two by Fischer-Dieskau and Moore. Fascinatears on the ' Pines of Gianicolo': ravishing. I is the man. [
C:1/21
ing as are the last two, my own preference would perhaps have welcomed atouch less
Andrew Keener
all else being equal, which of course is not
splendour and more ferocity from the bloodalways the case! - is for the tenor voice. And
letting images of ' Circus Maximus' in Feste
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in A, D.664* D in c,
as an alternative to the accumulated wisdom
Romane, while the vulgarities of ' La Befana'
0.958 D in A, 0.959 D in B1,,D960* D Allegretto in
of Pears and Britten, the younger and vocally
are kept alittle too tastefully within bounds.
c, D.915 E Impromptus, D.899"
fresher approach of Martyn Hill, sensitively
But I'm splitting hairs now because in
Claudio Arrau (pno)
and very neatly accompanied by Graham
general Dutoit's sense of pictorial imagery is
Philips 6768 352 (4 recs)
Johnson, has much to commend it. The
extraordinarily vivid and as ademonstration
"Reissues from 1982
voice is pleasing, open, intelligently used
disc you'll go far to find anything more likely
(for instance in the variation of timbre and
to impress the neighbours. [
A*:11
Ihave had agritty time with these Schubert
mood in the strophic songs); articulation is
Edward Seckerson
recordings ( half new, with 0.959 a digital
for the most part excellent. From time-todisc). Arrau's Schubert nowhere has the
time the singer leans on a note a little too
easy flow of Brendel's, and the pianist's own
ROSSINI — Six Overtures
firmly, yet there is hardly ever (the ' Bâchcomments printed in the booklet are as
lein ... section of ' Der Neugierige r?) senNPO/Gardelli
grave as the performances. It is worth refertimental exaggeration.
Decca VIV 52
ring to Richard Osborne's perceptive assessGraham Johnson not only provides highly
Reissue from 1973
ment of Arrau's recording of the popular
perceptive accompaniments, he is also the
Sonata in A ( issued June ' 82): at any rate I
Six Rossini overtures in bold, primary-colour
author of the informative sleevenote; a
found it helpful. Arrau has often remarked
interpretations from Gardelli and the NPO
further bonus is the inclusion with the sung
upon
Furtwângler's
interpretation
of
the
make for extremely lively listening on this
texts ( German and English) of the three
Great C major Symphony; his own account
reissue, despite some unconvincing stereo poems which Schubert did not set. The
of
D.960
has
a
comparable
breadth,
not
just
exciting, crisp, and well-separated, but also
recorded quality is very impressive throughin
timing,
but
in
its
emotional
span.
Just
as
artificial and dominated by the violins - and
out two long ( and scrolled) sides: a lively
Schubert's hymning procession, entering
a few moments of inexact tuning in woodpresence, with careful balancing of the partthe snowy deserted landscapes of the
wind ensemble. The piccolo playing is very
ners, silent surfaces and apt placing which
Andante,
affects
the
later
pages
of
the
moveimpressive, especially in La Gazza Ladra, and
conveys neither impersonal remoteness nor
ment,
so
it
casts
its
shadow
over
the
Scherzo
the tapping of bows in Signor Bruschino is
97
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FOTRON IX

MAIL ORDER HOME & EXPORT
UNIT 7, GREYCAINE ROAD, VVATFORD, HERTS VVD2 4SB

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

TELEPHONE 0923 47455
PHONE IN WITH ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD

CLEARANCE SALE

EX- DEMONSTRATION STOCK
AT CLEARANCE PRICES

UNREPEATABLE OFFER ON LATEST AMERICAN ACUTEX CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
Manufacturer's entire U.K. Stock must be liquidated at BELOW COST
The entire Acutex series is based on the newly developed
tri induced magnet cartridge design and will fit almost any
arm.
TriInduction: How it works
The tri armature attached to the base of the cantilever is
composed of three poles facing in three directions. One of
them acts as aneutral ground to avoid spurious crosstalk.
And the set of armatures pick up stereo signals and transmit
them to electric conversion system, while avoiding
crosstalk.
This unique Tri Induced Magnetic System is the basis for
ACUTEX International cartridge series manufactured in
Japan.
It provides outstandingly clear channel separation and high resolving power in addition to adynamic, solid and
rich tonal quality.

Acutex M310 III E

Acutex M315 III SIR

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 25 KHz
Stylus
BiRadia'
Compliance
15 x 10cm/dyne
Tracking Force
1.0 - 2.0g

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 40 KHz
Stylus
Perfect qTR
Compliance
36 x 10"cm/dyne
Tracking Force
1.5 - 2.3g

£3.95
Acutex M312 Ill SIR

Frequency Response
Stylus
Compliance
Tracking Force

£11.95

20 Hz - 45 KHz
Perfect TR
42 x 10'cm/dyne
1.5 - 2.3g

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECH AT 3100XE £21.00
DYNAVECTOR 10X-3 £46.00
DYNAVECTOR DV23R £90.00
ZENN MC-Z2
£99.95

CLEARANCE BARGAINS

REPLACEMENT STYLI
ATS 11E (
for AT11E)
ADC RXL ( XLM-2)
ADC RVL (VLM 111)
ELITE 850 (
8001
ELITE 750 ( 700)
ELITE 550 ( 500)
GOLDRING 13140SE
STANTON 0680
15.00
STANTON D5100EE
STANTON 05100E
STANTON D5107/VAL
SHURE N44-7
SHURE N55E
SHURE N75H-EJ
11.95
SHURE N75C
SHURE NV3OHE

£4.95
£ 12.00
£10.00
£12.00
£24.00
£19.00
£14.50
£
£8.95
£6.95
£6.95
£5.95
£8.00
£
£6.50
£25.00

OLD MODELS & 78s
ADC R78
10.00
£
GOLDRING D130 ( 820)
£4.95
GOLDRING 0110E ( 800E)
£6.95
GOLDRING D1105R ( G800)
£3.95

QED ACCESSORIES SALE
Tape Switching Unit 2-way
DIN £16.00 Phono £ 19.00
Attenuators DIN- DIN 14/2
£5.95
DIN-4Phono 14/1
f5.95
2Phono2Phono 14/3
£5.95
Surround Sound adaptor- DIN 21/2
£9.95
Headphone Adaptor - 2-way 5/3
£7.95
Headphone Adaptor & Control - Heavy Duty HC2
£10.95
Speaker Switching Unit 4-way SSU4
£14.50
Speaker Switching Unit 6-way SSU6
£39.95
Speaker Control Centre- 3speakers, 2phones 24/1
£12.50
Amplifier Switch - 2-way 16/2
£12.95
Turntable Switch - 2-way 10/2
£9.95
Speaker Volume Control 4/3 8ohm/40w
£13.00
Speaker Volume Control 4/4 4ohm/40w
£13.00
Speaker Volume control 4/5 25w
£9.00
Q.E.D. 79-strand Ceiba 5m. Lengths
£3.00
Q.E.D. 42-Strand Cable - Per M
30p
Q.E.D. 42- Strand Cable - 10m Lengths
£2.50
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4)
£2.25
4mm Spades ( Pack of 4)
£2.25
DIN Adaptor Pack for 79-Strand
£2.00
Dust Cover Renovation Kits OCR-2
£3.50
Record Cleaner Spray
Post Free 40gm 90p 100gm £1.50
Tape Head Cleaner Spray
Post Free 50gm 90p
100gm £1.50
Jet Clean Aerosol
Post Free 8Sp
Static Zero Aerosol
Post Free 90p
Concentrated Polish Aerosol
Post Free 90p
£12.00
Main Interference Suppressor 6/2 3a
Conducting Record Sleeves - Per 10
£4.50
MC Cartridge Equaliser 26/3
£18.95
Magnetic Cartridge Equaliser
£9.95
P&P 75p per order

TAPE BARGAINS
Maxell MX metal C90
£2.40
MX metal C60
£1.50
UL C90
£0.65
Memorex MRXIC90 £1.25
HBI1C90
£1.50
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Postage £ 1.50 per order
BASF Fe Cr C60
Sony CD Alpha C90
CD Alpha C60
Metal C60
Metal C90

Saturn V
Convert any Acutex to alow mass
cartridge with the Saturn V

Only £2.30

CARTRIDGES & STYLI ( P&P 50p)
Audio Tech AT 11E
£6.95
Audio Tech AT13E
£9.95
Audio Tech AT105
£5.95
Audio Tech AT110E
£6.95
ADC QLM30 111
£7.95
EMPIRE 999 QEX
£4.95
JVC X-2
1159.95
JVC 4M0-20X (4CH) £29.95
JVC Z1-S
£4.95
NAGAOKA MP10
£ 12.00
PICKERING XV15/625E
£19.95
STANTON 681EEE £31.00
SHURE M44-7
£6.95
SHURE M44-G
£5.95
SHURE M95G
£9.00

Post 50p

£8.95
Acutex M320 III SIR

Frequency Response 20 Hz - 35 KHz
Stylus
SIR
Compliance
24 x 10 -6 cm/dyne
Tracking Force
1.5 - 2.3g

£5.95

AUDIO EQUIPMENT (
Carriage £5.00)

£0.75
£ 1.30
£0.95
£2.50
£3.50

TDK Demagnetiser HD- 11
(Universal)
£11.95
GA Souncfisc Glass Mat £9.95*
Monitor Audio " Stylift"
£2.95
Gold-Ens Leads
DIN-4PHONO 1M
£.50
2PHONO - 2PHONO V2m
£4.50
2PHONO - 2PHONO 1m
£4.95
"Z-Track" Arm Damper
£5.50
Discfoot System
£8.95
SC-2Stylus Cinr
£450
Disc Washer 04
£7.50
Disc Washer Refill 1oz
£0.90
£4.00
Disc Washer Refill 6oz
Disc Washer Refill 16oz
£8.50
Nagaoka Rolling Cleaner
RC100
£6.95
RC200
£9.95
Maywa re Stylus Scales £3.95
Permostat Kit
£4.00
Jumbo Refill
£5.95
Pixall II Roller
£5.00
Zerostat Pistol
£6.50
Shure TTY2 110 Test Record £4.00*
Shure TTR 115 Test Record... £4.95 6
Dolby Tone Test Tape
£3.50
AUDIO TECHNICA
"Safety Raiser" Arm Lift £9.90
"PDQ-11" Cleaning Kit
£6.95
AT-610A Phono Lead
£4.50
HFS 81 Test Record
£4.50.
"P&P £1.00. Other Items 50p.

SALE BARGAINS
Thorens Turntables
TD160 II BC
£105.00.
TD105 II C
£75.00 6
ADC 1600 DTurntable and
Cartridge
£45.00*
SME 3009 " R" Arm
£ 109.95
SME 3010 "R"
£ 109.95
SME CA- 1Imp. Carry Arm £15.95
*Carnage £5.00. Other Items £ 1.00

MOBILE FIDELITY
RECORDS
£11:95
P&P £ 1.50 per order.
Phone for title enquiries.
HEADPHONES

Dual CS 505-1 Turntable
£53.00
Dual CS 607 Turntable
£86.00
Dual C814 Cassette Deck
£69.00
Dual C804 Cassette Deck
£64.00
Dual CV 1150 Amp. 25w
£59.00
Dual CV 1450 Amp. 60w
£ 114.00
Dual CT 1150 Tuner FM/M/L
£59.00
Dual 6000 Rack
£57.00
Dual 5050 Rack
£41.00
Fisher CA 2030 Amp. 30w
£49.00
Fisher FM 2121 LTuner
£45.00
Fisher CR 4140 Cassette Deck
£69.00
Fisher CA M100 Amp. 25w
£29.95
Trio KA 70 Amp. 65w
£
79.00
Trio KT 50 LTuner FM/MIL Digital
£59.00
Trio EX 70 Cassette Deck
£79.00
Trio KO 40 RTurntable
£49.00
Trio KO 1600 C Turntable
£49.00
Sony PS P7X Turntable
£152.00
Sony TA P7F Amp. 50w
£152.00
Sony ST P7J Tuner
£152.00
Aurex C12/M12 Pre/Power Micro Amp
£ 145.00
Aurex 715L Tuner FM/M/L
£79.95
Aurex PXC 25AD Cassette Deck
£69.95
Aurex S20 Tuner. 4Band Digital
£129.95
Aurex PXC 60 Cassette Deck
£94.00
'Auras PC- E50 Cassette Deck
£85.00
Aurex SR-0550 Turntable
£59.95
Toshiba AR-A760 Rack
£57.00
Celestion Ditton 250 Speakers
£ 120.00
KEF CapricellSpeakers
'
£115.00
Revox B780 Receiver
£710.00
Revox B750 Amp. 5w
£359.00
Sony ICF-M2OL Pble Radio FM/M/L. 7Memory Presets £41.00 6
Sanyo TRC 5500 Microcassette Recorder £3900.
Sanyo TRC 5600 Microcassette Recorder £45.00.
Sanyo RPM 6900 Slimline Pocket Radio & Digital LCD
Clock/Alarm
£36.00*
Sanyo RM7500 Clock Radio ( Mains
£19.00*

VIDEO EQUIPMENT (
Carriage £5.00)
Sony SL-C7 UB Video Recorder (
Beta)
£399.00
Sony SL C5E Video Recorder ( Export)
£250.00
Sony SL-C7E Video Recorder ( Export)
£325.00
Sony RM-75T Remove Control ( C.5)
£11.00 6
Sanyo WC 5300P Video Recorder ( Beta)
£250.00
Sanyo VTC 5600P Video Recorder ( Beta)
£379.00
Toshiba V86008 Video Recorder (Beta)
£460.00
Toshiba C222-5-81 Colour TV 22"
£ 85.00
Akai VC 30E Video Camera
£249.00
Akai VC 90E Video Camera
£339.00
Akai 9700 Video Recorder (VHS)
£349.00
Akai VS5 Video Recorder (VHS)
£429.00
JVC GX 88 ECamera
£389.00
JVC HR 2200 EK PortableRecorder (VHS)
£438.00
JVC CBP-50U Case for GX 88 ECamera
£9.50*
JVC SCP 2U Shoulder Cart for HR 2200
£46.00*
JVC NB P1 Battery Pack for HR 2200
£25.00*
JVC Zoom Microphone MZ 500
£49.00*
JVC Electronic Viewfinder CVF 503
£109.00 6
JVC BKT 124 BATTERY/CHARGER KIT
£49.00*
Hitachi Outfit comprising:
VT 700 E Portable VHS Recorder
VKC 750 Camera
VTTU 70E Tuner/Timer/Charger £675.00
Hitachi Outfit comprising:
VT 6500 Portable VHS Recorder
VKC 750 Camera
VTTU 65E Tuner/Timer/Charger £875.00
Hitachi AV-70E Mains Adaptor/Charger £30.00*
Mitsibushi HS-310E Recorder (VHS Export) £460.00
Mitbubishi VS500B Projection TV
£1200.00
P&P £1.00 on these items

rTo: Fotronix International Ltd., Unit 7, Greycaine Road,
Watford WD2 4SB.

Please send me

(
P&P £ 1.50)

AUDIO TECHMCA
ATH 0.1
ATH 5
SENNHEISER
HD 4004
(Mono TV Stetho-Set)
HD 424
HD 224X
HD 222
HD 230

£5.50
£19.95
£6.95
£26.95
£32.95
£29.95
£49.95

lenclose cheque/PO for

£

or charge my Access/Barclaycard No
Name

Signature

Address
HFN/9/LEI
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the sense that one is being button- holed. A
distinguished issue. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Quintet Op. 57 0 Piano
Trio Op. 67
Music Group of London
ASV ALH 929
Ifeel bound to say that the warm, indeed
glowing, tonal response that Hugh Bean
(especially) and his colleagues coax from
their instruments, while ideally suited to the
rich- hued Piano Quintet of 1936, occasionally struck me as just slightly obtrusive
when Iturned to the chillier, more acerbic
Piano Trio of 1944. But it's a minor quibble,
for these are deeply considered, finely
wrought performances notable above all for
their intensity of feeling and subtle variety of
colour and accent. You have only to sample
the spare Bachian fugue of the Quintet to
gauge that much: each entry, each muted
half- shade is perfectly matched and proportioned to its neighbour. Possibly a grittier
delivery all round might have better served
the rumbustious scherzo, and here Iwas less
than 100% happy about the slightly plummy
piano sound. Sharper focus from the
keyboard is surely of paramount importance
at this point. Otherwise no quarrels with the
recording. Like the playing, it is warm and
inviting.
As to the searching E- minor Trio, that
extraordinary opening dialogue between
cello playing high harmonics and violin in its
lowest register immediately sets the scene
for some of the most original and penetrating music that Shostakovich ever wrote.
Notwithstanding my earlier reservation, the
Music Group players are wonderfully alive
here to the dramatic contrasts between
movements, the stylistic surprises. From
those desolate sonorities of the opening
pages, through the fizziest of scherzos and
the most solemn of Largos, to the Finale's
climactic ' dance of death' ( despatched here
with suitably grotesque relish), it's an astonishing piece. [
A/B:11
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 7 Li Tapiola
Philharmonia/Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL 7580 digital
Musically speaking the ideal coupling, but I
just wish that Ifelt less ambivalent about the
performances. Ashkenazy's Seventh is
impressive in many ways: the hostile
environment is bleakly drawn, the spare
woodwind lines starkly projected. Transitions, too, are on the whole effectively
negotiated — from the scherzo section, for
instance, into those rising and falling
chromatic waves of string sound which
ensue — while each finely wrought climax
brings an imposing fullness of tone from the
top to the bottom of the orchestra. Bring me
a disc, for instance, where the final resolution rears up quite so awesomely from the
surrounding texture. Ihave, though, heard
tighter readings, readings which in symphonic terms evolve more inexorably from first
to last — as one single span. The opening
pages here sound too relaxed to me.
Tapiola is certainly tighter — indeed Ashkenazy's tendency to urge it forward imparts a
tremendous sense of restlessness, of instability. The brass snap curtly, ferociously;
tensions are high. Compare Karajan ( EMI),
though, at the approach to that terrifying
final climax. The breathless pianissimo he
achieves in the strings totally suspends us in
time and space, conveying an uneasy sense
of loneliness that Ashkenazy in his urgency
fails to bring off. The climax, too, washes
over you before you've had a chance to
register its full force. Karajan, Irepeat, is
incomparable.
Of Decca's recording I've only praise,
except to say that Idon't think it quite gives
us the depth of field that made Ashkenaiy's
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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miles from the birthplace of John Thomas in
Bridgend ( 1826-1913) Isuppose Iought to
feel considerable empathy with his music,
and Imust own to a flicker of sentimental
nostalgia at such touching love- song meloSTRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring 1: Apollo H
dies as ' Bugelio'r Gwenith Gwyn' ( Watching
Orpheus
the Wheat), one of his 24 Welsh Melodies.
Columbia SO/Stravinsky (with atalk by Stravinsky
Chauvinism is however not strong enough to
about 'The Rite')
blind me to some of his weak and rather
CBS 79244 (
2 recs)
vapid music which typifies so much of
Reissues from 1961 & 1965
Victorian salon culture — indeed, Thomas did
become Harpist to the Queen. In fact he
It is always quite a surprise returning to
moved in high circles musically as well as
Stravinsky's own recording of Le Sacre. As
socially, being personally known to Berlioz ( a
with virtually all the composer's own readvisitor to the Thomas' home and who wrote
ings, the watchwords here are simplicity and
of ' arare and poetic talent', he ' charmed and
clarity. In short, no nonsense. Inner parts
fascinated and magnetized me'), also Rossini
come cleanly into focus at all times, the
and Meyerbeer. The music is given much
climaxes never sell-out to excess, and the
credibility by the performance of Sioned
score's complex rhythmic pulses are methoWilliams, who clearly brings a wealth of
dically defined with metronomic precision. I
experience and thought to bear on the works ,
4,
10
still feel, however, that Stravinsky too often
(her debut on Meridian was Harp Music by
undermines the physical force and weight of
John Party, E45002); even some of the
his revolutionary score. Nevertheless an
pieces which are more difficult to take she
indispensible document to place alongside
manages to bring off with a nice period
more dramatic, high- profile accounts like
charm.
those from Abbado and Muti. With the two
Another 45rpm Meridian production, this
later ballets one again encounters the same
recording has a sharp focus and very delipurity of line and texture. Interestingly
cate tonal balance, picking up every nuance
enough, though, there is more sinew in
of the instrument's distinctive timbre. The
Stravinsky's reading of Apollo than any of
reverberance time is enough to add a warm
his competitors. I love its down-the- line
colour and ' wash' to the characteristic
honesty and vigour, its avoidance of over —
sweeps of the harp, but avoids the all-toofastidious refinements.
typical ' swimming baths' acoustic. Still,
The 1960s CBS recordings, never espethough, an issue for the determined enthucially ingratiating, sound fierce and unyieldsiast. [
A:1]
ing. Still, in their handsome new sleeves
Roger Bowen
anybody unable to afford the special centenary
edition en masse, as it were, should snap up
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
these individual reissues as and when they
José Luis Garcia (vInI/ECO
arrive. Impossible to grade the performASV ABM 756
ances, but the technical rating must read
Fourth, in particular, so mightily impressive.
[A/B:21
Edward Seckerson

[C/13]

Edward Seckerson

STROZZI: Virtuosissima Cantatrice
Judith Nelson (sop//William Christie (hpd)/Christophe Coin (v/c//John Hutchinson (hrp)
Harmonie Mundi HM 1114
Born in Venice in 1619, Barbara Strozzi was
the adopted daughter of Giulio Strozzi, who
recognised her musical ability, arranged her
education, and generally encouraged her
career — first as avirtuoso singer, and later as
a composer. In the latter role she was
prolific, her music naturally tending towards
vocal display, but with general emphasis on
the text and its interpretation. Her style is
lyrical and declamatory, often dramatic.
In this recital Judith Nelson sings six of
Strozzi's cantatas. She has a lovely voice,
well suited to the period, and follows the
often elaborate vocal line with afine sense of
style. Miss Nelson belongs to the present
generation of scholar- artists, who have studied their period and learned how to present
it as music rather than academic study.
Strozzi's music was acclaimed in its day, and
there is no reason why we, in ours, should
find it quaint or dull. This recital is a living
experience; and the accompanying instruments are admirably played, with an
enchanting little three- rank harp.
The recording is well up to the Harmonia
Mundi standard: made in the appropriate
setting of the Château de Sauvan, the sound
is of a spacious but not over- reverberant
room, in which the performers are set naturally, as though making music for themselves
and friends. We hear everything; and while
one could imagine an extra degree of presence, that might have involved closer miking and a loss of atmosphere. I'll settle for it
as it is: don't miss it. [
A:1)
Peter Turner
THOMAS: Selected Harp Music
Sioned Williams (tiro)
Meridian E 4577066 145 rpm)
Having spent my childhood in an unpronouncably named Welsh village not ten

Of the many available recordings of these
important works, this is not one of the best.
Jose Luis Garcia directs as soloist, which
makes for problems of ensemble — as in the
violin ripieno in the Largo of ' Spring', where
he is too busy to control the lengths of the
dotted- notes. There is a report that at least
some of Vivaldi's concertos were conducted
(presumably with a roll of paper or a cane)
after eighteenth-century tradition. Garcia is
also asomewhat unattractive soloist in other
respects: his attack is rather fierce for much
of the time; his intonation is variable; and
even his actual interpretation is rather oldfashioned 20th century, with its portamenti,
its bravura and its into-the- string bowing.
We cannot say that these concertos were
played like this in the 1920s, because in
those days Vivaldi was hardly known, and
Op.8 had yet to be published.
Ifound ASV's recording also uncharacteristically brash and fierce; it could even be
that this aspect has adversely affected my
impression of the soloist's tone, since the
whole orchestra sounds too taut and even
heavy-handed. It isn't that there's any lack of
clarity, and the sound- stage doesn't strike
me as too wide. Maybe the exact positioning
of microphones and subsequent editing
were insensitively managed on this occasion. [
C:2/3]
Stephen Daw

WAGNER: Symphony in C/PFITZNER: Symphony
in C, Op.46*
Bamberg SO/Gerdes/*BPOCLeitner
DG 2543 817
Reissues from 1972/1960
Though the Pfitzner symphony is an important and interesting restoration to the catalogue, it is a shame that the original couplings for the Wagner symphony, namely
Wagner's Faust Overture and the overture to
his opera Rienzi, were not retained. Granted
there are better versions of these pieces
available, but it does reduce the appeal of
the present disc to the Wagner collector.
The two symphonies make strange bedfellows, separated by around 100 years in
99

time and by alifetime of musical experience.
To explain, Wagner wrote his symphony as a
student; it is an apprenticeship piece drawing heavily on Weber for style and Beethoven for nourishment. In contrast, Pfitzner's
symphony was written late in the composer's life, and its three continuous movements
are alate flowering of the German symphonic tradition. Beautiful horn and trumpet
writing dominates; performance is first-rate
as in the Wagner.
The first three movements of the Wagner
symphony are pressed up from old metalwork, while the finale is newly cut along with
the Pfitzner. There is in consequence asmall
but discernable discontinuity of sound
between the third and fourth movements,
with the whole of the second side ( slightly
boxy 1960 recording for the Pfitzner
included) sounding fresher than Side 1. [
BA]
David Priikel
WAGNER: Orchestral Music — Der Ring des Nibelungen
VPO/Solti
Decca SXDL 7612 digital
SoIti offers six selections, providing atotal of
just over 44 minutes of music. This translates
into sound quality with deep and powerful
bass and a vivid dynamic range, but I'm
surprised that a little more couldn't have
been squeezed in. In order, the selections are
'Ride of the Valkyries', ' Entry of the Gods into
Valhalla', 'Wotan's Farewell and Magic Fire
Music' ( without voice), ' Forest Murmers',
'Siegfried's Funeral March' and the closing
four minutes of Gótterdámmerung.
Solti's Vienna studio cycle has lasted from
the sixties and seventies as the prime recommendation up to today, but while on the
showing of these present brief excerpts his
view has broadened in places, the tempi are
still fast, noticeably in the Rheingold excerpt.
The accentuation and underlining is on the
brink of mannerism — but that remark must
be taken in the context of this being a
showpiece orchestral recording, not a concert or operatic view. Nevertheless, Decca's
recording from the Sofiensaal compares
poorly in terms of atmosphere with the
complete operas recorded there. It's not that
there's any lack of clarity, almost the opposite, but the miking and digital storage
dissect Wagner's scoring where integration
is required. Overall, the recording is larger
than life but not crude. As to the performances, to use an electrical analogy, there are
some very high voltages here but little
urrent. [
A:21
David Priikel

CLASSICAL

COLLECTIONS
CBS MASTERWORKS PORTRAIT
BERG: Lulu Suite*/SCHOENBERG: Theme and
Variations Op.43B/WEBERN: Im Sommerwind EJ
Three pieces for Orchestra ( Op. posth)
*Luisa de Sett (sop), Philadelphia/Ormandy
CBS 60258
Reissue from 1967 ( 1st UK issue)
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances
Cleveland Orch/Szell
CBS 60263
Reissue from 1966/1979
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a/GRIEG Piano
Concerto in a
Leon Fleisher (pno), Cleveland Orch/Szell
CBS 60266
Reissue from 196C
IVES:Symphony No. 3 'The Camp Meeting' O
Central Park in the Dark* CI Decoration Day 0 The
Unanswered Question
Ozawa and Peress (conds)*, NYPO/Bernstein
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CBS 60268
Reissue from 1966
PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet ballet — excerpts
NYPO/Mitropoulos
CBS 60279
Reissue from 1958
RAVEL:Bolero D Menuet Antique El '
Daphnis and
Chloê' Suite No. 2* D La Valse
Camerata Singers*, NYPO/Boulez
CBS 60280
Reissues from 1972/73175/79
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring
Columbia SO/Stravinsky
CBS 60285
Reissue from 1964
VARESE: Ionisation D Densitry 21,5 D Integrales 0
Octandre D Hyperprism EJ Poeme electronique
Members of Columbia SO/Craft
CBS 60288
Reissue from 1960
WALTON: Violin Concerto*/SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto in d
Francescatti (yin), Philadelphia/Ormandy, NYPO/
Bernstein
CBS 60287
Reissue from 1960/1964
GRIEG: Sonata in eOp. 7/BIZET: Premier Nocturne
EJ Variations Chromatiques
Gould (pno)
CBS 60290
Reissue from 1973

delicacy, resulting in a shimmering clarity
and finely graded dynamics. The sound is
slightly dated and hissy but the piano is well
integrated with the orchestra and yet suitably clear, the recording having a good
'presence'. These are performances to live
with and to which you could return without
finding solo or orchestral contributions ever
becoming stale. [
6:1]

A 1967 coupling of recordings made in
1963 and 1967 brings together a richly
conceived and intimately recorded account
of Berg's familiar suite from his unfinished
opera Lulu with a mature Schoenberg
orchestration and two pieces spanning
Webern's career. Schoenberg had been
approached by his publisher for a piece to
enrich the college wind- band repertoire — in
response he wrote the Op. 43A Theme and
Variations in g, published in 1943. Despite
the work's rich harmonic content and formal
layout it was never promoted with vigour in
the market for which it was intended.
Schoenberg followed with atranscription for
full orchestra which is the Op. 438 recorded
here. With both versions now available ( Op.
43A on Mercury SRI 75057 — Eastman Winds/
Fennell) it seems clear that the all-too-sober
Theme and its rumbustious Variations sits
less well on the shoulders of an orchestra.
Webern's Im Sommerwind dates from four
years before his Op. 1and is arich pot pourri
of Wagner, Strauss and early Schoenberg.
The posthumous Three Pieces come from
the maturity of Webern's ' minimalist' palette
and are vividly coloured orchestral crystallisations concluding in a dramatically unresolved manner. The Three Pieces receive a
vivid recording quality with plenty of bass
power, cleaner than earlier recordings on the
disc. A useful Second Viennese coupling not
necessarily for the specialist. For the Lulu
suite the mid- price DG Collector's Series
Price/Abbado cooperation remains a clear
first choice ( 2543 804). (A/B:11
Szell's early sixties recordings of the
Dvorak Slavonic Dances, first released in
1966 with the Carnival Overture as filler,
were put out in the present repeat-free
format on CBS 30114 in 1979. The longevity
of these recordings is testimony to the
vitality of the performances. However, even
in their present transfer the sound has
become boxy and dated and requires some
allowance be made on the part of the
listener. But despite the sonic shortcomings
there is much wit and virtuosity — cf. the
deliciously ' dirty' brass playing in Op. 46/6 or
the deft tempo changes in Op. 72/5. Delightful interpretations which may still be recommended as being the only complete recording currently on two LP sides. [
B/C:1*]
Fleisher's Mozart/Beethoven coupling on
CBS ' Great Performances' made a strong
impression when Ireviewed it last month.
The present Schumann/Grieg coupling,
while not of the standard of the Mozart/
Beethoven issue, can take its place among
the top few recommendations. Very striking
is Fleisher's unreal coupling of speed and

As an introduction to the genius of Charles
Ives, Bernstein's record must be recommended as a first choice along with the
Symphony 3/Three Places coupling on Mercury ( SRI 73075). This early sixties recording
of Symphony No 3 'The Camp Meeting' is
rather four-square, but nevertheless serviceable and certainly better sounding here than
in the CBS Ives box. The three orchestral
pieces on Side 2 ( recorded in 1963,64 and 65
respectively) are fantastically evocative. Central Park is amusical painting of the noises of
bands, traffic and people; Decoration Day,
taken from the Holidays Symphony though
capable of standing alone, is another eclectic
garnerin9 of themes and quotations. Still
striking is the ' march past' of two bands
passing the listener and each playing its own
tune. The Unanswered Question is an unresolved musical exercise described accurately
in the sleeve notes as ' ametaphysical proposition in musical terms' — the effect is
memorable. [
B:1]
Prokofiev's desire to make musical rather
than dramatic sense in his two suites from
Romeo and Juliet has caused agood deal of
confusion among conductors and programme planners, while it seems that no two
recorded performances contain the same
material. Mitropoulos' 1957 recording gives
poor value indeed with only nine movements ( Suite 1: 1, 5, 6and 7; Suite 2: 1, 2, 3, 5
and 7). The performance succeeds in the
more dramatic moments, but both the tone
of the recording and some rather waspish
playing from the NYPO strings distracts in
the more lyrical movements. Made in the
very early years of commercial stereo, the
recording is ' boxy' and suffers from spot
miking. [
B/C:2]
Boulez' attention to detail of pitch,
balance and rhythm would result, you may
think, in dry, clinical Ravel. This is far from
the case, particularly in Daphnis where the
score's impressionism is released without
'interpretative' distortion. The recordings
made during the 1970s are big and powerful,
though La Valse suffers limiting in the final
moments despite having opened with
superb definition of the ' shuffling' bass
figure. Boulez seems to hold back the tempo
of La Valse, missing the steady unremitting
growth of Karajan's interpretation; there are
no such problems with Bolero, which
benefits greatly from adisciplined approach
to its rhythms. The orchestration of the
Minuet Antique for piano suffers from aless
good sound. [A1*/1]
CBS are certainly still getting returns on
the investment made when they recorded
Stravinsky conducting The Rite, as the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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recording turns up here yet again. It has also
now reappeared as part of the paired LP
issue from the ' Stravinsky Légacy' box ( CBS
79244 reviewed elsewhere in this issue), but
here it comes without Stravinsky's recorded
commentary 'Apropos of Le Sacre'. There
are few interpretations to compete with the
composer's own view, though other orchestras have offered finer playing than the
Columbia SO which provides a moment or
two of sour wind intonation. Of those interpretations, only Boulez on CBS ' Great
Performances' comes cheaper. The present
transfers sound fresher than ever and can be
strongly recommended to anyone who has
never heard the composer's own recording
of this pivotal work. First choice or supplementary to a modern recording, this
performance from 1960 is essential listening.
[B:11
Robert Craft's pioneering 1959 recordings
of Varese's ' chamber' works couldn't be a
more appropriate reissue for CBS to stand
alongside their full- price NYPO/Boulez recital
of the composer's major works. Despite the
duplication of Ionisation the two records
provide a valuable collection of this largely
ignored revolutionary's work. The present
reissue is surprisingly clean and vivid
despite its age, particularly in the three
pieces which include wind instruments.
While the five instrumental works on this
record promote a reassessment of Varese's
influence on contemporary musical thought
and practice, the Poeme electronique has
dated in light of the ever- accelerating growth
in the sophistication of succeeding generations of music synthesiser. Poeme is historically rather than musically important — a
primitive hiss- laden pre- Dolby experiment in
sound organisation on magnetic tape. [
BA]
Rather than reissue the Walton ViolinNiola
concertos ( Francescatti and Doktor), CBS
have coupled the Walton Violin Concerto
with Francescatti's 1963 Sibelius. The latter
recording is uningratiating, with a pinched
and whining violin tone and an overlarge
image of the violinist; orchestral sound is
somewhat ' tubby' in climaxes. The closing
movements of the Allegro moderato are
vigorously played but Francescatti's everhard bowing pulls his instrument off pitch,
resulting in a frankly ugly sounding climax.
The earlier Walton recording ( from 1959)
provides a crisper, brighter tone for the
soloist, though close miking still produces a
buzzy violin sound and an unbalanced quality. This is hard-hitting passionate playing
and the results can be alittle unsympathetic.
A unique coupling, however, and recommendation cannot fairly be withheld, particularly as this is the only mid- price Walton
Violin Concerto in today's catalogues. [
B:1/21
Grieg's Op. 7 Sonata is an early work, at
times self-conscious and conservative.
Bizet's Nocturne couldn't be better described
than by Gould himself: ' exemplary indecisiveness'. From his self- penned sleeve
notes Gould's obvious delight lies with the
Variations Chromatiques which he rates as
'one of the very few masterpieces for solo
piano to emerge from the third quarter of the
19th century'. If this is so, Gould does little to
share his convictions with the listener. This
whole recital is introspective, almost bleak,
slow and careful, which left me with the
feeling that Iwas eavesdropping on arehearsal that Ishould not be hearing and that I
should leave Gould to his music, and tip-toe
out closing the door quietly. Recorded sound
is plummy and ill-defined, while plating
and/or cutting problems litter the Grieg
Sonata with ruinous crackle. [
C:2]
David Prükel

CLAUDIO ARRAU: A RETROSPECTIVE
Works by Liszt/Schumann/Chopin/Debussy/Ravel
Claudio Arrau (pno)
CBS 79354 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1940s and ' 50s
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CBS proffer their 80th birthday tribute to
Arrau with this selection of re- mastered
recordings from 30-40 years ago. Some
flashier works than those with which he is
most associated are included, and the sparkling, though rather murkily recorded 1952
Liszt First Piano Concerto, with the Philadelphia and Ormandy, attests to the delight
which the younger Arrau took in bravura. He
shows a quirky humour too in some of the
Hungarian Rhapsodies and atrue revelling in
sonorities in the dry 1949 Debussy Pour le
Piano and Estampes, and in Ravel's Gaspard.
The booklet insert has some marvellous
photographs — including one of the young
Arrau in lederhosen! So, freely admitting my
prejudice in favour of virtually anything
which Claudio Arrau turns his fingers to, I
rate this: [
H:1•1
Roger Bowen

DEARNLEY AT ST.PAUL'S
Music by Boellman/Choveaux/Faenza Codex/
HoweIls/Jan of Lublin/Lefebure-Wely/Lloyd
Webber/Pachelbel/Reger/Soler
Christopher Dearnley (org)
MW 933 digital ( Gamut, £6.00)
The latest Michael Woodward disc includes
one band for each of the small instruments
found in St. Paul's in addition to the main
organ — the Rycroft, the Crypt and the Stainer
('Willis- on-wheels'), for the first time to my
knowledge. With voluminous and well illustrated documentation, it gives a very valuable historical and sonic account of all the
Cathedral's ' built-in' musical sources.
With an organ in sections hundreds of feet
apart, the basic recording choice is between
spot microphones, giving a realistic approximation to the sound heard by the ears, or a
carefully multi-miked version ( as on Guild
GRSP 7011) which is hardly realistic but is
more coherent and musically acceptable.
The spot approach ( used here) is correct in
its context, though it inevitably inflicts suffering on Pachelbel, reminding us that St. Pauls
is great for sonic experience and grandeur,
but demands musical compromise on much
of the literature.
As we might expect, the recording has
considerable impact, with agood compromise in balance ( there can be no trickier
location!) and excellent deep bass, demanding a subwoofer for proper reproduction.
The recorded level is reasonably restrained
but the noise floor is adequately low ( some
ambience is always present in such buildings). All profits from thls disc go to help the
Cathedral upkeep — and to shame perennial
governmental indifference to a part of our
heritage of which the State is only too happy
to make convenient ceremonial use. [A:1)
Trevor Attewell
ELISABETH SCHWARZKOPF
Lieder by Brahms/Grieg/Mozart/Strauss/Wolf
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (sop)/Gerald Moore (pno)/
Geoffrey Parsons (pno)
EMI 1C 063-02 331 (
Conifer)
Reissues from 1972
These late recordings show Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf still in good voice, although the
seventeen items chosen are not very demanding technically. The soprano brought all her
usual intelligence and musicianship to these
songs, but her diction was less good than
usual on this occasion, some of the final
consonants almost disappearing. Gerald
Moore accompanies the two Wolf lieder
while Geoffrey Parsons plays for all the
others. Both accompanists are in splendid
form.
The sound seems very lacking in the
higher frequencies, as though arather heavy
top cut has been introduced, and the bass
sounds over- reverberant and lacking in
definition. [
C:2]
John Freestone

EMI EMINENCE
EMI's new Eminence label ( distributed by
Music for Pleasure, not EMI Records) has
had awell thought-out launch: 34 LPs lone a
double), with associated cassettes, have
been issued at the same time, all in fine
looking sleeves with, for the most part,
borderless reproductions of picturesque
landscapes by Nasmyth, Leader, Linnell and
the like. Printing is clear but subdued and,
along with the dignified but eye-catching
logo, adds to the general air of quality that
the name Eminence suggests. The recordings themselves are mainly reissues from
other EMI labels, though a number are new
to this country and one is abrand-new digital
issue. Price has been well considered: at
£2.99 each ( RRP), and given the general
quality of both performance and recording to
be found on most of these discs, these titles
should prove extremely competitive. This
month Ishall review 16 of the series, made
up of symphonic works ranging from Beethoven to Shostakovich, and shall complete
the survey next month by looking at concerti,
other orchestral works, and the handful of
records that fall into other categories.
First to Jochum's cycle of Beethoven's
symphonies and overtures, recorded with
the LSO between 1977 and 1979. The complete cycle received mixed reviews when it
first appeared, but contained a number of
very fine performances that should acquire
wider circulation now the records are available separately. Certainly the double- album
coupling Symphonies 8 and 9 ( EMX 2040,
£5.98) is well worth considering. Jochum
seems more at ease with later Beethoven,
finding lyrical depth beneath the humour of
No. 8 and urgency and intellectual power in
the Choral. His soloists, Kin iTe Kanawa, Julia
Hamari, Stuart Burrows, and Robert Hall, are
first-rate in ensemble and are matched in
enthusiasm by the LSO Chorus. Joy and
excitement appropriately suffuse the final
movement of No. 9, leading to a conclusion
that seems to demand applause. The recording quality contributes greatly to the success
of this coupling, giving a large, spacious,
concert- hall acoustic and, despite some
unclear placing of the chorus and sibilant
emphasis, excellently precise positioning of
the soloists and orchestra. [
A:1/1•1
Symphonies 1and 2 are coupled on EMX
2015, and here the story is rather different.
These are mature readings that convey a
relaxed familiarity with the works, but the
white-hot originality of the younger Beethoven and the sheer wit that is an intrinsic
part of his musical language is submerged
beneath the geniality. The faster movements
are generally on the slow side here, and the
LSO strings are not at their best. The recording lends an edge to the string sound and
conceals some detail, lacking the clarity or
pleasing ambience of the 8/9 coupling. [ 13/
C:2]
Overall, the recording quality improves
through the cycle, so with Symphony 3 ( EMX
2016), although there is still some harshness
and the string sound is not allowed to
develop its full bloom, the result does not
detract from the performance. Jochum's
broadness of interpretation suits the Eroica
more than the earlier symphonies, and there
are many fine things in this reading, not least
the well- paced Funeral March. Some poor
oboe playing mars the final movement, so
that the cumulative effect is reduced, but this
is still a version worth hearing. A lively
Egmont, forceful and structurally well
balanced, provides a useful ' filler'. [
B:1/1]
Symphony 4 has a splendid Leonora 3 as
its companion piece on EMX 2017, and itself
receives a lively, lightweight performance.
The untidiness of the LSO string tone is still
noticeable, though, and the recording does
little to help out. [
8:1/2] Symphony 5, on EMX
2018 with the Fidelio Overture, is the most
disappointing of the cycle, mainly because
this work demands so much. Jochum underplays the drama of the first movement
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without instilling a compensatory subtlety.
Tuning is not always exact and phrasing not
always well- pointed. This trend even
becomes strangely clumsy in the last movement. Overall, then, this is not a bad performance but has nothing special to commend it in a swamped market. [
8:2/31
The Pastoral, on the other hand, is one of
the delights of the cycle ( EMX 2019).
Although the recording is not as clear and
uncluttered as that of 8/9, the acoustic is still
very pleasing and Jochum's understanding
of the bucolic elements of this work makes
for an original, persuasive performance from
the LSO. This conductor relaxes in the
countryside; not for him the bracing hike. He
has time to reflect and respond to the pattern
of life around him. [A/B:11
The Coriolan Overture is the coupling for
Symphony 7 on EMX 2020, and here again
the performances are highlights of the set.
Jochum does not overdo the inner meaning
of this symphony but allows it to speak
clearly for itself, and the LSO respond well to
the responsibility placed upon them. Ensemble is good here and rhythmic exactitude,
though not slavishly adhered to, is finely
controlled. A spacious acoustic and good
detail characterise the recording. 1A/1*]
If parts of the Jochum Beethoven cycle
disappoint, then his 1977 Brahms No. 4with
the LPO on EMX 2026, should not. The
coupling, which begins Side 1, is the
Academic Festival Overture, given a
dashing, vibrant performance. The cymbals
do not sound too well here, but the acoustic
is broad, the stereo spread good, and the
textures well balanced and clear. The whole
recording needs careful volume setting to
focus the strings, both in terms of position
and tonal body, but is worth the effort.
Jochum's reading of the symphony is
idiosyncratic but highly effective, his interpretation of the Scherzo perhaps being the
best on disc. So, abrilliantly integrated view
of the work that should not be missed. As a
bonus, the LPO strings are notably warmer
than those of the LSO and the whole sound
is more Viennese. There is some very fine
horn playing and the whole orchestra
sounds entirely involved with the music.
[A:11
Schubert's Symphonies 5and 8are poles
apart in feeling, yet Yehudi Menuhin with his
Festival Orchestra produce equally convincing readings of both works, coupled in
recordings dating from 1969, on EMX 2031.
They take a Classical view of No. 5, emphasising the Mozartian elements, though at
times the dancing charm of the work is
obscured by some laboured phrasing.
Beauty of sound characterises this performance, as it does that of the Unfinished, and
the open, reverberant acoustic contributes
further to the general impression of warmth.
There are few major problems of interpretation in these pieces, as they are susceptible
to awide variety of approaches, but on the
whole the forces here make a more than
acceptable job of them. [
A:1]
Schubert's 9th Symphony poses all sorts
of problems for the interpreter. Its ' heavenly
lengths' can, in the wrong hands, sound
simply boring, and the scoring is uncharacteristically awkward to balance. That there is
still no wholly satisfactory account of this
work in the catalogue bears testimony to all
this. Barbirolli's recording, reissued here on
EMX 2010, has been considered one of the
more successful readings of the work, both
relaxed and precise in detail, combining a
well developed idea of the work's overall
direction with attention to individual mastertouches. Whilst going along with much of
this, Iwould also point to some stodginess in
the Hallé's playing, and inconsistent string
tone that makes less than can be made of the
more difficult passages. The recording is
now alittle musty, with the strings set too far
forward for ideal clarity considering the 1966
vintage. (
C:1/21
Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique, conducted by Klemperer on EMX 2030, is a
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strange fish. The playing of the Philharmonia
is vivacious and exciting, and the orchestral
sound has great strength and depth; the
recording is still remarkably good - it dates
from 1964 - and captures the grotesquery
with aplomb; even the interpretation is very
attractive, Klemperer bringing great perception to phrasing and the balance of foreground and background material. Yet there
is still something not quite right. The conductor's view of balance is at odds with the
music, implying harmonic stress alien to
Berlioz' way of working - perhaps un French
but also too Germanic for an ideal interpretation. Very interesting though. [
A:21
The last five records in this review cover
pieces by composers who worked for the
most part in the 20th century. Debussy's La
Mer and Three Nocturnes are given marvellously evocative performances on EMX 2027
by the Orchestre de Paris and the French
Radio Women's Chorus under Barbirolli, in
recordings dating from 1969. Barbirolli's
approach is that of a Romantic/Impressionist, putting aside a symphonic or analytic
view of the works in favour of broad sweeps
of colour, balancing the sound so that individual details are subordinated to the more
general impression that the music may
make. The recording sounds of its era, but
that is no bad thing and is very satisfying
coupled with these engrossing interpretations. [13:11
Made only three years later, in 1972, the
original recordings of Bartók's Music for
Strings, Percussion and Celesta and the
Divertimento for Strings, reissued on EMX
2029, inhabit avery different world of sound
reproduction. The ECO under Barenboim are
closely miked and brightly lit, even though
the strings are sometimes soupy and the
dynamic range is not exceptional. For the
former piece the orchestra, despite some
virtuosic playing, does not quite capture the
hard, bell- like tones that dominate much of
the scoring. In the Divertimento, though,
Barenboim's emphasis of the cryptic elements, the deceptive cheerfulness of the
opening, is ideally taken up by the strings to
produce a performance of great conviction.
This version can be well recommended.
[8: 1/2 Music - A:1* Divertimento]
Sibelius 2 coupled with The Swan of
Tuonela in 1967 performances by the Hallé
and Barbirolli are reissued on EMX 2006.
That conductor's RCA recording of the symphony is well thought of, and despite some
inadequacies of playing and recording
balance this EMI version is still aforce to be
reckoned with, taut and illustrative of the
imaginative depths of Barbirolli's insight.
The Swan has the benefit of clean-toned
cor-anglais playing of great beauty and
characteristic grunts from JB. Well worth
having as arecord of some of the best of this
great conductor. [
B:11
The famed recording by the Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra, under Beglund, of
Nielsen's 5th Symphony is one of the finest
things this ensemble have produced. On
EMX 2033 it is especially good value, having
excellent, clear sound; for such a brazen
work, it is recorded in an unspectacular way,
showing admirable taste and restraint on the
part of the engineers. The BSO play with zest
and expertise, making the most of the brash
end to the first movement, with its persistent
side-drum role, and the developing emotion
of the final movement. (A*:11
The same forces' recording of Shostakovich's 5th Symphony is now an old hand at
reissue, even though it only dates from 1976.
The sonic quality here ( on EMX 2034) has not
the impact of its first appearance and is not
the equal of the Nielsen reviewed above, but
is still very fine, complementing a very
personal view of the work from Berglund,
unconventional in where stress is laid, yet
convincing in its individuality. [
A:1]
This completes the first half of my survey
of EMI's new Eminence label and I
would like
to round off with afew brief generalisations.
It is notable that for the most part the

performances selected are first-rate and of
special interest for the individuality of
approach to well-worn classics. Recordings
are, on the whole, very serviceable and in a
fair number of cases of fine quality - my only
qualm lies with thé ubiquitous, noticeable
loss of ambience between tracks within a
work. EMI Eminence (from MfP) looks set to
be a leading competitor in its price range.
More next issue...
Doug Hammond
FAUST GALORE
LJSZT: A Faust Symphony/WAGNER: A Faust
Overture/BERLIOZ: Damnation of Faust — excerpts
La/os Kozma/Concertgebouw Ch & Orch/Dorati
Philips 6769 089 (
2 recs) digital ( Liszt — live
recording)
Iadmire its concept and respect its craftsmanship, but even a performance as creditable as this one leaves me in no doubt that
Liszt's Faust Symphony can all too easily
outstay its welcome. Mind you, Bernstein
(DG) and more recently Masur both came
close to convincing me that the outer movements at least can and do hold - Masur
through his acute sense of symphonic
architecture and Bernstein through sheer
exhilaration and force of personality. Dorati,
Ithink, falls somewhere between the two,
relying far too much on the quality of the
moment and not enough on longer-term
coherence. He doesn't entirely succeed, for
instance, in sustaining interest through the
lengthy paragraphs of Liszt's first move- .
ment. The climaxes excite, but the argument
which gives them birth lacks conviction and
the longueurs remain. His second movement
('Gretchen') benefits enormously of course
from the eloquence of the Concertgebouw
woodwind, but still he fails to engender the
kind of fantasy that one finds in Masur's
reading, and even the Amsterdam winds
must yield on this occasion to their counterparts from Leipzig.
The Chorus, Ishould add, are first-rate in
Liszt's uncomfortable choral peroration, but
tenor Lajos Kozma has one or two eyewatering pitch problems along the way.
Such is the price one sometimes has to pay
for alive recording. And speaking of recording, to my ears Philips give us rather too
much of agood thing here with regard to the
Concertgebouw brass. The trumpets especially are dazzlingly bright: very forward.
Otherwise it's a handsomely open sound
comparing most favourably with the ' studio'
recordings on Side 4 - all excellent performances, not least Dorati's rollicking account of
Berlioz's Hungarian March. [
A/B:21
Edward Seckerson
FRENCH SAXOPHONE
BOUTRY: Divertimento ( 1932)/FFtANÇAIX: Five
Exotic Dances ( 1962)/IBERT (arr. Mule): 8 Histoires/MILHAUD: Scaramouche
Pekka Savijoki (alt-sax)/Margit Rahkonen (pno)
BIS LP-209 dmm (£5.65, TOL)
Records of the saxophone do not, it seems,
sell well. Berlioz thought well of the instrument, and Vaughan Williams, who wrote
memorably for it in his Ninth Symphony,
called the sound romantic. Why then, I
wonder, do many purists still look askance at
this lovely instrument, mellow and rich at the
bottom of its compass, clarion- like on top?
Because it is ahybrid? On account of its jazz
connections? Those, at least, are no more
formative than in the case of the clarinet:
Berlioz helped to pioneer the one instrument, Mozart, no less, the other. Perhaps this
well- played record, like DG's recent reissue
of saxophone concertos ( January, p.105),
will help to win new friends for the instrument. Pekka Savijoki is neither as imaginative nor as varied of tone as Eugène Rousseau on the DG disc (though perhaps the
rather studio- bound recording is partly to
blame), but he plays with agility and aplomb,
which is half the battle in this music. Iwould
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GERMAN CONSORT MUSIC, 1660-1710
Parley of Instruments/Roy Goodman/Peter Holman
Hyperion A66074 dmm
The composers featured on this issue are
Rosenmüller, Schmelzer, Bühm, Fischer and
Telemann. If most of those names stir little in
your mind, you are not alone; all the more
reason, therefore, for having an acquaintance with them. The encounter proves to be
rewarding: each composer was influential in
his way and in his time; each was subject to
different influences and reflects different
movements within the main current of European music; each was a man of gifts with
much to say. In general, the music is undemanding and accessible, yet repays deeper
examination: this is a very worthwhile
recital.
The Parley of Instruments has already
given us some distinguished recordings. For
this session avariety of instruments is used
(none of the pieces is vocal) with harpsichord and organ continuo and an oboe
with a very trumpet- like sound. The instruments are all in period, and the performances are the result of scholarly research.
This, however, is no academic exercise: it is
enjoyed and enjoyable music- making, from
which prejudice should not deter.
Enjoyment is aided by a fine recording
from Tony Faulkner. The word ' digital' does
not occur in the headings; but as TF is one of
the most persuasive advocates of that system, it seems likely that adigital master was
transferred to analogue for the direct- metal
cut. Be that as it may, the sound does not
shriek ' digital' at one, and that is abonus for
me. St. Jude- on-the- Hill, Hampstead, provides a spacious and airy acoustic. (A:11
Peter Turner
ITALIAN OBOE SONATAS
Works by Sammartini/Besozzi/Castrucci/Geminiani
Michel Piguet (ob)/Christophe Coin (vd)/Aline Zylberajch (hpd)
Harmonie Mundi HM 1096
The sleeve notes point out that these oboe
sonatas show the transition from the Baroque to the Rococo, and listening to their
ltalianate suavity one is surprised to learn
that two of the composers knew and worked
with Handel. Giuseppe Sammartini ( not to
be mistaken for his brother Giovanni Battista) performed at the King's Theatre, and
Castrucci was leader of Handel's orchestra
for atime before he went to Ireland to die in
destitution. Michel Piguet handles his twokeyed 18th century French- made oboe by
Délusse with great assurance of tone and
intonation, weaving the longer- breathed
melodies such as that of the opening
Andante of Sammadini's Sonata No. 4, most
fluidly above the strong supportive basso
continuo. The whole group point the graceful rhythms of the dance- inspired movements, and the clear inflection of Christophe
Coin's cello line does adeal to lift the music.
Harmonia Mundi have again used the
sympathetic setting of the Château de
Sauvan for the sessions and have successfully fused an intimate chamber acoustic and
placing with a warm, open sound for both
the oboe solo and the accompaniment.
There is a little fuzziness about some bass
parts, but nevertheless the overall sound is
vibrant and polished. [
A/B:1*/1]
Roger Bowen
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MUSIC AT COURT
Works by Dowland/Johnson/Lanier/Tomkins/F.
Couperin/D. Scarlatti/J. S. Bach/C. P. E. Bach/
Mozart
Academy of Ancient MusidHogwood
Decca D268 D2 ( 2 recs)
Reissue from 1982
Originally released by the Folio Society ( FS
1001/2) in 1982, having been recorded in
1977, Christopher Hogwood's choice of
'courtly' music is decidedly restricted in
period and scoring: an Elizabethan selection; a Concert Royaux by Francois
Couperin; keyboard sonatas by Scarlatti,
C.P.E. Bach and Mozart; Frederick the
Great's B- minor Flute Sonata; and three
numbers from The Musical Offering. It is all
extremely tastefully done and the recording
is adequate for the intimate nature of the
works and forces used, although the balance
is occasionally debatable, and some of the
string pieces are clouded by reverberance.
[13:1/21
Roger Bowen

OBOE AND STRINGS
MOZART: Oboe Quartet in F, K370/HAYDN: String
Trio in G, Op.53 No. 1/KROMMER: Oboe Quartet
No. 1in C/BOCCHERINI: String Trio in A.
Op.14 No. 3
Sarah Francis (ob)/Cummings String Trio
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP 9019 digital UHJ
Mozart's Oboe Quartet receives a direct,
eloquent and unfussy performance from
Sarah Francis and the Cummings Trio, she
on the right, opposite the violinist, with the
viola and cello id between. This disposition
helps the texture of the music and adds
definition to arecording of great clarity. The
small print on the sleeve points to afurther
technical refinement in the form of Ambisonic UHJ 2-channel recording. Alas, I am
unable to comment on its efficiency, but
heard through unambiguously normal
stereo equipment with two speakers, the
results are very acceptable.
The music too is very acceptable,' and well
planned to include two string trios as foils for
the incisive tone of the oboe. The Haydn is
an arrangement by the composer of the
Piano Sonata in G ( HobXVI.40), which does
not appear to be otherwise available in this
form. Nor, it seems, is the Boccherini, which
is areal discovery, awork of depth as well as
charm. Krommer's first Oboe Quartet,
recently made available together with the
second and two bassoon quartets in a fine
Supraphon performance by Mihule and the
Suk Quartet, is incisively played by the
British players and rounds out a desirable
programme most effectively. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
PETERBOROUGH CATHEDRAL ORGAN
Music by Bossi/Carvallo/Howells/Keeton/Mendelssohn/Saint-Saens/StanleyNannNierne
Christopher Gower/Simon Lawford (org)/The
Cathedral Choir
MW 930 (
Gamut, £5.50)
Hill's 1894 organ ( itself containing earlier
work) suffered the common depredation of
the 1930s, but was sympathetically restored,
with some alterations, by Harrison ( 1980/2).
It is sited rather unfortunately in parts of the
triforium and the choir below, though this is
perhaps less of a problem for microphones
than for the congregation. Predictably, we
are given the fullest details of the history,
specification and registration used, with
numerous illustrations — most laudable.
The performances show some variation in
details of execution, but are very acceptable,
and the registration, though sometimes less
than convincing in style, does serve the main
purpose of demonstrating the tonal qualities
of the instrument. Three choral bands are
included, two by former organists and one

written by Howells for this cathedral.
A clear, sonorous recording does full justice to the organ — perhaps the choir is
balanced atrifle 'forward', but this is of no
great moment. There is avery realistic bass
extension, but unfortunately there are some
pronounced bass 'woodles' on Side 2. These
will not get through the average system, but
are rather obvious on the subwoofer needed
to do justice to the rest! A slight draught at
the microphones, perhaps? This disc is in aid
of Cathedral funds, to which all profits will
go. [
13:21
Trevor Attewell

AL MUSIC

have preferred a lighter touch from both
players and a greater sense of mischief in
Milhaud's Scaramouche; likewise in Jean
Françaix's dances, especially as these have
moments of real poetry. But both players
clearly relish the vigour of many of lbert's
little tableaux (taken from the ten- movement
suite for piano) and the most famous, Le
petit âne blanc, sounds very appealing in this
form. Good dmm, immaculate surfaces. [
13:11
Andrew Keener

PIANO DUETS
BIZET: Jeux d'enfants. Op.22/FAURÉ: Dolly,
Op.56/MILHAUD: Scaramouche*
Alfons & Aloys Kontarsky (pno/pnos .)
DG 2531 389
As any domestic piano duettists will tell you,
multiply one hand by four and the problems
of ensemble are increased tenfold; no
medium more ruthlessly exposes the presence of two minds at work instead of one.
Being brothers, the Kontarskys must, Isuppose, be counted as domestic — at least once
upon atime— but there is nothing homespun
about their playing: the precision of their
ensemble is frequently astonishing. I do
wish, though, that Icould warm to their
music- making. I played the old Meyer!
Milhaud record of the Brazileira from Scaramouche (
last available on World Records
SH 227 e) before putting on the Kontarsky
disc and wincing at the latter's club-footed
heaviness at the bottom of the piano; rhythmic life replaced by unrelenting, regular
emphasis. There is ahard-faced brio in many
of the livelier numbers of Jeux d'enfants
which is rather impressive in itself but surely
inappropriate to these charming miniatures,
and the tone simply doesn't melt in Dolly.
DG's recording is clean and firm but rather
bass- light. Admirable, then, but hardly lovable. [
13:31
Andrew Keener

RUSSIAN GEOGRAPHICAL
MUSSORGSKY-RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: A Night on
the Bare Mountain/BORODIN: Polovtsian March O
In the Steppes of Central Asia/IPPOLITOVIVANOV: Caucasian Sketches
Moscow RSO/Fedoseyev
HMV ASD 1650251 digital
What a contrast moving directly from EMI/
Melodiya's new analogue recording of Prokofiev's Romeo and Juliet to this, another of
their Japanese-engineered digital productions. Here's one pair of ears that were at
once grateful for the elimination ( well, to a
large extent anyway) of that familiar Melodiya ' glare', to say nothing of the additional
warmth which they have again managed to
infuse into the full orchestral sound. Night
on the Bare Mountain straight away reveals
an imposing depth of image: firm sonorous
brass ( uncommonly telling stopped horns)
and a healthy but unobtrusive bass
response. Only once was I bothered by
unwarranted spotlighting, and that at the
point where the suspended cymbal takes up
those pulsating semi-quavers of the opening
and is instantly accorded alarming prominance. Otherwise solo balances are relatively
discreet by. Melodiya stançlards.
Interpretatively speaking, Fedoseyev's
Night might well have set the adrenalin
flowing a little more freely had he gambled
more with pace and rhythm. On the other
hand, there's nothing in the least four-square
about his swaggering account of the Polovtsian March, and for those who still respond
to their innocuous charms he does just about
all that can be done with Ippolitov-Ivanov's
tunefully evocative Caucasian Sketches. UV
13:2/1)
Edward Seckerson
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- CASSETTE/TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P £ 4.95)
Alsai
P.O.R
Aiwa AD3160 09.00
£
Aiwa AD3250 £109.00
B& 0
P.O.R
Denon
Dual C818
P.O.R
Dual C8013
P.O.R
Dual C828
P.O.R
Dual C844
P.O.R
JVC
Nakamichi 9X2 P.0.5
Nakamichi LX3 P.O.R
Nakamichi LX5 P.O.R
NAD
P.O.R
Onkyo
P.O.R
Pioneer
P.O.R

Lux
P.O.R
Marant:PM310 £71.00
Maranta PM3.50 £ 9.00
NAD
on dam
Nytech CA202
P.0.5
Nytech CA252
P.O.R
Quad 34/303
P0 R
Quantum
P.O.R
Pioneer
P.0.5
Reyes
P0 R
Rotel RA820 £79.95
Rotel 55840 £ 109.95

Rotel RD400 £74.90
Revox
P.O.R
Saner,'
P.O.R
Sony
P.O.R
Tandberg TCD440
P.O.R
Tandberg TD20A
P.O.R
Teac
P.0.5
Technics
P.O.R
RSM233X
P.O.R
RSM2113
P.O.R
RSM23.5X
P.O.R
RSM28ft
230.00
£
Trio
P.O.R
Yamaha K300
P.O.R

PICK-UP ARMS ( P&P £ 175)
ADC LMF1
ADC ALTI
A/Technic&
Hadcock
Helms
Last

HEADPHONES ( P&P £ 195)
AKG
A/Technic,'
Beyer DT550
Beysr 07350
Beyer DT220
Koss PRO4AAA
Koss Pro 4e
Starr

P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R.
POR.
P.O.R.
£44.00
£49.00

Sennheiser
HD410
HD414
H0400
HD420
HD430
HD424
HD222
HD40
Sony

£ 15.00
£22.00
£ 15.00
£
28.00
£
28.00
£
29.00
£
23.00
£ 12.95
P.O.R.

P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R

SME 3009/S2
SME 3009IND
SME Series III
SME ED200
SME Series IIIS
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P.O.R.
Sansui R5L 9
£
8.00
Sony
P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
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P.O.R.
Technics STS4 £144.00
Technics SA313
£213.00
Technics SA212 P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio
P.O.R.
Yamaha
P.O.R.
sPE.KI,EPS KITS UNITS ,P&P Il 95I

Technics SL7 E217.00
Technics $1.5 £125.00
Technics SI-10 208.00
£
Technics SLOL1
£141.00
Technics SLOL1
El 93.00
Thorens1131136
£114 SO
ThorensTD147
£209.00
Thorens TD1268C
P.O.R.
Thorons 160BCE105.00
moreno 160S £ 184.00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

AR 18LS
£96.00
AR
P.O.R.
B & WW1°
P.O.R.
B & W DM23
P.O.R.
B & W DM22
P.O.R.
B&WDM14
POR.
Castle
248.00
£
Celestion 100 £76.00
Ditton 130 - 0119.00
Ditton 150 ....1148.00
IMP
P.O.R.
MI.P.0.5.
KEF 727 £14.00
KEF 110A £18.00
KEF 103/2 235.00
£
TANNOY
P.O.R.

Rogers A75/A100
P.O.R
Sugden A48/2
P.O.R
Sansui A5 £89.00
Sansui A5
89.00

KEF 8200
eo.00
KEF 13100 £44.00
KEF DN12 £. 95.
KEF Code Ill
£99.00
KEF Carina £135.00
KEF Carlton £ 99.00
Maranta 1D30 . 015.00
Monitor Audio ... P.O.R.
Pat/Short MS20... P.O.R.
Rogers LS3/5A .. P.O.R.
Rogers Studio 1P.O.R.
Rogers LS1
P.O.R.
Rogers LS5
P.O.R.
Rogers LS7
P.O.R.
Wharfedale
P.O.R.
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CARTRIDGES & STYU. We specialise
in Shure, Ortofon & Goldring and stock all
available items, including ' oldies and 78
rpm. Also the older BSR, Acos & Sonotone
styli - and some cartridges.
Specialist Styli for Mono LP and pre 1939
replay
GOLDRING
6.900 E
£ 17.95
G.900 IGC £59.95
G.910 IGC £59.95
(3.920 IOC
f28.25
SHURE
V.15 V
£ 118.75
V.1511I HE
£ 6.50
M.75 ED
£ 8.45
M.75 EJ
£ 5.85
M.70 EJ
£ 0.35
Linear Tracking

0.140E £ 11.50 I)
0.140 IGC 21.50
£
0
0.160 IGC f29.75 D
0.170 IGC £ 8.50 D
VN.5 HE £57.65 D
VN.35 HE ... f29.20 D
N.75 ED £ 4.45 D
N.75 EJ
00.95
N.70 EJ £.35 D

M.96 LT £30.90 N.96 LT £ 18.95 D
M.94 LT
f24.25 N.94 LT £ 1.20
Upgrade your cartridge with aHyperelliptical stylus.
For:
V.1511I
VN.35 HE £ 9.20
M.97 ED & GD
N.97 HE
1:28.05 D

M.95 ED & G
N.95 HE £
21.40
M.75 ED, E & GO
N.75 HE £ 6.15 D
M.75 Ed. 6$, CS etc N.75 HE-J £ 4.70 D
ORTOFON Special otters
Unsiar Tracking:
TM.10 H
£ 2.90 CL.10 £8.95 D
TM.20 H
f28.50 CL.20 £ 9.20
Moving Cod:
MC.1011
MC.100 Int
MC.100 Univ

3 & the new Series 38 £ 123.95
3S & the new Series 358 £ 9.55
2Fixed Headshell £ 9.40
2Det. Headshell
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Hitachi VT11
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Panasonic NV333
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Sony C9
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AKG
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09.00
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Empire
P.0.11
Grado GT £ 315
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21.95
Grado GF3 £
29.118
Goldring G800 07.15
JVC
P.O.R
Mayware
P.O.R
Nagaoka MP10 P.O.R
Nagaoka MP11 P.O.R
Ortofon Concord 10
£27.00
Ortofon Concord 20
£7.00
Ortofon Concord 30
£49.00
Ortofon M20E Super
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Ortofon VMS5 _ 111.50
Ortofon VMS1OFJ2
£18.60
Ortofon VMS20/E
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Shure M75G 1
£9.95
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Shure M95ED 128.50
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Shure V15/4 £ 9.00
Shure WM( .... 0119.00
Shure M95HE 05.00
Stanton 681/EE £48.00

P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.0.5
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.0.5
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
£235
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
£811.00
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.O.R
P.0.5
P.O.R
P.O.R
£8.95
£9.95
£15.95
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£41.00
£65.00
£27.00
P.O.R
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TD.126 EIC MkI II
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10.166
f110.50 H
TD.160 BC
f127.00 H
TD.160 Super
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f
rom 9.25
£
C
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Metal H/Shell
(suitable SAU2 or 41
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SAU2/4 lead (
DIN or phenol
f7.95 C

SERVICING & REFURBISHING

GOLDRING/LENCO. All available spares
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(belt drive models) and Goldring Lenco
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GL Headsh ell (
state model)
f15.00 C
GL Idler wheels
£ 1.50 C
GL pivot bearings
pair £.85 A
GL Perspex Cover ( state model)
from 27.25
£
G
G.101 Drive Belt I& 102/3, C(2) £2.35 A
G.101 Headshell (& 102/3, CK2) £4.65 El
6.101 Motor
£. 50 0
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was made from astandby analogue tape!
Angus McKenzie

ARCHIV
Handel: Coronation Anthems, Westminster
Abbey Choir/The English Concert/Pinnock/
Preston (410 030-2) It is this type of CD that
gives ammunition to the medium's detractors: although the orchestral contributions
are reasonable, if a bit bright with excessive
separation, but with nicely delineated timps
in particular, there is something seriously
wrong with the way in which the choir has
been recorded. The voices sound distorted
and have an excess upper- middle tonal
balance, leading to a ' hard' coloration. The
relentless sound quality can be tamed by
choosing an unrealistically low playback
level — but then, apart from the freedom from
clicks and pops, CD doesn't present any
advantage over LP at half the price. The
review copy also had excessive glitches,
which may suggest an unacceptable level of
data corruption. C/D!
John Atkinson

ARGO
Vivaldi: Glorias in D, St John's Cambridge
Choir and soloists/Wren Orchestra/Guest
(410 018-2) The orchestral and choral sounds
on this beautiful recording almost reach
perfection in clarity, openness, positioning
and perspective, all set in the lovely acoustic
of St John's, Cambridge. The tenor and both
soprano soloists are just a little too close,
though the contralto is placed about right for
my taste. The chamber organ is perfectly in
perspective, and the famous trumpets at the
beginning of the more well-known RV589
send a real thrill down my spine. Just
occasionally the men, especially the basses,
are a little weak in the balance, but Imost
warmly recommend it, nevertheless. Rated
A, this is the CD to play to people who insist
that analogue records with all their rumble,
tracing distortion and modulation noise still
sound better!
Angus McKenzie

CBS
Hoist: Planets Suite, French NO/Maazel ( CD
37249) Although Ifind this recording prefer.able to the infamous Karajan, it's ruined by a
loud hiss level — particularly marked in
'Venus' — and ageneral buzziness and frying
in the background. A strange buzzy hum
modulation is audible on the French horn;
the glock in ' Mercury' sounds too like a
French bicycle bell; timps were a little
muddy in 'Jupiter', and cymbals frightened
me; and hiss becomes very evident as we
drift aimlessly to the edge of the solar
system. Rated no higher than C, there is alot
wrong technically.
Angus McKenzie
Mozart Symphonies 38/39, BRSO/Kubelik
(38DC4) Igreatly enjoyed the CD of Kubelik's
Bruckner 4, and this is even better. It just
cannot be rated any lower than A (
and I
would be tempted to add a star). Hiss is
virtually inaudible, and the entire orchestra
is clear and, clean, with superb stereo positioning encompassed by warm, natural
ambience. There is no hardness, no ping
pong imagery, but a breadth of string tone
which really suits the magnificent music.
Angus McKenzie
[NB: this disc is not available through CBS
Records Ltd, but may be obtained as a
CBS/Sony import via specialist dealers — Ed)
Prokofiev: Symphony 5, Israel PO/Bernstein
(CD 35877) It's not so much the microphone
balance that is poor on this issue, rather a
sound quality reminiscent of a good recording played back on a loudspeaker system
having a big moving-coil bass woofer with a
badly matched HF electrostatic tweeter. Mid
frequencies are coloured, very high frequencies seem peaky and boosted, with a
response suck-out somewhere around the
presence region. Everything seems wrong,
woodwind mechanical parts rattling away,
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MONITOR
John Atkinson,
Ivor Humphreys,
Andrew Keener,
Angus McKenzie &
David Prákel
brass valve clatter audible and much
obvious musicians' sniffing and shuffling.
The violins are made of glass, as are the
cellos, and Icannot rate this higher than D.
Angus McKenzie
Strauss: Also Sprach Zarathustra, NYPO/
Mehta ( CD 35888) The dynamic range on this
recording seems better than earlier ones
from CBS; although multi-miked, there was
much to enjoy. Some of the organ notes are
just amazing, throbbing the air in my music
room quite spectacularly. Strings are rather
ping-pong, though: the solo violin is too far
to the left and although very much in the
demonstration class the sound is sometimes
too ' electric'. There are no access points, and
Imost certainly object to adisc that plays for
little over 30 minutes. Nevertheless rated B.
Angus McKenzie
Isaac Stern 60th Anniversary Celebration,
NYPO/Mehta ( CD 36692) Bach's Double
Violin Concerto and Vivaldi's Triple Concerto
are ridiculously massive, close, scratchy, and
generally badly balanced, even when played
back at quite a quiet level. Icannot believe
that there has not been some HF lift added
somewhere. In the Mozart Sinfonia Concertante for Violin and Viola, both soloists are
too close, and their sniffing and huffing is all
too obvious. Stern's tone is very thin, but
Pinchas Zukerman's viola sounds much
more natural. C, Iam afraid. Angus McKenzie
Tchaikovsky: Symphony 5, Cleveland SO/
Maazel ( CD 36700) This is a very clear and
clean recording, but everything is a little
overcooked. Although the reverberation is
quite natural, much of the orchestral sound
tends to over- brightness, and the strings are
cleaily too wide. Even so, the performance is
exciting, and with slight HF taming with a
tone control, the sound can be made very
enjoyable. Irecommend it as an A/B borderline.
Angus McKenzie
Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto 1, NYPO/
Mehta/Gilels ( CD 36660) This recording was
made at a concert in the Lincoln Center.
While the atmosphere is natural, and the
piano has the right perspective with the
orchestra, there is a brittleness about the
strings and the piano that is very unnatural.
Low frequencies are rather muddy.
However, turning the treble down a bit
helped the sound much more than usual,
almost transforming it. Dynamic range is
extended, and clearly CBS have tried very
hard. Rated B, since my tone control couldn't
qui*.e cope with the hardness on the piano.
Although hissy, the Bach-arranged-Siloti
Prelude encore is much less hard, sounding
really beautiful. It's ironic that this encore

Tchaikovsky: Overture 1812, Marche Slav/
Beethoven: Wellington's Victory, VPO/
Maazel (CD 37252) The cassette of this title
was rather fun, but Ifound the CD a letdown, since it was loud all the way through,
and somewhat relentless. Although much of
the sound was clean, the balance was ridiculously overpowering. What should have
been a very quiet opening with chorus had
been brought up with additional hiss. The
end of the 1812, though, was spectacular — I
think Iheard a kitchen sink in there somewhere. The Battle Symphony is, of course,
very noisy and the music ideally suits the
recording! This is a fun, loud recording
which will obviously annoy your neighbours,
but Icannot rate it higher than B/C.
Angus McKenzie

CHANDOS
The Special Sound of Chandos ( 000 8301)
This small company, run by producer Brian
Couzens and engineer Ralph Couzens, has
been in the forefront of the introduction of
digital recording techniques, and this sampler shows the extent of their expertise.
There is an exquisite extract from their rare
Tchaikovsky box, with soprano Janet Kelly
balanced beautifully against the deep LSO
image. This is more the unexaggerated
balance that Decca should have got on their
otherwise superb Canteloube CD, but this
too has that unpleasant phlegmy coloration
on the voice. The same sumptuous imagery
is present on an amusing Malcolm Arnold
piece, Tam o'Shanter, from the SNO under
Gibson, which has an orchestral balance to
put DG to shame. Other highlights are a
Stravinsky Pulcinella extract from ECO/Gibson, a Weber Clarinet Concerto movement
from Jane Hilton and the CBSO — which
shows that it is possible to obtain asatisfactory recorded balance without exaggerating
the soloist's width or level — and a cinemaesque Francis Bacon orchestral study by
Gerard Schurmann. Other pieces are good in
their way — 'The Antrim Hills' from Hamilton
Harty's Irish Symphony, '
Jupiter' from The
Planets, Overture to Purcell's Dido & Aeneas
— but suffer from an excessive HF sheen to
the sound. This is less marked on the Harty
than on the Holst, but does detract from the
music. Whether this is an artefact of microphones, Sony PCM1610 master recorder,
or CD transfer, it is hard to say. However,
with a running time of over 55 minutes, this
sampler can be recommended, and Ilook
forward to complete Chandos CDs. General
rating A.
John Atkinson

DECCA
Beethoven: Symphony 6 ' Pastoral', Philharmonia/Ashkenazy ( 410 003-2) This CD tells
you it's a Kingsway Hall recording from the
very opening bars, the acoustic conveyed is
so distinctive. Within the very strong sense
of ' hall' are placed the individual musicians
who can be vividly heard when they move to
bow, shuffle in their chairs or lean forward to
turn the page. Violins and viola lack a
characteristic bloom and body heard on
strings in Kingsway ( and in other recordings,
both analogue and digital, from this venue);
the string section does sound unbalanced
when playing below mf. The powerful bass
contribution ( which is not completely clean
or analytical) doesn't help. Ignoring the
colorations/balance characteristic and keeping in mind the product from other CD
companies, however, this must be deserving
of afull A rating.
David Prákel
Brahms: Piano Concerto 1, Ashkenazy/Concertgebouw/Haitink ( 410 009-2) As CB noted
in his April review of the LP, this recording's
dominant feature is the rather 'thin' sound,
this associated particularly with the upper
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strings, which also have curiously little
'body'. Isuspect this is partly due to the
recording team's method of creating a gap
centre left in the orchestral canvas into
which the generous piano image can be
slotted. Although this is tastefully done, the
result is still somewhat artificial, and unlike
CB Ifind the solo balance a little less than
realistic in relation to the orchestra. Iwasn't
struck by the radical differences in tonal
quality between CD and LP observed by one
or two journalist friends, but perhaps my
analogue front-end happens to be a mite
flatter ( or whatever). Against the silent background of the silver, though, Ashkenazy's
nose effects are all too audible. A/B.
Ivor Humphreys
Canteloube: Chants d'Auvergne Volt Kini
Te Kanawa/ECO/Tate (410 004-2) Immaculately recorded in the Kingsway Hall, this
recital is mainly spoilt by the close balance
given to Kin ite Kanawa, whose voice has
acquired a ' phlegmy' coloration, presumably
a characteristic of the mic used. If the
listening level is set by the orchestral introduction to the first song, the delightful ' La
Pastoura ais camps', the entry of the voice is
absurdly loud. Nevertheless, a delightful
A- rated CD; highlights include the famous
'Bailero', with its Coltrane-ish piano ripplings
in the background, and the oboe and clarinet
solos in the 'Trois Bourrees'. John Atkinson
Falla: The Three-Cornered Hat ( complete)/El
Amor Brujo/Montreal SO/Dutoit/Boky ( sop)
Tourangeau ( mezzo sop) ( 410 008-2) This CD
reproduced with glitch after glitch and error
after error on the Sony player, and yet was
almost perfect on Toshiba and Philips players. However, the sound is stunningly good
and reminded me of the impact that the
Ansermet Petrushka had over 30 years ago.
Dynamic range is phenomenal, distortion
unbelievably low, and everything seems
open and even more alive than in real life!
What a cracking good studio St Eustache,
Montreal makes, for with all the clarity we
also hear awarm and natural ambience that
contributes to putting this CD right up in the
demonstration class at A ( or better). This is
recommended for all — and the playing time
is over 62 minutes!
Angus McKenzie
Favourite Neapolitan Songs: Pavarotti/
Orchestra del Teatro Communale Bologna/
Guadagno, NPO/Chiaramello (410 015-2)
Three of the recordings were made in the
Kingsway Hall with the National Philharmonic and at least are reasonable, the sound
being clean, although the soloist's voice is
rather too close. It would seem that all the
recordings are from analogue masters. This
is more obvious in the songs recorded two
years earlier in Bologna, where we have a
phasey multi-mic balance in the ' Phase Four'
tradition and with the tenor really going 'can
belto'. Pavarotti, of course, sings magnificently, but Iprefer these beautiful songs to
sound much more natural. A typical problem
is that of mains hum, particularly noticeable
on ' Fenesta Vascia' — surely this could have
been filtered out. B/D, but mainly the latter.
Angus McKenzie
Puccini: Orchestral music, Berlin Radio SO/
Chailly (410 007-2) The sound here rarely
glows, but Ifeel inclined to attribute that
more to the sound of Chailly's orchestra —
bright rather than opulent, with rather leansounding strings — than to the quality of the
CD itself. Predictably, there is a shade less
top on the black disc and this in itself
probably gives an impression of greater
homogeneity; not until hearing the CD was I
aware of the many patches of faulty woodwind blend and intonation. But as least the
sound isn't on top of one; there is space and
natural separation. In short, unobtrusively
good engineering, well reflected here. A/B.
Andrew Keener
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Ravel: Bolero, Rapsodie Espagnole, La
Valse, Alborada del Gracioso, Montreal SO/
Dutoit (410010-2) In analogue form, this was
given an A rating by AK in HFN/RR last
September; Ican only agree with him. Here
is the right dynamic range in Bolero, compared with that of the strange, electronically
fiddled one on RCA. Dutoit's opening of
Bolero is around 12dB louder than on the
RCA; it gets appropriately louder and louder
until the magnificent climax. Alborada is
excellent, being natural with very low distortion and stereo placement bang on, the
ambience again being just right. The very
quiet opening of the Rapsodie is magical,
with almost no hiss — and what climaxes! La
Valse is just as good, and this CD is in the
strongly recommended class, rated A — I
would even add astar!
Angus McKenzie
Saint-Saëns: Cello Concerto 1/Schumann:
Cello Concerto, Harrell/Cleveland SO/Marrifler (410 019-2) Rather edgy. Iwasn't sold
on the solo balance when Ireviewed these
commanding performances on black disc
last December; now the upper-frequency
fierceness audible on/revealed by Compact
Disc thrusts the cello into our laps. A single
mezzo-forte open C string takes on the entire
Cleveland woodwind section and wins, while
the solo image excites practically no hall
ambience. If you want to find your way
around either work, be prepared to hit or
miss; indexing is confined to the top of each.
I've heard worse CDs, but not from Decca.
C/D.
Andrew Keener

open compared with that on the DG Anne
Sophie Mutter recordings. A/B.
Angus McKenzie

DENON
Mozart: String Quartets ( KV 458 and
KV421), Smetana Quartet ( C37-7003) Denon
CDs are now being imported ( limited repertoire) by Hayden Labs and will sell for
approximately £ 12.50. This recording suggests a cooperative effort between Denon
and one of the East European recording
companies such as Supraphon ( the allJapanese sleeve notes are no help here). The
performances are first-rate but the miking is
oh so very close. Bow noise and fingering
can be heard on this disc as though you were
sat among the players. Of acoustic there is
little evidence, the whole sound being close
to that of a large dead space, though the
curious ambience collapses into black
silence at the end of each movement. This
bears the same relationship to music- making
as Gray's Anatomy does to ecology. The
fairest rating Ican give would be B/C, as
clarity is outstanding.
David Prákel

Beethoven: Symphony 3 ' Eroica', Berlin
Staatskapelle/Suitner ( C37-7011) This 1980
digital recording offers the perspectives of a
concert hall seat. The ambience is not grippingly characterful but the orchestra is
placed within an overall acoustic, while
perspectives within and on the orchestra
remain stable throughout. However, I'm not
entirely convinced by the aural picture presented; something strikes me as unnatural
Shostakovich: Symphony 5, Concertabout the overall sound. It is good to hear
gebouw/Haitink (410 017-2) In every way
woodwinds in their rightful place within the
this is superb, offering aclear gain over the
orchestra, while the clarity of the balance
excellent black disc. Every strand gleams
cannot justifiably be criticised. The sleeve
from within the natural reverberation of the
photograph of Suitner shows no less than
Concertgebouw ( listen to the hint of rasp on
five omni-directional mics laid out in a
bassoons in the Scherzo) while the full
crescent along the front desks, while two
orchestra reproduces with an ease, transfurther mike stands are visible even in this
parency and naturalness which take the
tight shot of the conductor. The venue looks
breath away. Bass lines have texture, not
like a spacious brick- built church but the
simply a booming presence, but nothing
hefty miking array seems to be responsible
sounds forced, ' helped' or otherwise gingfor my unease with this sound. In conscience
ered up. The silent background is a joy; I this rates an A/B.
David Prákel
have never known the slow movement or the
end of ( i) to make such an impression
Beethoven: Symphony 7, Berlin Staatsthrough a pair of loudspeakers. Reviewing
kapelle/Suitner (C37-7032) Another offering
the vinyl, ES expressed some reservations
in what I'm told is acomplete Denon Beethabout alack of inner clarity. Ishall play him
oven cycle with Suitner and the Berlin
this CD without delay. Definitely A, and if it
Staatskapelle. This 1981 co- production with
wasn't for the Editor's caution, I would
VEB Deutsche Schallplatten ( if my Japanese
award an additional star.
Andrew Keener
is as good as Ithink it is!) is cleaner and
crisper than the Eroica. Though Ionly have
Sibelius: Symphony 5/En Saga, Philharmothe slimmest evidence it would seem that
nia/Ashkenazy ( 410 016-2) Once again
B&K microphones figured in this recording.
Decca's engineers have captured the sense
This recording was made in August 1981,
of space in London's Kingsway Hall almost
days after the Beethoven 5so highly praised
to perfection. Almost, unfortunately,
by AMcK in CD Monitor (
HFN/RR March). The
because although string tone, thankfully, is
balance is close to a good radio broadcast
natural, the inevitable spotlighting of woodwithout limiting; the naturalness of the
wind instruments in the symphony gives rise
sound certainly rates a full A, though at
to depth anomalies and detracts from the
times woodwind sound breathily close.
illusion. This is a fault IH also noted in his
David Prákel
review of Sibelius 4from the same forces in
June (400 056-2); although Istill feel Decca enCD Demonstration (TD-9001) This 12-track
gineers lead the CD field, it would seem that
demonstration disc includes both popular
they have not yet come totally to terms with
music and classical selections: Of the six pop
CD's unforgiving transparency. Peculiarly,
ones, the first four are inferred to be digital,
En Saga is better in this respect; perhaps as
and reproduce very cleanly indeed, the funk
it is the 'filler' there was less pressure on the
'Shoppin Round Again' being excellent for
engineers. Whatever the reason, a qualified
demonstration. The second, ' Moonlight In
A/B for the symphony — which has an
Vermont' has a smoochy saxophone with
over- long muted pause between movements
usual piano and rhythm backing and is very
2 and 3, in my opinion — but afull A for En
clean. ' As Time Goes By', with Hank Jones at
Saga, with its magnificent horns and brass.
the piano, is close, wide and claustrophobic.
John Atkinson
The two, presumably analogue, Japanese
Tchaikovsky/Mendelssohn: Violin Concertos, Montreal SO/Dutoit/Kyung Wha Chung
(410 0011-2) In Dec. ' 82 Barbara Jahn suggested that the soloist's balance in the
Tchaikovsky was about right, but was too far
forward in the Mendelssohn: Iagree absolutely; the orchestra is delightfully clear, and
Kyung Wha Chung's tone is captured magnificently, and the sound is uncoloured and

tracks were hissy and seemed more distorted. The classical selection includes
Bach's famous Toccata and the first part of
the Fugue in D- minor, but unmusically faded
out just as Iwas settling down; somehow
it is a semitone sharp. The recording is
fantastic, though, with an incredibly clean
top end and the pedals shaking the floor.
There is a reasonable amount of reverberation. Haydn's cello concerto has the solo
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instrument too scratchy and close. A Mozart
String Quartet is a little too intimate and
slightly scratchy, although the reverberation
is beautiful. Ienjoyed a cracking good ' Ride
of the Valkyries' with vocal',and, finally, a
very enjoyable and clean Finale to Beethoven's ' Choral' Symphony. One of the best
dem discs; rated A.
Angus McKenzie

DC
Beethoven: Symphony 5, LAPO/Giulini (410
028-2) This is artfully contrived sound. A
brief listen may cause you to conclude that
this is afine recording of afirst-rate orchestra playing in a fine hall. It rapidly becomes
apparent that here is a carefully disguised
patchwork of sound. What gives the lie are
the woodwinds surfacing on top of the
orchestra, the brightness/hardness of the
strings, despite their apparent distant
balance, and the ill-defined size of the acoustic space. There is, however, a fair depth
perspective to the timpani. Again a B rating
despite an A having been awarded to the
disc and despite the tremendous level
swings. Beware the index for the Finale
inappropriately placed.
David Prákel
Beethoven: Piano Sonatas ' Moonlight', Op.
27/2, ' Pathetique', Op. 13 Gilds. (400 036-2)
This is one of the finest and most lifelike
recordings of the piano that I have ever
heard. The sound is intimate, though, and
rather wide, and whilst there is some ambience, the perspective may be too close for
some. It's about right for my colleagues and I
when we want to get wrapped up in Beethoven. A stunning demonstration- class
recording which should be in every CD
collection ( it's also most useful for testing
cassette recorder wow). A. Angus McKenzie
Berlioz: Reveries et Caprice/Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole, Perlman/O. de Paris/Barenboim (400 032-2) Is this really the Salle
Wagram, home of Karajan's refulgent EMI
Ravel disc and Barbirolli's oceanic La mer? I
would never have thought so from the firm,
tean orchestral quality. It's a very good
sound, nevertheless, with no lack of presence in the bass. Icould have done with a
little more central information; even the solo
violin emerges from considerably left of
centre (though this is no fault of the CD: the
black disc, a fraction fatter in orchestral
sonority, is similarly affected). And why do
certain world class fiddlers allow/insist upon
such an eyeball-to-eyeball balance? Just
because they hear themselves at such close
quarters? The biggest irony of all is that such
a compelling range of sound and style as
Penman's needs no such ' help'. But blame
the master tape, not the CD, which reproduces these marvellous performances
warmly and vividly. A.
Andrew Keener
Brahms: Symphony 1, LAPO/Giulini ( 410
023-2) Be it poorly mastered or pressed, this
CD is not always pleasant to listen to in the
traditional ' CD-itis' sense; it's fatiguing.
There are Qvide level differences but little in
the way of moment-to- moment dynamic
development. The whole sound strikes one
as being ' soupy', with the occasional bubble
rising through the gelatinous mass to burst
on the surface; the quiet pizzicato strings in
the finale for example. Though the orchestra
is distanced from the listener, there is no
convincing acoustic; the famous horn theme
in the second movement, for example,
sounds oddly muffled. Though the LP gained
an A rating Ifeel able only to give the sound
as revealed on CD astraight B. David Prákel
Dvorak: Symphony 9 ' From the New World',
VPO/Maazel ( 410 032-2) This is both ahighly
dramatic and highly unreal sound. Take, for
example, the close of the 1st movement
where the strings and brass get a close-up
attacking sound, yet the acoustic is so separated as to sound like an echo from the
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middle distance. In the Molto vivace the
woodwind are over-miked and too forward,
but surprisingly the famous theme in the
Largo is atmospherically reproduced. The
timpani, like the woodwind, are too closely
miked, which results in the quietest taps
sounding artificial and startlingly clear. I
almost had difficulty recognising the resultant sound as being produced by an instrument when Ifirst heard this CD. The sound is
totally compartmentalised and although
dramatic levels are scaled, the climaxes are
not ideally clear. A clear C rating, though LP
record reproduction may blur some of the all
too obvious cracks in the sound. David Prákel
Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue/Prelude 2 for
piano/Bernstein: Symphonic Dances from
West Side Story, LAPO/Bernstein (410 0252) Recorded live, the sound is rather thin and
dry, very similar to that Decca have given this
orchestra in the past on LP. DG must have
gone in very close with their mics, as apart
from one brief burst there is no audience
noise at all — either that, or US audiences are
much better- behaved than those at the
South Bank! The former is more likely, as the
piano image is wide, woodwind are somewhat up-front, and the solo violin wanders
excessively across the stage, suggesting a
close proximity to two spaced mics. Percussion are splendidly defined, however, and
the bass drum excites the ambience of the
dry- sounding hall rather nicely. The West
Side Story dances are a little better as there
is more hall acoustic captured, presumably
because the piano mics are no longer contributing their share of the orchestral sound,
and C/B would seem afair rating.
John Atkinson
Hoist: The Planets, BPO/Karajan (400 028-2)
Although this was one of the first DG CDs to
be made available, it has only recently been
sent to HFN/RR for review. Visitors to any of
our digital demonstrations last year will
know that I didn't hold this recording in
much esteem — unfortunately, my opinion
has not changed, despite not hearing it for
several months. The balance is dramatically
'exciting' and very much 'from the conductor's rostrum' with: exaggerated separation
of instruments and some insecurity of
image; a general lack of recorded depth,
apart from sidedrum, harp and horns; and
an overall bright balance, which is acceptable in the quiet passages but which
becomes relentless once the level rises
above mf. And where are the organ pedals in
'Saturn', gloriously recorded on the EMI
Boult LP? ( The spotlit anechoic organ arpeggio following the elbowed tone cluster in
Karajan's ' Uranus' sounds suspiciously electronic!)
The occasionally sour brass intonation is
disappointing, but more annoying are the
wilful changes in perspective. The col legno
strings at the beginning of ' Mars', for example, rather than whispering ominously, have
their level boosted in order to compete with
the brass — giving a balance which Holst
certainly wouldn't have specified — but when
the overall level drops after the first climax,
this leaves the violins, now bowed conventionally, far too forward. With instruments
too close, there is also the problem that
extraneous noises from musicians are very
audible. Background hiss is high for adigital
recording, and also has a somewhat granular character, which may contribute to the
bright balance.
A C rating by HFN/RR standards, but as DG
inform me that this is the 6th- best selling
classical CD — at the top is the similarly
disappointing Four Seasons on Archiv from
Trevor Pinnock's English Concert ( 400 045-2)
— one does wonder how much relevance our
standards have to the man in the street.
John Atkinson
Mussorgsky/Ravel: Pictures at an Exhibition/Ravel: La Valse, LSO/Abbado (410 0332) Clearly, many tracks are at work here.

There is massive dynamic range, firm, tight
brass and percussion and whiplash attack
from lower strings in ' Gnomus'. Often
impressive, certainly, but what is noticeably
lacking is the sense of a believable, consistent acoustic. One minute a solo flute is
surrounded by a gentle bloom of ambience,
the next a battery of trombones blares from
a large padded cell, panned right. Most
affected are the upper strings which, massed, can sound unpleasantly grainy. Some of
the editing will not do: sample the wretchedly cut reverberation after one of the brass
chords in ' Sepulchrum Romanum' — though
if you go straight to it ( as you can, since DG
sensibly index each ' picture') brace yourself
for a cone- endangering mid- chord blast of
brass. C.
Andrew Keener
Placido Domingo Opera Gala, LAPO/Giulini
(400 030-2) This magnificent compilation by
Domingo is extremely well recorded, the
orchestral sound is clear and natural and the
soloist up-front but not ridiculously close.
The tenor voice is extremely difficult to
reproduce properly on analogue disc
because the high notes almost invariably
mistrack, crack, or sound clothy with modulation noise from analogue tape. Here we
have a magnificently clear voice, thrilling
throughout. Although I rate this A and
warmly recommend it, Imust admit that I
could not sit down and listen end to end. I
will enjoy dipping in here and there, though.
Angus McKenzie
Schubert: Quartet ' Death and the Maiden'
D810/Quartettsatz 0703, Amadeus Quartet
(410 024-2)A classic example of over-miking,
this, whereby the sound hardens rapidly
with increasing levels in the music. Perhaps
the engineers decided to go in so close
because the acoustic is fairly generous, but
quite apart from distorting the scale of the
dynamics, the result is an image rather at
odds with its setting; it doesn't gel well and
has a slightly phasey quality at high levels.
It's difficult always to differentiate the 2nd
violin and viola, not so much because they're
set back as that the 1st and the cello are so
proportionately forward. We get detail above
all else and in the quiet music it works quite
well. ' Cutting' level is arguably too high as
well, and could even indicate the onset of
clipping at forte. C.
Ivor Humphreys
Johann & Josef Strauss, RadetzkyMarch
BPO/Karajan (410 027-2) Of all the Karajan
CDs that I have heard from DG, this is
definitely the most musically recorded, the
sound being surprisingly natural despite
what seems to be multi-miking. The ambience is warm, and all instruments are clear
and in the right places, and yet, for me,
nothing is too close. Even the strings have a
warm and exciting sheen, and performances
are superb. The disc was recorded in the
Berlin Philharmonic Hall and shows how
well DG engineers can do when they really
try. A.
Angus McKenzie
R. Strauss: Alpine Symphony, BPO/Karajan
(400 039-2) Icannot be as enthusiastic about
the CD as ES was in HFN/RR, December
1981, about the LP, although Ido agree with
him that the HF end is very glassy and
overbright, particularly on the strings. Rather
than blame the digital technique for changing the sound, Iattribute it to the use of
coloured and over-toppy, or over-equalised,
microphones. The multi-mic balance at
times reproduces a mess of vague images,
pushed here and there as if by force, with
sounds from one instrument spilling into the
other mics. Distortion is always very low,
though, and there is much to enjoy, but this
could have been much better with a more
natural balance. It almost seems as if somebody other than the balancer was shifting
around controls inappropriately. This is a
difficult work to record, however, so a B
rating is deserved.
Angus McKenzie.
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"NO HALFMEASURES
HERE"
-one
. .. Not one BUT 3
single-speaker
demonstration
rooms now in use!
•Open Thursday until 8.00pm
•Extensive FREE parking
•Special discs stocked
•All equipment checked before sale
•Demonstrations are available in
FIVE demonstration rooms ( our 3
single speaker demo- rooms are
available by appointment!)
We stock selected items from: Aloi, AR, A&R,
Audioref. Ariston.Aucho Technica. Celef.
Celestion, Chartwell Creek, Crimson, Denon,
Dual, EAR, Elite, Entre, GI anz, Grado, Gyro- Dec,
Heybrook. Hunt ED A KEF, Koetsu.
Lentek, Linn lsobarik, Linn-Sondek, Maxell,
Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Mirage, Mission,
MonitorAudio, Monster, NAD, Nagaoka,
Nakamichi, Nytech, Ortofon, QED, Quad,
Quantum, RCL, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
SennheiSer, Spendor, Stanton. Sugden,
Supex, Swallow, Syrinx, Systemdek, Technics.
Trio, Walker, Yamah`a and others.
Active systems by Meridian, Swallow, Linn and
A&R on demonstration.

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandlers Ford
Tel: ( 04215) 2827 81 65232

LONDON
NW1 Video Stop The Concourse within Baker Street Station
NW6 Audio T 190 West End Lane
NW6 Field Electronics 81 Salusbury Road, Queers Park
SW11 Off Records
58 Battersea Rise, Clapham Junction
W1 Playback Studio
41 Windmill St Tottenham Court Rd.
WC1 Mole Jazz
374 Gray's Inn Road. Kings Cross
BARNSLEY Barnsley HI-FI Centre 40 Sheffield Road
BATH Paul Green HI Fi
Harpers Furnishing. London Road
BEDFORD Tevistock Video Centre
23 Tavistock Street
BELFAST 1Gramophone Shop
16 Donegall Square North
BELFAST 7Knights lecords
33 Botanic Avenue
BOURNEMOUTH Sutton,
10 Gems Place
BRADFORD Erricks
Fotosonic House. Rawson Square
BRIDGWATER Burnhant Audio Visual
47 High Street
BRIGHTON Jeffries Hi FI
69 London Road
BRISTOL 7Radford Hi- H 52 Gloucester Road
BRISTOL 8Absolute Sound Et Video
25 Queens Road, Clifton
CAMBRIDGE CVS
112 Regent Street
CARDIFF Audio Excellence
13 Kings Road. Canton
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound b Video
42 Albion Street
CHESTER Video Vaults
116 Nonhgate Street
CROYDON KJ Leisuresound
89 London Road
EASTBOURNE Jeffries
4Albert Parade, Green Street
EDINBURGH Audio Aids
52 George Street
EGHAM R•cordwise
172 High Street
ENFIELD AT Labs
191 Chase Side .
GLASGOW Music Room
221 St Vincent Street
GRIMSBY Grimsby Hi FI
71 Cartergate
GUILDFORD PJEquipment 3Bridge Street
HARROGATE A.G.J. Video Library 81 Station Parade
HARROW The Tape Shop
27 Springfield Road
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD Vidivideo
217 London Road, Apsley
ILFORD AT Labs
442 Cranbrook Road, Gangs Hill
LINCOLN Lincoln H141
271A High Street
LIVERPOOL Tape
56 Whitechapel
MANCHESTER 2Cleartone HI- F1
62 King Street
MANCHESTER 14 Shadoos
162 Wilmslow Road
MIDDLESBROUGH Boro Electronics
118 Borough Raid
NEWCASTLE- on-TYNE HI-FI Opportunities 33 Handyside Arc
NEW MAIDEN Surrey Cameras
31 High Street
NORWICH Peter Watts
12 Lower Goat Lane
NOTTINGHAM Nottingham HI- 14
120 Alf reton Road
OXFORD Absolute Sound
19 Old High St. Headington
PONTEFRACT AGJ Shell Garage
Knottingley Road
PORTSMOUTH TV Is Video
33 Powerscourt Rd, North End
PRESTON Goodrights
tFriargate
RAMSGATE F.J. Rogers
10 Grange Road
ROCHDALE Cleartone HI- Ft
52 Drake Street
SHREWSBURY Avon HI- Ft
12 Barker Street
SOUTHAMPTON Suttons
421 Shirley Road
STEVENAGE Anglia Sound
23 Oueensway
SWINDON Absolute Sound b Video 60 Fleet Street
TONBRIDGE Tonbridge HI-FI
19 Quarry Hill Road
WALTON-ON-THAMES Burnham Audio Visual
10 High Street
WATFORD Radiolux
108 The Parade, The Pond
WESTON-s-MARE Burnham Audio Visual
152 High St, Wale
WEYMOUTH Dorset Radio
29 Walpole Street
WOKING Aerco
li The Broadway
WORCESTER Johnsons Sound • 43 Friar Street
WORTHING Phase 3Hi- Ft
53 Brighton Road
YEOVIL Yeovil Audio
3Princes Street

FORTY YEARS ON
and now

THE COMPACT DISC
When Istarted on my twin career as Audio Consultant and Record Reviewer, just
forty years ago, records still revolved at 78 rpm and played for about 41
2 minutes
/
per side. The advent of the microgroove LP disc in 1950 opened new horizons for
music- lovers and for the record industry. Eight years later stereo arrived on the
scene and brought us asignificant step closer towards matching the concert hall '
experience in our homes. People who recall those heady, pioneering days may
well remember the enthusiasm with which Isupported both these developments
from the very outset. Yet, because Ifully understood the musical implications in
each case, it was a reasoned enthusiasm for significant progress, for Ihave never
had the slightest interest in fashionable gimmicks.
By contrast, the abortive launching of quadraphonic sound, during the early
'seventies, never received my support, but the arrival of the Compact Disc has
once » more kindled the flame of enthusiasm, for Iam totally convinced that it
marks yet another, vital step forward in our quest towards adeeper enjoyment of
music under domestic conditions. The fact that the technology involved is of
mind- boggling sophistication is mel'ély incidental: for me, K is the performance
of CD that matters, and everything lhave heard during recent months convinces
me that CD represents a liberation from virtually all the ills and irritations record
collectors know only too vvelll
tdo not ask you to take my word for this: instead, Iinvite you most cordially to
visit our MUSIC IN THE HOME studio, now most attractively refurbished for your
comfort and enjoyment, where you may listen at leisure to Compact Discs on
superb equipment. To hear CD played via outstanding speaker systems, such as
the QUAD ESL 63 or our 3-way combination in which asub-woofer is added to the
astonishing, little BBC- designed LS3/5A for our own '
Fideliol, is to realise just
how far we have travelled these past forty years.
Thomas Heinitz

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.330 (
Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

Associate Company: Waimea HiFi Ltd, 18c Bradley Road, Trowbridge,
Wiltshire. Tel: 102214) 66441
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Tchaikovsky: Symphony 6 ' Pathetique',
LAPO/Giulini ( 400 029-2) Giulini's ' Pathetique' was recorded quite early during DG's
digital adventures, and though presumably
recorded in the same hall as both the
Brahms and Beethoven by the same crew —
Hans Weber ( Supervisor), Hans- Peter
Schweigmann ( Engineer) — it is a better
product. The strings sound lighter and
cleaner but again there is the same oddly
distanced acoustic, while the individual
instruments of the string section sound
rather scrapey at times. This is a generally
more ' open' sound than either of the other
LAPO/Giulini CDs, though the bass lacks
some of the satisfying ' crump' from LP,
which may well just be black vinyl euphony!
A/B
David Prâkel

ERATO
Saint-Saëns: Piano Concertos 2/4, Duchable/Strasbourg PO/Lombard ( ECD 88002)
Erato CDs are Polygram productions
imported by Conifer and on sale for £ 11.99.
This analogue recording was made in May
1981 in the Strasbourg Palais de la Musique
et des . Congres; Francois- Rene Duchable
chooses a distinctively toned and
immediately recognisable Bdisendorfer
piano. Tape hiss is present, although not ata
high level. While it seems that the full
dynamic range of the recording has been
transferred to CD, general levels do seem a
little low on this disc. The recorded balance
favours the piano to some extent, though the
balance is not grossly exaggerated; the
orchestra play in a clearly defined acoustic
and are balanced rather far back. One or two
climaxes don't quite make their presence felt
with the clarity that would have come with
digital recording but for simple musicality
and joy in performance there is not much to
beat this disc in the present CD catalogues. A
very workable analogue transfer. A/B.
David Prákel
Vivaldi: Concertos for diverse instruments
(RV-537, 484, 539, 564 and 93) Soloists/I
Solisti Veniti/Scimone ( ECD 88009) This
digital recording was made in May 1981 in
the Eglise Notre-Dame du Liban, Paris. The
results are not over- atmospheric, while it
seems that the engineers have tried to
moderate the dynamics and acoustics by
cautious microphone placement. There is a
consistent overall acoustic but it is neither
rich nor reverberant. The two trumpets in the
first concerto do not seem to make their
dynamic impact felt, while the first violins get
most of the limelight. In the beautiful bassoon concerto the problem is reversed as the
strings and continuo strike up in apleasingly
reverberant acoustic while the bassoon
appears compressed and more closely
miked in their midst. The sound is far from
unpleasant or unnatural but the at times
bland performances don't encourage the
listener to tarry, and seem matched by a
certain blandness in the recordings. Rather
this than the coarse, multi-miked extravaganzas appearing elsewhere, however. B/A.
David Prákel

PHILIPS
JS Bach: Toccata & Fugue in d, etc, Daniel
Chorzempa (410 038-2) With recordings produced by engineers such as Michael Woodward showing that the building acoustic
must be considered part of the organ sound
for recording purposes, it is a shame that
Philips have concentrated on the organ
alone in this true digital recording from the
Bovenkirk, Kampen, in the Netherlands. Only
in the softly voiced Largo in C ( BWV 529/2) is
there an impression of an acoustic allowing
the organ to breathe; elsewhere the sound is
close, and although there are reverberation
tails, there is little coherence and hence
sense of depth. The sound is generally clean,
although the high-level climaxes could cause
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problems with preamps having too high an
input sensitivity. There were rather too many
glitches on the review copy for comfort, but
rated B, nevertheless. But Philips, what
about the pitiful sleevenotes? John Atkinson
Beethoven: Violin Concerto, Kremer/ASM/
Marriner (410 549-2) CB found Kremer's
Beethoven ' surely his most persuasive
record yet' ( 7/82) but, even aside from
Schnitke's cadenzas, it continues to strike me
as charmlessly idiosyncratic. Very little
melds, though to be fair few players sound at
their sweetest at five yards' distance, as is
sometimes suggested here. Unabsorbed by
black disc ticks, clicks and rustles, the solo
image seems overpresent, particularly in the
slow movement. And for the first time I
discerned ( or thought I discerned) an
emptier hall during the first movement
cadenza than throughout the rest of the
work. The hum ( faulty mic lead?) which
.worried CB is indeed present, but negligibly
so, Ithink. Ifound a suspicion of crumble
when tuttis were going at full tilt and the
overall quality sounds a bit thick in the
middle (
cf the freshness and mid-texture
transparency of the same group on lona
Brown's Argo black disc). And yet how good
it is to feel the silence behind the sound at,
for example, the orchestral diminuendo
before the soloist's first entry. Nothing but
silence ( and timpani) behind Schnitke's
cadenzas too. C.
Andrew Keener
Dvorak: Serenades Opp. 22/44, ASM/Marriner (400 020-2) The Op.22 String Serenade
is a less satisfactory recording than its
coupling. The tonal quality of the Academy
strings is not ideal, there is a heaviness and
thickness in the low end, while bowing
noises are sometimes no more than an
irritated flurry. Imagery is stable but further
than the ' spacious' sound, there is little in the
way of real ambience. The wind serenade is
an altogether finer recording; low winds
have a crisp, full bodied quality, while all
participants are placed neatly in depth
behind the speakers with more than a fair
sense of recording venue acoustic. Op. 44 is
a full A quality recording with natural dynamic growth and power; Op.22 is less satisfactory on simple tonal grounds and receives
astraight B.
David Pre&
A. Scarlatti: 6 Concerti Grossi, IMusici (400
017-2) It is strange that these delightful
concertos have been so badly ignored in the
past. The recorded sound is really charming
and generally very natural in I Musici's
usually reverberant surroundings. Most of
the solo instruments, including trumpet and
oboe, are very well positioned in perspective, and my only grumble is that the flutes
are alittle too close. A most recommendable
CD, though, rated A.
Angus McKenzie.
Schubert: Lieder, Elly Ameling/Dalton Baldwin ( 410 037-2) Something of an oddity, this,
since although the vocal image is very well
defined, the piano, set further back of course,
suffers from the effects of the resonant,
washy acoustic and is consequently less
detailed, even a little full- sounding. Perhaps
it's the greater inherent clarity afforded by
the low noise-floor, but the intonation of the
piano is alittle suspect to my ears— aslightly
clangy quality to some notes which may well
be masked on a vinyl transfer. These
reservations apart, though, one quickly settles into the overall sound, and the winning
clarity and general ease with which it conveys every nuance of Elly Ameling's glorious
voice, reveals every facet of her marvellously
thought-out performances, and quite
banishes deeper criticism.B. Ivor Humphreys
Schubert: 'Trout' Quintet D667, Cleveland
Quartet/van Demark/Brendel ( 400 078-2)
Close miking once again, but much more of a

homogeneous sound than, say, the DG
'Death and the Maiden' release. The piano is
well integrated with the strong textures too,
which is not the easiest of recording tasks.
That said, however, the sound is still a little
'manufactured', offering analytical insight in
lieu of a natural concert hall perspective. All
these up-front recordings are shown up in
their exaggeration of the dynamic scale:
quiet passages work extremely well, but
loud music imposes too much, hardening
the sound. B.
Ivor Humphreys
Richard Strauss: Ein Heldenleben, Boston
SO/Ozawa (400 073-2) In many ways, this
disc typifies the problems facing the record
companies over CD. Although clean, with a
natural if slightly over- dramatic instrumental
balance, the sound quality has such an
anonymity about it that one loses interest in
the performance. Ihave been to Symphony
Hall in Boston a number of times; it has a
glorious rich- sounding acoustic, yet there
doesn't appear to be atrace of it on this CD.
Coupled with that, the tonal balance is dull,
almost as though the engineers concerned
have reacted to general criticisms of the
aggressive quality due to over-miking by
continuing to use a large number of mics,
but then taming the sound by rolling off the
high frequencies. Apart from a disgraceful
hum which abruptly appears in the right
channel during the quiet ' critics' passage,
this disc is conventionally ' good', so Imust
rate it B, but as I mentioned in July's
'Comment', a comparison with the 1961
Beecham LP ( HMV SXLP 30293) shows how
much atmosphere has been omitted from
the modern recording. Only one index point
is provided, at the start.
John Atkinson

Stravinsky: The Firebird ( cpte), Concertgebouw/Davis (400 074-2) Philips skate near
the edges of the Trades Descriptions Act at
times. Nowhere on this CD does it say that it
was produced from an analogue master tape
— it doesn't even give the copyright date.
However, whether connected with the lack of
original digits or not, the sound of this 1979
recording is , excellent. The orchestral
balance is nicely rounded compared with
some of the brighter offerings from DG or
Decca, but doesn't lose its coherence like the
Heldenleben above. Tape hiss is not a problem and the rating is awell- deserved A. The
provision of only one index point — at the
beginning — is ridiculous, though.
John Atkinson
Vivaldi/Sammartini/Telemann/Handel:
Recorder Concertos, ASM/Michala Petri ( 400
075-2) Another Philips CD where the purchaser has to work out from the absence of a
'digital' flash that the original recording was,
in fact, analogue, this B- rated recital was
featured in ' Quality Monitor' when it
appeared in LP form two years ago. It was
thought then that there was too little integration between the recorder and the accompanying strings, and the greater transparency of the Compact Disc only reinforces
this opinion. A close balance, generally flat
perspectives — apart from the F- major
Handel work for treble — and a ' loud' coloration, all make the sound much more acceptable at low listening levels.
John Atkinson
Vivaldi: The Seasons, I Musici/Carmirelli
(yin) (410 001-2) Returning this disc to its
box, Ifelt rather as if I'd been listening to a
lot of violins. Turning the volume down (the
level is admittedly high) did little to alleviate
the problem; indeed, the impression was
heightened as lower strings then frequently
sounded very weak indeed. Not so the
'barking dog' violas in the Largo of ' Spring',
bristlingly ' present' along with the violins.
Big, bold and impressive for 10 minutes,
then fatigue sets in. But you can dip in: 12
index points B/C.
Andrew Keener
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EXCELLENCE
PERFECT SOUND?

Starts Saturday 10th September — 9.30am
Hundreds of genuine 'sealed carton' bargains from
popular brands. Ex-demonstration units at prices that will
whet your appetite but not damage your pocket and
there's always the ' bargain basement' items that we
almost pay you to take away.
A price list will be available one week before the Sale
commences — call us; we will send you acopy.

Don't miss it—it's the great hi-fi event of the year.
Open Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30
(Wigmore St. — Thursday late night
until 7pm)

CROYDON
HARROW
LONDON, WI
UXBRIDGE
WATFORD

—
—
—
—
—

89 London Rd.
340 Station Rd.
48 Wigmore St.
278 High St.
101 St. Albans Rd.

Tel: 01-686 1343
Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: 01-486 8263
Tel: Uxbridge 33474
Tel: Watford 45250

Despite clever advertising hype, in the
world of hi-fi there is no such thing.
But some equipment comes closer to it
than others and we believe we stock
some of the finest available.
Come to South Wales leading Hi Fi
Specialist and listen to the music
—because it's the music that matters
AR, A&R, ARC, Celestion, Creek, Dual,
Heybrook, KEF, Kiseki, Koetsu, Linn,
Marantz, Meridian, Mission, Monitor
Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Nytech, Naim,
Pink Triangle, Quad, Spendor, Syrinx,
Systemdek, Tannoy, Thorens, Walker,
Yamaha, Zeta.

13 KINGS RD. CANTON
CARDIFF. Tel. 0222 28565
TUES. — SAT. 10.00 — 5.30
CLOSED MONDAY
Thursday late opening — 7.30pm

/etc:etc/444013

MIDLAND
HI-FI EXHIBITION
SEPTEMBER 2
,
3•4

THE ONLY en SHOW IN THE MIDLANDS THIS YEAR!
FREE ADMISSION
*YOU COULD WIN A
£500 HI FI SYSTEM
SPECIAL SHOW
OFFERS!
REFRESHMENTS
AVAILABLE

SEE THE BIGGEST NAMES IN HI-FI
DUAL • NAD • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • SENNHEISER • QUAD • KEF
MERIDIAN • PINK

çr • NAKAMICHI • ARISTON • WALKER • TDK • SANSUI

YAMAHA • ALLISON • NAGAOKA • MAXELL • CELESTION • NYTECH • AKAI
DUNLOP • PROFILE • SPENDOR • CASTLE • DEAN • HADCOCK • HARMAN
MARANTZ • ADC • ALBARRY • ROTEL • KOSS • AUDIO TECHNICA
MONITOR AUDIO • GLANZ • ORTOFON • BEARD • DAIS • DENON • QUESTAR
OSAWA • SONDEX • HELIUS • SHURE • QUANTUM • ALPHASON • QED

MIDLAND HOTEL - DERBY

FRIDAY 3.30-8.00

SATURDAY 10-8.00

SUNDAY 11-6.00

TRAVEL BY TRAIN (
The Exhibition is adjacent to Derby Station)
SPONSORED BY ACTIVE AUDIO, THE SPOT, DERBY 380385
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HAVE SOMETHING of asoft spot for
Rickie Lee Jones' Girl At Her Volcano
(Warner Bros 92-3805), an album which
has come under unnecessarily heavy critical
fire from some quarters. A ten inch, seven
track offering, formed mainlyfrom versions
of songs made famous by other artists, it is,
according to Rickie herself, aspecial one-off
project and something apart from her
normal way of things— hence the minialbum format. The opening song, Billy
Strayhorn's memorable ' Lush Life', presents
an immediate challenge to the singer. Donna
Summer admitted that she encountered
difficulties with the composition when
recording her Quincy Jones- produced
version, last year. And no less apersonage
than Frank Sinatra himself is said to have
dropped ' Lush Life' from one of his sessions
after making three unsuccessful attempts to
negotiate both the song and an equally
challenging Gordon Jenkins arrangement.
Rickie Lee's version of ' Lush Life' is brave
rather than wholly satisfying, emerging with
aBlossom Deane- meets- Billie Holiday at the
gates of Synanon feel, high on style but even
higher on tortuousness. If it works at all—
which it does to some extent— then no
thanks are due to the interjections of a
moronic audience, who sound as if they've
been roped in from the fringe of aWillie
Nelson Picnic where the Lone Star Beer has
been on constant tap. Elsewhere, acouple of
minor wonders are to be heard, Rickie Lee's
live at The Roxy interpretation of ' My Funny
Valentine' standing comparison with most
and totally burying Elvis Costello's weakkneed attempt to re- shape the Rodgers and
Hart classic. ' Under The Boardwalk', one of
the five studio tracks, is also treated with
loving care, as is aversion of 'Walk Away
Renee', the other ' cover' being an
interpretation of ' Rainbow Sleeves', aTom
Waits song, which pans out all very ' Sing A
Rainbow' and abit twee. And if Ms Jones'
own brace of compositions, ' So Long' and
'Hey Bub', are so fragile that they practically
disintegrate beneath the stylus, Istill can't
find it in my heart to come down hard and
heavy. Irealise that Rickie Lee's particular
volcano may seem extinct in so many ways —
but even non- active craters have always
intrigued me. [
A:1/2]
Next, to Altered Images' Bite (
Epic EPC
25413), which, thankfully, does not represent
the same gooey use of vinyl that comprised
Pinky Blue, the band's last album. Vocalist
Clare Grogan is now cast as Sandra Dee
rather than alollipop- loving Shirley Temple
and though I'm still not enamoured with her
nasal pip-squeak of avoice, here she's
supplied with such an engaging range of
good pop songs and well-fashioned backups that Ican't find it in my heart to have her
carted back to Sunnybrook Farm — or
whatever is the Scottish equivalent. So rahrah ( remember rah-rahs?) for ' Change Of
Heart', agreasy Farfisa-wrapped nod in the
direction of Brill Building pop, and also for
'Don't Talk To Me About Love', another
Images original, that find it difficult to sort
out in aline-up that includes ' It Might As
Well Rain Until September'. Both are
admirable chunks of bubble- gum. But there
are other tracks that have had me activating
my instant replay button and though Clarecare is something to which Iwouldn't
normally subscribe, I'll readily admit that
Bite is among the better bobbysox bedecked
albums to make its way out of the school
gym this summer. [
A:1]
Munchkinland memories are revived once
more by The Coconuts' Don't Take My
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Coconuts (
EMI-America EML 400180), on
which Kid Creole's decorative female vocal
threesome render an appealing, latinised
version of ' If IOnly Had A Brain', the
scarecrow's song from The Wizard Of Oz. In
effect, the whole album is just another
Creole offering — August Darnell wrote most
of the songs, produced, arranged and also
got his voice to the fore on acouple of
occasions— and it's good enough without
being anywhere near the best of its ilk.
'Maladie D'Amour', which turned up on the
Mutant Disco album, is given adifferent
shake of the maracas, while 'Annie I'm Not
Your Daddy', is almost resurrected in the
form of ' Ticket To The Tropics', another
cloneyard special. In short, you've heard it all
before. However, if you feel that August
Darnell's awonderful thing ( baby), then this
album will probably induce you to go
bananas — or should Isay coconuts? I
enjoyed it without actually screaming
'Caramba' every five seconds or so. [
A:21
Iadmit that Iplayed some minor part in
compiling Stomping At The Savoy (
Arista
STOMP 1), anineteen track collection of
items from the Savoy catalogue that
originally began life as an NME mail-order
cassette. My part, if Iremember rightly, was
to suggest that aRosetta Tharpe track be
included — anotion that was utterly rejected
by my fellow conspirators. No matter, the
resulting album is still an outstanding one,
boasting asmattering of jazz from Charlie
Parker, Fats Navarro, Eddie Jefferson, Art
Pepper and others, including such accredited
loonies as Babs Gonzales and Slim Gaillard,
plus ahealthy dosage of R&B from the likes
of Johnny Otis, H- Bomb Ferguson, Esther
Philips, The Ravens, Helen Humes and Sam
The Man Taylor. And though Imight be
biased ( all right, Iam!) Iregard this
compilation as arelease that's not only
historically important— providing abroad
view of all that was happening on an
essentially black music label during the late
forties and early fifties— but also one that's
totally satisfying from amusical standpoint.
Pity about that omitted Rosetta Tharpe track
though! [c:11

Aretha Franklin's Get It Right (
Arista 205
544) indicates just how right she got things on
her last album, Jump To It, awinner which
teamed her with vocalist- producer Luther
Vandross. Accordingly, the formula has been
repeated yet again, the tightrope between
the now of New York funk and the then of
Atlantic R&B being trod with adroit
judgement by the talented twosome.
Probably the title track, disco hardware of
the joyous kind, will be the one to make the
grade singlewise. But Franklin fanciers from
way back will, more likely, bestow all their
favours on Aretha's magnificent reworking
of ' IWish It Would Rain'. Iloved the number
when the Tempts did it, Iloved it too when
Gladys Knight gave it awhirl. Yet this new
rendition is still guaranteed to cause gasps
of delight. If anyone out there really needs
proof that Aretha Franklin can still cut it, then
'I Wish It Would Rain' supplies it. [
A:1]
While Aretha has been making her minor
push forward, ELO, whose Secret Messages
has been released on Jet LX 527, are still
yearning for the old days. If only they'd
made part of this album before Sgt Pepper. If
only they'd got to all those oddball sounds
before Revolver. If only they'd thought of all
those mysterious messages before the
White Album. If only... if only ... Not that
ELO have done too badly in the interim, even
with the spectre of Lennon and the shadow
of the old McCartney looking over their
shoulders. Imean, umpteen platinum discs
in an equal amount of years, isn't anything to
be sneezed at, is it? And the music on this
current album, though frequently derivative,
leaves little cause for complaint— though I
could have well done without ' Rock ' n' Roll Is
King', arecent ELO chart single that sounds
as if it got lost on its way to aShakin'
Stevens date. It's just that everything on
Secret Messages would have been so much
more wonderful back in ' 67. [
A:1]
Also likely to please many folk are the
dancing sequences in the film Flashdance,
though the soundtrack album, on
Casablanca CARNR5 is hardly likely to cause
many British welders, even of the female
kind, to perform pirouettes as apastime. I'll
admit that Kim Carnes', abrasively performed
'I'll Be Here Where The Heart Is' has its
attractions and that some of Giorgio
Moroder's background goings-on cause the
odd flutter of admiration. Otherwise, the
tracks by such as Donna Summer, Laura
Branigan, Shandi, Michael Sembello, Helen
St John and the other Moroder marauders
do little except inspire ennui. Those already
possessing Irene Cara's title song single are
advised to hang on to what they've got and
wait awhile. Maybe the soundtrack to
Flashdance IVwill turn out better. [
A:31
Stevie Nicks' The Wild Heart (
WEA 25-00701) is yet another portion of all-American
nothingness, packed with breast- bearing
lyrics, straight out of Mills and Boon, and
tunes not really strong enough to be let out
on their own. [
13:3] Only atrack that features
Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers serves any
purpose, reminding me that Petty and Co.
are primarily responsible for helping Del
Shannon make aformidable comeback
album in the shape of Drop Down And Get
Me (
Demon FIEND 8), arecord so strong,
both songwise and performancewise, that it
ought to provide the once falsetto-flaunting
Michiganite with awhole new audience.
Certainly Iprefer the grit and guts Shannon
of ' 83 to the class of ' 61 rocker who whooped
his way through ' Runaway' and ' Hats Off To
Larry'. And maybe you will too. [
A:1] l it.
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WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

64 & 85 BEA NCROFT ROAD

PHOTO CRAFT HI-FI

CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

0977-553066

Demonstrations and installations
of

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations

A&R, ARC, Creek, Celestion, Dual,
Heybrook, Grace, KEF, Linn, Meridian,
Mission, Monitor Audio, MorduantShort, Naim, Nakamichi, Nytech,
Quad, Rega, Revox and Supex.
Phone for exclusive use of our
demonstration room.
40 High Street, Ashford, Kent
Ashford (0233) 24441

V.H.S.

Video Stockists

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Leeds

Tel. 0532 789115.

CIACIIIESTIER
Appointed stockists of A&R ( Cambridge), Re9a,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Naim Audio,
Tandberg, Dual, SME, Celestion, Goldring, Walker, Mordaunt-Short, ADC, Grace, Supex.
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

PHASE 3 HIFI

Open Tues.-Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.

CâNIESIURE

HiFi SPECIALISTS.

CAMBRIDGESIMIRE

HI-FI CONSULTANTS
Demonstrations any time, by appointment
Telephone 0625 582704

CAM AUDIO

sLon
LLC IO

110 Mill Road,
Cambridge.

Agencies include: Linn, Nairn,
Nytech, Arc, Rega, Meridian,
Mordaunt-Short, Marantz etc, etc.

4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire

INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE.
0223 - 60442

HITACHI HI-FI MAIN DEALER
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AIWA, TECHNICS, YAMAHA, TEAC, SONY, SANSUI,
QUANTUM, WALKER, STD, THORENS, SPENDOR,
CASTLE, KEF, TANNOY, CELESTION, OMAR,
WHARFEDALE, AUDIO-TECHNICA, ADC
—TOP TAPE DEALER-

MANCHESTER
SOMERSET

53 Brighton Road Worthing West Sussex Tel .Worthing (0903) 206820
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Pink Triangle • Logic • Heybrook • NVA •
Systemdek • Kiseki • Albarry • Meridian • Sondek
•Myst • Helius • Alphason • Creek • Solstice •
Prism • Syrinx • Spendor • Diesis • etc.

EAsT SUSSEX
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PROFESSIONAL
SERVICING
AUDIO VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

WE CAN HANDLE YOUR FAULTS &
BREAKDOWNS. WE ARE PROFESSIONALLY
TRAINED ENGINEERS OF MANY YEARS
EXPERIENCE FOR ALL MAKES OF BRITISH &
FOREIGN EQUIPMENT
DOMESTIC & TRADE WELCOME

The Old Nursey, Butleigh, Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370
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Ru44 Andrew 111Fi Consteaants Ltd.
Linn Products, Meridian, Naim Audio,
Nytech Audio, Rega Research, ARC,
Grace and Supex.
Contact John Chapman
By appointment please.
0202 570307
3Plassey Crescent, Bournemouth, Dorset.

AVON

BATH CLASSICAL RECORDS
The largest stock of LP's and Tapes in the West, New
Second Hand and Deleted.

COMPACT DISC SPECIALISTS
Postal Service
6BROAD STREET: BATH, AVON
Tel: ( 0225) 64766
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ILES DAVIS WAS clearly suffering
from ill health when he played over
here acouple of years ago, yet he
could still capture an audience under his
spell with just acouple of well- placed notes.
Earlier this year he was back, looking
sprightly and fit and displaying the kind of
joy of life that comes after being near to
losing it. He astounded people by eschewing
his legendary ' back to the audience' posture
and walking to the front of the stage and
kneeling down to play alittle closer to the
audience. But the new found fitness
manifested itself in other ways too. He
played more, and this time the reeds player,
Bill Evans didn't have so much space to
himself. This fresh, buoyant Miles Davis is
captured on Star People CBS 25395. The line
up is similar to his recent live appearances
with Evans, reeds, Mino Cinelu, percussion,
Al Foster, drums, John Scofield and Mike
Stern, guitars, and either Marcus Miller or
Tom Barney, electric bass. The overall feel of
the album is that of the blues. Davis has
always been aplayer whose strength lies in
economy: he makes one note count, where
others would use dozens. On this album he
has succeeded in taking the band along with
him; Stern's guitar is less frenetic and overbusy now. On the slower tracks there is a
relaxed lilt that's almost static as the music
hangs in the air like acloud of smoke, and
floats. Of his sidemen, there is no one who
stands out above the rest. They are carefully
intermeshed and everyone pulls his weight
to create astrong and direct group sound.
But Davis himself continues to be the focal
point. It's not that he is egotistically putting
himself up front— it's just that his presence is
rather special. He has developed apenchant
for stabbing at akeyboard with one hand,
often while playing the trumpet with the
other. Even here, his economy is unique: he
plays just enough to make the effect, never
more. People are quick to knock it as
amateur pianistic doodling, but that's their
problem. What Davis does on his keyboards
is add to the music by putting in adash of
spice to bring out the flavour. For those of
you who are interested in recording quality,
let me quote from the sleeve notes: 'There is
aunique and indefinably different sound to
Al Foster's drums, creating asonic illusion
the exact nature of which is known only to
Davis and Macero (the producer-)'. It sounds
to me like they put some of the drums and
some of the cymbals through agate and
compressed it, but in any case it doesn't
sound especially nice. The overall sound is
delicious, however, and typically American
with awarm mix which avoids the
distractions of too much separation. [
A:1]
Don Cherry is in some ways asimilar
trumpeter to Miles Davis in that he always
goes for the simple, direct, economic line,
and like Davis he has his own readily
identifiable sound. But where Davis has
brought aspects of contemporary and
popular black music into his own music,
Cherry has cast his net wider. In fact, the
music of the whole world is his inspiration.
The trio of Don Cherry, Collin Walcott, and
Nana Vasconcelos— Codona — take the
gentler line in folk/jazz or ethno/jazz, or
whatever you find it convenient to call it.
Between them they play avariety of stringed
instruments, organ, trumpet and percussion
—and of course they use voice. Their album —
Codona 3on ECM 1243 — is achamber
version of developments in this area of
playing ( in the same way that the Chieftans
are achamber- Irish folk group). It's this
chamber music mood which ultimately flaws
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the group, because the temptations to go for
the pretty, exquisite sounds, enhanced by an
above- par recording, are just too strong. As
it is, this music is extremely easy to listen to
but also too easy to talk over. A little more
bottle, alittle more guts, and perhaps a
stronger reason for making the music would
give the band the edge that's missing.
Nevertheless they are expanding the
possibilities in making music, and any
popularity the band might achieve may help
to open up these opportunities to more
people. [
A*:21
There are moments when are-released
record comes in for review, and suddenly
you're reminded of just how strenuously
purposeful jazz used to be in the hands of
players at the peak of their art. Sonny
Rollins/Brass — Sonny Rollins/Trio on Verve
2304 192 is just such an album. Even without
the benefit of the massed brass of side one,
Rollins is aplayer of tremendous force and
drive. But with the brass behind him the
music takes on an even more muscular
aspect. With an almost perverse sense of
occasion/humour/challenge, Rollins chooses
to play the most unlikely pieces. He's been
doing it for years and it's atestament to his
personality and creativity that he manages to
turn them round and make sense of them.
On this album, recorded in 1958, there are
two such tunes, ' Love is aSimple Thing', and
'If You Were The Only Girl In The World'.
Some of the brass arrangements on side one
now sound dated in style but the
commitment and execution still impress.
Rollins is one of the most accessible of the
post war tenorists, perhaps because he
improvises off the melody and consequently
it's easier to follow his path through apiece.
Fine though the tracks on the first side are,
my preference is for the trio pieces. Rollins'
playing is so strong that the brass becomes
an optional extra, and on side two there are
no distractions to prevent you zooming in on
the central core of the music. There are some
splendid moments here, like Rollins' agility

and rhythmic originality in phrasing ' If You
Were The Only Girl In The World' alternately
in 4/4 and 3/4 time. There's also some classic
controlled staggering in his phrasing on
another standard, ' Manhattan'. And the
album ends with abeautiful, magical solo
version of the piece that Coleman Hawkins
earlier stamped his mark on, ' Body And
Soul'. In many ways Rollins makes it sound
so easy and natural. But where alot of music
can sound ' like' this music, the subtle
differences are what makes Rollins so very
special. [
13:1]
The conventions of free jazz require
players to double on unusual or home-made
instruments. Saxophone players may
therefore attach their mouthpieces to a
length of garden hose, while trombonists
may borrow the saxophonist's mouthpiece
and affix it to the trombone. Free players are
required to possess an armoury of funny
sounds. Pianists have approached this
obligation by filling the innards of the
instrument with bits of wood, marbles,
chains and household utensils, and playing
inside the instrument is also popular. On
Prosper, Free Music Production SAJ 39, Fred
Van Hove displays an ability to make
something more than gimmickery from
inside of the piano. What he produces is abit
like cymbalom music, which sounds natural,
indeed, perhaps too natural to pass the
funny-sounds test. On side two, however,
there are some strangulated vocal sounds
which probably do count. Elsewhere on this
album, Van Hove plays the piano, and plays
it with afree spirit and amatching agility. He
is associated with the performance art end of
European free music, which poses
difficulties in recording because the
recording of, say, the waving of flags has a
limited effect. About aquarter of the album
is taken up with activities Ifound
unrewarding, but when Van Hove gets down
to business, his music is provocative and
stimulating. [
A/B:2]
The conditions under which free music
struggles to survive are such that the music
is often let down by extra- musical
influences ... like unsuitable rooms ... and
in the case of Mama Lapato on Bead 20,
unsuitable recording quality. Sometimes
music can cut through poor recording, but
where, as in this instance, there is astrong
focus on tone and individuality of sound, it
cannot. The quintet appearing on this album
are fairly representative of what has become
the predominant style of British free music,
characterised by adesire to play closely
together in akind of multi-call and response.
The players are Tony Wren, bass, Martin
Mayes, French horn, Paul Burwell,
percussion, Marc Charig, cornet, alto horn,
and Larry Stabbins, tenor and soprano
saxophone. On one of these live
performance recordings— from the London
Musicians' Collective— the shape of the
music is poured towards the end into akind
of avant garde New Orleans mould. That is
to say there is acollective approach to the
spontaneously unfolding rhythm and the
players are content to take things easy and
let the music develop slowly by itself. The
music on this album has its ups and downs,
its bright spots and dead spots. The second
section on the ICA side, which incidentally is
slightly better recorded, has acohesiveness
and unity of purpose which strikingly
elevates it to one of the more rewarding
moments of the album. Bead Records
incidentally, is aBritish label, almost alone in
its struggle to present the work of
contemporary free musicians. [
B/C:21
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Tandberg, Quad, Sugden, B&O,
Spendor, KEF, Ariston, Dual,
Mordaunt-Short.

"SINGLE SPEAKER" DEM ROOMS FOR:
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Also et DEVIZES Hl FI, 17 The Boue, DEVISES Tel 2268

36 Minster St. Reading 583730
Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910
62 NorthbrookStNewbury32474
49 Wellington St. Luton 27758

• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
Approved agents: ADC, Aiwa. AKG, AR, A & R, Ariston,
Audioref, Audio Technica. B&W, Beyer. Celef. Celestion.
Chartwell,Crimson,Decca.Denon. Diests, Dual, EAR. Electro.
Elite, Entre, Gale. Glanz. Grace. Grado, Hadcock, Harbeth.
Heybrook, JPW. KEF. Lentek, Linn isobank,Linn Sondek.
Maxell, Meridian MFSL. Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio,
Monster. Nagaoka. Nakamichi, Nightingale, Optonica,
Ortofon, QED, Quad. Radford, RAM, RCL, Reference.
Revox, Rogers. Sansui. Satin. Sennheiser, Spendor.
Stanton, Stax, STD. Sugden. Supex. Swallow. Syrinx.
Systemdek. Tangent. Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha, and
others
ACTIVE SYSTEMS BY MERIDIAN, SWALLOW AND
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

al

SURREY

ELECTROPHONIC

Hampshire Audio ltd

Hi

Fi

WALES FOREMOST 'QUAD' DEALER
Listen to:
THE PHILIPS COMPACT DISC
in our new single speaker
demonstration room
10 Forge Road, Port Talbot
Tel: 0639-882068
Member of Hi Fi Markets

8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel. 2827 or 65232

<e•te
e()

-Technics
"Nad
•Nakamichi " Dual
"Pioneer "Sony
"KR.
"Sansui
"KEF
"Yamaha
•Colestion
•Ortefon
"Panasonic "8 & W
"Sund
nennhaisser
"Trio
`Hitachi
"Aiwa
*Te«
"Thorons
"Mordaunt
Ariston
Short. etc.

AUDIO HI- Fl CENTRE ( NEW MILTON) LTD.
The centre of Sound in the Solent
Ta nberg, Quad, Sony, Technics, Kef,
Mordaunt-Short, Harbeth, IMF

EAST MIDLANDS

All accessories, Hi Fi repairs
Hi Fi and Acoustic engineers for 40 years.
51/53 MILTON ROAD, NEW MILTON
HANTS Tel. 0425-611290

NICK DAKIN

•

arnarroisresinpx

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR: LINN, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
DUAL, HEYBROOK NVA, TEAC, REVOX, TRIO,
CREEK, MONITOR AUDIO, QUANTUM, THORENS,
AIWA, LOGIC, HARBETH, NAKANKCHI.
and many other leading makes at competitive prices.
ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH
PLEASURE IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION
LOUNGE
45 RADFOR D ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 783862

I
BIRMINGHAM

RADLETT AUDIO
For all that's best in real Hi -Fi

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Regs, Linn Products, ProAc, Oracle, Koetsu,
Threehhold, Creek Audio, Audio R

h.

Krell, A&R, Celef, Sumiko, Sony, Michell,
Syrinx, Hellus, Heybrook, Albarry, Gale, Oued,
Quantum, Systemdek, Meridian, Dual, Nakamichl, Supex, Decca "Gin)", EMT (VDH).

Phone Radlett ( 09276) 6497 or 3773

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Herts
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Demonstration facilities and specialist service for a
wide range of carefully selected items including:
A&R, ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Ariston, AudioTechnica, B&W, Beyer, Calrec, Castle, Celestion,
Chartwell, Creek, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (including
the Rock), Glanz, Goldring, Harbeth, Heybrook, HuntEDA, KEF, Lentek, Linn, Lowther, Meridan, MFSL,
Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Spendor, Sugden, Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker,
Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zenn.
Ryeways HIgh Fidelity Ltd., 12 lelIngton Roy..
Edgbaaton, Birmingham B15 11,0.
Telephone 021-455 MI
9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

MERSEYSIDE
equipment

W A.

'Zr"

h Mn
1-▪ 401 Smithdown Rood Liverpool 115 Su
Telephone 051-755 6839
for excellence in sound
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ILITARY IS NOT afashionable
adjective nowadays— and if a
changed suffix makes it ' militarist',
it is positively adirty word. Yet ' military'
band music remains popular. The steady
flow of new issues proves that the music has
sales appeal. Still, it is an odd thought that
not one in athousand of the under- 55s is
likely to have ever experienced marching in
step to amilitary band playing areal march,
or to have listened while a 'troop' is played
during an inspection parade. There have
been symphonic marches a- plenty from
Haydn to Hoist, but the true music for
marching must surely be that of amilitary
band playing in the style to which its training
has been largely geared. The point is proven
this month on The Best of British, by the
band of the Grenadier Guards ( UnicornKanchana DKM 6000), asatisfying selection
which includes modern- styled items by
Malcolm Arnold and Wilfred Josephs but
mainly features the work of bandmasters
and Kneller Hall specialists. There are two
good slow marches, but most of the tracks
are ' music to keep step to'. The surprising
fact is that as the recordings were not made
on some big parade occasion but in Watford
Town Hall, the military feeling is so strong.
The recording, as with other UnicornKanchana digital discs reviewed here ( one
duly got the Quality Monitor accolade last
year), is vivid enough to make the record an
interesting experience even for any
audiophile who has no particular understanding of the Army and its music. [
A*:1]
A more typically varied popular
programme is offered on Warship, by the
band of the Royal Marines ( EMI EMS
1052991). TV themes are assumed to be
sales boosters; the Sousa march included
was therefore almost certain to be the Monty
Python one, ' Liberty Bell'. There is askilful
arrangement by Ray Woodfield of the theme
from Upstairs, Downstairs, rich and deft
enough to be worth the attention of those
whose choice in music normally belongs in
the earlier review pages of this magazine.
And just to prove that the Marines on parade
are the equal of any line regiment, the band
includes an item in the marching style Ihave
credited to the Guards. The conductor on
this record, made at Abbey Road, is the
Royal Marines' Director of Music, Major Paul
Neville. One of his own concert marches is
featured, and he also wrote the sleeve note.
[A:1/2]
More ' popular' and less military is Aces
High, by the Central Band of the RAF ( EMI
EMS 1054831). The title suggests first world
war heroics, but the sleeve depicts five
Harriers of the single squadron of the RAF
(No.1) that fought in the Falklands. The
opening track is Ron Goodwin's Luftwaffe
march from the film Battle of Britain, but the
rest of the record is aseaside bandstand
programme of popular classics, ballet music
and the like with, as always in such
programmes, a ' novelty item', in this case
'Slide Kicks' by the band's three trombonists.
Not abad selection, but not exciting. [
B:2]
Showcase for Brass, by Besses o' th' Barn
Band ( Chandos BBRD 1020) is astern lesson
for anyone who may still imagine that the
top players in the banding world are secondclass citizens, musically speaking — just
well- rehearsed amateurs from the north, up
for t' cup. Back in February Isuggested that
on the evidence of their record Hymns and
Things the Besses ranked as the best in the
country. In that earlier recording their
precision and dynamics were superb. Now,
with far more demanding material, including
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include some brief witty pastiches of Scott
Joplin and Django Reinhardt. But most of the
tracks are mood music, enriched by
judicious multi-tracking. This is easy
listening of asuperior class; the recording
does not fully capture the richness of the
acoustic guitar ( compare it with Carlos
Barbosa-Lima, reviewed in the June issue)
but Mr Kershaw, in his triple role as
composer, player and producer, should have
been able to get the effect he wanted. [
A/B:1]

POPULAR
Denis Argent
the long Herbert Howells suite Three Figures
(three great men of brass), they sound
impressive and unbeatable. Other works are
by Bliss, Elgar, Howarth and the Besses' own
conductor, Roy Newsome, who also wrote
the sleeve note. The recording, made in the
hall of Manchester University, is rich, and the
pianissimo passages come through with
lovely control. Perhaps this record, rather
than the Guards which opened this review,
deserves to be called The Best of British.
LA : 1]
Brass of adifferent kind, more edgy, is
heard in a remarkable Stan Kenton recording
in the Original Mastering series.: Kenton
Plays Wagner (
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
MFSL 1-091). As might be expected, it starts
with ' Ride of the Valkyries', accompanied by
much irrelevant drumming which sounds
rather like the old makeshift sound-effect for
galloping horses— coconut shells. The brass
is exciting enough without that, though the
'rhythm' is presumably the old habit of
Kenton from the heyday of Progressive Jazz.
Other tracks, such as the ' Liebestod' and
'Siegfried's Funeral March' from
Giitterdâmmerung, make no attempt to keep
to atempo and are really quite impressive in
succeeding in sounding like an orchestra
three times the size. The piano, presumably
Kenton himself, is notably well recorded,
and when the band is playing legato there is
not all that much difference from the style of
British brass. Stan Kenton in HiFi, back in
the early 1960s, was amilestone LP. This
disc stars for recording quality; the sleeve
explains the half-speed method of recording
and the quality control that goes into the
production of the actual disc. Despite my
own blind spot regarding Kenton, Ican
salute the skill that has gone into presenting
mighty music in scaled-down arrangements.
[A*1 /2]
Solitude — the Magic of Acoustic Guitars
by Martin Kershaw ( Solid Gold SGLP 113)
has nothing to do with the classic Ellington
tune. It is arich and varied collection of
originals by ayoung session guitarist who
claims in his autobiographical sleeve note to
have played on more than 5,000 records for
other people. Naturally he has assimilated
many styles on the way, and these 18 tracks

The jazz-styled electric guitar gets its allstar treatment this month in Great Guitars at
Charlie's Georgetown (
Concord CJ 209 from
Import Music Service). This features Charlie
Byrd, Herb Ellis and Barney Kessel, plus
unobtrusive bass and drums, from asession
at aWashington night spot credited on the
sleeve with having a ' discerning audience'.
Individually, the guitarists have previously
been praised here— over and over again I
have to marvel at the sheer technique of the
post-Christian generation, with just a
lingering doubt whether there was not just
as much musicality in the work of Eddie Lang
during his all-too-short life of recording
(seven years?) with almost every great name
in the book. Sometimes the three modern
guitarists get in each other's way, but several
of the little set- piece passages are dazzling.
One hates to call these rehearsed since they
were doubtless evolved by happy accident in
the course of what used to be called
jamming. For me, the simplest concepts
come off the best— the slow first chorus of
Hoagy Carmichael's ' New Orleans' and the
long blues which ends the record. Sound is
rather shallow in this live recording, but
most of the music is so inventive that it
repays attentive listening. [
B:1/2)
There are hints of the guitar style of Eddie
Lang in another historic record in the ASV
Living Era series, Nick Lucas, the Singing
Troubadour (
AJA 5022). Icannot say that his
is, for me, aforgotten name; Inever knew it.
But it is clear from the sleeve that he was a
very big cabaret and recording star ( and not
only in the States) with acareer that on this
record is traced from 1924 to 1939. Anyone
who finds the tracing of influences in
popular music an absorbing byway (though
off the strict hi-fi path) will enjoy this record.
The tunes range from typical 1920s upbeat
like ' Bye, bye Blackbird' to the tune which
took us into wartime, ' Over the Rainbow',
which Lucas recorded in Australia. He died
last year aged 84.
Before leaving the ASV historical series I
would like to add afew more words about
Film Star Parade, briefly mentioned at the
end of last month's page. Again, the
fascination is in the development of aseed
into full flower. Listen to the final track,
Jeanette Macdonald and Maurice Chevalier
in Love Me Tonight, a1932 film. Already the
title song embodied the germ of the operetta
style that came to full development for
Rodgers in South Pacific or Carousel, or,
most of all, in 1951 with The King and I. If you
can bear the mono sound, buy this record
and enjoy tracing the development of our
popular music — and that still survives the
onslaught of pop.
Just afinal oddity for you to enjoy in full
hi-fi stereo verisimilitude: Sounds and
Songs of London (
EMI EMS 1055881).
Capturing the many moods of this great city,
the sleeve says, it includes the expected
London tunes— Eric Coates, Hubert Gregg,
and music-hall classics— plus an assortment
of sounds, from atube train to Petticoat
Lane. Amaze your friends! It makes achange
from mere music; no rating. +
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LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price
elsewhere - let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AMU 110 2x 22
AMU 41 2x55 ' Zero Drive'
AMU 61 2x75 ' Zero Drive'
EAG 30S 5bandsraphic equaliser
EAG 90 12 band graphic equaliser

Comet Price
inc. VAT
49.99
169.89
249.90
69.90
139.90

MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x25
PM420 2x40, with input
for compact disc
EQ 20D graphic equaliser

104.90
119.90

PIONEER
SA 420 2x20
SA 620 2x45
SA 720 2x65
SA 540 2x30
SA 740 2x40
SA 940 2x70
SG 530 Graphic Equaliser
DT 530 Digital Timer

54.90
79.99
89.99
64.90
99.90
139.90
99.90
49.90

ROTEL
RA 820 2x25
RA840 2x40
RA860 2x60

79.90
114.90
179.90

73.90

SANSUI
A5055 2x30
RG7 graphic equaliser with
reverberation and mic./guitar
mixing
AU-D101 2x30 super feed
forward amplifier
AU- D22 2x35 Super feed forward amp.
AU- D33 2x50 Super feed forward amp.
AT202 24 hr. Digital Timer

99.90
119.90
139.90
39.90

SONY
TAAX3 2x40
TAAX44 2x40

79.89
129.89

TENSAI
TP2500/TM2550. Separate pre-amp./
power amp. 2x60 power amp., relayoperated overload protection, pre-amp.
with moving coil and mag. cartridge
inputs. 2- way tape dubbing

59.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £8.95

AKAI
ATS 61L AM/FM Quartz Synthesised.
MARANTZ
ST320L LW/MW/FM
ST52I L LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised 7pre-sets FM/7 pre-sets AM
PIONEER
F5L MW/LW/FM
TX 540L LW/MW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
TX 940L LW/MW/FM Quartz
Synthesised 16 pre-set
stations 8FM/8 AM

129.90
74.90
129.90
49.90
64.90
79.90

109.90

ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM

64.90

SANSUI
T505LS LW/MW/FM
TU-S33L LW/MW/FM To match
AU-D22/AU-D33

99.90

SONY
STJX2L LW/MW/FM

49.90

TENSAI
Ti' 3445 LW/MW/FM switchable I.F
bandwidth
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £. 95

PIONEER
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc 5
pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7
pre-sets

Comet Price
inc. VAT
99.90
129.90

SANSUI
R303L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £

74.90
95

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYERS
MARANTZ
CD73

59.90

39.89

G800
G950
G950E Elliptical Stylus

7.90
8.50
9.90

ORTOFON
VMS 3in fitted headshell
VMS 5E
VMS 10E
VMS 20E Mk II

6.90
11.50
17.90
27.90

SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

14.90
16.90
18.90
7.90
13.90
24.90
9.90

529.90

(Includes 2Compact Discs)

SONY
CDP-101 inc. remote
control

Comet Price
inc. VAT

GOLDRING

SONY
XL15B
XLMM1
XL MCI moving coil
HATIO mini step up transformers
(pair)

HEADPHONES
549.90

Extend. your Guarantee to 5years for £29.95.

94.90

64.89

CARTRIDGES

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

TURNTABLES
AKAI
APB IC belt-drive inc. mag.
cartridge
APQ4IC quartz locked direct drive
inc. Ortofon VMS cartridge ..
MARANTZ
TT12OCT belt-drive, semi-auto inc. mag
cartridge
TT221 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
TT 520CT belt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge
PIONEER
PL120 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL2 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL6 direct drive, auto return,
PC 3MC moving coil cartridge
PL7 direct drive, fully automatic,
PC3MC moving coil cartridge
PL 340 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL640 direct-drive, quartz locked,
auto arm return, inc. PC5MC moving
coil cartridge
PL740 direct-drive, quartz- locked,
fully auto, inc. PC5MC moving
coil cartridge
SANSUI
PD IOS direct drive, auto return, inc.
mag. Cartridge
SR222 Mk. IV belt-drive manual.
Cartridge extra
Recominended cartridge for above:
Ortofon VMS1OE
SONY
PSFL Ifront loading, drawer system,
direct drive, fully auto, inc. mag
•
cartridge
Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £8 95.
(Excluding cartridge and stylus).

AKG
KI
K130

9.90
19.90

MARANTZ
HP 15
HP 25

9.90
23.90

PIONEER
SE2
SEL4
SOLA VOX
SH100
59.90
149.90

12.90
16.90
6.90

SONY
MDR IT
MDR CD7

9.90
69.90

54.90
74.90
119.90

59.90
49.90
74.90
109.90
64.90

99.90
119.90

54.90
87.90
17.90

129.90

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
Suitable
amplifier
wattage
( 7 - 30)
(7 - 40)
( 10 - 120)
( 10 - 75)
( 10 - 90)

32.90
39.90
69.90
134.90
159.90

( 10 - 60)
( 10 - 100)
( 10 - 120)

89.90
99.90
139.90

ROTEL
RL 915 2way bass reflex ( 20 - 100)

149.89

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Quartet Q70 3way
Mezzo 3way
•
Magnum 3way
MARANTZ
LD20 2way
LD30 2way
LD50 2way

SOLA VOX
•
HP 140 2way
HP 170 2way
HP 180 3way

( 15 - 40)
( 15 - 70)
(20 - 80)

39.90
59.90
69.90

TANGENT
Excelsior III 2way
XLR2 2way

( 10 - 50)
( 15 - 85)

59.89
119.89

( 10 - 30)
( 15 - 80)
( 10 - 60)
( 15 - 75)
( 15 - 100)
( 15 - 100)

39.90
59.90
69.90
89.90
109.90
179.90

VVHARFEDALE
Denton GX 2way
Linton GX 2way
Laser 50 2way.
Laser 90 2way
Laser 110 2way
Mach 3 2way

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 10.95.
(Per Pair).
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"I promise you 12 months guarantee including parts and labour on all goods. AIl work is carried
out by Comet's own engineers or manufacturers. Afterthe initial guarantee period you
can still rely on us to see that your purchases are kept in working order."
L
AAChairman
1.4e

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
Comet Price
inc. VAT

AIWA
AD3500 3heads and Dolby B & C
ADF220 Dolby B & C
ADF330 Dolby B & C, Auto tape
selection, adjustabk bias
ADF660 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
ADF770 featuring thé " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation ( DATA)
ADF990 featuring the " Dolby HX
Professional" system, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto head demagnetising
plus digital automatic tape
adaptation ( DATA). Amorphous
Combination head and auto
recording level control

149.90
89.90
119.90
229.90

279.90

349.90

AKAI
HX3 Dolby B & C
99.90
HX R5 auto reverse, Dolby B & C,
auto tape selector
139.90
GXR6 3head twin capstan,
Dolby B & C, auto reverse
169.90
GX 7 3head twin capstan, Dolby
B & C, auto tape selector
22
.9.90
GXF 51 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, auto tape tuning, auto fader
139.99
GXF 71 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, auto tape selection
239.99
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby
B & C, 3head, motorised tape loading,
auto tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play
379.90

Hi-Fi Systems - continued

BLANK TAPES

0.99
1.50
1.95

BASF CHROMDIOXID Il
C60
C60 2pack
C90
C90 2pack
C120

1.35
2.30
1.85
3.00
2.80

MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL C60
UL C90
UL C90 3pack
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 2pack
UD C120
XLI C60
XL C90
XLI C90 2pack
XL2 C60
XL2 C90
XL2 C90 2pack

0.75
0.99
2.75
0.99
1.30
2.50
1.99
1.40
1.70
3.15
1.50
1.85
3.50

MAXELL METAL TAPE
MX C60
MX C90

1.99
2.99

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60 3pack
D C90 3pack
D C90 5pack
D C120

2.25
2.95
4.25
1.35

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60 2pack
AD C90 2pack
AD C90 3pack
AD CI20

2.00
2.75
3.40
1.99

TS99 2x8watts, INFRA-RED
REMOTE CONTROL, LW/MW/FM
tuner/amp., twin cassette decks
(for creative recording) turntable,
glass door and speakers

299.90

G.E.C.
A1800 2x18 watts. LW/MW/FM tuner
amplifier, belt-drive semi automatic
turntable, Dolby cassette deck, loudspeakers and rack

199.90

A3000 2x30 watts. Amplifier,
LW/MW/FM tuner, direct-drive
semi automatic turntable, Dolby
cassette deck, loudspeakers and rack

269.90

MARANTZ
420LS 2x40 watts. PM420 amplifier,
ST320L LW/MW/FM tuner, SD 320
Dolby B & C cassette deck, TT120
belt-driVe,turntable, HD250 2-way
loudspeakers and VR400 rack

399.90

PIONEER
XG12 x20 watts SA- 130 amp.,TX-1301
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- 130
belt-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
Cl' 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack

319.90

XG5 2x38 watts SA-530 amp., TX530L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430
direct-drive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack

439.90

69.99
94.90

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90 2pack

1.35
3.30

69.90
84.90

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90

1.99
2.95

99.90
129.90
159.90

ROTEL
RD840 Dolby B and C

94.90

SANSUI
D55MS soft touch, Dolby B
D77 DRS auto reverse, Dolby B
D99 DS double cassette deck fordubbing,
Dolby B and amps.

62.90
134.90
149.90

SHARP
RTloowithDolbyb

54.90

SONY
TCFX33 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s. Dolby B
TCFX44 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s., Dolby B & C
TCFX5OOR auto reverse, Dolby B & C,
logic controls, music sensor

109.90
119.90
159.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
GX77 6head, auto reverse, BE tape
capability, micro computer logic
controls, auto tape loading
MM77 Mic. mixer

399.90
79.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £ 10.95
TDK EE OPEN REEL TAPE
SA 35/90
SA 35/180

5.90
14.90

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ACM 80
ACM 90

7.90
9.90

AKG
*D4

5.90
A Il offers subject to avallability.

999.90

BASF LH SUPER 1
C60
C90
CI20

39.89

99.90

399.90

COMPACT 77 2x80 watts full remote
control, TA-V7 amp., STV7L
LW/MW/FM tuner, 8pre-sets, TC-V7
cassette deck drawer load, Dolby B&C,
auto music search, real time
counter, PSFL77 direct-drive, fully
auto, front load, linear track turntable,
APM700 flat diaphragm, 2-way
loudspeakers, RMV70 remote
controller ( SUV 2or SUV 7L
Rack extra)

BASF LU EXTRA I
C60 3pack
C903 pack

MARANTZ
SD 3510 front drawer cassette loading,
Dolby B, line/mic. mixing
SD 320 Dolby B & C

59.90

SONY
COMPACT 33 2x25v/tins TA-V3 amp.
with function display, ST-V3L
LW/MW/FM tuner, 15 station presets (5per band), TC-V3 cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, auto tape select, PSLX20
direct-drive fully auto turntable,
SSX 180 loudspeakers ( SUV 2or
SUV 7L Rack extra)

Comet Price
inc. VAT
2.20
2.70

BINATONE
7000 Dolby B

PIONEER
CT320 Dolby B
CT340 Dolby B
CT540 Dolby B, 2motor, ti mer
start, logic controls
CT740 Dolby 8 , 2motor, timer
start, music search, logic
controls
CT940 Dolby B & C, 2motor,
timer start, music search,
logic controls
CT3 Dolby B, one- touch record,
music search
CT5 Dolby B & C, one-touch record,
music search

Comet Price
inc. VAT

COMPACT SYSTEMS
AIWA
V-300 2x 25 watts, RX-30 LW/MW/FM
receiver, 12 pre-sets (6AM/6 FM),
FX-30 cassette deck, Dolby B & C, soft
touch, synchro-record system, auto
replay facility, PX-30 fully automatic
belt-drive turntable with auto-repeat
SX-6 2way loudspeakers and
RK-X30 rack
V-700 2x30 watts, MX- 70 amplifier,
TX-70 LW/MW/FM tuner, 12 presets (6AM/6 FM), LX- 70 linear
tracking programmable direct-drive
turntable with intro and auto play,
FX-70 cassette deck, Dolby B & C,
SX-7 2way loudspeakers and RK-X7
rack with automatic component
connection
AKAI
SYSTEM 3 2x25 watts, AA-M3/L tuner
amplifier, quartz synthesised tuner
with 10 pre-set stations (5AM/5 FM),
anemory back-up, HXM5 cassette deck,
Dolby B & C, pre-set repeat/memory
repeat/auto repeat, auto tape selector,
APM3 fully automatic belt-drive .
turntable with repeat playback facility,
SW-TM3 loudspeakers and RVM I
rack
SYSTEM 51.2 x30 watts. AM-M5
amplifier with auto fader,
AT-M5/L LW/MW/FM Quartz
synthesised tuner, 10 station memory,
auto tuning, HX-M5 Dolby B & C
cassette deck, pre-set repeat/auto
repeat/memory repeat, digital tape
counter, APM7 linear tracking, fully
automatic turntable, repeat function,
DTM7 24 hour timer, SWTM3 2way
loudspeakers plus RVMI rack

399.90

499.90

189.90

529.90

Alternative racks for above Sony systems:
SUV2 - adjustable to fit any system
combination
SUV7L vertical or horizontal assembly
- designed to also accommodate
Compact Disc Player (optional extra) .

19.90
69.90

RACK SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO E110 2x22 watts AM- 1.11
amp., AT- K IL LW/MW/FM tuner,
APBIC semi-automatic, belt-drive
turntable, HX-1 Dolby cassette deck,
SR-HF1W speakers and RV- E1 rack .
AMSTRAD
TS90 2x8watts, INFRA-RED
REMOTE CONTROL, LW/MW/FM
tuner amp., cassette deck, turntable,
glass door and speakers

369.90

249.90

XG7TL 2x70 watts SA-930 amp.,
TX930L tuner (LW/MW/FM),
PL930 direct-drive turntable inc.
moving coil cart., CT-730 Dolby
cassette deck, CS 767 speakers and
CBG7 tall rack
DT530 Digital Timer
SG530 Graphie Equaliser
SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM,
R303LS tuner/amplifier,D55MS Soft
touch Dolby cassette deck, PD IOS
direct drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge plus GXS2 rack and S310
loudspeakers

279.90

IS 550 2x30 watts A 505 amplifier, T505
LW/MW/FM tuner, D55MS softtouch Dolby cassette deck, PD 10S
direct-drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge. Plus GXS3 rack and S310
loudspeakers

329.90

SONY
SRI 2x20, STRVX1OL LW/MW/FM
tuner/amplifier, 8pie-set stations,
PSLX22 semi auto, direct drive
turntable inc. mag. cart., TCFX25
Dolby cassette deck, SSE24 2-way
loudspeakers plus SUS23 rack

399.90

629.90
49.90
99.90

Extend your Guarantee to 5years for £25.95.
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AUDIO
THE REVOLUTION
Introducing Digital Audio Disc Players
with Optical Readout. The Greatest Advance in Hi -Fi Sound Reproduction Yet!
The grooveless discs play for up to one hour and are less than 5" in diameter. They contain digitallyencoded ' pits' sealed within aprotective outer layer making the recording virtually invulnerable to
surface scratches and dirt. These ' pits' are read and converted to asound signal by the player's
computerised laser scanner — and because disc and laser never come into physical contact, there can
never be any playing wear on either disc or player — records will sound equally brilliant no matter
how often they are played!
The result is: up to one hour of perfect sound per disc — without any of the drawbacks of conventional
systems.. . No Wow, No Flutter, No Hiss and No Rumble — Unaffected by Slight Bumps and Vibrations!
Which means ... No Scratches, No Clicks, NoJumps and No Background Noise —just perfect, crystal
clear music of master recording quality.
(Channel separation, signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range all exceed 90dB. Harmonic distortion
is less than 0.005%).
The players integrate perfectly with existing or new hi-fi systems and are extremely simple to operate
— yet they offer the superb extra facility of programme- track-editing — so you can omit or repeat
tracks at the touch of abutton.
There are already hundreds of different disc titles available in this country — ranging from Rock and
Jazz to Classics and 'Middle-of- the-Road'.

m
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MARANTZ CD 73
"... Not only was the CD clearer
with inaudible tape modulation
noise, and also quieter, but the
bass register was obviously
cleaner, clearer, deeper and more
articulate.
Digital bass is something special
compared with tape and from my
experience also when compared
with vinyl disc. The treble register is finely
detailed with abelievable string tone, and great
delicacy where appropriate; altogether superior to analogue disc.
Stereo imaging was extraordinarily sharply focused
with no blurring or wandering. Depth effects appeared to be
limited only by the recording technique, and on two tracks
considerable low level ambience was convincingly portrayed."
'HiFi for Pleasure' October, 1982 (Reviewing the forerunner
of the Marantz CD- 73 Compact Disc Player).

,

1

1

Complete with 2DigitalDiscs!
1. POLYGRAM DEMONSTRATION ALBUM featurin 12
g

classic tracks including: Avalon — ROXY MUSIC: Romeo

C
&hariots
Juliet

of
— DI
Fi re
RE —STRAITS:
VANGELIS.
Stayin' Alive — BEE GEES

and

2. SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE — THE NEW YORK
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA Conducted by Zubin
Mehta. " In some cases the quality of sound captured is
sensational, for example in the Symphonie font astique . . .
"Take my word for it, the Compact Disc bring s a new
exci tement to listening." G ramophone, March 1983.

COMET PRICE £529.90 inc. VAT
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SONY CDP-101

-

Here's what atop reviewer
had to say about the Sony
CDP-101 in the 'HiFi Choice'
buying guide, 'Turntables
and Tonearms':

HI- E'
SONY®

inc. remote control

r."

A/,1111,141h1
0 1.,,,
1

". .. aluxury design with
advanced features...
In addition to its advanced `sound-on' rapid access cueing, multiple programming functions and timer-actuated start,
it offers numeric keypad entry for fast selection of any desired track. Access time is around one second."
"Extended listening tests indicated that the signal output was of excellent quality, justifying its higher price.
We think Sony have awinner with this advanced CD player. We could not think of anything we would like to change
or add, acompliment indeed".

COMET PRICE £549.90 inc. VAT
SONY MDR-CD7 STEREO
HEADPHONES
with 24K Gold Plated Diaphragms
Sony developed these superb state-of-the-art stereo headphones in
line with their Compact Disc player, in order that the greater
frequency response and wider dynamic range these players offer
over conventional systems could be fully appreciated from the
outset. They have been specifically designed to extract the
optimum performance.. . and they succeed wonderfully!
Built to the very highest specifications the MDR-CD7's utilise
materials of the very finest quality — the driver units each contain a
response diaphragm plated with 24K gold, capable of reproducing
the purest sound without distortion.
The frequency response of these headphones is an amazing
2 - 24,000 Hz — reproducing rich bass sounds and brilliant trebles and awide Dynamic Range to match the Compact Disc
specification. Ergonomically designed for maximum listening comfort the MDR-CD7's have acompact, lightweight
design and incorporate Urethene earpads to allow atight fit giving ambient sound insulation of more than 30dB.
Complete with Sony's unique `Unimatch' plug which can accommodate mini or standard size jacks.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

Compact Digital Disc Players at Comet
Remember...
THE ONLY SOUND YOU HEAR IS THE MUSIC
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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AMPLIFIERS

RA820

RA 820 AMPLIFIER
"It sounds very fine indeed, with much of the
easy low frequency ability of the . . . ( other
amp. reviewed), but without the latter's slightly thick, heavy feel in this region..."
HI-FI NEWS - November 1982
". . . the amplifier warrants a higher-thanaverage score for value. It certainly has no
price premium . . . my judgement of value
therefore, taking all things into account,
resolves to 4.2 marks out of 5".
GORDON J. KING, HI-FI NEWS December 1982
"The Rotel RA 820 . . . looks like being areal
winner .... The amp has anice sort of crisp feel
to it, and certainly avoids the excessively
'plastic' feel of the * * * ."
PRACTICAL HI-FI - January 1983
"The Rotel RA820 is a real winner. It has
unbelievable punch and sharpness for such
a cheap amplifier and can really drive a pair
of speakers with asense of control".
PRACTICAL HI-FI — April 1983

RA 840 AMPLIFIER
"the RA 820 was the first one 1heard . . . The
RA 840 arrived later and was ( as they say) a
revelation. ( It) has more facilities . . . and,
most importantly, a better power supply. As
a result this model goes down further in the
bass and sounds much clearer and more
dynamic in this region too.
Ilike both these Rotel amplifiers agreat deal."
ALVIN GOLD HI-Fl ANSWERS -January 1983

The RA 820 is adramatic new concept in amplifier
design, incorporating clean and detailed circuitry
capable of delivering volume levels far in excess of
what would be normally expected from its 25 watts
RMS per channel output The subject of enthusiastic
reviews in leading HiFi magazines, its impulse
current drive ensures stable power supply at all
speaker impedance loads - and 'Straight Path'
speaker drive in the system 'X mode bypasses
switch circuitry to give the cleanest sound signal
possible. Because of its high output current capability
it needs no conventional protection circuit, afeature
that can induce distortion. Another advantage is its
limited bandwidth which tailors the response so that
only signals that can be handled in alinear fashion
are fed to the power amp. The RA 820 .. . abudgetpriced amplifier in aclass of its own.

Like the smaller RA 820 this superb amplifier
achieves performance levels of a standard only
previously reached by expensive esoteric HiFi
equipment It will deliver very high current bursts well
above its 40 watts RMS per channel rating, which
means that sudden transient peaks are reproduced as
clearly and as distortion-free as the quieter passages.
There is minimal 'clipping', even with bursts of
extreme current demand, and the RA 840 reproduces
the full dynamic range of the recording. With an
ability to cope with the most demanding loudspeakers
under a wide range of impedance variations, plus
'Straight Path' speaker drive, tailored response, and
the elimination of conventional protection circuitry
and consequent distortion, the RA 840 is packed with
other features too. These include: input terminals for
phono, tuner, aux, tape 1 and tape 2, loudness,
built-in subsonic filter, high filter, 'B' speaker switching
and 10- LED peak power level indicators...

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £114.90 inc. VAT
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AMPLIFIER

RA 860 AMPLIFIER
"On audition, the 860 produced avery nice sound. There was asensation of space and clarity
enhanced by excellent control throughout the frequency range, with plucked strings in particular
sounding tight and realistic.
The 860 is also very powerful as might be anticipated by its heavy weight, aconsequence of the twin
power transformers which gives this amplifier adual-monophonic form of construction.
Highly recommended."
HiFi for Pleasure, June, '83
Incorporating all the state-of-the-art technology of this new Rotel class of amplifier, the RA 860 delivers a
minimum of 60 watts RMS power per channel, and in common with the other amps in the range will produce sound
levels far above its rated output with aminimum of 'clipping'. Further improved sound performance is ensured by
Rotel's dual monophonic construction, which separates right and left channel power stages to eliminate distortion
caused by channel interference. Five input sources can be accepted including phono, tuner, aux, and tape 1and tape 2.
Speaker selection allows operation of speaker systems A or M-B, with direct power output in the system A mode
which bypasses the speaker switch to give highly accurate 'Straight Path' signal transmission. Phono inputs are
designed to give full compatibility with both moving magnet and moving coil cartridges, and easy-to-read right and left
fluorescent peak power level indicators allow precise and immediate confirmation of power output to the speakers.

COMET PRICE £ 179.90 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATIONS
60 watts* per channel, min. RMS
both channels driven into 8ohms
from 20 to 20,(X)0Hz with no more
than 0.03% total harmonic distortion.

Continuous Power Output

Total Harmonic Distortion
(20 to 20,000Hz. from AUX)
*RA-860, 840
(30 to 20,000 H. from AUX)
*RA-820

No more than 0.03%.
(continuous rated power output)

Interrnodulation Distortion
(60Hz: 7kHz = 4 : 1)

No more than 0.03%
(continuous rated power output)
No more than 0.03%
(continuous 1/2 rated power output)
No more than 0.03% ( 1watt per
channel power output, 8ohms).

Output: Speaker
Headphone

8.16 ohms.
4.16 ohms

Damping Factor

120 ( 1kHz, 8ohms)

No more than 0.02%
(continuous 1/2 rated power output)
No more than 0.03% ( 1watt per
channel power output, 8ohms).

Input Sensitivity/Impedance
PHONO
PHONO (MC)
TUNER,AUX
TAPE MONITOR

2.5mV/47 kohms
1COuV/27 ohms
150mV/33 kohms
150mV/33 kohms

Overload Level (T.H.D. 0.5%, 11(Hz)
PHONO
TUNER, AUX, TAPE

140mV
5V

Frequency Response
PHONO
TUNER, AUX, TAPE

20 to 20,000Hz, ±02dB (RIAA STD)
10 to 45,000Hz. + 1.0dB, — 3.0dB

Tone Control
BASS
TREBLE

± 10dB, 100 Hz
±10dB, 10kHz)

Loudness Contour
(volume control set at —40dB position) +7dB ( 100Hz), +4dB ( 10kHz)
Signal-to-Noise Ratio ( II-F, A network)
80dB
PHONO
95dB
TUNER, AUX
TAPE MONITOR
95dB
Power Consumption

480 watts

Dimensions (overall)

430(W) x94(H) x299(D) mm
16% 6"x3,1
46- x11 2%2"
/

Weight ( net)

9.0kg/19.8Ibs.
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AU- D101

SANSUI TUS33L FM/MW/LW TUNER
"After sifting through many tuners Ifound that the.Sansui
TUS 33 is certainly one of the best at the cheap end".
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982
Here's the perfect complement to either the AU- D22 or AU- D33
amplifiers — a unit incorporating a highly accurate servo- lock
tuning system which automatically detects and compensates for
drift and tuning error. There's also a "just tuned" pointer/indicator
featuring two arrow- shaped indicator LED's which light in unison
when the station becomes optimally tuned. The FET-equipped FM
front end includes adouble- tuned quadrature detector and aPLL
(phase- locked- loop) multiplex decoder that combine to give high
signal-to-noise ratio and wide stereo separation. AM reception is
superb — thanks to afloating circuit system that improves performance, and aloop antenna that shuts out unwanted noise. Other
features include: FM noise canceller, muting/mode switch, 5- LED
signal strength meter and LED stereo beacon.

SANSUI AU-D101 AMPLIFIER
A compact, easy to use and economical amplifier that gives topflight audio performance — that's the AU- D101. An array of
outstanding features is headed by Sansui's Super Feedforward
System, which limits total harmonic distortion to only 0.009 at the
AU-D101's rated output of 30 watts RMS per channel. All major
signal routes from input to output are etched patterns on asingle
circuit board, and connecting wires are kept to aminimum to
reduce hum and noise and to ensure pure, uncoloured sound. This
high level of accuracy is matched by superb ease of operation.
Inputs are selected directly by pushbuttons, and the centre position
of the tone controls is tone defeat for flat response. A loudness
control and high filter are also included.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

AUD-22

AUD-33

SANSUI AUD-22 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI AUD-33 AMPLIFIER

"The new Sansui AUD-22 is now going to take alot of beating
as it offers 35 w.p.c. and comprehensive facilities".
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982

"The 'Super-feedforward' AUD-22 and 33 bring Sansui back
to the forefront of £ 100+ Japanese amplifiers".
WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, 1982

With their unique Super Feedforward System, Sansui have
reduced distortion levels to the point where they're barely measurable. As aresult, the total harmonic distortion of the 35 watts RMS
per channel AUD-22 is down to an incredible 0.006%. Combining
common negative feedback circuitry with the feedforward technique in the power amplifier section, this new system reduces or
entirely eliminates every conceivable type of distortion that apower
output stage generates. The accent is on high technology throughout . . . Darlington-equipped final output stage, dual-bridge rectifier
circuit for producing more than the rated power, ultra-wide range
phono equaliser and newly-developed speaker protection circuits.
Other features include: direct access inputs with LED's MM/MC
phono switches, speaker switches, record selector with bidirectional tape dubbing, muting and high filter and separate bass
and treble tone controls.

Sharing the same basic specification as the AUD-22, the more
powerful AUD-33 delivers 50 watts RMS per channel — yet the total
harmonic distortion is reduced to an unbelievable 0.004%! Again,
this is achieved by the Sansui Super Feedforward system combined
with the other state-of-the-art developments incorporated in this
amplifier. In common with the AUD-22, it also sounds much more
powerful than its power rating suggest, thanks to anewly-designed
dual-bridge rectifier circuit that reduces power consumption loss
by 30% with aconsequent improvement in efficiency. Direct access
inputs include: PHONO, TUNER, AUX, TAPE 1and TAPE 2, and
additional facilities include MM/MC phono switches, bass and
treble tone controls, 20dB muting, high filter and speaker selector
switches. A record selector enables one programme source to be
fed to aconnected recorder whilst listening to another, and also
offers bi-directional tape dubbing.

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT
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SA-740 AMPLIFIER

SA-540 AMPLIFIER
True value for money, together with Pioneer's high
standards in design and manufacturing are demonstrated to
good advantage in the SA-540, an amplifier producing 30
watts RMS ( 40 watts DIN) per channel — yet with atotal
harmonic distortion of 0.03%. An impressive specification
includes: bass and treble tone controls, and afull range of
inputs and outputs including Compact Disc input.

Despite its even greater power output of 40 watts RMS ( 54
watts DIN) per channel, the total harmonic distortion of the
SA-740 is still an impressive 0.03%. Complete with Compact
Disc input this attractively styled and superbly engineered
amplifier is another example of Pioneer value for money.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT
.1.

AllaM

SA-940 AMPLIFIER
Incorporating Pioneer's non- switching circuitry, which enables the amplifier to
respond with true fidelity and superb transient response even to dramatic input
changes, the SA-940 delivers 70 watts RMS (87 watts DIN) per channel. Because
these circuits substantially reduce internal noise and other types of distortion, the
total harmonic distortion is only 0.009%. Afull complement of inputs, outputs and
controls, including Compact Disc input, completes the specification of this
superb amplifier.

COMET PRICE £139.90 inc. VAT
-17 . . . •

t
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TX-540L FM/MW/LW TUNER
This 3-band tuner is not only sensitive, but also simple to
use. The clear, green-lit readout scale makes station
selection easy, and its illuminated dial pointer has asecond
role as atuning accuracy indicator. An FM muting switch
cuts out interstation noise.

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT

TX-940L FM/MW/LW TUNER
The quartz frequency synthesised tuning of this superbly
designed unit is one of the most accurate and stable systems
available today. Instant station recall is another major
feature of the TX-940L . . . with 8memory presets available
for each of FM and MW/LW.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT
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AIWA

CASSETTE DECKS
INTRODUCING THE DOLBY HX PROFESSIONAL
A revolutionary new approach to the problems of recording bias

Here are three new cassette decks from Aiwa, each one designed to meet the demands of all types of
programme, material, whether digital or analogue. This is achieved through the use of `Dolby FIX
Professional', anewly-developed system which ensures that signals at all volume and frequency levels
receive the ideal amount of bias during recording.
Dolby HX ( the HX stands for 'Headroom Extension') is not anoise reduction system, but acompletely
new type of circuit that prevents high frequency loss and greatly improves the dynamic range at the top
end of the frequency response curve. It needs no decoder processing, which means that all recordings
sound better — even when played back on non-Dolby decks or portables. And high performance is
combined with economy .... because Dolby HX improves the sound of ordinary low noise tapes close to
the standards of more expensive metal and Cr02 tapes.
For those who plan to make tapes from digital programme sources, each of these Aiwa decks is designed
to take optimum advantage of the increased recording headroom offered by Dolby 'C' noise reduction.
The results are truly superb. With metal tape the signal-to-noise ratio is an outstanding 80dB (above 5kHz).

AD-F660

AD-F660 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
With its Dolby FIX Professional circuitry, this superbly- designed deck has the capability
to handle even the most demanding digital programme material with flawless fidelity.
Three heads offer off- tape monitoring, and the automatic de- magnetising system
(ADMS) keeps the heads in acontinually degaussed condition for optimum performance.
Other features include: Dolby ' 13/C' noise reduction, metal tape capability, all- mode tape
remaining time display, intro-play search facility, memory rewind and repeat, bias fine
adjuster, auto rec-mute, auto tape selector, LED peak meter display and switchable MPX
filter. The AD- F660 is also equipped with atimer stand-by recording/playback facility and
acordless remote control connection for use with optionally-available units.

COMET PRICE £229.90 inc. VAT

AD- F770

AD-F990

AD-F770 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

AD-F990 STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Incorporating all the features of the AD-F660, including Dolby HX
and Dolby `13/C' noise reduction, this sophisticated 3-head deck also
possesses Aiwa's unique digital automatic tape adaptation facility
(DATA), to ensure ideal matching with every tape brand and
formulation. A built-in microcomputerised circuit "tests" each tape
prior to recording and adjusts the de,ck's bias, equalisation and
sensitivity to optimum levels. Performed automatically within 16
seconds, DATA ensures that virtually any brand of tape selected can
deliver its best performance.

Thoughtfully engineered to give superlative performance and
unprecedented ease of operation, the top-of- the- line AD-F990 is the
most advanced Aiwa deck ever produced. Amongst its state-of-theart features are: anewly- developed amorphous combination head,
auto noise reduction detector which selects the correct NR setting,
and auto recording level control to eliminate time-consuming
manual adjustment of recording input levels. With the specification
including Dolby HX and Dolby ` B/C' — plus all the other facilities of
the other two Aiwa decks — the magnificent AD-F990 stands very
firmly in ahigh fidelity class of its own.

COMET PRICE £279.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £349.90 inc. VAT
384
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AKA!

FOUR NEW CASSETTE DECKS
- EACH ONE A TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH IN ITS OWN RIGHT
Cassette deck technology takes astep into the future with these four new models from Akai.
Each incorporates Dolby ' WC' noise reduction, and the HX-R5 and GX-R6 decks feature a
revolutionary quick-reverse mechanism that reduces the interruption of playback and
recording whilst reversing, to practically nothing.
All four machines feature an Auto Tape Selector which automatically detects and sets
the bias and tape type as soon as the cassette is inserted. .. while the top-of- the- line GX-7
three-head deck includes enriched computerised functions to attain apreviously
unknown level of tonal quality.

/

HIX-3 CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY ` 13/C'
NOISE REDUCTION

Ce!IS •• • •

HX-R5 QUICK-REVERSE CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY ` 13/C' NOISE REDUCTION

The quick reverse system of this advanced deck ensures the closest thing
yet to continuous music, and automatic tape selection brings the best out
of metal, Cr02 and Normal tapes. Push buttons direct all operations,
including the electronic recording level control, and the large centralised
display gives visual verification of every operational mode. Other features
include Dolby ' 13/C' noise reduction, Akai's ' Quick & Quiet' mechanism,
HD head, auto- mute, output control and MPX filter. A remote control
function and a timer start mechanism are incorporated for use with
COMET PRICE £ 39.90 inc. VAT
optionally-available units.

ncorporating Dolby '13/C' noise reduction — with the Dolby ' C' facility
3iving an additional 10dB of noise reduction above the level provided by
Dolby ' B' — the elegant, front- loading HX-3 offers excellent value for
money. Other features for ensuring superb sound recording and
3layback include an electronically speed controlled DC motor for stable
:apstan drive, and an HD record/playback head which brings out the full
Do te ntial of metal, Cr02 and Normal tapes.

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT
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GX-R6 QUICK- REVERSE CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY 'WC' NOISE REDUCTION
This impressively-designed deck possesses all the advanced features
of the HX-R5 . . . from quick- reverse and automatic tape selection to
Dolby ` B/C' noise reduction and IPLS ( Instant Programme Locating
System). It also offers several advantages of its own, including aTwin
Field Super GX Head and Intro- Scan — afunction which previews the
first 10 seconds of each programme then proceeds to the next in order
to find acertain recorded selection. Other features of the GX-R6 include
Blank Search for quickly locating unrecorded portions of the tape, and
Auto Rec Cancel which not only permits rewinding to the beginning of
arecording, but automatically creates a4-second No Signal gap on the
tape and activates the pause control as well.

COMET PRICE £ 169.90 inc. VAT

GX-7 THREE-HEAD CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY ' WC' NOISE REDUCTION
Fitted with Super GX Heads for crystal-clear recording and playback,
this superb Akai deck ensures maximum performance from metal,
Cr02 and Normal tapes — whilst the 3-head configuration permits
off- the-tape monitoring for instant confirmation while recording. The
Closed Loop Double Capstan Direct drive guarantees reliability and
stability, and the DC recording and playback amplifier allows afully
dynamic range over a wide frequency. Each mode of operation is
controlled by amicrocomputer, and the large centralised display gives
instant verification. Other features include: Dolby ` B/C' noise reduction,
computer search system, Intro-Scan, MPX filter, power eject, Auto
Monitor Selector, memory play and dual-purpose electronic counter.
Absentee recordings can be pre-set using an optionally available unit.
Also available as an optional extra, remote control unit.

COMET PRICE £229.90 inc. VAT
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CASSETTE DECKS

CT-340 CASSETTE DECK
This Pioneer cassette deck has an impressive specification
belying its attractive budget price. Dolby ' 13' noise reduction
is incorporated, and full logic control of the cassette deck
functions ensures maximum operational convenience.
Metal tape capability is another feature, and there are
settings for Cr02 and Normal EH tapes. Other facilities
include: a Hard permalloy record/playback head, onetouch recording, 6-segment LED recording level indicators
and a3-digit tape counter.

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT

CT-540 CASSETTE DECK

CT-740 CASSETTE DECK

With its 2-motor drive and featuring a Hard Permalloy
record/playback head, this stylish front- loader combines
superb performance with ease of operation. All modes of
tape transport are logic controlled, and there are settings for
metal, Cr02 and Normal EH tapes. Dolby ' 13' noise
reduction is incorporated, and aMusic Search facility offers
automatic track repeat or track skip. Accurate and easytoread LED level meters ensure high quality recordings every
time.

Offering metal tape capability and settings for Cr02 and
Normal EH tapes, this 2- motor Dolby '13' cassette deck is
equipped with full logic control of all tape transport. This
enables direct mode change even when moving from
reverse to fast forward. Elegantly designed and
incorporating the matchless HiFi technology of Pioneer,
the CT-740 possesses many other fine features including:
Hard Permalloy record/playback head, Skip Search, Programmable Music Selector and LED level indicators.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £.29.90 inc. VAT
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TURNTABLES

PL-340 TURNTABLE
Outstanding in both looks and performance, and quartz
regulated for accurate record reproduction, the elegant
PL-340 is belt driven by a DC servo motor to give an
excellent wow-and-flutter rating. Another feature is
Pioneer's exclusive Polymer Graphite (PG) tonearm, which
is fitted with aDynamic Resonance Absorber and which
cornes complete with aPC-230 magnetic cartridge.

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT

PL-640 TURNTABLE

PL- 740 TURNTABLE

Engineered by Pioneer to give peak HiFi performance, the
impressive PL-640 is direct driven by aQuartz-PLL (phaselocked loop) coreless DC Servo Stable motor, with stable
hanging rotor for smooth rotation and perfect stability.
Other features include: static balanced straight Polymer
Graphite tonearm, Dynamic Resonance Absorber, PC5MC moving coil cartridge and automatic tonearm return.

This fully-automatic quartz regulated turntable reflects
Pioneer design and engineering at its very best — with a
wow-and- flutter rating of only 0.025% and asignal-to-noise
ratio of 78dB. With direct drive provided by aQuartz-PLL
(phase-locked- loop) coreless DC Servo Stable motor,
incorporating a stable hanging rotor, and aspecification
including static balanced straight Polymer Graphite
tonearm, Dynamic Resonance Absorber and aPC-5MC
moving coil cartridge . . . the PL-740 reaches new heights of
record reproduction.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT
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Goodmans

SPEAKERS
MEZZO
The Mezzo's elegant cabinet houses
speaker engineering at its best — a3-way
reflexed system that combines low
distortion with maximum sensitivity to give
optimum performance throughout the
frequency band. Handling up to 75 watts
RMS of power, the Mezzo is made in
carefully matched pairs to givéacrisp, clear
stereo image that will add anew dimension
to your listening pleasure. At the heart
of the system are a280mm bass driver,
a114mm mid-range unit and a25mm dome
tweeter — and an added refinement in
the form of variable contour controls
enables you to modify the output of both
mid-range and high frequency drivers
to tune the speakers to your own
particular environment. An eye-catching
5-LED display gives you an at-a-glance
peak power reading. Exceptional value
for money at Comet NOW.

,

„4.•

COMET PRICE £ 134.90 inc. VAT
MAGNUM
Handling up to 90 watts RMS of power,
and designed to the same superb
specification as the Mezzo, the Magnum
literally brings the concert hall into your
listening room. Nearly sixty years of
Goodmans' loudspeaker technology has
resulted in aspeaker that will enhance
the sound of any worthwhile HiFi
system — and add an elegance t'-, at will
please the eye too.
Even the drive units are manufactured
by Goodmans
330mm bass driver,
114mm mid-range unit and 25mm dome
tweeter . . . and careful `mirror imaging'
of each pair of models gives astereo
balance that clearly locates instruments
and voices. Overall efficiency is as high as
the price is low, and when you add for
good measure contour controls and
LED power indicators — you have a
loudspeaker system that's definitely
worth listening to.

COMET PRICE £ 159.90 inc. VAT
339
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SPEAKERS

Fantastic quality, fantastic performance, fantastic value for money... this is the only way to describe
the new range of Solavox HP speakers from Comet! They're manufactured exclusively for Comet by
acompany world famous for its high standards — yet their price brings them well into the budget class.
They look good, they sound even better. See them today at
Comet. The only thing you
won't believe is the price!

SOLAVOX HP140
LOUDSPEAKERS
With apower handling of 40 watts,
the Solavox HP140 is a12- litre 2-way
acoustic suspension design with
higher-than-average sensitivity. The
160mm bass/midrange driver employs a light, rigid paper cone
bonded to an outer roll suspension
manufactured from a carefully
matched damped PVC compound
. . . while the voice coil is bonded
with high temperature polyamide,
and the aluminium coil former is
vented for increased power handling.
Ultra-light components are used in
the construction of the 50mm paper
cone treble unit. Together with its
small diameter voice coil and carefully designed dust dome, these
provide high sensitivity coupled with
excellent treble extension. Ideal as
a bookshelf speaker, the HP140 is
enclosed in a vinyl walnut finish
cabinet with an attractive high
impact polystyrene grille using low
loss, opaque cloth.
COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT

SOLAVOX HP170
LOUDSPEAKERS
Designed to serve as astand-positioned or
a bookshelf speaker, the 17-litre 2-way
HP170 sets anew standard in its class. With
apower handling of 70 watts, it will enhance
programmes from inexpensive systems —
yet also provide the high standard of musical
accuracy demanded by compact disc digital
sound sources. The 200mm bass/midrange
driver incorporates atop quality rigid flared
pulp cone, carefully matched to an outer
suspension manufactured from a unique
rubber/PVC compound. A higher than
average power handling performance is
achieved by use of avoice coil incorporating
a vented aluminium former and high temperature adhesives. The linen dust dome is
coated with a PVA damping material to
reduce distortion and maintain a smooth
frequency response beyond the crossover
frequency without introducing any discontinuity. In the 19mm plastic dome treble unit,
ahigh temperature voice coil and ferrofluid
magnetic damping ensure excellent power
handling. The 4-element crossover provides
superb integration and stereo imaging.

SOLAVOX HP180
LOUDSPEAKERS
The 20- litre 3-way HP180, with its acoustic
suspension design and in-line drive unit
mounting, has a power handling of 80
watts and provides excellent stereo
imaging. It incorporates the same high
quality 200mm bass/midrange driver as
the HP170 system to maintain smooth
frequency response and to achieve
above avgrage power handling. The
50mm midrange unit is constructed of a
patented mineral-filled homopolymer of
polypropylene, with an integral dust
dome for improved high frequency
response. The voice coil is constructed
of high temperature materials, and ferrofluid is used in the magnetic gap for
increased power handling as well as
providing magnetic resonance damping.
Completing asuperb speaker system is
a 19mm plastic dome treble unit using
ahigh quality lightweight assembly to give
asmooth response beyond 20 kHz. The
Solavox HP speaker range, exclusive
to Comet. Setting new standards in valuefor-money sound!

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT
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SPEAKERS

LD•30 SPEAKER SYSTEM

"The Marantz LD-30 shows just how successful no-frills, solid engineering can be.
The reflex design gives good efficiency yet
there is no bass colouration. The LD-30
must represent the last word in sound
performance for a £99 pair of boxes."
'WHAT HI-FI' April 1983.
. . the design would be equally at home
with Compact Disc players and £300 amps
as with a £299 rack."
'PRACTICAL HI-FI' March 1983.

LD-30 SPEAKER SYSTEM
These Marantz mini monitors have been
designed specifically for true Hi Fi sound
reproduction, and the performance of the
LD-30 clearly demonstrates how well this
aim has been achieved. With cotton fibre
dome 25mm tweeter and 200mm bass unit
in Duo-Polymer Impregnated Cone
(DPIC) material — which combines light
weight, high rigidity and high internal loss
— the compact LD-30 handles 50 watts of
power with ease, while preserving the full
bass response characteristics.
Suitable for amplifiers delivering 10 to 100
watts power.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

LD 50 SPEAKER SYSTEM

1.1) 50 SPEAKER SYS

I
m

"From the outset the LD-50s showed acrisp clean top end performance without undue
harshness ...
"Despite miking anomalies the LD-50 produced atruly beautiful guitar sound with astrong
sense of location and the resolution of small detail into avivid impression of the player and the
studio acoustic. The low frequency power of the bass was well conveyed by the 50s as was the
true-to-form rough edge of aclose-miked bowed instrument .
This performance package is unusual in £200 speakers and almost unheard of at the asking
price of the LD-50s." 'HI-FI ANSWERS' April 1983.
An impressive review . . . and certainly an excellent reason for taking advantage of the
incredible value for money offered by this Marantz range of linear dynamic loudspeakers.

LD-50 SPEAKER SYSTEM

LD-20 SPEAKER SYSTEM

The subject of the enthusiastic review
reproduced above, the LD-50 incorporates a25mm tweeter and 200mm bass
unit, both in Marantz DPIC material to
ensure absolutely neutral sound. Enclosed
in an elegantly- finished cabinet, strongly
constructed to eliminate resonance, the
units are linked by asophisticated crossover design for optimum performance.
Power handling is 60 watts.
Suitable for amplifiers delivering 10 to 120
watts power.

The most compact model in the LD range,
the LD-20 gives great performance and
big value, handling up to 60 watts of power
and employing a 25mm tweeter and
160mm active DPIC woofer for dynamic
bass reproduction. In common with the
other speakers in this range, the voice
coils and other transducer elements are
built to withstand the higher dynamic
peaks of digital sound effortlessly.
Suitable for amplifiers delivering 10 to
60 watts power.

COMET PRICE £139.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
383A
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WHARFEDALE

SPEAKERS

LASER 90

'"I wasn't aware of the market price of the Laser 90 when Ilistened to it for this review and the £89.90 price tag
came as apleasant surprise indeed..."
'PRACTICAL HI-FI' March 1983.
This excellent review on the new Wharfedale Laser 90 loudspeaker enhances this old-established company's reputation
for producing high quality units at acompetitive price. See this outstanding HiFi speaker at Comet . . . together with the
more compact 50 and the larger 110.
LASER 90 2- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
The 20-litre enclosure houses a200mm version of the Laser 50
bass unit to give increased power handling to 75 watts, with a
sophisticated crossover network dividing the spectrum
between this driver and the 19mm soft dome tweeter. This is the
speaker reviewed by `PRACTICAL HI-FI' . . . an ideal unit for
use with amplifiers from 15-75 watts RMS per channel.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

i
Ll1111111111111111111111111111111111ILL
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LASER 110

LASER 50,

LASER 50 2- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

LASER 1102- WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM

Using. an 11.5-litre enclosure and finished in attractive woodgrain vinyl, this compact loudspeaker is suitable for amplifiers
ranging from 15-60 watts RMS per channel. Its 170mm bass unit
has a cone of doped fibrous construction terminated in aPVC
suspension to eliminate unwanted resonance and to minimise
colouration. The treble unit is a high quality 19mm soft dome
which produces asmooth, sweet sound.

With apower handling of 100 watts, the top-of- the range laser 110
can be used with amplifiers producing from 15-100 watts RMS
per channel, and its advanced reflex design provides an extended
bass performance while improving all-round efficiency. The
32-litre enclosure houses a 200mm bass unit employing a
diaphragm of Wharfedale's unique mineral- filled homopolymer
of propylene ( MFHP) for enhanced performance — while the
19mm treble unit has a polyamide dome that extends the
performance of the system well beyond the limits of audibility.

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
388
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

X-Gl Racked HiFi System

X-G5 Racked HiFi System

X-G7TL Racked HiFi System

Pioneer technology brings you outstanding
HiFi value for money.
At the heart of the system is an SA- 130
amplifier delivering 20 watts RMS per
channel, and incorporating logically laidout controls and mode indicator lights.
The TX- 130L tuner gives high tuning
accuracy over LW, MW and FM stereo, and
features an FM muting switch, LED tuning
accuracy indicator and LED s"tereo beacon.
Superb record reproduction is ensured by
the PL- 130 belt-driven turntable, with its
static balanced straight tonearm, automatic
anti-skate and PC-220 magnetic cartridge.
From the CT-330 Dolby cassette deck you
get metal tape capability — plus settings for
Cr02 and normal tapes. Other features
include: music search, LED recorcfing level
meters and record mute switch.
Completing this competitively- priced
system, which is housed in a rosewood
coloured cabinet, is apair of CS-363 bass
reflex 2-way speakers.

Superbly styled and finished in rich black
and champagne gold, Pioneer's new
X-Series racked systems sound even better
than they look.
Powering the X- G5 system is an SA-530
amplifier which delivers 38 watts RMS per
channel.
The TX-530L tuner offers needle-sharp
tuning on LW, MW and FM stereo
wavebands, and includes an FM muting
switch, LED tuning accuracy indicator and
3-point LED signal strength meter.
A host of features combine to place the
direct-driven, auto-return PL-430 turntable
high in its class. These include aco-axial
suspension system and apolymer graphite
straight tonearm for improved tracking. A
PC-220 magnetic cartridge is fitted.
With the CT-330 cassette deck you get
Dolby, a3-position tape selector (including
metal), music search, record mute and LED
recording level meters. •
The system is housed in an attractively
styled cabinet and is completed by apair of
CS-565 bass reflex 3-way speakers
handling a maximum input power of 40
watt&

This system literally bristles with advanced
HiFi features.
For example, the 70 watts RMS per channel
SA-930 amplifier has its own 'brain' — a
micro-computer acting as nerve centre to
synchronise all the system's operating
functions with the amplifier.
The TX-930L tuner is equally sophisticated
. . . featuring quartz frequency synthesised.
tuning, digital frequency read-out,
Autoscan on all three wavebands, and 16
memory presets (8for FM, 8for LW/MW).
Fitted with aPC-3MC moving coil cartridge,
the fully-automatic direct-driven PL-930
turntable incorporates quartz PLL speed
regulation, polymer graphite straight tonearm, co-axial suspension and stable
hanging rotor on the drive mechanism.
The CT-730 Dolby cassette deck offers full
logic control, metal, Cr02 and normal tape
capabilities, music search and LED level
meters. Like the CT-330, it can be
programmed for una
.ttended operation
with the optionally-available DT-530 timer.
Superb sound is ensured by the CS-767
bass reflex 3-way speakers which have a
maximum input power of 80 watts — and a
matching cabinet houses a HiFi system
you'll be proud to possess.

COMET PRICE £319.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £439.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £629.90 inc. VAT
SG-530 Graphic Equaliser

DT-530 Timer

(Optional extra for above systems)
Add this superb graphic equaliser to your Pioneer X-System, and
you can not only highlight your favourite instrumental passages —
but also shape the sound to suit the acoustics of your room.

(Optional extra for above systems)
A 24-hour digital clock is incorporated in this timer which will turn
your tuner on and off and operate your cassette deck without
supervision. There's even asleep facility.

COMET PRICE £ 9.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ I9.90 inc. VAT
347A
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OPEN DAILY TO THE PUBLIC
Monday to Friday 9am until 8pm
(Saturday until 5.30 pm)
SCOTTISH BRANCHES ARE ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 10 am until 5pm

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

(except Ayr. Dumfries, Greenock & Kirkcaldy)

You have the option to extend your guarantee to 5years
including parts& labour for one single payment
HI- Fl
Complete Hi Fi Systems
Music Centres

TELEVISIONS
Black and White
Colour up to, and
including, 16"
Colour, over 16"
Teletext Sets

£25.95
£20.95

Casseivers
£ 16.95
Amplifiers
£8.95
Tuners
f8.95
Turntables ( excl. cartridge
&stylus)
£8.95
Tuner/Amplifiers
£9.95
Tape Decks ( cassette & reel) £ 10.95
Pair of Speakers
£ 10.95
AUDIO
•Citizens Band Radio
•Car Radio & In- Car Hi Fi
•excludes aerials

Just one single payment
brings you
peace of mind for five years
- and protection against
rising costs!

£24 .95
£29 .95
£34 .95

VIDEO
Video Recorders ( 2nd & 3rd
year only) .
f44.95
Video Recorders ( 5years). £79 .95
Video Colour Cameras.
(5 years)
£20 .95
REFRIGERATION
'Refrigerators
•Fridge Freezers
'Deep Freezers

f12.95
£ 12.95

CAMERAS inc. lenses

£ 12 .95

£9,95

£ 16 .95
£ 19 .95
£ 19 .95

See your local Telephone Directory

r-

A.P.R. 27.3%

£19.95
£16.95
£ 12.95
£ 18.95

VACUUM CLEANERS
GAS FIRES

£ 10.95
£10.95

The FIVE STAR OPTION is also available
on most other items stocked at Comet.

This Insured Scheme is underwritten by

The Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd.

MAIL ORDER

Goods purchased by mail order are origin marked in accordance with the Trade
Descriptions ( Origin Markings) Miscellaneous Goods Order, 1981, and are
returnable within 14 days in accordance with the above Order.
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,
Microphones £ 1.30.

by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 14%

COOKERS ( gas/electric)
Free Standing
Built-in Ovens
Built-in Hobs
Microwave Ovens

(34.95

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".

or Ring Teledata 24- hour service on 01-200 0200

COMET'S LOW INTEREST TERMS
-HIRE PURCHASE
£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY

£39.95
f24.95
£ 16.95
£12.95
£32.95

All Refrigeration includes £200 food
insurance cover.

IT'S WORTH TAKING THE OPTION

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

WASHERS/DRYERS/
DISH WASHERS
Auto Washers
Auto Washers with built-in
Tumble Dryer
Twin Tub Washers
Tumble Dryers
Spin Dryers
Dishwashers

Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool tapes 80p, Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.

example: Racked Hi -Fi system, comet Price £ 279.50 or Deposit£29.50 Repayable by

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
fa, armiey moad, Leeds LblZ ZEF
Comet
Qty.
Manufacturer
Model
Description
Discount Price

36 monthly instalments of £ 9.87. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £ 384.82.

£1,000 and Overl 0% DEPOSIT
with up to 5YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.

FLAT RATE 12 1/
2%

A.P.R. 23.2%

example: Anassortmentof items, Cashprice£1099.00.Deposit£109 00 Repayable by
60 monthly instalments

of f26.82. TOTAL COMET CREDIT PRICE £ 1718.20.

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT
Yoe may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask for written details.
Interest oil.75% of the balance outstanding will be chargedto your account each month.

A.P.R. 23.1%

(
Bankers Order repayment)

d

rigr
ocid
elfr

Comer sa Cfed', Bro., for this seroce
Comet Rediovosion Sernogces Ltd

1E3

Geogge House. Geo.,. Sue., Hull

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay

Securicor Delivery
P+ P8
Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS•D / BARCLAYCARD' D /COMET CREDIT CARD•
rtick appropriate box) CARD No.
Name
Address

the driver on delivery.

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time cf going to press

L

Signature
HFN
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CLASSIFIED 686-2599

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £5.50 Box Nos. £2.25 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50. Copy and remittance for advertisements in November issue must reach these
offices by 16th September addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE- Private
ACD-LMF-1 low mass arm and stabilizer.
New unwanted gift. £45. Philips N4504 tape
deck little used £ 135. TDK tapes. Tel. Basingstoke 57767. ( J)
PAIR SHACKMAN electrostatic loud speakers. 12 months old £ 180 o.n.o. Uttoxeter
(Staffs) 66071. ( J)
THE ULTIMATE SYSTEM Complete Linn/
Naim tri-amped lsobarik system for sale,
genuine low ' mileage', about 18 months old.
This comprises Linn LP12/Ittok/Asak, Naim
NAC32, NAXO, 2 x SNAPS, 3 x NAP250,
plus Linn lsobarik PMS speakers, all leads
etc. Will sell complete for £3,000. Send offers
for separate components, all enquiries
answered. Box No 0705. ( H)
LEGENDARY PICKUP ARMS FOR SALE collectors items. The rare and beautiful
Swiss- made Breuer Dynamic ( offers).
Genuine Socttish-assembled Black Ittok from
Linn Products (£400). Very early 12 inch SME
arm, with original Ortofon headshell and
bias compensator update (£75). Also Grace
707 II and SME Ill, £35 each to clear. Box No
0705. ( H)
LINN ITTOK, hardly used, £ 160. Musical
Fidelity 'The Preamp', £ 160. Meridian 1018
preamp, latest spec, with m- m, m-cmodules,
£150. Yamaha CT610 tuner, boxed as new,
£60. 01-661 9353 evenings only. ( J.S.)
SPEAKERS IMF TL80 II with stands £350.
Phone 01-267 6503. ( J)
NYTECH PREAMP/TUNER CTP 102mm input
complete with perspex lid. As new and
boxed £ 195. ( 0277) 211533 evenings. ( J)
IMF DOMESTIC MONITORS £300. Linn sondek, Grace 707 arm, Supex 900 cartridge,
£350. Michaelson & Austin valve amp ( 80 x
80 watts) £550. Nakamichi 700 cassette £200.
Cambridge P110 £50. - All excellent condition - All o.n.o. Telephone Rotherham ( 0709)
555930. (J)

HAFLER: DH- 110 preamp, three months old,
excellent condition, £ 185. DH- 200 power
amp, modified as per HFN/RR, £ 180. GRACE
F-9E m- m cartridge, virtually unused, £70.
DYNAVECTOR 23R Ruby Karat m-c cartridge, used two months, £40. Ivor Humphreys, Hi Fi News, 01-686 2599 x448 working hours, or 034 282 3154 evenings/
weekends. ( JS)
PAIR LOWTHER ACOUSTA speakers. PM6
units £ 135. Leak Delta 70 amplifier £40.
01-681 7470. ( J)
QUAD ESL 63's £900. QUAD F.M.H. £200.
Quad 44 £200. Quad 405.-2. £220. Linn
Sondek LP12/Ittok/Asak £700. Audio- Pro ace
B2-50 sub-woofer. £200. AKG. K340 headphones £50. Cuba UKA9 aerial. £25. Two
technics RS- M 2 28 x cassette decks £95
each. Simpson 01-452 5162. ( J)
DYNATRON MC 1010 CR, sleek low- line
music-centre. Comprises AM/FM tuner-amp,
Garrard 35 SB player with Shure-cartridge,
Dolby cassette deck. Offered with pair Celestion Ditton 15 speakers at £ 100 for quick sale.
Ideal for hi-fi family with youngster itching
for own system. Tel: 01-653 1695 ( Croydon).
(JS)
NEAL 312 HX. R.C. overhauled. Perfect. £300
List £488+ R.C. Tel 0927 4216. ( J)
CHANNEL MASTER Rotator aerial Model
9502A. Dismantled and ready for erection.
Buyer collects. £25. ( Harrow area) Phone 864
8840. (J)
AUDIOJUMBLE (
Bayswater), including
CYLEJUMBLE/MUSICJUMBLE. Once- only
Secondhand Bazaar, Saturday, 8th October,
1pm/4.30pm, St. James' Hall, Gloucester
Terrace, W.2. ( near Lancaster Gate Tube).
Sell-off your unwanted equipment- immediate stallbookings half-price!! s.a.e. 67 Liverpool Road, London, N1 ORH ( 01-837 7811).
(J)
KEF R105 as new. Domestic circumstances
regrettably forcerreplacement. Will exchange
for Yamaha NS1000M. Might consider selling for £450. Swansea 813099. ( J)

MUSICAL FIDELITY preamp. Updated to
June '83 spec. £ 145. Asak-T, 20 months
meticulous use. £75. Chris Breunig 01-586
2898. (JS)

QUAD 33/303/FM3, in good condition offers around £ 190. Telephone 01-588 4100
(Mr Steer) or 05827 69514. ( J)

CT7000 tuner £200 ono. Rega
'anar 3 £ 140 ono. Tel Coventry ( 0203)
1180 evenings and weekends. (J)

REVOX B710 ( Mk11) CASSETTE RECORDER.
Unused since acquire new from distributors
March 1983. Surplus to research requirement. Offers over £700. Buyer to arrange
collection ( SW Herts). Box No 0706 ( Middx).

YAMAHA

'BRIDGE P50 amplifier, T55 tuner, ERA6
ble, SME 300911, Shure V1511IHE, AR6
9akers and stands, Koss PRO4AA,
with record storage. £325. Will sell
'y. 01-937 6190. (J)
5

(J)

LOUDSPEAKERS. New Richard Allen 12ins
"Atlas" 80ms. 125 watts. £ 140 pair ono. Tel
(0560) 83662 Afer 6pm. (J)

JVC DD-7 stereo cassette• deck, 3 head,
Dolby, Super ANRS, metal compatibility
mint condition, £ 150. Pair Wharfedale E50
speakers, as new, £ 150. 01-660 5659 Kenley,
Surrey. (J)
B&W D.M. 14's - only 9 months use,
immaculate condition, Boxed. Upgrading,
£225.00. Q.E.D. mains distributor, 4 plugs £10.00 Sedgley ( 09073) 62487 ( Birmingham
area) ( J)
LINN ASAK cartridge. Little used. £95.
Boxed. Phone Prestatyn ( 07456) 7345. ( J)
QUAD/44 MC/Module, £195, J.B.E. record
deck, £90. Optonica H.3636.S. tuner £90.
AT.1100 arm, plus curved tube, heavy
weight, shell. £95. Five cartridges. 0249
812565. ( J)
NIRVANA LINN SONDEK, Ittok, Denon 103b
£520 ono. Rega II, M20 FLS £80.00. Crimson
510 PRE, 1004 power amp £ 170.00 ono.
Dalesford badgersound speakers £50.00.
A.D.C. SS1 equalizer £40.00. All excellent
condition. Phone Cleveleys ( 0253) 826863.
(J)
RADFORD SC22-STA2511I for sale £ 165.
Phone Mr Cualfield, Ashford ( 0233) 37097
eves, wkds. ( J)
REVOX B77 1/4 track 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ( PS
excellent condition, virtually unused. £475.
01-876 7723. SW London. ( J)
MERIDIAN 101B pre amp 2 x 1055. Long
leads. Ex con. £350. Phone Day 051-6060848.
(J)
REGA PLANAR 2 with Ortofon VMS 20E.
Lovely open sound. Can be heard in Exeter
£95. Wanted Decca London Cartridge. Phone
0392 216296. (
J)
MONITOR MA3 Mk11 excellent condition.
£150.00 Burgh Heath 57097. ( JS).

FOR SALE - Trade
MAIL ORDER CARTRIDGE and stylus specialists. Before you buy any cartridge check our
prices first. All products brand new and fully
guaranteed. Send s.a.e. for full price list. R &
H Hi Fi Accessories, 29 Wentworth Gardens,
Palmers Green, London N13 6BL. ( J)
THE FAMOUS 1954 FRITZ REINER RECORDINGS of Strauss Heldenleben and Zarathustra half- speed mastered in stereo! You won't
believe it! Also legendar performance by
Heifetz and Monteux. £9.95 per record. Also
see our fabulous selection of Japanese
pressed -Jazz and Classical LPs. We are open
seven days a week. Mail order by Access or
Visa on 01-455 0066. Oliver Crombie, 16
Golders Green Road, London NW11, near
the underground. (J)
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686-2599

CLASSIFIED 686-2599
2V + MKIV demonstrated via ELS-63 +
subwoofer versus Ittok/Koetsu Mayware P.O.
Box 58, Edgware, Middx. Tel. 01-958 9421.
(M)

FOR SALE - Trade
HIGH END EQUIPMENT, all kinds of American, Japanese and German Audiophile products like: Audio- Research, Audiostatic,
Acoustat, Conrad- Johnson, Dennesen,
Esoteric A.R. EMT, Infinity, Kiseki, Krell,
Koetsu, Linn, Magneplanar, Oracle, Plasmatronics, Quad, Revox, Stax, Snell, Threshold,
Thorens, Vernissage, Zen and many others
at lowest export prices. Ask for the latest
price list and details. We ship worldwide! Hi
Fi Systems. Lengsdorfer Haupstrasse 75, 53
Bonn 1, West Germany. Tel. 0228 253314 253111 Tlx. 886646 hfss d. ( E)

spendor

CARTRIDGES, ARMS, STYLI, accessories.
Consult the experts. Competitive prices,
excellent service ... and we only carry the
best value. UK importers of the incomparable Walco induced- magnet cartridges and
parabolic styli. Christchurch Cartridges, " The
Old Forge", Tedburn St. Mary, Exeter,
Devon, EX6 6EH. Tel 06476-302 ( evenings).
(M)

PERSONAL

SME offer the following items in first class
condition, used until recently in our Managing Director's music room: UREI graphic
equalisers Model 527A £ 525.00 the pair ( list
£1378.00). UREI room equalisers Model 539
£675.00 the pair ( list £ 1622.00). Crown VFX 2
electronic filter/crossover £ 40.00 ( list
£225.00). dbx 3BX 3- band dynamic range
expander with 3BXR remote control £ 125.00
(list £400.00). Luxman CX1 realtime processed DC stereo head- amp £ 75.00 ( list
£218.00). Luxman amplifier system comprising C5000A pre- amp and M6000 solid-state
power amp 300w per channel £ 1250.00 ( list
£2892.00). Cerwyn Vega 18- inch low frequency driver chassis £30.00 ( 2 available).
SAE amplifier system comprising Mark IM
stereo pre-amp and Mark 3 CM stereo
power- amp 200 watts per channel £75.00.
Lexicon Delta T Model 102 digital delay
system 0-80 m/s delay £ 1950.00 the pair ( list
£5050.00). Studer B62 stereo tape deck
£1850.00 ( list £3500.00). A large range of
quality stereo cartridges- details on request.
All items offered subject to prior sale. List
prices are approximate. SME Limited,
Steyning, Sussex. BN4 3GY. Phone 0903
814321. Telex 877808 SME G. ( J)

BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufacturer's specification.
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

ALL AUDIO REPAIRS carried out to highest
standards. Modifications, systems, designed
and installed. Acoustic Design. J. Roberts
Consultants 01-388 5664 London NW1. ( J)
DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. ( X)

Give as they Gavee

WANTED

CY:e
t

DURING SEPTEMBERe 1

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat. 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

SERVICES
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT.
Restored close to design wherever possible.
7days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

SPENDING £650 arm + cartridge is madness. £ 115 minimum equals maximum. MC-

QUAD, LEAK, TUBE COMPONENTS. Garrard
301, 401. Goodman AXIOM-80, Wharfdale
Super- 12, Old Tannoy Monitor speakers Tel:
213/576-2642 David Yo POB 832 Monterey
Park, Ca 91754 USA ( friend picking up in UK).
(J)
NAD 3080 in very good condition. Realist
price paid. Please ring 01-684 2968 after
6.30pm. ( JS)
WANTED: QUAD 405 power amplifiers, any
condition. Contact Norman Juttbeg, " Audio
Horizons", 1117 Terrace Drive, Bryan, TX
77801, USA. ( JS)
QUAD VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Garrard 301 &
401, all types of valve equipment, please ask
for " Wants List". The Vintage Wireless Company, 64, Broad Street, Staple Hill, Bristol,
BS16 5NL. ( 0272) 565472. ( M)
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OR THE LAST TWO MONTHS, this
feature has been devoted to artists
from the late ' 60s and early ' 70s on the
American Atlantic label. Over the same
period, an English company was having an
equivalent impact on the UK rook scene.
Breaking the virtual stranglehold of the
majors, Chris Blackwell's Island Records
attracted unknown musicians in all fields,
gave them security via arecording contract,
cossetted them in the studios, and was
repaid with tremendous LP sales at atime
when the big companies still thought in
terms of hit singles.
In asense, Island were what Apple should
have been, if the latter hadn't sunk under the
weight of its own magnificence. From John
Martyn, Nick Drake and Fairport Convention,
through Traffic, Spooky Tooth, Mott the
Hoople, King Crimson, ELP and Free, to the
extremes of Cat Stevens in one direction and
Quintessence in the other, and not forgetting
the artists on Island- distributed labels such
as Chrysalis— Jethro Tull, Procol Harum —
these were indeed, in the classic phrase, 'the
sounds of the ' 70s'l
A seminal Island LP for me was the first
King Crimson album, In the Court of the
Crimson King (
ILPS 9111), released in 1969
and now available on CD ( Polydor 800
030-2), as aMobile Fidelity half-speed
mastered ' audiophile' LP ( MFSL 1-075), as
well as part of a 'twofer' special edition LP.
With hindsight, it is obvious that King
Crimson were something more than just
another ' progressive' band: at the time they
were interesting enough but perhaps abit
effete beside the likes of Free. The red-faced
ones were apparently all up from the sticks —
with the exception of bassist/singer Greg
Lake who had been with cult group The Gods
(an unpretentious name, and not abit
relevant to the phrase popular in the music
biz after Lake joined super-cow-ordure
dispensers ELP— ' headache, backache and
Greglache'). The Gods, of course, had been
famous because their guitarist Mick Taylor —
remember him? — had played for the Stones,
but drummer Michael Giles and guitarist
Robert Fripp had come from the almost
totally unknown Giles, Giles & Fripp and the
talented multi- instrumentalist Ian McDonald
was as totally obscure before King Crimson
as he is now. ( OK, he did help put Foreigner
on the road to international success in the
US in ' 78.) KC even followed Procol Harum in
having anon-playing member of the band,
Pete Sinfield, just to write the words.
Nevertheless, the music has lasted well;
and although what was without doubt the
last word in barrier-breaking in 1969 now
appears more akin to driving at night with
the lights off— the fuzz vocal in ' 21st century
schizoid man', for example, and its free jazz

ending or the aimless meanderings of
'Moonchild' —the basic structure is sound.

And that foundation is provided by the
intettigent and economic contributions from
Fripp on acoustic and electric guitars and the

superficially anarchic drumming from

Michael Giles.

Anarchic is too defined aword for what
this much underrated musician extracts from

his kit. Forgetting all he had undoubtedly
been told about the essence of rock music,
he pulls the time about mercilessly,
paradoxically without undermining the
pulse. To hear his cliff-hanger drum breaks
in the title song — song? — is to experience
high anxiety. Even when he should be just
keeping the beat, such as in the ' Schizoid'
verse or in the gentle ' Italk to the wind', his
apparently almost random decisions as to
which drum to strike and which beat or
fraction of abeat to accentuate, verge on
irresponsible skitterings. Yet it works in the
context of this music and these musicians,
and the listener might not even realise that
anything out of the ordinary was taking
place.
This style of drumming is at its peak on the
follow-up to Crimson, In the Wake of
Poseidon (
ILPS 9127), on the track ' Cat Food'.
138
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JOHN ATKINSON
listens to Traffic
and King Crimson

With his brother Peter replacing the OTT
Lake on bass, Michael Giles is free to follow
his wayward nose behind the Jackson
Pollock-esque piano clusters provided by
Keith Tippet. The result, of course, is a
rhythmic pulse made all the more relentless
for the fact that no-one is playing time all of

the time.

What marks out the first Crimson album as
alandmark in hi-fi terms, however, is not just
Giles' drumming, McDonald's versatile
virtuosity, or even Fripp's use of the electric
guitar as something other than awar toy.
Rather, for what possibly must have been
the first time, an attempt was made to
produce arock album, to create atotally
artificial stereo stage— with depth as well as
width — to complement the music.
Instruments are not just panned into place
between the speakers, thought has also
gone into how far behind and even beyond
them everything should bé.
On atechnical level, the album hasn't
lasted as well. Tape hiss is high, and there is
an overall lack of top, not the least connected
with the fact that McDonald made much use
of the infamous Mellotron for his
background chording — and hi-fi the
Mellotron wasn't! Iremember asession I
was involved in where we used one of these
Heath Robinson-ish tape- loop organs and
the only way to capture its sound was to put

amicrophone in front of the internal 8in.
speaker. And that's the sound on much of
Crimson King. The Mobile Fidelity scores
over the original release in being less
'middy', as well as being cut around 6dB
quieter, but all the extra HF bandwidth
reveals is more hiss. The CD is excellent,
without the MF's top boost, but Iwould only
recommend it for archive purposes as it
sadly reveals the original master quality.
An Island album Iwould love to hear on
CD, if only because my LP is played to death,
also dates from 1969, that strange memento
from the first Traffic breakup, Last Exit (
ILPS
9097). Inever could figure why Steve
Winwood chose to surround himself with
undoubtedly competent but musically
uninspired players upon leaving the Spencer
Davis Group— it was supposedly the doing
of acatalytic person called Twitch — but
perhaps he had had aprecognitive glimpse
of the Blind Faith debacle. Nevertheless,
Traffic were Island's first eminently
'bankable' act, producing two bestselling
studio albums before the inevitable split.
Many, I'm sure, would point to the 1967
Mr. Fantasy (
ILPS 9061) as the definitive
Traffic LP, but my choice has to be Exit. Side
One, apart from the appealing ' Medicated
Goo' and the Hammond organ- based
'Shanghai Noodle Factory', is just a
collection of out-takes. Side Two, however,
is the real stuff. Recorded live at the Fillmore
West and produced by Jimmy Miller, it really
is live, unlike the post- processed pap that
often passes for live recordings these days.
It opens with good old lighting buzz and
organ generator breakthrough, just like in
real life. Sporadic handclaps, left hand organ
bass vamping, typically loose Jim Capaldi
drumming and flute doodlings from Chris
Wood lead the listener into ashattering
reworking of aLesley Bricusse/Anthony
Newley song, ' Feelin' Good'. And yet the
balance is perversely ridiculous: Winwood's
voice floats higher than high, sure enough,
but the dominant instruments in the mix are
the organ and aride cymbal; Wood's
saxophone is on the edge of inaudibility,
even during his solo when it is supported by
absurdly LOUD LOUD LOUD Hammond
riffing from Winwood; and levels go up and
down randomly, as though the engineer
couldn't work out which fader affected which
instrument. It actually sounds as though
someone just hitched arecorder to the
on-stage monitor feed.
And what the listener gets is as vivid an
impression of the concert as if he or she had
been up there on stage, hiding behind aPA
stack. When the band change gear for the
fuzz organ solo, dropping from A minor to G
minor, a14 year-old shiver goes down your
back, and after they've found their way back
up atone so that Stevie can take his
keyboard for alittle walk about the home key
before the colla voce ending, you're back
home in 1969 with them.
'Well, surprisingly enough we did it!'
apologises Stevie; while you're recovering
your composure, the audience claps politely,
and adistant Chris Wood (?) announces the
last number of the set, ' Blind Man'. A laconic
intro— with acone-shattering organ blast as
the engineer pushes up the wrong fader in a
vain attempt to give the sax some level —
leads to organ/drum riffing as tight as the
proverbial nut. Thatvoice soars like an
unleashed falcon into the auditorium ... and
you're clinging to your PA stack again. OK,
the engineer still can't find the sax fader
during Chris' solo so he brings up the mike
on Jim's ride cymbal instead, so that it
sounds like afizzy gong, but it just doesn't
matter anymore.
At the end of the side, there is even less
applause: perhaps the audience, like you,
are regretting the ephemeral quality of such
concerts as this— or is it the sterility of studio
albums, even when produced with the
imagination of aKing Crimson, that, when
compared with Last Exit's honesty, leaves
them — and you — dissatisfied?
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NAD 3020A Amplifier
"This latter day classic takes another step

rward''

HI-FI ANSWERS

"Isolation from feedback was excellent ... an exciting turntable to listen to"
POPULAR HI-FI
"Rumble was also virtually inaudible ... good dynamic balance and control"
HI-FI NEWS
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NAD

NAD 5120 £99.50 Complete with tonearm. Cartridge extra.

The most acclaimed HiFi in the World
o. NAD Sales, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB Tel: 0923 27737.
lame

Address

Please send me literature on the full NAD range.
HFN 9'83
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Years ago Mission put forward ideas and products whiCh have \
influenced this industry ever since. We suggested gqod meàsurement
weren't enough. We said to design for low coloration wasn't enough.
We insisted two-way speakers were4inherently superior. We argued that
loudspeakers had to reproduce the emotions and dynamics of live-music.
We claimed that good dynamic range needed higher sensitivity and poWe
handling. We said our speakers had to be " hot wired' The lknique combi
ation of our own ideas with proven classical theories -- accurate stereo
imaging, smooth frequency response, low distortions, etc. — gave birth
to ageneration of products that made Mission an industry leader.
Our coJrageous work with new materials influenced designers all over th
world. 4 years ago the Mission 770 took the industry by storm and the
m.mpetition has tried to out. perform it ever since. Our " upside down" 70
offered an entirely new standardl of performance for inexpensive systems.
In 1983 we advance once again. The new Baby 70 offers the real, •
music lover an affordable high performance system, utilising carbon
libre cone technology, dome tweeter and sophisticated filter network. It is
designed to complement good quality equipment without being the limitin
factor — the better your equipment the better,the 70 will sound.
The 700S is asubstantially refined' and improved development of Mission'
legendary 700 — and that says it all! In the 737 you have the result of
5 years of painstaking research in polypropylene technology originally
ceveloped for the 770. This medium priced loudspeaker now out- perform
the 770, which in turn made it necessary to develop the brand new 770S
Eroadcast Monitor. The 770S outclasses its competition regardless of size
or price, both in terms of measurement and music. As for the 780, this is
the ultimate expression of what Mission stands for and is the embodiment
of all our experience and knowledge.
Don't take anything for granted. Don't go by hearsay or even by what
the reviewers say. Listen for yourse ,fand you will know...

because people like music
Write to: Mission Electronics, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Encland.

Phone:

104801 57477 telei 32333

